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THE VINEYARD: A REVIEW ESSAY 
by Allan Shields 


[Allan Shields, Emeritus Professor of Philosophy, California State University, San Diego, first graced our pages in 1999 with a piece on the Brady 
Collection at California State University, Fresno. Since that time he has sent us articles on: Jancis Robinson; The Bancroft Oral Histories of 
California Winemen; Wine Aesthetics; a two-part history of the Thompson Seedless grape; Wine Press to the Printing Press; Prof Petrucci 's 
Singular Vine; and a remembrance of Walter Ficklin-to name a bunch . A Tendril toast of thanks to our octogenarian professor! - Ed.] 


• Tlie Vineyard by Louisa Thomas Hargrave. New 
York: Viking, 2003, 254 pp., hardback. 


• The Vineyard by Idwal Jones. Berkeley: U.C. Press, 
1997. Foreword by Robert Mondavi. 279 pp., paper
back. First edition, 1942, New York: Duell, Sloan & 
Pearce, 279 pp., hardback. 


~~~~~ eparated by half a conti
nent and sixty years, the 
memoir by Louisa Har
grave, a largely factual, 
descriptive, and historical 
work, the Idwal Jones 
novel, a literary, fictional 
story-nevertheless, these 
two sagas of dedication, 
love, labor, and dis
appointment converge on a 
nexus sufficiently to be 
treated together. Both 
works, obviously, are on 


the sarne subject: development of a vineyard. Both 
works hold powerful lessons for anyone who is 
contemplating entering the field of viticulture and 
enology. Jones' novel has been praised for its 
accuracy of facts, historical and scientific. Hargrave's 
historical memoir reads like a lively novel told by an 
unlikely fictional character-a first-person account . 


Hargrave's testimonial to the ancient romance of 
vine and wine, weighted toward a detailed, analytical 
presentation, is told with the flair of a novelist and 
!iterator, albeit a lighthearted one. Idwal Jones (1890-
1964), well known to select readers of a previous 
generation (mine) for his later work, Vines in the Sun 


(194 7), as well as his earlier one, The Vineyard (1942), 
a literary gem suffused with detailed, factual vinous 
matter possible only to an author deeply schooled in 
the lore and lure of the vine. Both authors exhibit 
extensive research in viticulture and enology. 


ldwal Jones, The Vineyard 


I
n 1943, the young Maynard Amerine published a 
brief book notice, not really a review, about ldwal 
Jones' The Vineyard, in which he praises Jones' 


careful research into the vineyards of Northern 
California, stating of the story itself, "Altogether it is 
a very pretty picture of life at the [fictional] Villa 
Montino." (Wayward Tendrils Newsletter, Vol. 4 # 4, p.14) 
One needs to read but a few paragraphs into The 
Vineyard to find confirmation of Amerine's authorita
tive assessment. The book is replete with historical 
late 19th century and early 20th century details of life 
in the Napa Valley and the region. In the work, we 
learn of vine and wine names, some no longer in use, 
as well as familiar varieties whose names remain 
currency among the elect: Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinet 
Noir, Chardonnay, Zinfandel, Grenache, Alicante, 
Gamay, Chablis, and the fictional grape hero, Regals-
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berg . Soil descriptions of the Mayacamas area, native 
growth on the slopes above Napa Valley, meteoro
logical data respecting micro-climates (not Jones' 
term), and much more lend a constant tone of 
unquestioned authority to the ongoing events over 
twenty years in the lives of the central characters. (In 
1949, Idwal Jones published his better known work on 
California vineyards and wineries, Vines in the Sun, 
where he further capitalizes on his long-running 
research after an on-the-ground tour of the wine 
regions of California. Interestingly, the 1949 book, by 
a novelist, though meant to be a factual Baedeker, is 
suffused with the art of a !iterator.) 


Setting aside the story line, the characters, 
dramatic events, family intrigue and back-biting, it is 
worth noting that, on the way to the story's sad finish, 
we meet, in cameo appearances, professors F . C. 
Bioletti and Eugene W. Hilgard of the University of 
California, Agoston Haraszthy; his son, Arpad, the 
Novitiate of Los Gatos, the Wentes, Charles Krug, 
Jacob Schram, Henry W. Crabb, and many other 
actual worthies of the period. Through them, we learn 
of the many destructive hazards (such as viruses, 
Pierce's Disease, the ubiquitous Phylloxera), contour 
plowing and erosion control practices, weed eradica
tion (really, reduction), mildews, rots, insect scourges, 
insect benefits, not to forget completely the fragility of 
human relationships. 
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only to drink." (p. 146) 


Jones thoughtfully pro
vides us with aphoristic, 
bumper-sticker homilies, 
such as, "It wasn't a 
farm he ran for money," 
or "The great gifts [such 
as a superb wine] are 
possible only to those fit 
to receive them," (actual
ly a tautology if made 
explicit), and my favorite, 
voiced by an old, deeply 
experienced wineman in 
the story, "After all, no 
matter what they tell 
you, the prettiest wine is 


Following the decades ofhard, physical labor, major 
set-backs, financial crises, dreams (always the dreams) 
of the ideal vintage and blend, teetering on the cusp of 
enological/financial success, it all comes up against the 
unexpected and unpredictable consequence: Prohibi
tion. Even though Prohibition was much in the 
political air for many decades, many winemen chose 
not to act on possibilities, when they had so much to 
lose. Passage of the constitutional amendment for 
Prohibition, enacted by Congress in 1916, was ratified 


by the States in October 1919, after decades of effort 
by various dry states, Maine leading the way in 1846! 
Prohibition spelled disaster for those vineyards 
planted in wine grapes. Jones' telling description of 
how entire, established vineyards were ripped out, the 
stumps piled into "funeral pyres" which at night 
presented the disillusioned family with a clear view 
across the Napa Valley of an eerie scene from a kind of 
Armageddon. Actually, Jones' book was written long 
after the Repeal of Prohibition in 1933, and so the 
author softens the huge blow to vineyardists by 
suggesting that in the future, all of their efforts would 
not have been made in vain, obviously a comfort 
disallowed within the framework of the novel's story. 
The reader, at least, is given the reassurance. Cool 
comfort. 


NOTE ON THE IDSTORY OF The Vineyard 


T he first edition, published in 1942, was reprinted in 
1973, available in a paperback Comstock edition, 


and finally, to date, it has been republished in 1997 by 
the University of California Press as a paperback, with 
a Foreword by Robert Mondavi, the venerable icon of 
the Napa Valley wine industry. Mondavi, like 
Maynard Amerine, credits Jones with a factual grasp 
of the science, art, and history ofwinegrowing, adding 
that Jones is even somewhat prescient about 
advancing the need for "natural winegrowing 
philosophy" which Mondavi's vineyards have long ago 
adopted, eschewing the environmental hazards of 
chemical fertilizers and pesticides in the interest of 
preserving the uniquely advantaged soils of Napa 
Valley and environs. The Mondavi family actually 
own part of the original vineyard lands of Henry 
Crabb's "To-Kalon" estate. Mondavi takes "To
Kalon" to mean "highest" or "best," from the Greek, 
to kalon. In the Greek of Plato's time, it also meant 
"beauty" or "the beautiful." Mondavi's Foreword cites 
previous editions of The Vineyard, but the publishers 
mention nothing about earlier editions. The final page 
of the paperback edition does have a brief biography 
of Idwal Jones, with a portrait. The back of the cover 
has statements by the publisher (which calls the work 
a history), by M.F.K. Fisher, and by Thomas Pinney. 
Fisher's brief statement recognizes the book's novel, 
literary qualities, while Pinney underscores the 
vinous, historical authenticity aspects. Mondavi says, 
"But it is not profit that motivates most of us in the 
wine business, and Jones makes that clear in the book. 
The families that succeed will be those that 'honor the 
vineyard' and make the best wines they can without 
putting profit first." (p. xii) 


Louisa T. Hargrave, The Vineyard 


During a phone conversation, Louisa Hargrave said 
she had titled her memoir, Harvest Home, but the 


publisher's editors, at the last moment, thought The 







Vineyard would attract more readers, whose interest 
would be piqued, especially with the sub-title, The 
Pleasures and Perils of Creating an American Family 
Winery. Her preferred title, Harvest Home, a trope to 
evoke the familiar hymn of Thanksgiving she believed 
represented the emotional center of her story: a 
family 's achievement , a family 's mutually shared sa
ga. By any other title, her story must be read and her 
lessons in viticulture and enology examined and 
heeded. 


Louisa and her husband, Alexander McKenzie Har
grave, both well-educated in leading northeastern uni
versities-Harvard , Smith, Rochester, Princeton, Sim
mons, to mention some in their collective experience
prepared them in standard curricular subjects, as well 
as in some arcane linguistic , literary , and humanities 
studies. They were not prepared-not the least
academically , or even physically, to undertake the 
demanding and difficult labors involved in an expan
sive vineyard and a winery. Alex was raised in the 
Rochester and Finger Lakes area of New York, and 
was visually familiar from a safe distance with the 
great vineyards nearby, and only vaguely aware of the 
mysteries of actually making wine . Louisa, who grew 
to maturity on Long Island ("I was baptized , con
firmed , and married in St . John's Episcopal church" ) 
in an established, residential neighborhood, had had 
even less exposure than Alex to the furrow-hopping 
tasks of farming grapes or growing wines . Because 
they both came from families with-ahem
comfortable incomes, they had well-developed tastes in 
excellent wines and shared a nascent dream of one 
day-maybe-actually producing such wines from 
their own vineyard . 


To their credit, they spent many months research
ing the literature of viticulture and enology, the 
different varieties of wine grapes, the wine-grape 
growing regions of the United States, from California, 
Oregon , Washington on the west coast, to the New 
York regions of the Finger Lakes , Canandaigua Lake, 
parts of New England , to the southern east coast, 
areas where they actually traveled, talking their way 
through many viticulturists and vintners. Eventually, 
for reasons made transpicuously clear in her book, 
they determined to return to the east coast and to 
Long Island. 


Devoted to the standard varieties of Pinot Noir, 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, and Chardonnay-all 
vitis vinifera-they were clear-eyed and well-schooled 
in the history of the east coast failures to grow these 
vinifera grapes successfully in just about every region 
they visited. One guru 's books they examined, Philip 
M. Wagner, though not mentioned in the final book's 
draft, were understood as a formidable caution against 
planting vinifera. Other experts consulted warned 
them emphatically against undertaking their project 
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on Long Island. "While it's true that [John] Wickham 
was the person who showed us the benefits of the 
North Fork [Long Island], he did not suggest we move 
there to plant grapes. On the contrary, he said, 
'Listen to me well. This is a wonderful place to farm, 
but I advise you not to do it . You have no experience, 
and it is far too risky. You have no idea how expensive 
it is to develop a new crop in a region . Don't be 
pioneers . Pioneers always pay twice. You'll end up 
with arrows in your backs."' (p.85) 


Their assessment of the approach of California 
winemen and California university plant geneticists 
was that Americans typically feel they must out-do the 
European traditions by breeding up (selecting ) 
hybrids, instead of just planting the tried and true 
varieties . The Hargraves passionately wanted to pro
duce excellent wines from the standard, European 
varieties, but also following the best practices of 
blending, the real art of the vintner. 


Despite all warnings, they bought an old potato 
farm near Cutchogue, Long Island, on the North Fork, 
ordered ten-thousand ( !) vines and plunged ahead. 
Mildly accused by some doubting Thomases that they 
chose Long Island because of Louisa's attachments to 
place, Louisa goes to some pains to explain their 
decision, in the process noting the scientific advan
tages of farming grapes on Long Island. 


" .. .I insisted that the real reasons we were there 
had to do with hard scientific facts. Looking at 
statistics, we found that the North Fork compared 
favorably to the Finger Lakes, the Hudson Valley, 
Virginia, and the Connecticut shore. We could get 
a crop on the North Fork in three years instead of 
four. Here, in contrast to those other places , our 
vines wouldn't be killed to the ground in winter, so 
we would have a predictable crop every year. The 
pests that had devastated earlier attempts to grow 
vinifera could now be controlled with specialized 
pesticides and grafting . There was enough rainfall 
that we wouldn't need irrigation. There were none 
of the rocks and boulders so common in upstate 
territory, nor were there streams or heavy clay 
soils . Frost and drainage wouldn't be a problem, so 
we didn't need to find a slope or install drainage 
tiles ... " (p. 84) 
Nearly thirty-years later, when they reluctantly 


decided to sell their winery and vineyard, Louisa 
finally found time to write their story. Their success 
with vinifera wine grapes, producing prize wines 
starting about 1974, pioneered a new wine region, 
successful against great odds, and contrary to all 
professional advice. That success was theirs, and they 
took enormous satisfaction in the achievement. 


Having said that , it cannot be ignored at what great 
cost and effort their goal was achieved. Louisa writes, 


continued on page 8 -
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~ 
& NOTES 


RENEWAL TIME!! 
January brings us a new year, a new volume ofW-TQ, 
and time to renew our membership I subscription. 
Dues remain the same: $20 USA/Canada; $25 over
seas. A renewal form is enclosed. 


VOL.14 (2004) INDEX 
is enclosed with this issue. We send kudos and 
Tendril thanks to our contributors for 2004--some 
eighteen members, from Benson to Wemyss who 
covered wine-y subjects from Allen to Winkler. In the 
process, over 120 books were noted or reviewed. 
POSTSCRIPT: Hold on to those W-T Newsletters and 
Quarterlies ! A single issue (July 1999) is offered for 
sale on the internet for $20! 


NOVEL CELLAR ENJOYMENT 
The Best Cellar by Charles Goodrum (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1987, 218 pp) is an engaging mystery 
based around the perfect cellar-not a wine cellar, but 
a cellar hiding 3,000 antiquarian books (including 
wine titles, we're sure). The scholarly crime involves 
rare books, Thomas Jefferson, the Library of Con
gress, and murder. • Equally entertaining is the 
vintage 1919 Six Best Cellars by Holworthy Hall and 
Hugh Kahler (NY: Dodd, Mead & Co., 106 pp). "Set 
in an affluent New York City suburb, this is a satirical 
period piece on the problems of social survival under 
the burdens of Prohibition and an empty wine cellar" 
(Gabler, p.164). Enjoy! 


LOVELY MENU COLLECTION FOR SALE 
After "much soul searching" Jeffrey Benson has 
decided to part with his collection of "well over 1,000 
menus dating from 1890, mainly European-many 
have the wines listed, and the majority are very 
colorful, some very elaborate ... fascinating reading of 
what we ate and drank over the last 100 years." 
Contact him at bensonwines@connectingbusiness.com 
for all the lovely details. 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organization founded 
in 1990 for Wine BookCol/ectors. Yearly Membership I Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (JSSN 1552-9460) is $20 
USA and Canada; $25 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested. 
Please address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, 
Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. FAX 707-544-2723. E-mail: 
tendrils@jps.net. Editor and Publisher: Gail Unzelman. -


GOURMAND WORLD COOKBOOK AWARD: 
BEST WINE BOOK IN ENGLISH - 2004 


James Gabler's monumental achievement, Wine into 
Words (2nd ed), has been awarded this prestigious 
prize as the best wine book in English. The winner in 
each language will compete against winners in the 
same category in other languages, and "The Best in 
the World" will be announced in Grythyttan, Sweden 
at a Gala Dinner, 11 February 2005, in the presence of 
the King of Sweden. Congratulations, Jim! Get your 
tux pressed and your plane ticket reserved. 


"COOKING WITH WINE" 
by Vince Pirolli. This little fine-press booklet has been 
produced by Vance Gerry at his Weather Bird Press 
(Pasadena, 2004). Only [3] pages, but finely designed, 
decorated and crafted, it is a lovely addition to our 
"Fine Press I Wine Press" collection. Fifty copies 
printed and bound at the press (card covers, sewn). 
Available from Vance Gerry, 450 So. Arroyo Blvd, 
Pasadena, CA 91105. $15. 


OXFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FOOD 
AND DRINK IN AMERICA 


London/New York: Oxford University Press, 2004. 
Editor-in-Chief, Andrew F. Smith, with a dozen assist
ants on his editorial board, and over 200 contributors. 
Vol.1: A-J, 751 pp; Vol.2: K-Z, Appendixes, List of 
Contributors, Index, 790 pp. 8112 x 11, 400 illustra
tions. $250. Editor Smith states the objective of this 
encyclopedia: bring "together in one authoritative 
reference work the best scholarship on the history of 
American food." Culinary matters are obviously the 
main focus, while "Drink" (including wine) plays a 
minor supporting role in this story. Included in the 32-
page "Wine" section: an "Historical Survey" by 
Thomas Pinney, "Eastern U.S. Wines" by Hudson 
Cattell, and "California Wines" by Charles Sullivan. 
"Wine Books," covering the history of books on wine 
in America, is allotted a one-page overview by Pinney. 
("Cookbooks and Manuscripts" gets 32 pages!) Still, 
a worthwhile resource. 


PRINCE FAMILY ARCHIVES 
We appreciate the following letter received from Jeff 
McKay, Brooklyn, New York: To the Editor, I have 
been interested for some time in the early history of 
American viticulture and enology. When I moved 
recently from Northern California to New York City, 
I thought I would look into what resources were 
available in the New York Library system regarding 
early viticulture. To my amazement the Queens 
Borough Public Library, Long Island Division, in 
Jamaica, NY, still has original documents from the 
Prince Family Estate, which was located only a few 
miles away in the town of Flushing. This collection 
contains materials which are not held in the National 







Agricultural Library in Maryland. Included are copies 
of letters sent and received by William Robert Prince 
(1795-1869), of Prince Nursery fame and author of A 
Treatise on the Vine: Embracing Its History from the 
Earliest Ages to the Present Day, with Descriptions of 
... Two Hundred Foreign, and Eighty American Varie
ties ... (New York, 1830). Of particular interest to 
California and Missouri viticulture is a letter addres
sed to Wm. R. Prince, Flushing, NY, written by a 
young George Husmann, January 1856, Hermann, 
MO. While requesting to purchase "25 to 30,000 
cuttings," Husmann reports "Our vineyards look very 
promising, and if, as all vintners prophesy, we should 
not have any mildew next summer, we can make a 
great crop. As far as my experience goes, I have never 
seen the vines in so healthy a state as at present." 
The Public Library in Jamaica is not the easiest or 
nicest place to visit . The farms and forest of 19th 
century Queens have been converted to mile after mile 
of ugly urban sprawl. It is interesting to think how the 
area must have looked at the time of Husmann's 
letter. For your readers who would like to visit it, I 
would suggest taking a taxi there unless they don't 
mind a long and confusing subway or train ride, and 
a good walk to and from the local train stop. For 
anyone wishing to access this collection, an alternative 
would be to give me a call or email, and I'll see ifl can 
find what is being requested. Sincerely, Jeff McKay, 
131 Berkeley Place, Brooklyn, NY 11217. (917) 
902.1136. jeffreyamckay@aol.com 


"Pardon, Monsieur ... " 
John Hayes writes from Boston: "I thought I would 
inquire as to an interesting aspect of an Andre Simon 
book I recently acquired. The Special Edition of The 
Art of Good Living (London: Constable, 1929) has a 
title page referring to a frontispiece 'after Daumier,' 
but in fact has a color frontispiece, 'Pardon, Mon- . 
sieur ... after Bouchot.' The 1929 trade edition, with a 
frontispiece, 'Le Supplice de Tantale after Daumier,' 
refers to a Special Edition with a color frontispiece 
and 11 other illustrations, so I assumed the color 
frontispiece was the Daumier. Is yours the same?" 
Your editor replied that, yes, her copy of the Special 
Edition of 300 copies (numbered, and signed by Simon 
on the verso of the half-title) had the same Bouchot 
frontispiece. It seems safe to conclude that the Special 
Edition , although presented in a larger page format 
with wider margins, was printed from the same type 
set for the trade edition, and no one reset the title 
page to reflect the different frontispiece used for the 
limited edition. Pardon, Monsieur, pardon! 


"With All Good Wishes" 
INSCRIBED ANDRE SIMON BOOKS 


"P. S." 
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[Inspired by our article in the October 2003 issue, several Tendrils 
rushed to their bookshelves to search their Simon books for inscrip
tions. We offer this "P.S." for your further enjoyment and insight 
into Andre Simon. - Ed .] 


FROM THE LIBRARY OF RICK WITSCHONKE 
Rick writes that he has in his library only one 
inscribed Simon book, of a rather uninteresting 
provenance. But he does treasure a copy of the menu 
from "A California Dinner in Honor of Mr. Andre L. 
Simon by the Board of Governors of the Wine and 
Food Society· San Francisco Branch· Friday· June 21 
· 1946 · Palace Hotel · San Francisco." It is inscribed: 
"Dear Madame Georges de Latour, We bow to thee in 
humble appreciation for that which your dear beloved 
strived." Signed: S.P. Lucia, Andre L. Simon, John K. 
Esquin, Maynard A. Amerine, George A. Selleck, 
Chaffee Hall, and other Society gastronomes. 


FROM THE LIBRARY OF MARTS BEEKLEY 
The History of the Wine Trade in England (Vol.I-III, 
1906, 1907, 1909). Vol.I is inscribed: To H. Gent, Esq, 
With the author's Compliments, Andre L. Simon, 
16.11.06. Alas, the other two volumes are not in
scribed. Considered by many to be Andre Simon's 
greatest contribution to wine literature, Simon him
self once stated, "There is more hard work and 
original information in these three volumes than in all 
my other books.'' Wonder who the Gent is? 


FROM THE LIBRARY OF MANNIE BERK 
A Concise Encyclopaedia of Gastronomy, Section I, 
Sauces, (1939, The Wine and Food Society) is inscrib
ed on the inside front cover: "Theodora L. Codman, 
Andre Simon, Boston 2-3-39." Theodora Codman was 
the wife of Charlie Codman, and both were significant 
figures in the reemerging wine community of America 
in the 1930s and 1940s. Charlie was the wine buyer at 
S. S. Pierce in Boston before and after the war; during 
the war he was George Patton's aide-de-camp. Theo
dora, according to Simon, was chiefly responsible for 
creating the Boston chapter of the Wine and Food 
Society. Simon had a special relationship with her and 
wrote warmly about her in In The Twilight: "To find, 
in Boston, those few men who were genuine wine 
lovers was not only a great surprise for me but a tonic, 
but the greatest gift of Providence was Theodora. She 
was the dynamic and highly intelligent wife of Charlie 
Codman, and she realized at once that a Boston Wine 
and Food Society would do far more for the recogni
tion and appreciation of wine than the dinners of the 
Club des Arts Gastronomiques for a few men only. It 
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was really Theodora Codman, not me, who started the 
Boston Chapter of the Society. Gus Loring was the 
President, benevolent, amiable, Pickwickian some
what and lovable, but Theodora was the Hon. 
Secretary, quick, efficient, the 'no nonsense' type of 
woman who gets things done, and well done, but does 
not expect and rarely gets a thank you." Theodora 
Codman also wrote the charming 1935 book, Was it a 
Holiday, about a wine-buying trip she and Charlie 
took through France. 


Bottlescrew Days (London : Duckworth, 1926) is 
inscribed: "Tommy Layton 's Own Book Andre L. Si
mon 25-9-43." During and after World War II, Layton 
was a colorful figure on the London wine and food 
scene. He owned two restaurants, and was well-known 
for his wines. Eventually he started Layton's Wine 
Merchants , which exists today. According to Christies , 
Michael Broadbent's first job in the wine business was 
working for the "brilliant but eccentric" Layton 
(1952 ). He wrote numerous books on wine and food 
and was editor of Wine Magazine in the late 1950s. 


Augustus Muir (1892-1989) was a crony of Simon 's 
and the last surviving member of the Saintsbury Club 
who actually knew Professor Saintsbury . Muir was a 
student ofSaintsbury's and made his living writing, as 
a journalist and by taking on corporate history com
missions. On his death, we purchased many of the 
wine books in his library, a large percentage of which 
were Simon titles, some with inscriptions and the 
occasional A.L.S. signed menu or post card. But two 
are of particular interest here. 


Bottlescrew Days (London: Duckworth , 1926) from 
Augustus Muir's library, inscribed "With all best 
wishes Andre L. Simon To G.H.A. Wilson 23-2-32," 
with the bookplate of G.H.A. Wilson M.P. Loosely 
inserted in the book are two items . One is a visiting 
card to Wilson from Mrs. Stanley Baldwin (the wife of 
the Prime Minister ). The other item is a poignant . 
letter from A.L.S. from his home, Little Hedgecourt, 
East Grinstead, written to Muir (5/3/69) the year 
before Simon's death: "My dear Augustus, Thank you 
so much for your good wishes! It was a surprise - a 
very pleasant one! To hear from you! I have so few old 
friends left now! I am nearly blind but still do my best 
to write 'blind' hoping to be legible otherwise quite fit 
without a pain or an ache! Kindest regards, Andre." 


By Requ est, An Autobiography by Andre L. Simon 
(The Wine and Food Society, 1957). This copy is 
inscribed: "Andre Simon to Augustus Muir, Gratefully 
Andre L. Simon 28/2/57." Loosely inserted is the bill 
to have the book 's manuscript typed , which Muir had 
arranged for Simon. The bill, from a Miss M. Howey 
in Stansted, Essex , totaled 11 pounds, 8 shillings for 
99,000 words , including paper and carbons. 


The Art of Good Living (Constable , 1930). Signed 
by Andre L. Simon. On p.128 , within Simon's A-to-Z 
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"A Gastronomic Vocabulary," Haggis is asterisked by 
hand, with a marginal note in Simon's hand: "Don't 
Miss it! Try it with 'Black Dog.' A.L.S." While Simon 
defines Haggis in his book as "a mess," presumably 
the Black Dog he refers to is a Scotch Whisky . 


A.L.S. on the Motor-car in its Infancy 
Inserted loosely in Volume One of The History of the 
Wine Trade in England is a letter from Simon , on 24 
Mark Lane stationery, dated 21 April 1909, presum
ably to the original owner of this volume. It reads: 
"Dear Sir, I am extremely obliged to you for so kindly 
taking the trouble to point out what is-I fear-only one 
of the errors to be found in my Book. I am making a 
note of it, so as to correct it in a Second Edition, 
should I bring one out. If only you knew how absorb
ing my business and how numerous my social engage
ments, I am quite sure that you would forgive the ... 
errors you may find in a book much too hastily 
written. How I do envy you, these beautiful spring 
mornings, the peacefulness and old world charm of the 
delightful spot you live in! I have only been once to 
Budleigh Salterton and I remember being ashamed of 
the motor-car which struck me as desecrating the 
charming old place. Yours very truly, Andre L. Simon." 


FROM THE LIBRARY OF BILL DICKERSON 
In response to "With All Good Wishes," I can make 
one addition if it warrants inclusion without a 
previous inscription to a famous English wine 
personality ... I lived in London on a medical fellow
ship during the year of 1959 and had the good fortune 
through my dear friend , Otto Loeb (O.W. Loeb, Wine 
Imports ), to meet and dine with Andre Simon . He was 
kind enough to present me a copy of his Bibliotheca 
Gastronomica, inscribed: "To William Dickerson, with 
my best wishes , Andre L. Simon, Christmas 1959." 
Returning to the U.S. to finish my psychiatry 
residency, I had little opportunity to be with Mon. 
Simon again until the occasion of a wonderful get
together planned by Belle & Barney Rhodes when we 
sponsored a dinner at Gravetye Manor on 17 May 
1967 with Otto Loeb, John Avery, Robert Knudsen, 
and the Robert Adamsons. This occasion is described 
by Andre Simon in his In the Twilight (p.92). Thank 
you for helping me to recall such happy memories . 


[EDITOR NOTE : As we were going to press , we learned the sad 
news of the death of our long time fellow Tendril and friend , Bill 
Dickerson . Bill and his wife, while vacationing in Thailand, were 
killed in the horrific tsunami that swept Southea st Asia in late 
December . A well-respected San Francisco I Marin County physi
cian, lover of fine food & wine , and gallant promoter of wine and its 
healthful benefits, Bill was also the proprietor of Dickerson Vine
yard & Winery in Napa Valley. His facile wine-pen gave us the fine 
biographical sketch of S. Weir Mitchell in the Introduction to the 
1975 Corti Bros . r eprint of Mitchell 's classic, A Madeira Party. 
Thank you for the memories , Bill. We will miss you .] 
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continued from page 3 -
"I spent most of that first vineyard summer hand
hoeing seventeen acres of vines. I did it three 
times, by myself, and ended up doing it [on about 
50 acres] for part of every summer after that, like 
the mythical Sisyphus ... " ( p. 29) 
To paraphrase a proverbial dictum, inexperienced 


viticulturists rush in where experienced veterans fear 
to tread. Such an injunction applies to many other 
formidable obstacles to their goal of making prize 
wines in an untested region, untested completely for 
a vitis vinifera. The Vineyard's candid and extensive 
treatment of the major, and minor, obstacles allows 
me to adumbrate by means of simple listing . For 
nearly thirty years, their venture faced many 
problems: Financing, refinancing, mortgages, insects, 
birds, rabbits, viruses, weeds, misinformation from 
experts and even disinformation, personnel problems, 
personal physical threats and injuries, developing a 
new, complete winery with cooperage, fermenters, 
stemmer, laboratory, etc. , new tractors, posts and wire 
for trellises, hurricanes, freezes, government regula
tors (includinguncooperativethreats), bottling equip
ment, labels, sales, distribution-not a complete list. 


At the start, Alex and Louisa held only a vague, but 
excited, understanding of what they were up against, 
as Hickham warned. For the life of their winery and 
vineyard, they approached each stage as a learning 
experience, one fraught with daily discouragements; 
but through it all, they succeeded primarily because 
there was no turning back once begun, like a tightrope 
walker who steps forth . 


Louisa discretely and artfully refrains from 
divulging detailed financial information, preferring to 
leave it to the reader to consider just how much 
money was required even to try to farm, let alone 
buying those initial 10,000 vines, or funding later 
developments. Alex, we are told, inherited a trust 
from his grandmother, widow ofT. J . Hargrave, for 30 
years CEO of Eastman Kodak Company. A serious 
question can be posed, even in retrospect: Would they 
have been able to consider buying a farm to launch 
into an untried crop requiring a large financial risk if 
they had not had a substantial resource of initial 
capital? At any point in their career, it seems, they 
might have been able to recover some of their losses, 
though the saga suggests otherwise. 


The Hargraves established the winery region of 
North Fork, Long Island, beginning after 1975. Sub
sequently, many other vineyards and wineries have 
become established, and a ready market for wines 
made from vinifera grapes has developed as a direct 
result of their pioneering efforts, "By 1988 there were 
thirty vineyards whose thirteen-hundred acres pro
duced grapes, all vinifera, for twelve wineries." (p. 208) 


Conclusion 


Despite obvious differences in location (east coast 
vs. west coast), in time period (19th century vs. 20th 


century) literary genre (novel vs. memoir / history ) and 
other, minor contrasts, it is instructive to draw out 
some similarities and lessons available in the two 
works under discussion. 


First of all, both key characters are women, young 
women who dedicate themselves completely to a 
vinous dream wherein they live the good, bucolic life 
in daily, hourly contact with nature and family 
members . Both women labor in the vineyards, 
pruning, tying canes, weeding, harvesting, making 
wine, bottling, selling crops and products . Both thrive 
on the life of a vigneron and, looking back over 
decades, they are prepared to re-dedicate themselves 
to the demanding tasks. Even the varieties ofvinifera 
they treasure are held in common. 


Perhaps Louisa Hargrave speaks for her distant, 
fictional soulmate a century earlier when she writes, 
"The first day I spent farming, following the tractor 
with a grape planter, was a model for the next thirty 
years. Under the open sky, work fell into a rhythm 
that was at first boring and then consoling. My mind 
could go anywhere because the work didn 't require 
much new thinking. I could feel the power of my body 
increasing as I worked every muscle in my 110-pound 
frame." (p. 3) 


Clearly, the great romance of the vine sustained 
them, above all other practical motives. When one 
asks more pointedly just exactly what kinds of 
motivation for the strenuous life of the vigneron 
operate in their souls, certain answers are plausible, 
despite the danger in divining motives. 


In the Jones novel, heroine Alda Pendle, comes into 
possession of the legendary Villa Montino through a 
series of fortuitous inter-family developments. The 
land becomes hers as a kind of reward (by the novelist ) 
for her decades of dedicated service, only, in the end , 
to be cast down by the specter of Prohibition. 


In the case of Louisa Hargrave, the land and the 
vineyard-winery development are won for her and her 
husband, Alex, by virtue of the never-revealed amount 
of a trust from Alex' grandmother, supplemented by 
friendly investors, generous bank lenders, and 
fortuitous success of their venture, a gamble that 
could have gone completely sour but didn't. (I refrain 
from divulging the highly personal, poignant ending of 
her memoir, reserved for the reader.) 


If, on the other hand, innocent amateurs (lovers ) 
who knew only the love of the vine and the wine as 
dreamy ideals, as romances to be welcomed, is it likely 
that friends would be moved to invest, that bankers 
would be thrilled to share the venture vicariously, that 
success might be the goal? In short, even though the 
story by Jones appears to be an attractive plausibility 







for the fictional persona-and even Hargrave's 
experience held such high value for her that she would 
do it all over again "in a heartbeat, "-can their stories 
be seriously evocative for someone else ready to 
embark on that same, ill-understood quest? "Oh, 
yes!" she said emphatically when I posed the pos
sibility to her-without hesitation. Still, what is the 
prudential lesson for other amateurs without 
comparable, realistic means? Reason must dictate 
caution, at the very least, and wisdom must conclude 
that no amateur should undertake to start a winery
vineyard lacking financial backing, extensive research, 
and preparation. 


It is doubtful that either the Jones or Hargrave 
work was intended to evoke in a reader any real desire 
to go and do likewise. Certainly this is true of Jones' 
highly idiosyncratic, fictional account. It couldn't be 
duplicated for the necessary and sufficient reason that 
it (the vineyard-winery) never did exist. On the other 
hand, Louisa Hargrave's spirited, often lighthearted 
prose exudes a great deal of attraction for some 
readers, readers who might just be in the throes of 
possibly duplicating what happened at the Hargrave 
Vineyard and Winery. She tells us that, subsequent to 
their initial success, the vineyards and wineries on the 
North Fork were established in considerable number, 
though not as a result of her memoir, of course, which 
came nearly five years after the Hargraves had 
vacated their place. Their reputation, example, and 
publicity attracted new investors to the novel, 
promising wine region . Clearly, Louisa Hargrave's 
book, though incitive, was not ever intended as a real 
estate tract to draw investors or wide-eyed amateur 
vignerons and wannabe vintners to the area. Still, 
even the sub-title, The Pleasures and Perils of 
Creating an American Family Winery, suggests that 
the publishers, at least, may have wanted the work to 
pose as a "how to" book. The reader, too, might easily 
have made the allure of a family enterprise, a harvest 
home, the emotional focus of his reading out of her 
book the possibility of reaching his dream. 


Because both books do appear to induce others to 
join the vinous frolic, the dream of creating the ideal 
wines and vines, we must conclude that no such 
invitation can reasonably be accepted . In point of fact, 
the history of wineries in California, as. well as in New 
England and the east coast, is replete with failures 
that do not, usually, make the public record the way . 
successes do. Winery, vineyard, and business failures 
in general, do not make good copy. The wreckage of 
vinous dreams is strewn all up and down California 
and the east coast, as well as the resale of vineyards 
and wineries as proprietors come and go, for whatever 
unannounced reasons. 


Unhappily, it is not uncommon to find that the 
romance of harvest home sometimes results in a 


vintage of sour grapes, 
given the vicissitudes of 
nature, cultures, histor
ies, and human motives. 


The dreamy fantasy 
of an ivy-covered estate 
winery can be over
powering; but if you 
walk the furrows of a 
dedicated, sunburned, 
sweaty vigneron, you 
may come to estimate 
realistically the funda
mental allure of that 
sense of place built on 
the foundation of blood, 
sweat and tears. Per-
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haps the perennial, romantic singing sirens of 
Bacchantes should continue to draw some aside from 
their given odyssey, to strive in ways the rest ofus can 
only imagine. 


NOBLE ROT, continued from page 11 -
water into wine. We're still waiting for the second 
miracle, which is to turn wine into profit."' (p.155) 


The title, Noble Rot, is an unfortunate choice on 
two counts: It is off-putting to the unknowing; it 
invites waggish, impish, facetious animadversions I 
valiantly restrain myself from writing out. 


Why is it that wine tasters of the world, even Wine 
Masters, refuse to take seriously Maynard Amerine's 
profoundly reasonable writings about "sensory 
evaluation"? If there exists a better corpus of 
documents on the subject, I haven't seen them. 


Finally, "Sixty-two-Buck-Chuck" makes a splendid 
and tempting title for a critical essay on the subject of 
the frivolous pricing of wines. • 


IF you cannot read all your books, at any 
rate handle, or as it were, fondle them -
peer into them, let them fall open where 
they will, read from the first sentence that 
arrests the eye, set them back on the 
shelves with your own hands, arrange them 
on your own plan so that you at least know 
where they are. Let them be your friends; 
let them at any rate be your acquaintances. 
- WINSTON CHURCHILL (1874-1965) 
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THIS NOBLE GRAPE•& 
A Book Review • 
by Bo Simons 


North American Pinot Noir by John Winthrop 
Haeger. Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2004. 445 pages. $34.95. ISBN 0520241142. 


Think of a grape and a wine made from it whose 
history predates moveable type, whose wine 
pleased Thomas Jefferson, and whose Santa 


Rita Hills exemplars became the grail quest for 
Miles Raymond, the chump hero of the recent novel 
and film Sideways. Pinot Noir enjoys that long 
history, recent renaissance and current buzz. John 
Haeger has written an important book about this 
noble grape and its expression on the North 
American continent. It is a big subject, but Haeger 
is up to it, shining a focused light on the grape's 
genetics, history in this country, and a detailed 
study of many of California, Oregon, and Washing
ton producers. 


Haeger brings the skills of a scholar and the 
levelheaded practicality of a manager to the task of 
making sense of this sprawling and elusive subject. 
He has been a professor of Chinese at the Claremont 
Colleges, and for some 20 years was a vice president 
of Research Libraries Group, a major research 
libraries association. 


The University of California Press still cares 
about making a good book: This one sports an 
attractive burgundy cloth cover, an understated and 
classic dust jacket, pleasing typeface and layout. 
There are no illustrations but the center pages 
contain adequate if not terribly detailed maps. (By 
the way, maps that I would wish to see would 
require an atlas sized book.) The book consists of 
three parts, the first two of roughly equal size and 
the third, considerably smaller-Part One: The 
Grape, The Wine and The History (176 pages); Part 
Two: Profiles of Key Producers (207 pages); Part 
Three: Enjoying Pinot Noir (22 pages). 


The Grape, The Wine and The History. 


I n the first eight chapters that constitute Part One, 
Haeger covers a book's worth of ground. He tells 


us about Pinot Noir, its supposed origins, DNA, 
history, how it's grown, its clones, and compares 
Burgundy with North American Pinot. Along the 
way he weaves his history with several themes and 
dispels some common misconceptions about it. Two 
themes compliment each other: the transparency of 
the grape, and primacy of site. Transparency r_ef:rs 
to the ability of Pinot N oir to take on characteristics 
of its site and to suffer from rough handling or 
interventionist winemaking. This transparency 


leads to Pinot's being site specific, and also means 
the winemaker's task, once he has good fruit from a 
good site, is stewardship rather than manipulation. 
Prevailing wisdom had it that America's initial lack 
of interest in Pinot stemmed from the difficulty in 
growing the grape. Not so fast, says Haeger: The al
lure of claret, hyped because of the Anglo-Bordeaux 
connection, dazzled the 19th century American wine 
men who were more entrepreneurs than connois
seurs. A few good Pinots were made in California 
before and after Prohibition, but by the 1970s when 
other wines had benefited from high-tech manipula
tive winemaking, Pinot had suffered, and it took 
simple small-scale, back-to-basics winemaking
espoused by Martin Ray, David Bruce, Joe Swan, 
Merry Edwards, the boys up North in Oregon and 
others-to make good Pinot here. 


Part of the problem with relating the history of 
Pinot N oir in America is that it is many smaller 
stories. Haeger realizes this, and gives a broad 
sweep in Chapter 3, "The Rise of Pinot Noir in 
North America," and individualizes the regional 
histories in Chapter 4, ''Where It Happens." He 
gets down to the winery and vineyard level in his 
"key producer" profiles in Part Two. The stories of 
Russian River, Carneros, Santa Rita Hills, Willam
ette Valley (not to mention Canada and New York) 
are diverse yet intertwined. Like a good Pinot, its 
history is layered and complex. 


Profiles of Key Producers. 


Haeger picks 72 "Key Producer~" _of~ino~ Noir to 
profile in depth. Any such lim1tat10n 1s bound 


to provoke controversy. Reasonable arguments can 
be made that your favorite Pinot maker does not 
appear. However, Haeger, limiting his selection to 
those who would consent to "provide the access 
needed for inclusion," has omitted some biggies that 
belong in such a book as his: e.g., left out are the 
stellar producers Dehlinger and Marcassin. Now 
these producers probably figured what is there to 
gain from the exposure. They sell every drop of 
what they produce, and have waiting lists from h~re 
to Tokyo of connoisseurs wanting to buy more. Still, 
I think they have blown it by not granting Haeger 
the access he required. Those who are making wine 
history have an obligation to present themselves to 
its chroniclers. But Haeger, even if he could not get 
Tom Dehlinger or Helen Turley to talk to him, 
needed to include them. Haeger is no slouch at 
research. He could have found out about them, and 
included a profile with a disclaimer of some ~d. 
While a profile assembled from other sources ~s. a 
poor substitute for an account informed by a V1s1t, 
interview and a tasting conducted by the 
winemak~r, it beats the exclusion of these important 







Pinot producers. The profiles he does supply are 
wonderful. We learn a lot on an intimate level about 
the men and women who make Pinot Noir sing. 


Cover to cover 


Despite the one flaw, which like a quirk in a great 
Pinot, might only serve to accentuate the overall 


greatness, this book stands as rewarding and worth
while. Few wine books merit reading cover to cover. 
This is one of them. Haeger writes well, has a 
worthy subject, and brings ideas and a lively intel
ligence to the telling . Where else can you get 
involved in discussions of clones, revisionist history, 
the role and limits of terroir, the difficulty or ease of 
growing Pinot, whether great Pinot can be made in 
quantity, and the Zen of non-interventionist wine
making style? 


NOBLE ROT 
A BOOK REVIEW 
by Allan Shieu1s 


~ · 


~ 
Noble Rot: A Bordeaux Wine Revolution by Wil
liam Echikson. New York: Norton, 2004, 302 pp. 
Cloth. $25. 


N oble Rot is not about noble rot, a natural process 
of a lingering harvest with Botrytis cinerea 


fungus to increase desirable sugars into the wine. It 
is about the Bordeaux region in France during the 
past three decades, roughly; about the market 
revolution created by a vignerons-vintners revolu
tion in which Robert Parker is claimed to have been 
a principal factor; and it is about the history of key 
terroirs of Bordeaux. Across an expanse of nearly 
three-hundred pages of 10-point font, we are treated 
to a Cook's tour of the region primarily through the 
means of fifteen chapters featuring key personalities 
and their clashes a la Napa family contentions. 
Much of the debate within the wine cellar circles 
revolves around matters of proper vineyard-winery 
practices, promotion, distribution, and pricing, and, 
in a dominating way, MONEY. Undercurrent one can 
find Francophilia vs Francophobia so much in the 
news of foreign affairs and politics lately. The 
silliness of pouring French champagne down the 
drain in defiance (of what?); denial of French fries, 
French bread, French kissing (oops), and Frogs' 
legs, are not discussed, though Echikson does 
intimate that there exist real prejudices about time
honored French wines that are refreshingly ques
tioned by his knight-in-American armor Mr. Parker. 


It must be said, too, that the more you are 
already a Francophile, the better equipped you will 
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be to follow the primrose prose path through the 
French names of wines, chateaux, garagistes, 
(artisanal wineries), terroirs, and the nomenclature 
of the enormously complex patois (that's French, 
too) of the Bordeaux region and traditions. At the 
end of the tour, if you aren't thirsty for a glass of 
something, anything, you will have skipped pages. 


Robert Mondavi (p.84) shows his annoyance with 
"wine speak," pref erring the wine in the glass to the 
vaunted and inflated patois (fr . Fr.) of tasters. (The 
indexer missed entering Robert Mondavi's name 
with references.) However, it is Robert Parker who 
figures mainly in the "revolution" in Bordeaux. A 
full chapter is devoted to his influence and biog
raphy, and he figures in many other parts of the 
work. Jancis Robinson's name is barely whispered
once. Parker is credited with at least a quarter of a 
century of influence resulting in dramatic changes 
in vineyard practices, but especially with developing 
a different standard of taste expectation of wine 
qualities geared to the taste of-you guessed-R. 
Parker. Parker's published rating of 91 vs., say, 86 
became so powerful a judgment, Echikson argues, 
that wineries could be projected instantly into 
fabulous, famous (financial) success, or cast down 
(86!) into a purgatory of self-loathing. I do not claim 
this result; I only report. 


Actually, there is enough to doubt without 
emasculating the exorbitant claims of Parker. 
Echikson writes, "Parker spits out ten thousand 
wines a year and still remembers them all." (p.93) I 
have a U.S. aircraft carrier I'll sell you for a buck if 
you can believe that claim. 


"By the end of the day [Rolland] had tasted and 
judged almost 350 unfinished wines. His mouth was 
purple. Even for this professional, the senses were 
numbed." (p.253) Maynard Amerine states: "The 
maximum number of wines that can be ranked 
accurately at one session may be as few as five and 
is certainly no more than ten to fifteen." (p.7, Wines: 
Their Sensory Evaluation, Maynard A. Amerine and 
Edward B. Roessler, 1976.) No comment required. 


Noble Rot claims that Parker's newsletter, The 
Wine Advocate, reaches 40,000 subscribers at $80 
per year. That figures to $3,200,000 per year gross 
income, enough financial support to increase one's 
confidence in the validity of one's wine judgments. 
It is also enough to buy several cases of Two-Buck
Chuck, or even Sixty-two-Buck-Chuck. 


Often, through Noble Rot, the author sympa
thizes with the financial risks of winery owners, 
given the vicissitudes of the market, nature, disease, 
insects, etc. "One manager of a major food company 
once told The Economist, 'Two thousand years ago, 
Jesus achieved the first wine miracle by turning 


continued on page 9 -


----------
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A Sterling Book Review 
by 


Wilson G. Duprey 


[Tendril and long-time member of the Wine Label Circle, Bill 
Duprey is a retired librarian and curator of rare books, manu
scripts, prints and maps-at Stanford University, New York Public 
Library, and New York Historical Society (where he catalogued the 
Society's collection of 500 antique wine labels). He is still sur
rounded by books and fine printed things at his farm home in 
western Ohio "where Concord grapes are everywhere." - Ed.] 


Wine Labels 1730 - 2003. A Worldwide History. 
Edited and co-authored by John Salter. London: 
Antique Collectors' Club in association with The Wine 
Label Circle, 2004. Hardbound. £85 + 6.50 S/H in the 
UK Available in the USA from Amazon.com or The 
Antique Collectors' Club (www.antigue -acc.com). 


ine labels devel
oped out of sheer 
necessity. How 


~ 
else to know which 
wine is within a 


--rL~·r-'"-·-'.•"~·· decanter or bottle 
~ of wine? This new 


-r:. book has .been pro
duced by a team of 


, experts headed by 
Professor John Salter and members of The Wine 
Label Circle. [See WTQ Vol.13 No.2 "The Wine Label 
Circle" and "The Literature of the Wine Label" by Darrell 
Rosander. - Ed.] Published by the Antique Collector's 
Club, it is a splendid volume weighing-in at 5 pounds 
(11" x 8Yz''), with 1400 illustrations, 130,000 words, 
and 44 7 pages. The paper, typography, binding and 
photography are of the highest caliber-a stellar 
addition to any wine library. 


With an exceptionally detailed Table of Contents 
listing topics within (with credits to individual authors 
of each article), the reader can dive into any aspect of 
wine label history from the first mention in literature 
to the manufacture of hand-worked silver from around 
1730 through the various stages of creation-such as 
Sheffield, die-stamping, enameling, electroplating
right up to the present day. 


Sections of the book discuss shapes and designs, 
makers and their marks (with much biographical 
information), the amazing multiplicity of wine label 
names-there is a listing of 2353, plus 305 more on 
bin labels-among many other cogent topics. 
Although London makers (including labels made from 
materials other than silver) far outnumber those 
working elsewhere, there is good coverage of those 
labels from "The Provinces," and "Outside the British 
Isles and Ireland." Biographies of the early collectors 


of wine labels provide an unusual insight. 
Fi~ pages are devoted to the important 


appendices: (1) Names of Wines, Spirits, Liqueurs and 
Alcoholic Cordials; (2) Makers of Wine Labels· (3) 
Glossary; (4) Bibliography; (5) Footnotes to the text· 
(6) Index. Appendix 2 is an ingenious listing of labei 
makers by town (Aberdeen to York) then makers 
within that town (A-Z), the first and last recorded 
dates of the maker's labels, his or her death dates (if 
known), ~d last, and very important, the illustration 
number m the book. 


And the Index really works! If one wishes to find 
data and I or reproductions of labels made of leather 
tortoiseshell, enamel (there are several), ivory, gold, o; 
other non-silver materials, the Index will guide you to 
the pertinent pages. 


One of the most interesting and extensive sections 
of the volume discusses labels made outside the 
British Isles, with a country by country approach: 
A~stralia, Belgium, Burma, Canada, China, Denmark, 
F~nland, France, Germany, India, Malaysia and 
Smgapore, Malta, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 
Portugal, Russia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, United 
States of America, and other Colonial Territories. 


Although aimed at collectors of wine labels the 
almost three-century coverage indirectly mirror~ the 
wine drinking habits, particularly of the British world, 
of the. era. The supply of imported wines from Spain, 
Madeira, Bordeaux, the Rhineland, and other areas 
vari:d greatly through the years, due to the 
contmental wars, politics, and the economies . Indi
vidual tastes often had to change unless one had a 
cellar full of preferred wines. 


Professor Salter and his wine label experts have 
produced a book loaded with information of great 
value to the collector or researcher, yet the narrative 
style also makes the book a joy to read and use. He 
has authored only last year another unusual title 
closely related to wine labels, Sauce Labels 17 50-1950, 
also published by the Antique Collectors' Club in 
association with The Wine Label Circle as a 
companion volume. ' 







BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


Reflections on Life, Wine, Literature 


The Book: The Gadding Vine by Walter James. 
Melbourne: Georgian House, 1955. Decorations by 
Harold Freedman. 


ter James, heralded as Australia's first pop
lar wine writer, had earlier abandoned 


Journalism to become a winemaker. But when 
his winery was destroyed by fire, he turned his 
attention to writing about wine and life-his books 
are richly filled with anecdotes and philosophy. 
Gabler's Wine into Words bibliography lists seventeen 
James titles-from Venite Apotemus, published in 
1940 under the name of Tom Turnspit, to Wine in 
Australia: An Alphabetical Guide, 1978, 5th ed. (see 
Gabler, p.201). 


Tendrils will recall the April 2002 Quarterly 
article by V almai Hankel (retired librarian of the State 
Library of South Australia) on 20th century Australian 
wine books, in which she includes James' works in her 
Top Twenty. He "introduced people ... to both the 
literature of wine and to wine itself at a time when 
both received very little attention in Australia ... his 
books are just as readable today as when they were 
first published." 


Let's enjoy a sampling from The Gadding Vine, 
his 118-page charming potpourri of food, philosophy, 
and fermented grape juice. 


• "The best glass of white wine is the first and the 
best glass of red is the last." 


• "There is no pin-prick worse than hot food on a 
cold plate." 


• "All authors are frauds, and I, for all my talk of 
wine, am in truth no apostle of Bacchus ... I do not by 
any means wish to see more wine on the table. All I 
wish to see is a little wine on more tables." 


• "The wise Greek Alciphon wrote, 'Let us drink 
moderately and prove to each other that pleasure is 
the aim of life. The Deity allows us only a short time 
to live; do not waste it foolishly in trying to solve 
riddles."' 
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• "Observed the sagacious Kai Kaus, prince of 
northern Persia, 'Wine-drinking is a transgression; if 
you wish to commit a transgression it should at least 
not be a flavorless one. If you drink wine, let it be the 
finest ... so that even though you may be convicted of 
sin in the next world, you will at any rate not be 
branded a fool in this."' 


• On the quality of Australian wine in the 1950s: 
"At Sydney's Wine and Food Society a celebrated local 
vintner said that 'we might be puzzled to decide 
whether the gift of Bacchus, which delighted the 
palates of ancient kings, has in itself made any 
advances under modern conditions of growth and 
making.'" 


• "The purest, most disinterested hobbies are 
those which are the most useless, and if they are also 
a little bit stupid, like collecting bookplates or fishing 
in the rain, so much the better. Mine (as you know by 
now) is scribbling, and a little time ago I thought I 
would have a shot at filling twenty printed pages 
without using a single punctuation mark other than 
the fullstop. Here's the result. The story is a true 
one ... " [see page 103] 


The Bottles: Australia's premier wine grape is the 
Shiraz. Here are the best my classes have tasted 
recently. 


1•t-Tyrrell's Reserve Shiraz, 2001. $25. 
2nd - Jacob's Creek Reserve Shiraz, 2001. $13. 
3'd- Wyndam Bin 555 Shiraz, 2002. $10. 
4th -Alice White Shiraz, 2002. $8. 
5th - Black Opal Shiraz, 2001. $10. 
6th - Jacob's Creek Shiraz, 2002. $9. 
7th - Reynolds Shiraz, 2001. $15. 


Look at those prices. Little wonder that last year 
U.S.A. imports from Australia increased 50%. Some
where, Walter James is smiling. 


[Fred McMillin, our faithful Tendril Quarterly contributor, has 
taught wine history for more than 30 years, on three continents. His 
monthly wine courses are now based in San Francisco. Fa:x him at 
415.567.4468 for information. - Ed .] 
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Vinaceous Correspondents: 
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles 


The Third Article in a Series (continued) 


by Barbara Marinacci 


[This is the second segment of an article within the continuing series based primarily on the writings of California's "legendary" 
vintner Martin Ray (1904-1976). For 40 years he zealously promoted the cause of wine quality, particularly in the forms of planting 
more fine winegrape varieties, producing unblended varietal wines, and assuring their honest labeling. Part I was the Introduction; 
Part II told of the remarkable epistolary relationship between Ray and East Coast wine authority and author , Julian Street- The first 
segment in this third article appeared in the WTQ July 2004 issue; several more sections about Ray and UC Davis enologist Amerine 
will follow this one. Author Barbara Marinacci, the stepdaughter of Martin Ray, prepared the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers for 
permanent storage in Special Collections, UC Davis Shields Library . Comments about Amerine in Martin Ray's letters to Julian Street 
quoted herein, as well as excerpts from Amerine's own letters to Street, are reprinted with the kind permission of the Manuscript 
Division, Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton University Library .] 


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE: 1937-1976 
-2-


oubtless Martin Ray had 
quickly alerted Maynard 
Amerine to Street's en
thusiasm for his new 
Paul Masson wines, ex
pressed in a telegram and 
letters beginning in mid
January of 1940. This 
good news was then 
passed on to - Harold 
Price, the head of San 


Francisco's Wine and Food Society-who had 
refrained from proclaiming to his oenophilic peers his 
admiration for the pure varietal wines MR was 
malting. Confident now, Price soon arranged to put on 
a Society dinner at the end of March that would 
feature some of these Ray-made Masson wines ... and 
there he read a letter from Street praising them. This 
acclaim from a greatly respected East Coast wine 
authority instantly got the California wine industry's 
attention, since Wine Institute officers and various 
prominent winery proprietors were present. 


A month and a half later, Elsie Ray told Julian 
Street-dictating her message through Martin's 
letter-how attention to these startling pure varietal 
wines from California had been stunted until he had 
awarded his encomium, thus encouraging both 
Amerine and Price to become more vocal about their 
admiration. 


We must give due credit to Dr. Amerine, who has visited 
about every winery in the state and even when our 1936 
wines were but a year old he told us they were the finest 
in the state. Through Amerine, Price became interested. 
However, they were afraid to talk out loud. [5/16/40, 
quoted in an MR letter to JS.] 
It's evident from the start of his letters to Street 


that Martin Ray felt privileged to have Maynard 
Amerine as a friend, technical adviser, and informant. 
In the latter capacity MA told MR about what was 


going on in other wineries and vineyards of the state, 
as well as the industry at large; described his 
experiences when traveling in 1937 through Europe's 
principal wine districts; and acquainted him with 
salient and relevant research projects at Davis and 
elsewhere. MR's early letters to Street made sure he'd 
know about the important role the young UC 
professor played in promoting an appreciation for and 
knowledge of fine wines. At the same time MR 
expressed his own determination toward joining the 
campaign to raise the level of quality in winemalting 
by educating consumers and encouraging them to 
expect-indeed, demand-that California wineries 
produce ever better wines by vintaging fine variety 
grapes. 


Over the years, MR would never halt in his 
pedagogical efforts concerning wine. In his years at 
Masson, he welcomed members of the local and 
national press. He also wrote several informative 
articles for publication. These also served to publicize 
the unusual efforts he was malting to improve the 
reputation of California wine. 


Martin Ray's First Publications 


I
n October of 1937, a year and a half after he 
bought Paul Masson's property in Saratoga and 
not long after he first met Maynard Amerine, 


Martin E. Ray, identified as manager of the Paul 
Masson Champagne Company, published "California 
Wines Versus French Wines" in the Pacific Coast 
Review. No doubt he had already discussed with 
Amerine some, even many, of the statements he made 
in this essay, and gleaned useful information. His 
chauvinism over his home state and its potential for 
future winemalting glories was obvious from the start: 


California soil and climatic conditions are for grape 
growing and wine making, unequalled elsewhere in the 
world. It is well established that conditions in California 
are adaptable to the production of some of the finest 







agricultural products from the standpoint of quality, 
quantity and variety. This is made possible by the many 
types of rich soil and its varied climates. 
However, it is not as yet so generally known that in this 
country, especially in California, the finest varieties of 
grapes can be and have been naturally made into wines 
both still and sparkling of a soundness, quality, character 
and delightfulness impossible to duplicate in the older 
and perhaps better known wine producing countries. 
MR regarded his state's benevolent climate as a 


major asset to its reviving wine industry: 
In the fermentation of the grapes a certain sugar content 
is required to produce a definite amount of alcohol. This 
is of primary importance. ... In California, the 
vineyardists and wine makers have the first major 
advantage over their competitors elsewhere, nature 
having provided the long spring and summer months, 
the late fall and a warm and continuous sunshine 
without which the grapes can never ripen into sufficient 
sugar content to produce in fermentation enough alcohol 
to make a normal wine, and it is the lack of this 
condition which has given, where it does not occur, the 
first and major handicap to the wine makers elsewhere 
the world over. Little realized and but barely known, this 
fact is of great importance and goes a long way toward 
providing California with a lead in wine making which, 
when time and the efforts now being employed by its 
wineries are giving effect, will serve to put California 
again not only in the foreground as a producer of quality 
wines, but may see it recognized as the producer of the 
finest wines in the world. 
Despite his own admiration and fondness for 


particular European wines, MR recommended to his 
readers: "It is a good policy to drink the wine of the 
country in which you reside." In other words, Drink 
American-or better yet, Drink California Wine. 


In the next few years MR, as Masson's proprietor, 
produced two other articles, for the monthly trade 
publication Wines and Vines: "New Masson System 
Clicks Instantly" (December 1940) and "The Classic 
Method of Winemaking" (March 1941). Probably he 
asked Amerine to read them before he sent them off to 
the publisher, for by then the two men corresponded, 
and they saw each other often. 


In the first article, he introduced the procedure of 
wine "futures" by barrel-tasting well in advance of 
bottling, thus enabling both individual consumers and 
tradesmen-wholesalers, distributors, and 
retailers-to place advance orders on particular wines, 
paying for them in three installments. (It's possible 
that Amerine had suggested this innovation, based on 
his firsthand knowledge of European wine marketing.) 
But before he set down the particulars, MR felt 
impelled to provide a mini-lecture to readers: 


There is very little new about winemaking. That is 
because it is primarily a work of Nature, although Man 
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must control it. There are different kinds of wines 
resulting from different kinds ofwinemaking and by far 
the most important is the making of ordinary wines 
because they are made for the average person. They must 
be pure, wholesome, inexpensive. The making of these 
ordinary wines is, then, entirely different and a subject 
completely removed from the making of fine wines under 
the classic method. 
Fine wines are a luxury. They are the result of a 
particular climate, soil, vine variety and cellar method, 
all in complete harmony. In a great year sometimes great 
wines are achieved. But whether fine or great, and the 
distinction between them varies, such wines can be made 
only under the classic method and only in certain spots 
in the world where soil, climate, and vine variety in 
complete harmony with nature, has willed that such 
wines may be made. The number of such wines made and 
the extent of this volume is of necessity limited and yet 
the demand for them is great. There is actually no 
competition in this field of endeavor, for those who 
succeed in making wines under the classic method, but 
one producer complements another. Each wine has a 
definite personality and there is a ready market for more 
than can be made. 
Then MR introduced the main subject of the article 


and staked his claim on being the first American 
vintner to follow a customary European practice in the 
early marketing of wines. 


In California the Paul Masson Company has pioneered in 
producing wines under the classic method responsible for 
its 1936 and subsequent vintages. Yet in its best years its 
production of varietal still wines does not total more than 
four hundred cases of each of four varieties, a total of two 
thousand cases, and its champagnes are limited to four 
thousand cases of a given vintage. With this small volume 
and the great demand the Paul Masson Company has 
had to set up its own method of merchandising which has 
become known as "The Paul Masson System." 
Just as there is little new in winemaking so there is little 
new in merchandising. For, it is all a matter of supply 
and demand. The terms of the Paul Masson endeavor to 
bring these two factors into line with each in such a 
manner as to have, under certain conditions, the wines 
so merchandised, available to all. 
The Paul Masson System involves conditions of sale 
which are used largely in the older winemaking 
countries. On Thanksgiving Day an announcement is 
sent to the trade of the size and quality of the vintage 
and the minimum prices which will be acceptable for the 
wines some four years hence. The period between 
Thanksgiving and Christmas is known as the Tasting 
Period and at this time prospective purchasers may taste 
and judge the new wines, subscribe to the number of 
cases which they wish. Against the total of subscriptions 
so received, allotments are made on Christmas Day. At 
the option of the firm, the allotments may constitute all 
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or any portion of the subscription. Payments fall due 
twenty-five per cent upon receipt of allotment, twenty
five per cent upon notification of bottling (some three or 
four Christmases hence, this also the option of the firm), 
fifty per cent upon shipment. The date of shipment may 
vary with the wine and the vintage, but the purchaser is 
notified substantially in advance of the shipment. 
A percentage of these wines must be reserved by the firm 
for its private inventories and releases, and at the time 
the announcement is made that percentage is also stated. 
With the 1940 vintage it was announced that allotments 
would be made constituting not more than seventy-five 
per cent of the wines. 
Martin Ray, after claiming his right to two 


activities that distinguished him from other winery 
proprietors, was pleased to report the already positive 
results: 


While neither the malting nor merchandising of these 
wines involves anything new to this, one of Man's oldest 
creative efforts, both are new to California. It was 
therefore with great interest that members of the firm 
waited and anticipated the results of its first 
announcement under the terms of the Paul Masson 
System of the four varietal still wines which were priced 
at twenty-five dollars per case to the Trade. These prices 
anticipated that when these still wines ultimately 
reached the Consumer Market it would be · at price 
around forty-eight or fifty dollars per case, proper for a 
great wine in a great year, but something new for 
California wines. 
It is true that several firms of national distributing 
facilities had, prior to this announcement, agreed to take 
all or any portion of the 1940 Vintages, which insured 
the success of the system. But it was with much 
gratification that the first results of the announcement 
disclosed subscriptions from others, which assured the 
complete success of the system and provided a new 
manner of merchandising California wines which, it is 
hoped, will become general in usage since by its terms 
the wine-maker is paid and financed in proportion to his 
ability and success in winemalcing under the classic 
method. 
Finally, MR strove to summarize in his last 


paragraph why his barrel-tasting, wine-futures system 
made good sense: 


Just as the character of a great, or lesser but 
distinguished variety, is always to be found in its natural 
and unblended wine, so the type of wine-making, 
whether classic or not, can only be judged by visiting the 
cellar and tasting the wines there made. Great wines are 
being made in California and are being merchandised 
under a system fitting their respect. It is a part of 
winegrowing in which there can be no competition and 
for which there is a great reward. 
In his article for Wines and Vines that followed 


four months later, Martin Ray went into some detail 


about his use of traditional winemaking methods, on 
which he prided himself, calling them "classic." Here 
MR described his current pursuit, which endured until 
his demise, of what he called "the Good Life." It 
combined living close to the land, drinking wonderful 
wines, and eating well-prepared foods-a lifestyle that 
Amerine too would always follow in his own way. For 
MR, it would come from being a hands-on vintner who 
dwelled among his beloved vines and above a 
capacious cellar containing "natural" wines-wines, as 
he'd often say in the coming years, to which nothing 
had been added and nothing taken away. 


The Classic Method ofWinemaking describes more a way 
of living than a method of work. For, those who make 
wines under the classic method must truly live with their 
wines. For them there is no more rule for making wines 
than for living each day .... 
It is soil, climate, vine varieties, methods of winemaking, 
that permit fine and sometimes great wines to be made. 
The romantic and historical background of the producing 
property, its reputation or labels, have nothing to do with 
it. 
MR declared that the wines he produced were 


making high-quality prototypes for an industry that 
currently strove primarily for quantity. He then voiced 
his expectation of worthy competitors who would try 
to match or surpass his unique varietal wines and 
champagnes: 


In California, the Paul Masson cellars have pioneered in 
producing wines under the classic method responsible for 
the 1936 and subsequent vintages, and as its achieve
ments have become known, interest in this sort of thing 
has grown until now there is evidence that others may 
undertake to make, successfully, fine natural wines by 
these methods. 


Amerine's Wine Judging 


A
s a fledgling wine connoisseur on the fast track, 
intently learning everything he could about 
wines, Amerine had been taken under the 


instructional wing of some San Francisco-based wine 
aficionados, inevitably to be influenced by them. It's 
evident in his letters to Street that MR didn't respect 
most of these men, such as the San Francisco Wine & 
Food Society's Harold Price (who at one point asked 
for a job at Masson). He considered them pretentious 
fellows with limited and biased knowledge of 
wines-though he'd use their names and connections 
when doing so would be advantageous. 


When MR first met him, Amerine was undertaking 
to author or coauthor articles about different wines, 
and also about wine judging, which he maintained 
could be done methodically and analytically, not 
subjectively. According to MR, Amerine's first major 
disillusionments with other oenophiles who regarded 
themselves as expert wine tasters occurred in 1939, on 







the occasion of the Golden Gate International Exposi
tion, the world's fair held on Treasure Island in San 
Francisco Bay. Amerine served as organizer of the 
event that would judge the California entries in 20 
different wine categories. It was the most important 
and prestigious showing of wines in the half-dozen 
years since Repeal. At first MR had not been asked to 
submit Paul Masson wines. Probably hearing of this 
oversight from Amerine, he wrote an irritable letter to 
the Wine Institute. After being issued an invitation 
belatedly, he entered some of his best wines in the 
competition-all no doubt ones that Maynard had 
suggested. The consequence for Amerine, however, 
was a heated dispute over the superiority of the 
Masson wines. The whole adverse experience both 
enlightened and disillusioned Amerine. 


Sometime in early 1940 MR must have written a 
letter to Street giving the details, revealed to him by 
Amerine, about the miscarried wine-judging event in 
the previous year. However, that letter isn't in the 
Princeton collection. But MR later mentioned it 
several times when describing Amerine to Street: 


He is on all the important wine judging committees, was 
Chairman of the Committee at the Golden Gate Inter
national Exposition, which I have told you did not, in my 
estimation, do a very noble job but which was not his 
fault. He did all he could, I believe, to make the awards 
what they should be. The trouble was, I think, the 
members of his Committee were not entirely competent 
to judge and one or more of them dominated where it 
should not have been possible. But Amerine at least 
limited the awards and tried to do all a man could do. 
Amerine and I don't discuss that incident any more 
because we covered all the ground and understood each 
other pretty well. He said the event caused him grey 
hairs and sleepless nights, which I can well understand. 
I doubt if he would judge again unless he could have a 
committee of genuine authorities to sit with him . (5/4/40] 
Several weeks earlier, MR had said: 
You may keep Amerine's letter. I want in time to 
introduce him to you, if he goes east this year. He has 
been influenced by Price, who has turned him into a 
more sophisticated chap than he was, in exchange for 
what Price didn't know. Amerine is a comer. He hasn't 
broken away from those who influence him but that will 
come. They are leaning on him now although he is but 
27. Unfortunately, their "opinions" are often [not] his 
decisions and that accounts I believe for the mess they 
made of the judging at Treasure Island. Amerine was 
chairman of the (5 man) Judges. Price, de Mattei 
[Mathe] and two lesser members. Amerine aged several 
years with that experience. I fear it may have been the 
worst judging ever done. I would not want to have been 
on that Committee. But Amerine is the one ofability . He 
also has personal charm. He will grow away from them 
all. [ 4/20/ 40] 
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At the Golden Gate Exposition Amerine had found 
himself outnumbered by the four other wine judges 
whose palates proved on that occasion to be either 
lamentably undiscerning or anxious not to offend the 
better-known premium wineries, which produced far 
more commercial wine than Paul Masson, most of 
which were Wine Institute members (and Paul Masson 
decidedly was not, thanks to MR's adamant refusal to 
join). In the blind tasting these judges had preferred 
the blended and more genial table wines. Therefore 
the majority voted for white and red still wines far less 
distinctive than several unblended fine-varietal ones 
that MR had vintaged at Masson-which only 
Amerine had chosen as the best of their class. A white 
still wine and a sparkling burgundy made by Martin 
Ray at least earned Honorable Mentions. However, 
these honors didn't mean much, as many such awards 
were given out, to avoid offending any winery. 


But the deed most offensive to Amerine, and in 
turn to MR when he heard of it from him, came with 
the champagnes. All the judges initially chose as top 
winners two Masson sparkling wines in the Dry (Brut) 
and Sweet (Semi-Doux) categories. But everyone on 
the panel-except Amerine, again-then decided it 
would be politic to withhold the gold and give all 
submitted champagnes co-equal silver medals. Amer
ine, already upset about often being outvoted on other 
wines, fought insistently to give the two gold medals 
to Martin Ray at Paul Masson-and eventually won. 


In after years MR said he'd been so disgusted after 
Amerine told him about the entire experience that he 
refused ever to enter his wines again in any official 
wine-judging competitions, such as state and county 
fairs, since he never expected to get the high approval 
they merited. (He had no control, of course, over 
events in which other people submitted his wines.) He 
believed that many judges played favorites as part of 
the "wine politics" directed by the Wine Institute; 
others, unacquainted with qualities necessary in fine 
table wines, simply preferred bland, slightly sweet, 
invariably blended commercial wines lacking varietal 
identities. The wines of his own making were apt to be 
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tartly dry, heavy-bodied, intensely flavored (with 
youthful reds astringent with as yet unsoftened 
tannins)-not readily accessible to judges whose 
palates weren't properly attuned. (Of course MR 
would always rejoice whenever told that some wine of 
his, tasted blind along with anonymous others in 
gatherings of oenophiles, had taken first place, 
particularly if besting distinguished French vintages. 
He then might publicize this triumph, and the Ray 
Papers contain abundant evidence that this flattering 
outcome happened often.) 


Sometimes ditching his careful professional 
neutrality when he was with MR, as he had done 
when talking about the Golden Gate judging, Amerine 
would surely have criticized that special breed of men 
who herald themselves as wine experts-including the 
growing number of snobbish wine writers, most of 
them located in the East, who automatically disdained 
all wines made in California. His opinions, though, 
may not have been expressed as virulently as this one, 
given to MR by a wine journalist named Eddy, who 
had accompanied the Wine Institute's publicity man 
on a visit to Masson. MR paraphrased his discourse in 
a letter to Julian Street: 


You will be interested to know that he said that he had 
formed the opinion that the greatest enemy and the most 
detrimental influence that the California Wine.industry 
has, is in that group of men who have either set them
selves up as authorities on wine, or come to be so 
regarded, but who in fact, know nothing whatsoever 
about wines, only know that it is smart to go about 
speaking of them in the lingo which they have learned 
from the trade, and endorsing anything which is 
imported, tearing down anything which is made in 
California. I gave him a long talk on this and told him 
that there was some truth in his assumption, but that he 
had better distinguish between the genuine authorities 
and the phonies. I told him that most of them are 
phonies, but that Julian Street is an outstanding 
example of the exception and that he is in a position to 
do more individually for the Wine Industry in California 
that anyone else, especially since he is in the East, and 
has a vast following everywhere. [4/19/40] 


Insights into a Sensitive and Somewhat 
Taciturn Young Man 


I
n his letters to Julian Street and doubtless in his 
conversations with other people in the industry, 
Martin Ray praised Dr. Amerine's growing knowl


edge of wine, his tasting ability, and his intense 
dedication to discovering, as a scientist, the hidden 
secrets ofwinemaking-and then revealing them to all 
who were interested in improving the caliber of the 
state's wines. Yet at the same time, because of the 
seven years' difference in their ages, MR tended to 
regard Maynard Amerine, despite his growing 


academic and enological eminence, as a brilliant 
protege with some perplexing quirks and social 
naivete that he could help him overcome. 


Knowing that effecting an epistolary connection 
between his two wine-oriented friends might be 
interesting and even beneficial to both of them, and 
even to himself as well, MR encouraged Maynard to 
write directly to Julian Street. Several times MR had 
praised Amerine in his letters to JS, and in mid-May 
of 1940 he said, "Dr. Amerine will write you very soon, 
and I hope that you may find in each other a 
friendship." MR's intention to bring Amerine into 
Street's orbit must have been partly intended to pull 
him a bit away from the influence of the San Francisco 
"wine phonies" he often hung out with. 


Of Dr. Amerine, I have said that he has been influenced 
by others who know less than he, and I have attributed 
this to his youth. It has been over a period of four years , 
I have learned to know him-a gradual process, quite 
unlike the way we have gone to it . 
Since being privileged to know you and as our friendship 
has developed, I have often thought Amerine should 
know you. He is devoted to wines. Your life is filled with 
treasures he may serch [si c] for elsewhere in vain. I 
hoped he might contribute interesting things he is 
thinking and doing in wines . I knew he could profit much 
and I hoped you might enjoy him. So I asked him once to 
write to you, telling him I had arranged the introduction 
this way. I tell you, he was flattered and clearly showed 
he was impressed with this invitation I extended . 
[5/25/40] 
By then, though, Amerine had already sent off, on 


May 23, a three-page handwritten letter that con
tained a single huge paragraph. It started off conven
tionally with "Dear Mr. Street." 


For sometime now Friend Ray has been at me to write a 
line to you-hoping I think that the combination of many 
invitations to visit California will induce you to pay me a 
visit. He is right-you would find a good welcome here 
and some good wines . California still drinks more than 
five times as much wine as the average American state 
and as the Bohemian Club list which I am sending to you 
under separate cover shows, some of us drink some 
rather good wines . Incidentally, I should like your 
comments on that list with particular reference to the 
loose leaf idea. We believe that wine lists should, more or 
less, stay up to date. When there is more than a change 
or two per page we intend to reprint that page .... Of 
course, if a Club really had the foresight it would stock 
enough for a 5 yr. period . But, as you know, it is very 
difficult to predict the demand for any particular wine 
and hence to know just how much to stock. In addition 
few Clubs care to stock up too much on wine when they 
sell so much more spirits. But with time I have every 
confidence that there will be enough demand for the best 
that it will be stocked and kept . I do not hope that 







progress shall be in a straight and easy path - but MAN 
today does have more than he has had in past centuries 
and even ifhe fails to use it at the moment, trying to find 
progress in wars etc., I think that with time he will again 
choose the best . After all, Europe was not much a 
pleasant place during the Thirty Years War nor even as 
late as 1800 when Napoleon ran back and forth across 
Europe setting his relatives up on spare thrones (and 
what horrid people his relatives were) . People will, if 
given time, take the best wine, the best books and the 
best music. The trouble is that they use such circuitous 
routes in arriving at the place where they all want to go. 
And sometimes when the routes are bad they get 
shipwrecked on the way. The price of a bad means is 
frequently a bad end. England therefore now pays for 
her folly in trying to tie Germany to a lie. The Versailles 
treaty was not bad because of the end which it attempted 
to achieve-peace-but it was rotten because England 
thought to gain peace and profit at the same time and all 
at Germany's expense. Now she pays-thus ever does 
time catch up with us-unfortunately the innocent suffer 
too- Write if you care to. 


Cordially, Maynard Amerine 


Granted, enologist Amerine had composed a most 
peculiar introductory letter to send to Julian Street, 
the illustrious wine man. Certainly it lacked the 
adulation that MR had showered upon JS at first, and 
still continued intermittently. Maynard wrote it at a 
time when Americans were becoming deeply con
cerned about the probability of being hauled into 
another world war-this one, as MA saw it, brought 
on by a harsh treaty that had sabotaged Germany's 
economic recovery after its defeat in WWI. Also, 
Maynard must have dutifully written it after imbibing 
several glasses of wine. (It is interesting to note here 
MA's comment about bad means often resulting in 
bad ends-a prophetic theme that would recur in his 
final appraisal of Martin Ray.) 


MR sent a commentary to Street soon after he saw 
a copy of Amerine's letter. First he expressed his 
disapproval of the tone and contents of that letter. 
Then he launched into an analysis of his young friend 
Maynard, who was remarkable later for his absolute 
discretion in self-disclosure . MR, though, was a 
diligent observer of other people's behavior. He would 
also intently probe other people's psyches-often, it 
emerged later, to gather up material perhaps useful 
for his own controlling or even nefarious purposes. 
Just as he frequently set down for Street the virtues, 
faults, and failings of friends, acquaintances, and foes, 
he now disclosed information and insights to him that 
decidedly would have alarmed and displeased Amerine 
had he known of this communication. 


Today I received from [Amerine] two expensive bottles of 
wine, which he cannot afford to buy for me, and a copy 
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of his letter to you. I am shocked at his lack of tact, 
especially as indicated in the introductory and closing 
statements. The letter in its entirety I thought in very 
poor taste. The letter is nothing like him or what I hoped 
he would write. It is the way these "arranged" things 
turn out sometimes . 
Now, I realize he has a very great inferiority complex, 
which explains to me a lot of things about him- how he 
could write such a tactless letter, for one thing . That 
letter is not Amerine as he is to me, yet I see Amerine as 
he is to some who do not know him as well. 
At this point I must drop out. If you want to ignore his 
lack of tact and give him another chance, it is my 
suggestion that you switch him into his own and familiar 
ground, tell him you are interested in his work and ask 
him to tell you all about it. Maybe that will work. Maybe 
you prefer to skip it. I shall tell him what I think of his 
letter but I can hardly expect him to write a better one if 
I ask it. Damn it all, it is hard to get along with people in 
some cases! If I get after him, no good can come of that. 
So I'll merely tell him my opinion of his letter. I know he 
tries desperately to do the right thing . 
Once he confided to me, no woman has ever cared for 
him and he asked me if I thought love would come to him 
in time . There is something human but pathetic about 
that . He fears it may not come to him. He tries to do the 
right thing and actually he is very proper , thoughtful, 
considerate in all his relations I have observed. He sends 
cards, presents, goes out of his way to help, insists on 
doing more than his share. But all this fits in, yes? He 
has had some affairs I think and he will marry in time no 
doubt. If the right kind of marriage, it will do a great deal 
for him. It would teach him a lot he doesn't know about 
human relations. Does this permit you to know him a 
little better? 
MR had apparently been touched when Maynard 


confessed to feeling so insecure that he doubted his 
ability to conduct a conventional heterosexual 
courtship. In MR's rulebook one's life trajectory was 
already set: Man and Woman should marry, preferably 
in mature young adulthood and be steadfast, lifelong 
companions, taking complementary roles within the 
household (with the male necessarily dominant) and 
hopefully producing progeny. MR knew that in the 
traditional winemaking families in Europe, genera
tional succession was crucial. (He and Elsie, however, 
never had children. Eleanor Ray said that Elsie had 
told her that Rusty's high -strung nervous system 
could never have tolerated kids' kinetic behavior, 
noise-making, and demands for attention.) 


In this Amerine-revealing letter to JS, MR at last 
began softening his criticism. 


He has worked hard, put himself through school after 
seeing his people fail and lose all their large land 
holdings when he was a kid. All this may not interest 
you, but I am in it and this far I will continue because he 
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is my friend and I like him and I don't want you to think 
he is like his letter! He is not. Feeling inferior he simply 
had to write as if it was a great favor to you and me and 
of no importance to him. Then he struck out at the 
power of Britain because that made him (he uncon
sciously hoped) appear very brave, which he is not. 
[5/25/40] 


Amerine's Correspondence with Julian Street 


W
hen introducing people he liked or admired to 
each other, MR aimed to be the center around 
which they would gravitate after he had 


orchestrated the initial contact. Hoping Amerine 
might provide technical information to Street and 
even meet him someday when he was back East, he 
had in mind a very different kind of letter that his 
friend should write. However, though MR thought 
that Maynard's tone had been flippant or even 
arrogant, the letter didn't seem to bother, let alone 
offend, Street himself. He responded with a two-page 
typed letter, written on June 9, 1940. (Fortunately, he 
made a carbon copy, which ultimately found its way to 
the Princeton Library. On it the addressee had been 
incorrectly called "Dr. Raymond Amerine.") 


It was good to have your letter after having heard such 
interesting things of you and your work from our 
common, yet uncommon, friend, Martin E. Ray of the 
Paul Masson Co. I greatly admire Ray for the things he 
has done and the things I believe he will do. It is good to 
see a man with inflexible idealism setting out to make, in 
this country, the best wines that can possibly be made 
here. Do you know of anybody else who is going at it as 
wholeheartedly and intelligently as Ray? He is the only 
California wine man I have encountered (I've en
countered him only by mail, at that) who knows the best 
foreign wines and consequently has the standards that 
such wines alone can set. 
Then JS made a few favorable comments about the 


Bohemian Club wine list that Amerine had sent him, 
along with some suggestions for improvement. The 
list then brought on this comment: 


It is pleasant to see so many of the Californian growers 
making use of grape-names [ varieties] now, or California 
place-names. I hope that when they use grape-names the 
wine is what it is declared to be-that is, that the grape 
named is used, and no other grape. I have tasted wines 
from out there that were called Pinot Nair which did not 
have a shadow of the Pinot Nair flavor and which I am 
convinced were not made from the Pinot Nair grape. The 
Pinot Nair made by Ray is, in fact, the only U.S. wine I 
have tasted that was unmistakably made from the Pinot 
Nair grape. I've tasted several Cabernets from California 
which seemed genuine as to the grape, but the best-at 
least the most promising-I have had, is Ray's 1938, 
though it is too young to drink as yet. But I think it is 
going to be the best claret type wine that has so far come 


out of this country . It is absolutely clean and balanced 
and I shall be much interested in tasting it from time to 
time as it matures, and seeing what it develops into. I 
resent the use in this country of such terms as 
"Burgundy" for domestic wines which don't resemble 
Burgundy; "Sauterne" (especially when spelled without 
the final "s" ... ) which isn't like the real Sauternes; and 
still more so, "Chablis," when there is no wine made in 
this country that even remotely resembles a true, good 
Chablis (nor abroad either, for that matter); and when it 
comes to calling an American wine by such a name as 
"Johannisberg Riesling" (albeit not "Johannisberggr"), 
I think it is shameful, just as it was when they had a 
wine out there they called "Yquem." 
I used to buy some California wines long ago .... I found 
[the Masson Champagne] superior to Golden State. I 
don't think, at that, that the old Paul Masson, in its day, 
as good as the present product. 
Not wishing to let Amerine's inappropriate anti


British (and pro-German) remark pass without a 
challenge, Street expressed his own view of the 
mounting war in Europe, which was certain to engage 
the U.S. soon. (It should be kept in mind that by this 
time Germany had conquered and occupied Poland, 
Denmark, Norway, Belgium, and Holland, and had 
already invaded France. Five days before JS wrote this 
letter, over 300,000 French and British troops were 
evacuated from the French port of Dunkirk, 
transported across the Channel by a brave armada of 
British seagoing vessels, including fishing boats. And 
by the 13th of June, four days later, the Nazis would 
occupy Paris.) 


I don't quite understand what you mean when you say 
that England now pays for her folly in trying to tie 
Germany to a lie. Do you mean the matter of war guilt 
for the last war? If so, I do not agree with you at all. I 
saw Germany in 1900 when she was coming along by 
peaceful means, catching up and passing other nations in 
commerce &c., or getting ready to pass them . There was 
every reason for her to remain peaceful and to win out by 
the arts of peace, but she chose the other road . Now she 
has chosen it again. Britain and France, if they erred at 
all , seem to me to have erred in getting soft; in forgetting 
that the Barbarians of the North are there today just as 
they were in the First Century or thereabouts .... 
Anybody who thinks the Versailles Treaty was a terrible 
treaty had better read it over .... 
Britain and France have made their mistakes; so have we 
made ours; so have all nations made mistakes; but 
Britain, France and the United States, among the great 
powers, have on the whole been the most liberal and 
enlightened in modern times .. .. 
I state these views simply because you wrote of these 
matters in your letter. I had much rather talk with you 
of wines, for Ray tells me you really know a lot about 
them. So let's lay off European politics .... 







Before signing off, Julian indicated that he'd 
welcome getting some technical information from 
Amerine in the future: 


Thanks for your letter. I shall be grf:atly interested in 
getting information from you as California wines 
improve. 
This reminds me of the fact that so many of them seem, 
to my taste, to have been pasteurized or similarly 
treated. Do you know which are and which aren't? It 
would be very interesting to me to know about that. The 
way a lot of them are bottled suggests that the producers 
aren't worrying about their keeping. I've never seen a 
good straight corking job out of California yet-except 
Ray's champagne corks, which I don't like for still wines, 
but the reason for which I fully understand. 
Amerine showed MR the letter he'd recently 


received from Street, and MR, in his next letter to JS, 
said: 


Glad Amerine's letter didn't bother you. My mistake (or 
my fear) [was] I wanted you to like him. Anyway, you 
will know him the better, now. A fine letter you wrote 
him. I also appreciate the kind remarks about my wines 
and the old boy himself. [6/7/40] 
Julian Street's Amerine file at Princeton contains 


six more letters from Amerine, indicating that 
occasional correspondence continued between them 
over the next years. Unfortunately, there's only one 
copy of a JS letters to MA: the first. But clearly he 
wrote Amerine from time to time and requested 
information and opinions, and the UC Davis enologist 
would respond, at times frankly and in implicit or 
explicit confidence, as in this letter he penned in a 
hotel in Seattle: 


Prof. Winkler and I have been preaching about the 
nomenclature of California Wines for nigh onto five 
years. No one in the industry that I know of apparently 
has the money and idealism to maintain completely non
objectionable names (either varietal, regional or 
fanciful). Even Ray doesn't dare stop calling his 
sparkling wine "Champagne" and there is little 
difference in the names Champagne, Port, Burgundy, 
Sherry (Jerez) and Sauternes as far as objectionable-ness 
is concerned. 
I think there are two reasons why some of the wines you 
have tasted did not closely resemble the variety. Many 
growers have their varieties incorrectly named. In most 
cases they are entirely honest, but ignorant. Even when 
they do have a patch of a good variety they frequently do 
not know enough about their vineyard to keep it 
separate from different varieties of contiguous plots. 
Then there are the dishonest vintners, always trying to 
turn an extra penny at the . expense of their own 
reputation and eventually to that of the industry. 
Finally, and perhaps most important, not every variety 
reacts the same under different climatic conditions. In 
general, I think the red and the more distinctly flavored 
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white varieties resemble wines of the same varieties from 
abroad. But subtle differences in pruning, soil, rainfall, 
spraying practices, length of day, fog, hail, wind, crushing 
practices, method of removing from the vine, method of 
transportation, size of fermenter, size of aging cask, 
temperature during fermentation, temperature after 
fermentation, pressing practices, method of punching the 
cap down, frequently of filling up, amount of aerating 
during racking, type of metal in the crusher, must lines 
and faucets, and even how far from the winery the 
pomace is dumped (flies) all influence the character of 
the wine of a given variety. For these and other reasons, 
I continually tell everyone that the better California 
winemakers make the best California wine in the world, 
but they do not make Sauternes, etc. as you and I very 
well know. Comparing wines is always a difficult task, 
because the smallest defect may be magnified by the 
prejudice of one person against that defect. If everyone 
had a stronger prejudice against sulphur dioxide, we 
would have a better industry, and so would France. But 
to return to nomenclature, I see very little chance of 
straightening it out in the near future .... 
In general, I think that some of the bad California 
practices have come about through ignorance, through 
an industry in which not more than a very few wineries 
drink, test, age and try their own wines (let alone other 
people's wine for comparison) and because of insufficient 
capital to carry out the dictates of their conscience. Lack 
of a clientele for the good wines has been a final 
handicap. [6/19/40] 
Two months later, Amerine wrote Street again. 
Your letter has been here these past weeks recalling its 
pleasurable comments to my mind every now and then 
when I was here at my desk. But in these past few weeks 
I have not been here much and now the Vintage is well 
along. Prof. Winkler and I have just completed a tour of 
10 districts over 600 miles apart at the extremes 
speaking to all 10 in 5 days. The talks were on grape 
varieties and climatic factors which influence quality. I 
don't know whether or not the growers understood what 
we told them or not. It is all so clear to me that they 
should plant better varieties and should give their wines 
acceptable names. But when it is a matter where their 
pocketbooks are to be affected they do not wish to 
change. In a few weeks you will receive a copy of a new 
wine circular which we have put out. In it we have said 
more about nomenclature than the University has ever 
attempted before. Even so it is pretty mild. After all, 
usage doesn't justify a practice but if the usage is 
sufficiently prevalent the dictionary eventually accepts it. 
I take the attitude that the time is not yet ripe for the 
desired changes. At the moment the consumers are not 
ready for the change; the producers likewise are not 
ready-they lack the varieties which could be identified 
by their wines and they lack the vision and enthusiasm 
to carry this into practice. Even some of the varieties 
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which they have are not correctly labeled and they show 
little interest in seeing that they are properly identified. 
The time will be ripe when a number of companies get 
together voluntarily and agree to jump in all at the same 
time .... 
You ask specifically about Pinot noir vineyards in 
California. I know how much controversy there is over 
this now and while waiting the word of our 
ampelographer, Dr . Olmo, I can't say. He spent 5 months 
in France checking varieties in 1928 and a number of 
vineyards which used to say they had Pinot noir now 
admit they don't. Others are not admitting it and finally 
others have ~ of Pinot whose exact identity is 
difficult. The Pinot is a family of varieties you know .... 
The vintage season here started out to be early, but we 
have had a very cool August. This should help to protect 
the acidity of the grapes and ifit doesn't turn too hot or 
if the growers don't let the grapes hang too long it should 
be a good year. Unfortunately many growers don't pick 
on time but start 4 weeks late which in our hot climate 
is fatal-no matter what variety is being used. 
Now I must get started on some experiments and to 
planning more lectures. The Univ of Calif. starts early-I 
had my first lecture of this term this morning .... There is 
a period of 8 weeks now when time is not mine but the 
grapes'. The best of the year will be Thanksgiving when 
I will be free again. [8/26/40] 
Two letters to Street from Amerine (6/19/49; 


10/20/40) have two forms: the original handwritten 
letter and a JS-made, somewhat edited typewritten 
copy, showing that he circulated it among associates 
in the wine business. The typed versions don't give 
Maynard Amerine's name. Instead, one has the 
heading "From a California Wine Authority"; the 
other says, "The foregoing is from an expert. As it is 
a personal letter I do not give his name but he is one 
of a few men who have gone deeply into the study of 
winemaking in California. Please regard this as 
confidential material.--J.S." 


Amerine continued to furnish Street with 
observations and opinions that demonstrate the 
kinship of his wine philosophy and Martin Ray's-and 
indicate the gist of the conversations about honest or 
accurate labeling and wine quality that engaged both 
vintner and enologist: 


The hectic Vintage season is now over, leaving me 
somewhat worn out but quite satisfied with the season's 
results. We started in early August and we have a few 
grapes for making dessert wines here on the Farm still 
to be picked. On the other hand, in the industry there is 
still, with one or two exceptions, an appalling lack of 
recognition of the critical importance of picking at the 
proper stage. Not only does the sugar rise too high but 
the acid decreases too low when the grapes are picked 
late in the season. The resulting wines are heavy, lacking 
the essential fruite quality and frequently have an 


overripe grape or raisin taste. (This is for the Table or 
"dry" wines; the grapes for the dessert, fortified, wines 
such as Port, do not suffer from high sugar and moderate 
acidity; although there is plenty of evidence from 
Portugal that they do not want their grapes to get dried 
up else they contribute a raisin flavor to the wine.) But 
even more important is the influence of late picking on 
the fermentation. As the grapes pass their time of 
optimum maturity the number of rotten & diseased 
berries increases and the chemical composition becomes 
unfavorable to yeast growth and more favorable to the 
growth of harmful organisms, particularly spoilage 
bacteria. Aside from Ray you would be amazed at how 
few of our growers or vintners have the least conception 
of these facts. This is one of the recurring reasons for the 
lack of quality (or even drinkability) of California wines. 
The basic difficulty is of course the lack of fine varieties 
of grapes. Not only is there a lack of varieties but many 
vineyards have their varieties incorrectly labeled; this 
results in consumer confusion as well as self deception on 
the part of the producers. In most cases I think this is 
entirely unintentional. As long as Calif. wines were 
labeled with type names the exact varietal identification 
was not of critical importance. However there is every 
chance that this will be cleared up in the next few years. 
I am more worried about the harvesting and fermenta
tion practices. There are many practices which the 
winery can use and which it is difficult to discern. But we 
can see the vines. There are some fine new vineyards 
now being planted and the prices paid for the better 
varieties of grapes was in some cases twice that of the 
ordinary grapes. 
The harvesting and fermentation practices however 
require constant care, knowledge and work. This latter 
is the main difficulty. 
Amerine then asserted an ethnic prejudice that 


usually, and obviously, he had to express sub rosa in 
his professional capacity. It was one that MR in his 
own talk and writings would often amplify both 
publicly and privately. Unlike his professor friend, he 
was uninhibited by the need to be politic about certain 
members of a nationality who had excelled in 
bootlegging wine during the Prohibition years and 
therefore were well positioned to convert to bonded 
wineries at Repeal. 


I may not have told you that the California industry is 
about 80% in control ofltalians. Their interest in careful, 
precise, laborious winemaking has been nearly nil in 
Italy and it is no exception here. They are mainly 
interested in "big" wineries or in quick profits. The 
above is of course strictly confidential as I have to work 
with these self-satisfied little Mussolinis who "know it 
all." They mainly have the Italian peasants' belief in the 
efficacy of the supernatural. In this case the divine 
agency is construed to be science . Now science can 
explain a great many things and can, in many cases, lead 







to more rational procedures, but it is not yet ready to 
prepare wines from sugar, water and acid, and as long as 
our winemakers insist on leaning on "helps" rather than 
on grapes they will not get far in making fine wine. 
Though he acknowledged the desirability of 


abundant and affordable vin ordinaire, Amerine 
recognized the need for both marketers and 
consumers to distinguish between it and wines of 
superior origins and intentions . 


The companies which are producing ordinary wines must 
not attempt to pass them onto the public for fine wines . 
There is a great deal to be said for the bulk producer 
producing large quantities of standard red and white 
wine . If he can standardize his practice sufficiently and 
reduce costs wine can be delivered to the American 
people at prices which will encourage them to drink it at 
regular intervals rather than as a luxury drink .... But 
fine wines are in a different class . They require more 
expensive material and methods and their ultimate 
quality depends on their own precious "individuality ." 
This is the real reason why blending, increasing the 
acidity &c. are not to be considered for the quality wines. 
Now and again, Amerine would add winsome 


personal touches in his letters to Street : 
The weather has turned beautiful for the fall. I like this 
time of year-a sort ofrecovery from hard physical labor 
and getting ready for the winter's work. I trust that you 
enjoy good health and regret my delay in answering your 
delightful letter . [10/20/40] 
Not long after the start of the new year, 1941, 


Amerine wrote Street again, but more briefly than 
before. Knowing that Julian, a connoisseur, was 
almost as interested in attractive foods as he was in 
fine wines, he could mention a recent culinary use of 
nature's provender and awaiting a future feast-from 
there moving, rather surprisingly, into somber reflec
tions: first on the dark uncertainty of life in a world 
being torn apart by war , then on a sense of his inabil
ity to measure up to his expectations for accomplish
ment, and finally on the current wine business. 


... The rains have given us an early spring and also have 
brought wonderful green grass in the fields. Some of the 
more tender grasses are very good for cream soup while 
others are very fine in simple salads . I had both last 
Sunday and it was a fine combination . 
The early lambs (those of last September and October) 
are just getting to the proper size and I am anticipating 
some good meat in a week or two. As a matter of fact 
good food is plentiful now-and the best philosophy it 
seems is to live every minute to its fullest, taking 
advantage of all that one's means and opportunities 
offer. Because there is no way of predicting just what the 
future will bring . This has always been true but it seems 
more so now. 
The winter has been a good one here. Sales of wines were 
high-though not so high as anticipated-and there is a 
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general mood of satisfaction in the industry. I do not 
believe in self-satisfaction and find myself constantly 
disatisfied [sic] with my own work. But perhaps a certain 
amount of self-satisfaction is all right if it leads to a 
really intelligent examination of the position of the 
industry. The whole set-up of the industry just now 
trends to larger and larger units and this does not mean 
better and better wines but the contrary. [1/30/41] 
A month later, Amerine-with literary leanings 


that Street might appreciate-started a note to him by 
quoting some lines from "Time, You Old Gypsy Man" 
by British poet Ralph Hodgson; its images moved from 
a restless itinerary ("Last week in Babylon, I Last 
night in Rome ... ") to finality in the tomb. Amerine's 
mood was brooding and bleak (probably he was 
already anticipating being drafted if the U.S. entered 
the war ); still, he managed to see hope of redemption 
in wine. Yet how he wanted wine consumers to push 
the California vintners into reform! 


Today is so fascinating-but it is only because tomorrow 
is so damnably dark . Whatever ray of light one can find 
today must be in the individual. There are no hopes for 
nations. The sins of the past , of some, and of the present 
of others, will eventually bring them low. Strangely 
enough it is in France that perchance the love of life and 
light will again spring. 
And it is because the only optimism today is in the 
individual that I find so much pleasure in working with 
and for wines. In wine there i§.joy and life and light. How 
much pleasure and relaxation it could bring to Americans 
if they could only drink it with understanding and 
without excess. But how few do, or can!! 
Two changes however need to transpire . One in the basic 
attitude of Americans towards alcoholic beverages and 
the other in the type of wines made and in their proper 
distribution. How difficult it is to find really "light" 
wines-wines which one can drink without becoming 
sleepy!! ... 
The other problem of quality wines is, with the exception 
of Ray, still pretty much unsolved. There does not seem, 
even with the New York demand, to be a profound 
spiritual interest in quality which is, of course, very 
important . You would be surprised at how little interest 
many winemakers have in their vineyards . The vineyard 
is paramount . If good varieties are not planted and 
properly cared for there can be no fine wines. Prof. Wink
ler and I have both been practically jeered for suggesting 
that more care in harvesting would pay dividends in 
cleaner fermentations and better keeping qualit y. (3/1/41) 


Establishing and ensuring wine quality in California 
was ever the holy grail for both Martin Ray and 
Maynard Amerine . And although they agreed on the 
measures that needed to be taken to achieve it, each 
already took a distinctive approach to bringing the 
needed changes into fruition. • 







[Excerpt from Maynard Amerine's handwritten letter to Julian Street, 1 March 1941. 
See "Vinaceous Correspondents," beginning p.14] 
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ANDRE SIMON and 
the STAR CHAMBER DINNER ACCOUNTS 


by John Danza 


[John Danza, a uery active and long-time member of the Inter
national Wine & Food Society, has a collecting passion for the 
works of Andre L. Simon. He enjoys writing about Simon and his 
books-see "Inscribed Andre Simon Books" in W-TQ Vol.14 #4. We 
welcome his latest contribution. - Ed .] 


ndre Simon is well known to 
us as one of the most 


~~~~ influential and prolific wine 
and food writers of the 20th 
century, and as a founder of 
both the Wine & Food 
Society and the Saintsbury 
Club. What is perhaps less 
known is that Andre Simon 


· - • was also a life-long collector 
of books and documents about wine and food'. While 
he had many hundreds of books dating between the 
15th and 20th centuries in his library, a part of his 
collection of which he was particularly proud was the 
approximately 250 copies of Star Chamber Dinner 
Accounts from the 16th and 17th centuries. In this 
article I'll talk about the various pieces that Andre 
wrote involving the Star Chamber. 


The Court of the Star Chamber, a judicial body 
appointed by the English monarch, held session at the 
Palace of Westminster in a special room whose ceiling 
had "golden stars painted on a sky-blue background, 
... known as the 'Star Chamber.'" The Lords of the 
Privy Council (Lords of the Star Chamber) wielded 
significant powers and were a "a law unto them
selves." The Dinner Accounts collected by Andre were 
the inventories of foodstuffs and wines purchased for 
the meals served to the court members in the Star 
Chamber. These accounts serve as a great window 
into the eating and drinking habits practiced in Tudor 
England. 


Andre's first article about the Star Chamber 
Dinner Accounts was in an early issue of the Wine & 
Food Society's quarterly publication, Wine and Food 
(No. 7, Autumn 1935). The article, "Star Chamber 
Dyetts," was a short two pages in length and actually 
served as much as an advertisement for a book he 
wanted to publish as it did as an information piece. In 
the article he gives a general history lesson of the Star 
Chamber in the 1500s and 1600s, the activities of the 
court and members of the council, and brief informa
tion about the types of foods consumed. At the end of 
the article, the advertisement appears. In it, Andre 
notes that he has amassed a collection of 217 Star 
Chamber Dinner Accounts and he would produce a 
book about them "of some 200 pages, with an 
Introduction and a Glossary, at 10s. 6d. (21/2 dollars 
U.S.A.)" if at least 250 Wine & Food Society members 
would subscribe to it. 


The Star Chamber Revels 


A
ndre's interest in the Dinner Accounts led him 
to research some of the cases handled by the 
Lords of the Star Chamber. This inspired him to 


try to "bring them back to life." This he did in 1937 
with a privately printed volume of 275 copies called 
The Star Chamber Revels (Or, The Fountayne of 
Justice), a fictional five-act play. Quite Shakespearean 
in style, the "Satyre" is written in the "form and 
language of an Elizabethan play." 


INSIDE TfilS ISSUE 
• AMERINE & FRONA WAIT by T. Pinney 


• PETER PAUPER PRESS by G. Unzelman 


• BIBULOUS BIBLIOLATRY: A. SIMON 


• BOOK COLLECTION CARE by R. Walker 


• BOOK REVIEWS by C. Fielden and A. Shields 


• REVIEW: The Botanist & the Vintner 
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Set in 1602, The Star Chamber Revels portrays a 
day in the life of the Star Chamber. The story contains 
a combination of the Dinner Accounts, with the 
master cook taking on the provisions for the day and 
serving wine and food throughout the day, along with 
the Lords hearing some cases. The English is hard to 
follow, as you might expect from this style; but the 
book shows the strength of Andre Simon as an author, 
as well as his taste for the finely produced book. 


He sent the manuscript to his friend Crosby Gaige, 
to be handprinted on watermarked antique laid paper 
at Gaige's private press at Watch Hill Farm, Peek
skill, New York. Gaige, an avid gourmet and founding 
member of the W & F Society's New York Chapter, 
was a noted designer (and collector) of books. Of all 
the books by Andre, Star Chamber Revels can be 
called one of the most attractive. 


Star Chamber Revels 
( Or, The F ountayne of Justice..;) 


c/1 SATYRE c/!CTE'lJ 
on Friday the eleventh day of June, in the 


yearu 1 oo z, by the then Lords of 
the f2!:!eene ELIZABETH'S 


most honourable 
Council. 


By ANDRE L. SIMON. 


PEEKSKILL: Printed by Cros.by Gaigu 
at the Watch Hill Press 


I 9 3 7· 


[Title page, reduced] 


The Star Chamber as a subject for Andre's writ
ing now takes a hiatus for twenty years. The 
Chamber makes a return in the Winter 1957 


Wine & Food Society quarterly (No. 96). The 5-page 
article, "Star Chamber Dinners: The Fare," begins 
with the first page restating information that was 
shared in both the 1935 article and the introduction to 
the 1937 Star Chamber Revels. We learn, however, 
that Andre now has some 250 of the Star Chamber 
Dinner Accounts, up from 217 in 1935. Details are 
provided on the types of foods consumed during the 
120-year span of the Dinner Accounts. There are some 
interesting analyses of the quantities of the ingredi
ents ordered along with the price variations over time. 
Meat was generally less expensive than seafood
unusual considering that England is an island 
country. 


The very next issue ofWine & Food (No. 97, Spring 
1958) contains a follow-up article, "Star Chamber 
Dinners: The Wines." Here, Andre discusses the types 
of wines consumed, along with the "remarkably small 
sums" for which they could be had. It is interesting 
that at this time individual producers were never 
noted; wines were referred to by their type or origin, 
such as claret, Rhenish, and Sack. One page of the 
article is given to discussion of the contemporary 16th 
century references to wines. Shakespeare is noted, 
along with a prized book in Andre's collection, A new 
Boke of the natures and properties of all wines that are 
commonlye used here in England by William Turner 
(London, 1568). Andre tells us, "There can be but 
little doubt that Shakespeare not only knew and used 
Turner's book, the only book on wine in English at the 
time, but that he ... adopted many of Turner's views 
and descriptions." 


The Star Chamber Dinner Accounts 


I
n 1959 all of the preceding finally came together in 
Andre's original desire: The Star Chamber Dinner 
Accounts, being some hitherto unpublished Ac


counts of Dinners provided for the Lords of the Privy 
Council in the Star Chamber, Westminster, during the 
reigns of Queen Elizabeth I and King James I of 
England was published by George Rainbird for the 
Wine & Food Society. Twenty-four years in the 
planning, the 88-page book summons Andre's 
knowledge of wine and food in history. Of the 250 
Star Chamber Dinner Accounts in his possession, he 
chose for the book "the fifty from 1567 to 1605 which 
cover Shakespeare's life because of the added literary 
interest ... for Shakespeare scholars." 


The first section of the book, "A Commentary on 
Tudor Food," is a study of the types and prices of 
foods and wines consumed. This is not just dry facts 
and figures. Andre inserts liberal references to 
contemporary publications relative to food and wine: 







he quotes medical writers on the health value of the 
ingredients, and provides numerous excerpts from 
Shakespeare's plays. 


The next section of the book, "The Accounts," is a 
reprint of the Star Chamber Dinner Accounts used in 
the analysis in the first section. Thankfully, Andre 
has modernized most of the Elizabethan English to 
make reading easier. There are also several pages of 
reproductions of the Dinner Accounts, illustratingjust 
how difficult it must have been to interpret these 
handwritten documents. 


The final section, "Some Tudor Recipes," consists 
of ten pages of contemporary recipes using various 
foods listed in the Star Chamber Dinner Accounts. 
Not intended to be used for present-day cooking, they 
were added to provide insight on how the food of the 
day would have been prepared and served. 


This final publication on the Star Chamber Dinner 
Accounts by Andre Simon helps to demonstrate his 
lifelong pursuit of knowledge on the history of wine 
and food. His extensive book collection served him 
well in pulling together the Star Chamber Dinner 
Accounts information in a manner that is interesting 
to the 20th century reader . It also demonstrates 
Andre's knowledge of wine and food references in 
Shakespeare's plays and times, something he uses in 
several other publications. But that will have to be 
another article! 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-pro.fit organization founded 
in 1990/or Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership/ Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (ISSN 1552-9460) is$20 
USA and Canada; $25 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested. 
Please address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, 
Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. FAX707-544-2723. E-mail: 
tendrils@jps.net. Editor and Publisher: Gail Unzelman. -
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.... NEWS 
& NOTES ===~~, 


Welcome, new Tendrils! 
J. Moctezuma (Belrose, NSW, Australia, sydney 
moctez@optusnet.com.au) has been collecting English 
and Spanish language wine books for some 10 years. 
Kathleen Burk Ck.burk@ucl.ac.uk) is a wine writer 
who first contacted us for her George Saintsbury 
project, an article that will appear in The World of 
Fine Wine (Issue 7, later this year). Barbara Davis 
(zephyrfilms@aol.com) has a special interest in Pre
Prohibition California and North Carolina wineries, 
and historical writings about Corton Charlemagne 
(can anyone provide her with early references to the 
vineyards of Charlemagne?). Bernard Metais 
(Oakland, CA & Paris, France) bernard.metais@ 
centraliens.net) is an avid collector of books (some 
4,000 volumes on several favorite subjects) and a lover 
of wine. Marvin Collins (Oakland, CA, mfredz@ 
sbcglobal.net) has joined us at the suggestion of 
Tendril Charles Sullivan. Marvin is researching 
"the life and times" ofHamdenMclntyre, a prominent 
player in California's wine history. See notice below. 


CALLING ALL TENDRILS! 
Marvin Collins is seeking old photographs 
and any "little known facts" for a history of 
the "life & times" of Hamden W. McIntyre 
(1835-1909 ) and his supporting cast: Freder
ick Pohndorff, Ferdinand Haber, John L. 
Heald, Ernest L. Ransome, Gustave Nie
baum, Leland Stanford, John Crell, Julius P. 
Smith, Angelia Collins-Scott. "Period photo
graphs of Stanford's Palo Alto winery and the 
Mountain View winery of Collins-Scott would 
be god-sends." Contact him: mfredz@sbc 
global.net. 


WINE BOOKS: 4 LAVISH - 2 UTTLE 
• Wineries with Style by Peter Richards (London: 
Mitchell Beazley, 2004 . 192 pp. $45US I £30UK). 
"Wines and wineries are living through a change of 
era, in architecture ... as in wine. It's a magical 
moment ." This eye-catching wine-table book is loaded 
with spectacular color photographs in celebration of 
"these exciting architectural times." • Cappiello. 
The Posters of Leonetto Cappiello by Jack Rennert 
(New York: Poster Art Library, 2004. 336 pp. 13V2 x 
10V2. $65). In the field of poster art, Rennert has few 
peers (see Gabler p.306: Posters of the Belle Epoque: 
the Wine Spectator Collection, 1990); Cappiello, the 
Italian-born Parisian artist, is the renowned "Father 
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of the Modern Poster." Lavishly produced, richly 
illustrated-this is a grand and authoritative book. 
(Tendril Mannie Berk's Rare Wine Company can offer 
signed copies: sales@rare wineco.com.) • Anciens 
Outils de la Vigne et de la Tonnellerie by Robert 
Herman (Grenoble: Editions Glenat, 1999. 160 pp. 
14112 x lOV2. $75). The text is in French; the bountiful 
color photographs of antique wine tools-for the vine
yard to the cellar-present a fascinating story. • Le 
Vin. Nectar des Dieux. Genie des Hommes sous la 
direction de Mssrs J-P . Brun, M. Poux, and A. 
Tchernia (Gollion: Infolio Edns, 2004. 357 pp. $35). 
Stunning photo illustrations of ancient wine vessels, 
wine sites, and wine art. • A Bunch of Grapes from 
Ancient Greek Vineyards: Crushed into English 
Measures by Rev. G. R. Woodward [1848-1934] 
(London: Privately Printed at Highgate Village, 1929. 
14 pp. 5V2 x 4V4). This little gem (not in Gabler!), 
limited to 120 numbered copies, contains 28 wine 
verses, translated from the Greek. • Wine from My 
Garden by Miriam Macgregor (Fullerton, CA I 
Herefordshire, UK: Lorson's Books I Whittington 
Press, 2000. 32 pp. 2% x 17/a. $50). A true miniature 
book, delightfully and finely crafted, decorated with 15 
colored woodcut illustrations by Macgregor, and 
housed in a paper-covered slipcase, is limited to 200 
signed copies. 


DON'T BOTHER 
Napa Nights (San Jose: Mystery & Suspense Press, 
2001. $17.95 p.b.) is the second "Virginia Davies Mys
tery" by David Ciambrone. The setting is an archaeol
ogists' convention in Napa, California. The story-line 
is acceptable, but the writing is tediously amateurish 
("she collapsed on an overstuffed, light blue, striped, 
chair"), the proof-reading deplorable. Forget it. 


AGOSTON HARASZTHY REPRINT 
Haraszthy's 1862 classic, Grape Culture, •Wines 
and Winemaking (Fairfield, CA: J. Stevenson, 2003. 
[10], 126 pp., glossy card wraps. $12.95) has recently 
been reprinted (in part), with a 10-page historical 
Foreword by Dr. Stephen Krebs, Program Coordinator 
of the Napa Valley College Viticulture and Winery 
Technology division. This reprint omits the original 
Appendix of extracts from European texts on grape
growing, winemaking, culture of the silkworm, &c. 


WINE LIBRARY FOR SALE 
We have received notice of an Australian collection of 
some 700 books, pamphlets, andjournals, mainly from 
the 1920s to the early 2000s. It is international in 
flavour, with an emphasis on Australian authors, 
wines, and wineries, but the wine regions of the world 
are covered as well. A wide range of wine writers are 
represented, from the veteran Charles W. Berry, 
George Saintsbury, H. Warner Allen, Andre Simon 


(some 40 books), to the modern Bradford, Broadbent, 
Robinson, Johnson, Halliday, et al . There are fine 
reprints of 19th century classics such as Redding, 
Busby, Vizetelly and de Castella. A complete list of 
the library is available from Dave Kabay at 
dkabay@iinet.net.au. 


GENE FORD [1927-2005] 
Elliott Mackey (Wine Appreciation Guild) has sadly 
informed us of the death of Gene Ford-author, edu
cator, and wine & health advocate who wrote 
extensively on the health benefits of moderate 
drinking . The Wine Appreciation Guild of San Fran
cisco published all four of Ford's books on "healthy 
drinking," beginning in 1988 with The Benefits of 
Moderate Drinking: Alcohol, Health & Society. In 
1990, Drinking and Health: the Good News, the Bad 
News, and the Propaganda was published, to be 
followed by The French Paradox and Drinking for 
Health (1993), and The Science of Healthy Drinking 
(2003) which received an award for "Best Wine 
Literature" that year. 


IT'S HERE!! 
A History of Wine in America-From Pro
hibition to the Present by Thomas Pinney 
(Berkeley/Los Angeles/London: U.C. Press, 2005. 
532 pp. Illus. 10 x 7. $45. £29.95). This is the 
long awaited sequel to the first volume (History 
of Wine in America-From the Beginnings to 
Prohibition, 1989), of Prof. Pinney's "engagingly 
written, exhaustively researched , rich in detail" 
definitive account of winemaking in the U.S. 
This sweeping narrative describes how Prohibi
tion devastated the wine industry, the conditions 
ofrenewal after Repeal, the effects of World War 
II and how the troubled postwar years led to the 
great wine boom of the late 1960s, and its 
continued expansion to the present day. The text 
is supplemented with over 100 pages of "Notes" 
and a stellar Index is provided, while some 25 
pages of "Sources and Works Cited" complete 
this invaluable, and very readable, history. 


SOTHEBY'S SALE 
On June 9th last, Sotheby's in London held a most 
exciting auction of rare "Continental Books, Manu
scripts, and Science, including the Food & Drink 
Collection of Hroar Dege" (Sale L05406). Although 
obviously now too late to participate, the 200-page, 
well-illustrated catalogue is a highly recommended, 
valuable reference for wine book collectors . Check 
Sotheby's website for a copy: www.sothebys.com . 







Private Libraries-XX 


"Bibulous Bibliolatry: 
M. ANDRE SIMON" 


From a Special Correspondent 


[This article, which appeared in the London Literary Supplement, 
12 August 1939, was discovered by Tendril Mannie Berk in his 
file of Augustus Muir, a friend and crony of Andre Simon. (Is 
Muir the "special correspondent"?) Mannie sends it along for the 
enjoyment of all Tendrils . - Ed.] 


FIRST BARGEMAN: You pimpled, scarleted, rubified, 
carbuncled rob-pot ! 
SECOND BARGEMAN: You whoreson little Bartholo
mew boar-pig! 


hat has the authentic 
ring; and so it well may 
have for, like all the 
dialogue in M. Andre 
Simon's Elizabethan 
play, it is lifted from one 
or other of the volumes 
of the Mermaid Dram
atists. The characters, 
on the other hand, come 
from the manuscript re
ports of meetings of the 
Star Chamber of which 


M. Simon owns a large number from 1524 to 1616. 
His play is called Star Chamber Revels: or, The 
Fountayne of Justice (1937) and its background is 
the junketing and banqueting which terminated the 
sittings of the Chamber of which the reports give 
almost lurid details. 


There is, you see, much more in wine than meets 
the eye, the nose, and the palate. There has always 
been a connection between good books and good 
wine. In the sixteenth century some booksellers 
were also vintners and as late as 1778 Christopher 
Earl appears in a Birmingham directory as "printer 
and publican." . . 


To begin at the beginning, there is the plantmg of 
the vine, and M. Simon's leaf of the Gutenberg Bible 
includes the fifth chapter of Isaiah wherein the 
planting of the vineyard is described. T~us the 
beginning of a collection of books on wme, but 
where shall it end? It embraces drinkers and 
drinking of all kinds, from the Grande Cuvee de 
Champagne to the "Vinn blonk" of the Tommy in 
France from one who thinks Cordon Rouge is some 
kind ~f antithesis to Carte Blanche to the 
Feinschmecker who can date and place good wine to 
a particular year and vineyard. It will roam into 
economics and history. It will concern itself with a 
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thing called the Methuen Treaty which made 
England a country of port-drinkers, and it will 
explain how natives of Bordeaux became Lord 
Mayors of London and how families were divided in 
national allegiance by Henry VI's loss of the wine
lands of Gascony. The wine trade and the Acts 
which control it come within its scope, and it will 
divulge when corks came to England and when 
claret left it. So much for the general, let us come to 
the particular. 


XIrh Century Ms. 


T
he earliest dateable piece in the library is a 
folio from a twelfth century manuscript of the 
Liber Et:ymologiarum of St. Isidore, Bishop of 


Seville, describing wines and other drinks. The 
fourteenth century rent-book of the Monastery of 
Polling in Bavaria shows a list of dues and by whom 
they were payable. The method of payment was 
mostly in wine, and half of each tablet consists of 
black wax on which notes of payment were 
scratched, one such note being still visible. 


A figure much favoured by M. Simon, in that he 
has numerous printed editions of his works, 
including all the early ones, next comes into view in 
the shape of an Italian manuscript, dated 1414, of 
the Liber Ruralium Commodorum of Peter de 
Crescentiis. The fourth book of this famous treatise 
on agriculture is devoted entirely to the culture of 
the vine. It was first printed at Augsburg by 
Schussler in 14 71, and of this rare princeps M. 
Simon has a fine copy. He has also the 1486 
Strasbourg, and 1493 Spire, by Peter Drach-with 
its absorbing woodcuts of vintners showing, for 
example that the casks were sulphured then almost 
exactly ~s they are now-as well as first translations 
into German, Italian, French and English, and an 
illuminated French manuscript of about 1425. 


There is no space for description of the other 
early manuscripts of Villanova and others, but the 
Royal Household Accounts at Amboise in 1552 when 
the Dauphin (Francois II), aged nine, entertained 
his affianced bride, Mary Queen of Scots, aged ten, 
in the presence of his two younger brothers and 
three sisters is worth more than passing mention. 
Twenty-five setiers of red and of white wine were 
provided for the children as well as quantities of 
fish-it being a day of abstinence-which included a 
tortoise and four vipers. At another banquet two 
hundred frogs went to the royal table and twenty
four adders to the servants. Household accounts 
from the Louvre (1586), from Queen Margaret 
(1631), the Dauphine (1685, and 1682-88), and _the 
Due de Bourgogne (1696), are also in the collect10n. 
It is perhaps worth noting that in the Dauphine's 
1685 account the main headings are printed from a 
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copper plate on a sheet of vellum, the prices and a 
few other details being filled in by hand. 


Passing over such works of reference as Isidorus 
Hispalensis Liber Etymologarium (Augsburg, 1472), 
and the Supplementum Summae Pisanellae (Co
logne, 1479), which gives the degrees of drunken
ness specified by canon law, we come to a Tractatus 
de Vino, 1483, which is the first book on wine itself 
as opposed to viticulture. Finally there is a superb 
copy of the Nuremberg Chronicle of 1493 for no 
better reason than that one of its woodcuts shows 
the drunken Noah surrounded by his 18..IJ?.enting 
family. 


First English Book on Wine 


T
here is much more incunabula, but to linger 
on it too long would mean injustice to later 
and, for the present purpose, more important 


periods. One of the most interesting of the six
teenth century books is William Turner's A new 
bake of the natures and properties of all wines, 1593. 
This is the only perfect copy recorded of the first 
English book on wine. Its author was physician to 
Queen Elizabeth and, by a process of elimination, it 
is plausibly surmised that this was Shakespeare's 
reference book on the subject of wine. Every wine 
mentioned by him is treated in this book, and his 
occasional use of Turner's very adjectives seems 
significant. 


In 1532, a sermon, treating of Die schemliche 
Erfolgen auss dem unzymtlichen Essen und Trinken 
was published in Zwickau warning the "best" 
Germans of the harm that came to them from 
excessive swilling and gluttony, and throughout the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there is a stream 
of books on the Regimen Sanitatis, from the book 
with that title of about 1480 by Arnold de Villanova 
(who introduced alcohol into Materia Medica) and 
the various editions from the first onwards of the 
popular De Proprietatibus Rerum of Bartholomaeus 
Anglicus through French, German, Italian and 
English translations of either or both to the second 
edition of Sir Thomas Elyot's Castle of Helth, 1539 
-no copy on the first has survived-and early books 
on similar lines in almost every European language, 
some seventy or more in all. 


The seventeenth century produced a spate of 
books on the subject, and attention must here be 
confined largely to the English books, their authors 
and something of their background. The interest in 
this century is by no means confined to books, in 
fact. The household accounts of this period have 
already been described. There is also a winebill of 
1662 on which corks are mentioned, an attorney's 
opinion on whether wine imported in flasks is 
subject to duty, a proclamation of 1613 prohibiting 


the importation of French wines and a fascinating 
letter reporting on the Portugal trade, dated 1675. 
The significance of this last with its references to 
the sumptuary laws is clear when it is remembered 
that John Methuen was envoy to Portugal in 1702 
and concluded in 1703 the treaty named after him 
by which English woolen goods were allowed to 
enter Portugal, while Portuguese wines were given a 
preference in duty of one-third as against French 
wines, which turned the Englishman's taste in
creasingly towards port and away from claret. 


One of the few books referring to beer in Simon's 
library is the curious triologue of "See me and see 
me not" translated from the Dutch by Daubridg
court Belchier entitled Hans Beer Pot. This was his 
only printed work. 


Then there is that prolonged storm, not in a tea 
cup, but in a wine barrel, over the attempt of Kilvert 
and Abell to promote the wine monopoly. It is all 
mixed up with the Star Chamber, for which august 
council Kilvert appears to have been a stool-pigeon. 
In 1637 he and Abell undertook to persuade the Star 
Chamber to call off the penalties visited on vintners 
for the offence of meat dressing, in return for a 
lump sum. Kilvert's rake-off was £1,000 but the 
Long Parliament exposed the racket and the sequel 
was a sheaf of muckraking pamphlets which enrich 
M. Simon's collection. There is more stirring of the 
dregs in the trade in In Vino Veritas: a Conference 
between Chip the Cooper and Dash the Drawer. 
(Being both Boozy), 1696. 


Th~ !aft 


DISCOVRSE 
Betwixt Mr.Abel and Mr.Richard KJillert,in~ 
tcrruptcdatthc lirttby an aocicnt and angry G:ntkwo• 


m,n, who being her fclfc unkno,vnc unro the ohf<-rvcr ofthi; 
Conference, JC ,v.u conceived bv him 2frC"nv.uJs ro l> ~a. 


ccminc friend of Mr • .Ah/r. 


Ptintcd in the Yrarc, 1641 . 


[Title-page from The Last Discourse ... , 1641] 







Parliamentary Measures 


0 
n the subject of restriction, prohibition and 
licensing there is M. Simon's large collection 
of Bills and Acts of Parliament to be men


tioned. Between the years 1613, when French wines 
were prohibited by law, and 1703, when the 
Methuen Treaty was signed, some perturbation was 
caused to the trade and its clients. Specimen titles 
which reflect the bewilderment of the wine-drinker 
are: Wine, Beer, Ale and Tobacco contending for 
superiority (1658); John French's The Art of Distil
lation (1653); Richard Short's 1656 Of Drinking 
Water (disapproving of the practice); A new and easy 
way to make wine of English grapes (1672?); John 
Worlidge's Vinetum Britannicum (1676); A new art 
of making above twenty sorts of English wines 
(1691). [WTQ EDITOR: I think he is referring to William Y


Worth's The Britannian Magazine: or a new art of making about 
twenty ... , 1694.] 


It was in 1691 that Richard Ames began his 
search after claret in the four corners of London. 
The fruitless sequel is bemoaned in his four poems 
on the subject. At last, in 1693, he announces his 
"Farewell to Wine" for there remains none with 
tuns or hogsheads of claret which formerly were 
readily sold to all-comers at sixpence a quart. 


The eighteenth century also has it curiosities. 
There are the account books of Lord Townshend's 
major domo at The Hague for the years 1710-11, 
during which period the unfortunate Barrier Treaty 
was negotiated. From these books may be recon
structed the fare served to the Dutch and French 
plenipotentiaries with whom Townshend treated. 
There are also the account books of a wine 
merchant of this period and lists of prices of wine 
between 1785 and 1790. 


A little later, 1807-1810, is the cellar-book of 
Clement's Inn which has a side interest in that it 
was also used as a betting-book by benchers. The 
childishness of the wagers indulged in by these staid 
lawyers must be seen to be believed. Mr. Harvey 
would bet Mr. Strong a pint of port that a ' stated 
chimney is not three feet high. Having won he 
would bet a quart of claret that it is not two feet 
high. The stakes were always liquid. 


Illustration now becomes a feature of the collec
tion, and those who know M. Simon's book 
Bottle-Screw Days would recognize the originals of 
its illustrations in a series of prints in his posses
sion. There are Rowlandson cartoons, a set of 
drinking songs, "The Bottle Companions," pub
lished by Walsh and Randall, original publishers of 
Handel's "Messiah," as well as a host of practical 
manuals and treatises on the production, distribu
tion, and consumption of the favorite tipples of the 
period. 
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Such is an outline sketch of this bibulous 
bibliolatry. It is more than a hobby, for M. Simon is 
known all over the world as a foremost authority on 
every aspect of wine and these are his tools, but, 
above all things, it is a monumental tribute to the 
persistency of man's quest for something better 
than water in which to quench his thirst. A more 
exhaustive account of the collection may be sought 
in his catalogue, Bibliotheca Bacchica [2 vols., 1927, 
1932; reprinted 1972; see also Simon's Bibliotheca 
Gastronomica, 1953; reprinted 1978. - Ed.] 


NOTES FROM A DEPLETED LIBRARY 
by 


Christopher Fielden 


[In 2003 Christopher presented the major part of his 30-year 
collection of wine books to the Institute of Masters of Wine. To our 
benefit, he may be "depleted" but he is not "bookless"! - Ed.] 


Hugh Johnson 
l:,:;;>Qellfi'ffl:m:J!ili9:i"5..:" ne of the problems with books 


about wine is that most authors 
write largely for their own benefit. 


~~il-~il] However, there is one writer who 
~~fff~;;tlhlJ!lll clearly writes for the reader-this 


IF.'i~~~e~ man is Hugh Johnson. With his 
· -"'·_,""'·,vi:,,;.~--c.---"-, -~--~ Wine, The World Wine Atlas, and 


~· :=-, -. ~ 


: · · · - Hugh Johnson's Pocket Wine Book, 
Johnson has engaged the wine aficionado from three 
different directions and, in each case, given him 
exactly what he wants. The market has been studied 
before the product has been launched - and that is 
not common as far as wine books are concerned. If 
there are five wine books I wish I had written 
myself, these three would be among them. I have 
just received my copy of the 2005 edition of the 
Pocket Wine Book-and whilst my pocket, both to 
pay for it and to hold it, may have had to expand 
since it was first published twenty-eight years 
ago-the book still manages to cram an enormous 
amount of information into its 288 pages. The wine 
connoisseur might consider it to be too general, but 
it is invaluable as a first port-of-call for information. 
I do not always agree on the classification of the 
various wineries, but I respect them. Hugh John
son's name appears on the cover, but he calls upon 
and acknowledges a broad range of experts from 
around the globe who read like a roll-call of all that 
is currently best in the wine world. 
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La Cote de Beaune 


N isadvantage of disposing of one's wine books 
s that when you are called upon to give a 
pecialist tasting, you ha , ~ to cast about for 


information. Next month I am giving a tasting in 
London of Premier Cru wines from Beaune; where 
should I find the details I need? Fortunately, I was 
recently in Beaune and came across a peculiar, ring
bound book La Cote de Beaune au Grand Jour by C. 
Fromont (316 pp; 30 euros). (There is a sister book 
for the Cote de Nuits.) Nowhere within the book 
does it say who is the publisher or when it was 
published; however it gives me just the information 
I need, by condensing the information found in most 
of the classic works on Burgundy. It does not talk 
about the different producers, but it gives great 
detail on each vineyard, its production, its area, its 
soil, its exposure on the slopes, the number of 
growers, and the roots of its name, and some idea of · 
where it stands in the pricing hierarchy. There is 
also a useful section on tasting, which seeks to 
dispel mystique. As it says, "Too difficult to taste a 
wine? No way, there's nothing more simple. There's 
no need for a barbarian vocabulary, nor for a song 
and dance. Open a bottle of Burgundy; no matter 
when, with a meal or simply with friends. This is an 
act of sharing and sociability and this should always 
be synonymous with pleasure. Let yourself be 
carried away by this magical moment and forget 
technique. Simply think of the present you are 
giving. Just let yourself go ... " I can sympathise with 
that approach! 


Champagne 


D
espite his name, and it is not his real one, 
Philippe Boucheron is an English writer on 
wine who feels that not enough has been done 


for the wine tourist. Bravely he has taken the 
financial plunge and has written and published, 
Destination Champagne. Its aim is in its sub-title: 
The independent traveller's guide to Champagne, the 
region and its wine (Destination Publishers Ltd, 
2005. 136 pp. £19). This takes you to even the 
forgotten places in the vineyards of Champagne and 
tells you cellars to visit, the restaurants where you 
should eat, and where you should sleep it off. It also 
describes the other attractions in the region. For 
anyone thinking of spending a weekend or longer in 
Champagne, this is an invaluable guide. At 
approximately the cost of a bottle of Champagne, it 
can save you much preparatory work and give you 
much pleasure. A similar work on Bordeaux, by 
John and Nelly Salvi, will be the next in the series. 


A very different work on Champagne is 
Chronique des Vins de Champagne by Eric Glatre 
(Chassigny: Castor & Pollux, 2001. 488 pp). This is a 


history of Champagne, largely, but not exclusively, 
the wine, from 58 B.C. to 2000 AD. The history is 
given anecdotally and is tied-in with other events in 
France. Thus, for example, in the year 1925, we 
learn that: 


1. The French Open Tennis Championship was 
established at the Stade Roland Garros. 
2. The perfume Shalimar was created by Jacques 
Guerlain. 
3. Kunkelmann et Cie., the owner of the brands 
Heidsieck and Piper Heidsieck became a limited 
company. 
4. The Lord Mayor of London visits Champagne 
and is served at a banquet 19 Champagnes from 
before the .Great War. 
5. The area of vineyards in Champagne is 11,551 
hectares. 
This is a dip-into book, enabling you to surprise 


your friends with the unlikeliest facts about Cham
pagne-and France. For me, one of its greatest joys, 
is the illustrations, even if only to see how publicity 
has evolved over the years. 


These are four books I am proud to own in my 
depleted collection, for each has a role to play in the 
varied world of wine knowledge. 


"BEWARE THE TERROIRISTS ... " 
A Book Review by 


Allan Shields 


The Winemaker's Dance: Exploring Terroir in the 
Napa Valley by Jonathan Swinchatt and David G. 
Howell. Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University 
of California Press, 2004 . 229 pp. Illustrations, 
Maps, Bibliography, Index . 


[Fred McMillin's notice of The Winemaker's Dance 
in WTQ, Vol. 15 #2 sent me scurrying to find the 
book; hence the following.] 


T
his major study pursues an arresting 
hypothesis: The proper study of Napa County 
wine success begins with the geologic changes 


begun 145 million years ago, give or take a few mill. 
Early vignerons' easy assumptions about the literal, 
superficial soils of Napa Valley seem naive, even 
silly, when compared with the learned, geological 
speculum of these two geologist authors. Working 
in harness , Swinchatt and Howell have accom-







plished what philosophers, at their best, have 
contributed to the world's wisdom: They ask the 
right questions. This is no easy, obvious task; nor 
are they rewarded with more answers than 
problems. Their tentative answers are couched in 
transpicuous, dialogical discourse that never rises to 
strident certitude or feigned certainty. This book is 
a rich invitation to ponder truly ultimate questions 
about wine dreams in the presence of what is known 
or knowable about an expansive definition of 
"terroir,"and the implications for future wine 
quality and character. 


There are numerous novelties enhancing the 
book's value. At the end of the study (p. 199) the 
serious reader is invited to join an on-going, future 
dialogue by visiting the authors' website <www. 
winemakers dance.com>. Another novelty is the 
use of brilliantly clear satellite images, as well as 
numerous, full-color aerial photographs giving a 
plethora of graphical views which truly illustrate 
the detailed text. Two "tours" of Napa Valley are 
interposed appropriately in sufficient detail to 
enable readers to travel, book in hand, to "read" the 
geological formations in relationship with the 
vineyards and wineries, the latter sometimes open 
to visitors for tasting. Many sidebars on related 
topics enrich the text subjects. 


The authors are quite serious about the necessity 
to greatly expand the generally accepted meanings 
of "terroir" to include the geological evolution of 
earth formations which have brought Napa County 
to its present (temporary, ponderously changing, 
geological) state. Viticulturists must, they believe, 
find connections of vines to the geological substrate 
(or sub-stratum), its varieties of composition, as well 
as renewed assessments of soils. So vociferous is 
their repeated emphasis on the need to base future 
terroir assessments on geological fundaments, they 
might be fairly characterized as "waging war on 
terroirists" who are stuck in a too-limited meaning 
of "terroir." 


. 
Inevitably, academicians from the University of 


California at Davis, especially, figure largely in the 
work. The discussion with Carole Meredith is 
particularly rewarding (pp. 95-98). Maynard Amer
ine's career orientation as strict, science-based in its 
influence is given only brief attention, and his 
program for wine assessment is virtually ignored. 
Howell's extended criticism of the classification of 
wine growing areas by Winkler, Amerine, and 
others shows that Winkler's classification, based on 
outdated, meteorological data needs to be revised 
(pp. 112 ff.), especially since the area designations 
are still so widely used in vineyard planning, with 
many thousands of dollars riding on accurate, recent 
data. 
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The authors bravely tackle the thorny problems 
of wine tasting, judging, commercial evaluations 
(Robert Parker's Pythagorean system especially 
comes in for scrutiny), labeling, blending (especially 
blending) technological advances, fermentation 
methods, storage (steel, anyone?). 


In the end, one can still ask a foundational 
question about the European, traditional, intuitive 
approach to enology: Are experience and tradition, 
based on thousands of years of experiments, to be 
set aside in favor of a promise of a dream which may 
remain ephemeral? Does empirical evidence always 
trump the practical wisdom of the rustic empiric? 


The Botanist & the Vintner 
SOME NOTES ON THE BOOK 


by Thomas Pinney 


[Vintage Tendril Tom Pinney has earned the sobriquet "America's 
First Wine Historian" for his landmark History of Wine in 
America -From the Beginnings to Prohibition (1989). The second 
volume of this definitive history, From Prohibition to the Present, 
has just been published (see "News & Notes"). - Ed.] 


hristy Campbell's 
The Botanist and 
the Vintner has 
had a good press, 
and like most of 
the reviewers I 
enjoyed reading it. 
There can never 
be too many good 
books about wine, 
and Campbell's 
subject is one 
about which there 
is still much 
confusion and mis
understanding 
among people who 


take an interest in such things. So there was a need 
to return to the territory that George Ordish 
usefully laid out 33 years ago, in The Great Wine 
Blight (a book that Campbell generously but not 
very prominently acknowledges). 


When he touches on a topic that I happen to 
know something about, a curious thing happens: the 
account suddenly blossoms out into errors, some 
trivial, some anything but. For example, on p.21 
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Campbell discusses what he calls the native 
American vines that had been, as he puts it, 
"domesticated into wine-yielding varieties"-he 
names the Catawba, the Cape or Alexander, the 
Herbemont, and some others. But he does not seem 
to know that some of these were in fact not native 
varieties but accidental hybrids of vinifera and 
native species. The point is essential if one is to 
understand how it was that they were "wine
yielding varieties." And embedded in the text of this 
passage is a whole catalog of mis-statements and 
inexact approximations. Mr. Alexander did not call 
the grape he discovered the Schuylkill; the Herbe
mont was not first promoted in 1798; the Isabella 
was not first found as a "seed," it was not in 1818, 
and it was probably not in Dorchester, South 
Carolina. The "Cunningham" grape-a variety of 
exceedingly minor importance-was not first made 
into wine by Dr. Norton, but Dr. Norton did 
introduce the very important variety called Norton, 
a fact of which Campbell appears to be unaware. 
Such is the harvest of error on one page only. 


The score mounts even higher on the next page. 
The French botanist was not Andre Michaux but his 
son Francois. First Vineyard in Kentucky was not a 
"utopian project" but a simple commercial enter
prise; it was not north but south of Lexington. John 
James Dufour did not summon his family after two 
years in this country, and Vevey (not Vevay) is right 
on the shores of Lake Geneva, not "north" of it. 
Michaux made no second visit to First Vineyard, 
and he did not report repeated failures of the 
harvest. Dufour did not "struggle on with Catawba 
vines," since the Catawba was not introduced until 
years after First Vineyard had been abandoned; his 
"despairing followers" did not "trickle away" to 
Indiana but were settled, under Dufour's direction 
and according to Dufour's plan, on property 
obtained for them long before any "despairing" at 
First Vineyard. And the Cape grape planted in 
Indiana was not a new departure, for it was the 
basis of First Vineyard. Incidentally, the Indiana 
settlement was never called "Second Vineyard." The 
wine made there was not "disastrously unsaleable" 
but found a ready market up and down the valley of 
the Ohio River. And, finally, Dufour did not publish 
a "famous" work: the American Vine Dresser's 
Guide was published in an edition of 500 copies, 
most of which remained unsold at Dufour's death; it 
then disappeared into deep obscurity, and was 
known only to a few agricultural historians. It has 
had some recognition in recent years, but in its own 
time, none. 


I make this to be on the order of twenty-one 
errors large and small in the space of two pages. The 
question that inevitably arises is, are there other 


passages of comparable unsoundness in the book? 
There are. On p.65, Campbell describes the founding 
of Hermann, Missouri, in a way to make one wonder 
what he was using for notes. The plan for Hermann 
was drawn up not in 1824 but 1836; the society was 
not called the "American Association for the Promo
tion of German Settlements in Western States" but 
the Deutsche Ansiedlungs-Gesellschaft or, in 
English, the German Settlement Society. Martin 
Husmann did not come from Brandenburg, and he 
came to Hermann not with three but with four 
children. There is no evidence that he acquired 
Isabella vines or that he ever planted any vines at 
all. George Husmann did not go to California in 
1849, and he did not return on his father's death, 
his father having died three years before Husmann 
left for California. Nor did he return in a Conestoga 
wagon bearing an assortment of vine cuttings. So we 
score around eight errors in the space of a mere two 
paragraphs. 


How accurate Campbell's account of the French 
side of things may be I can't say. Nor have I noted 
any other pages quite so thickly-sown with mistakes 
as the ones I have reviewed above. But there are 
wobbles here and there that give one pause: two 
million acres of vineyard in the U.S. in 1871? 
(p.136); a trip by rail from Cincinnati to St. Louis 
that takes one across the plains of Idaho? (p.136); 
"summer grape rot" (i.e., black rot) merely a "local 
phenomenon" in Cincinnati? (p.134); "native vines" 
cultivated by the Spanish in 16th century Mexico? 
(p.188). Haraszthy was not a political refugee, nor 
did he acquire a stone-built winery with tunneled 
cellars (p.188); Chasselas and Malbec are not "table 
grapes" (p.157); the Bushberg nursery was not 25 
miles east of St. Louis, for that would put it well 
over the Illinois border (or "Idaho"? p.86). What are 
the "tanning drums" that one finds behind the 
facades of the great Bordeaux chateaux? (p.40). And 
in a book that undertakes to discuss the hybridi
zation of the vine, it is damaging to assert that 
hybrids between muscadine and vinifera are not 
possible (p.37). The Scuppernong is not cordifolia 
but rotundifolia (p.36) . And so on. 


There is another brief efflorescence of error when 
Campbell takes up California on p.256. He makes 
the now-standard mistake about what happened 
under Prohibition, when he says, a "few survivors 
sent table grapes by rail to the east." In fact, the 
vineyards of California doubled in the first five years 
of Prohibition, and they grew wine grapes, not table 
grapes. As for the warnings about not allowing the 
grapes to ferment, that is pure fantasy. Home 
winemaking was perfectly legal; the people who 
shipped the grapes and the people who bought them 
had only one purpose in mind-to make wine. The 







University farm was not established in 1903, Davis 
is not twenty miles west of Sacramento, it has never 
had "its own College of Agriculture," and the 
Department of Viticulture and Enology did not wait 
until the 1950s to begin to bring science to "a 
backwoods operation." 


What does all this nit-picking amount to? I do not 
think it shows The Botanist and the Vintner to be a 
bad book. I learned a lot from the book-it helped 
me to understand the different roles of Missouri and 
Texas in the work of reconstitution, for example, a 
matter that most writers-including me-appear 
not to have grasped. And it made the leading figures 
in the drama vivid and interesting as they have not 
been, I suspect, for most of us. I was charmed, for 
example, to learn about entomologist C. V. Riley's 
taste for a dish of locusts (p.87), and the book 
abounds in details of this sort. Christy Campbell is 
not a professional journalist for nothing. But, it may 
be, the journalist's necessity for skimming his 
sources quickly and getting down a ready impres
sion for immediate use has something to do with the 
blurred details that I find so striking . The Botanist 
and the Vintner, as I am sure most readers will feel, 
remains a good book even after I have done my 
worst to it. But I would like to hint, in some ways at 
least, it might be a better book. • 


A LOOK BACK: 
Irving Marcus on Table Wines 


[Irving Marcus (1905-1979), a self-described jack-of-many-trades 
-longshoreman, stock exchange clerk, football coach, reporter, 
playwright , and Sunday school teacher- was for almost three 
decades the editor, publisher and owner of the wine industry 
magazine, Wines & Vines. In 1969 he was honored by the Wine 
Institute "in appreciation for his extensive contribution to the 
progress of the industry." Marcus authored three wine books: 
Dictionary of Wine Terms, a 64-page pocket-size booklet first 
published in 1955 that enjoyed numerous editions; How to Test 
and Improve Your Wine Judging Ability (1972, BB pp); and Lines 
about Wines (1971, 214 pp), a selection of his Wines & Vines 
editorials. The following is taken from Lines about Wines, and 
written by Marcus in October 1970. - Ed.] 


ecause I came to Wines & 
Vines as a journalist 'knowing 
nothing about wine 
production beyond the fact the 
stuff came from grapes, I 
spent the entire first weekend, 
after I got my editorial.job, at 
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home curled up with a good book-a real mystery 
story titled Commercial Production of Table Wines 
by Amerine and Joslyn. 


This little volume, published by University of 
California in 1940 for industry use, gave me at least 
a beginner's knowledge of winery cellar practices so 
that my subsequent writings sounded reasonably 
authoritative. 


That was nearly three decades ago. Yet even 
today, as I write this, a copy of Table Wines sits on 
my desk within reach of my hand. True, this is not 
the slim treatise published by U.C. back in 1940 and 
available from the University without any charge 
whatsoever . Nor is it the larger Table Wines, also by 
Amerine and Joslyn, published in 1951 by the 
University and priced at $4.50 retail. It is, instead, 
this same duo's considerably bigger Table Wines, 
published earlier this year to sell at $25. 


From free to $4.50 to $25 is one measure of what 
has gone on in the American wine industry (and the 
American economy) in the three decades separating 
the first Amerine-Joslyn table wine book from the 
third. This, however, is not the important measure. 


That is to be found in the fact that in 1940 it took 
the authors only 143 pages to put together all the 
then-available information on table wine produc
tion, while in 1951 they had to use 397 pages to do 
an equivalent job, and this year almost a thousand 
pages. 


Since I take this to represent an apparent seven
fold increase in the knowledge of how to make 
better and better table wines, it seems logical for me 
to conclude that the wine industry has, in the past 
thirty years, moved ahead farther and faster than at 
any previous like period in its long history. 


Who gets a pat on the back for this, I can't tell 
you. Except it's no one man or ten men or even two 
dozen men. The references cited in the latest Table 
Wines total over 2,000, reflecting untold hours of 
research by hundreds of individuals. 


You would think that, after maybe a thousand 
years of research, just about everything that is to be 
known about making table wine would now be on 
record. Not so. I'll warrant that today there are 
researchers all over the world discovering still 
newer things about how table wine becomes table 
wine. Likely result: the next Amerine-Joslyn Table 
Wines book will top 2,000 pages. 


I pity any future new-to-the-industry editor 
who'll have to spend his first weekend on the job 
studying that. 
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BOOKS& 
BOTI'LES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


MAKING SENSE 


The Book: A Natural History of the Senses by Dr. 
Diane Ackerman, Cornell University. Vintage Books, 
1990. Paperback edition, 332 pp. 


• "Polar bears are not white." • "No two ofus taste 
the same plum, because of heredity." • Evolution is 
phasing out our sense of smell." • Color doesn't occur 
in the world, but in the mind." 


S
ince enjoying and evaluating wines requires the 
careful use of our senses, I took Dr. Ackerman's 
fundamental advice: "To begin to understand the 


gorgeous fever that is consciousness, we must try to 
understand the senses - their origin and evolution." 


Smell 
Smell was the first of our senses. It is a throwback to 
that time, early in evolution, when we thrived in the 
oceans. An odor must first dissolve into a watery 
solution [that] our mucous membranes can absorb 
before we can smell it... Smell was so successful that 
in time the small lump of olfactory tissue atop the 
nerve cord grew into a brain. We think because we 
smelled. 


Vision 
When we crawled or flopped out of the ocean onto the 
land, the sense of smell lost a little of its urgency. 
Later, we stood up and began to look around. Vision 
and hearing became more important for survival. The 
shadow of a distant lion slinking through tne grass 
was a more useful sign than any smell... Man no 
longer requires smell to mark territories, recognize 
individuals, &c. Evolution is phasing out our sense of 
smell. 


Our eyes are the great monopolists of our senses. 
To taste or touch your enemy or your food, you have 
to be unnervingly close to it. To smell or hear it, you 
can risk being farther off. But vision can rush through 
fields and up mountains. 


Seventy percent of the body's sense receptors 
cluster in the eyes. 


Color doesn't occur in the world, but in the mind. 
Other animals perceive colors differently than we do, 
depending on their chemistry . Many see only in black 
and white. Some respond to colors invisible to us. The 
many ways we enjoy color are unique to humans. 


Not all languages name all the colors. Japanese 
only recently included a word for "blue." Primitive 
languages first develop words for black and white, 
then add red, then yellow, and green. Because ancient 
Greek had very few color words, a lot of brisk 
scholarly debate has centered around what Homer 
meant by such metaphors as the "wine-dark sea." 


Taste 
Normally nothing enters our bodies for help or harm 
without passing through the mouth, which is why it 
was such an early development in evolution. It's the 
door to the body, the parlor of great risk. While used 
for other things, the mouth mainly holds the tongue, 
a thick mucous slab of muscle, wearing minute cleats 
as if it were an athlete. 


Our taste buds, as seen by the scanning electron 
microscope, look as huge as volcanoes on Mars, while 
those of a shark are beautiful mounds of pastel-colored 
tissue paper. Adult humans have about 10,000 taste 
buds, grouped by theme (salt, sour, sweet, bitter) at 
various sites in the mouth. Inside each bud, about 50 
taste cells busily relay information to a neuron, which 
will alert the brain. 


• Why are they called "buds"? Two centuries 
ago a couple of German scientists found those 


"busy" taste cells overlap like petals -
hence, they were dubbed "buds." 


The Bottles: Wines that gave my students' senses a 
good workout ... 


SMELL- Gundlach-Bundschu 2003 Gewurtztraminer. 
$22. Flora Springs 2002 Soliloquy (Sauvignon 
Blanc). $25. 


VISION - (pink) Sutter Home 2003 White Zinfandel. 
$4. (deep garnet) King Estate Domaine 2001 
Pinot Noir. $50. 


TASTE- David Bruce 2001 Petite Syrah (Paso Robles). 
$25. St. Clement 2001 Cabernet Sauvignon (Napa 
Valley). $35. 


HEARING - The nicest pop in recent classes came from 
the 2001 Schramsberg Cremant Sparkler. $32. 


Conclusion 
From the book: Once a mind is stretched, it never 
returns to the same shape . Dr . Ackerman surely 
stretched mine! 







The Junior Enologist & the Banker's Wife: 
MAYNARD AMERINE & FRONA EUNICE WAIT 


by Thomas Pinney 


r71~?vrzn:~r:::=:~=--~ ,, rona Eunice Wait's Wines and 
Vines of California (San Fran
cisco: Bancroft, 1889) is one of 
the earliest and fullest ac
counts of the wine industry in 
California; indeed, it had no 
real predecessor, since no one 
before her had systematically 
visited most of the main wine-


" 1 growing regions of the state in 
order to write about them for a general public. The 
book is full of information and must still be read by 
anyone with an interest in the history of California 
winemaking. 


It was therefore highly probable that the book 
would, sooner or later, be brought back into print, and 
so it was, when in 1973, Howell-North Books of 
Berkeley published a facsimile edition of Wines and 
Vines of California, with an introduction by Maynard 
Amerine, then the Professor ofEnology in the Depart
ment of Viticulture and Enology, University of Cali
fornia, Davis, and formerly chairman of the depart
ment. At the outset of his introduction, Amerine tells 
us that he had known the author, and briefly 
describes the circumstances: 


I first read Wines and Vines of California in '1935 or 
1936. I remember it well because shortly thereafter I 
met the author, Frona Eunice Wait (then Mrs Colburn, 
after her remarriage in 1900), at her apartment in San 
Francisco. We discussed the possibility of her giving a 
seminar on pre-Prohibition California wineries to the 
Department of Viticulture and Enology at Davis. This 
she agreed to do, and her lecture revealed that she had 
retained her long-time enthusiasm for California wines. 


In the rest of this article I would like to expand the 
information in Prof. Amerine' s short and inexpressive 
paragraph, beginning with something about Frona 
Eunice Wait Colburn. 


Frona Eunice Smith was born in 1859 in Woodland, 
California, just a few miles north of what is now Davis 
(though I imagine that there was no town there at the 
time, nor even Mr. Davis's farm). In the course of her 
long life she did many remarkable things, beginning 
with her work as the first woman reporter on the San 
Francisco Examiner; later she worked for the San 
Francisco Call and the San Francisco Chronicle. She 
is said to have been the model for the heroine of Jack 
London's first novel, A Daughter of the Snows. At 
some point she acquired a husband, the otherwise 
obscure Mr. Wait, bywhomshehadadaughternamed 
Myretta. Wines and Vines of California was her first 
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book; it was followed in 1897 by a fantasy novel called 
Yermah the Dorado. In 1900 she made a second 
marriage, this time to Frederick H. Colburn a San 
Francisco banker. ' 


After her remarriage she evidently did not have to 
write for a living, but she continued to produce work 
at irregular intervals: articles for the Overland 
Monthly, a book titled The Kingship of Mt. Lassen 
(1922), and, in a return to the territory of her first 
book, a novel called In Old Vintage Days (1937) 
printed by the well-known San Francisco printer Jo~ 
Henry Nash (about whom Mrs Colburn had earlier 
published an article); the novel was apparently self
published. 


She was effectively busy in other ways too: she 
founded the San Francisco Book Fair, had a brief 
career as a radio broadcaster on literary topics, and 
served as president of the Western Authors' League 
and the League of American Penwomen. But by the 
time of her death in 1946 she had outlived her 
recognition: I find no obituary of her in the San 
Francisco papers, nor any mention of her death in the 
New York Times. 


Maynard Amerine tells us that he read Mrs Wait's 
book about California wine in "1935 or 1936," but he 
does not tell us anything about his situation in those 
years. The fact is that he was then a very young 
member of the Division ofViticulture at Davis, eagerly 
learning about wine. He had taken a Ph.D in plant 
physiology at Berkeley in 1935 and in the same year 
had been hired at Davis to assist A.J. Winkler in his 
studies of the relations among grape varieties, 
regional climate, and wine quality. Like everyone else 
at Davis in those first years after Repeal, Amerine 
knew hardly anything about wine. He had been born 
in 1911, and so was only 9 years old when Prohibition 
descended upon the country. Repeal was not achieved 
until the end of 1933, by which time Amerine was well 
into his graduate studies. When he was called to 
Davis in 1935 he had almost everything still to learn 
about wine, and so he set himself to acquire knowl
edge. And that is why, around 1935 or 1936, he read 
Mrs Colburn's Wines and Vines of California. 


It need hardly be said that Amerine proved to be a 
quick learner; he went on to a highly distinguished 
professional career and became one of the best-known 
authorities on wine in this country. But at the time he 
read Mrs Colburn's book, he was still very young and 
inexperienced: his title was "Junior Enologist in the 
Agricultural Experiment Station." 


It was, Amerine says, shortly after he had read 
Wines and Vines of California in 1935 or 1936 that he 
met Mrs Colburn. I think that the date must have 
been 1937, for that is when a correspondence begins 
between the young Junior Enologist at Davis (he was 
then 26) and the elderly Frona Eunice Wait Colburn 
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(she was then 78), who had written an important book 
about California wine in the days long before Pro
hibition. The correspondence has been preserved in 
the records of the Department of Viticulture and 
Enology at Davis, and it brings vividly before us this 
episode in which old and new in California wine 
history meet. 


ilf.i,INES,N 
;:~t'f1NES 
o~· ~A~'~o RN IA. 


OR ·A:rREATISE ·ON.TUE 


ETHICS of WINE DRINKING 
~~BY~ 


FRONA EUNICE WAIT. 


SAN FRANCISCO, 


THE BANCROFT COMPANY. 
l2S2S9. 


There are twelve letters altogether, eight from 
Amerine, four from Mrs Colburn, running from 22 
October 1937 to 25 March 1938. In the first letter, 
Amerine, who had evidently met and talked to Mrs 
Colburn at some unspecified earlier date, writes to ask 
when he might call on her in San Francisco so that 
they can discuss her offer to give an "illustrated talk" 
to the people at Davis. Three days later Mrs Colburn 
replied, inviting Amerine to call early in November 
and adding this provocative declaration: "The 
viticultural industry is so different since the repeal of 
Prohibition, that I think your students would be inter
ested in knowing how Wine Making was conducted in 
the 80's and 90's, when it was at its best." 


Amerine replied most diplomatically: "I trust that 
we shall have a pleasant conversation with reference 
to the viticultural industry of yesterday and today. I 
quite agree that possibly our best days were in the 
'80's and '90's and that possibly some of the experi
ences in wine making in those days will be helpful 
today." It is hard to see how Amerine could "quite 
agree" with Mrs Colburn about the good old days, 
since he had only begun to learn about wine a couple 


of years earlier. It is true that the Department at 
Davis had hired a veteran of the trade, E. H. Twight, 
to teach Amerine and Winkler about wine; Twight's 
career went back to around the turn of the century, 
but even he could not have known much about the 
1880s. But we need not labor the question. Amerine 
was nothing if not tactful and, indeed, the sustained 
high courtesy of his letters to Mrs Colburn is one of 
their most striking elements. 


WINES & VINES 
of California 


or a treatise on the ethics of wine drinking 


by Frona Eunice Wait 


Wrnf lHTI\ODUCTION TO nus P'AC:SfMJU: mmON BY 


Maynard A. Amerine 
UNJVD\SCTT OF' CU.UOI\NIA, OAVlS 


Just before their appointed meeting on November 
13th at the Colburns' San Francisco apartment at 757 
Sutter Street, Amerine showed a further refinement 
of courtesy. "I wonder," he wrote, "if you would be my 
guest at lunch at the Palace after our conversation at 
your apartment. I should be delighted to plan for 
having you as my guest, if it is possible." To this 
charming prospect Mrs Colburn of course assented: 
"It will give me great pleasure," she replied, "and I am 
appreciative of your thoughtful consideration." This 
was not a bad performance on the part of a Junior 
Enologist in his relations with the wife of a San 
Francisco banker. 


One is relieved to learn that all went well on the 
day appointed. Two days after the meeting took place 
Amerine wrote to Mrs Colburn: "It was a great 
pleasure for me to be able to meet you Saturday and I 
enjoyed our conversation very much. It was also a 
pleasure to have you at the Palace for lunch, and I 
trust that we will have other opportunities when it 
will be possible to have such nice food, wine, and 
conversation." 


No date had yet been set for Mrs Colburn's lecture 
at Davis, however, and there was now a break in the 
correspondence, from 15 November 1937 to 14 Febru
ary 1938. On the latter date Amerine resumed the 
correspondence, this time with a definite date: could 
she come to Davis on March 22nd to address a class in 
the afternoon and to speak to the Horticultural Round 







Table in the evening? Yes, she could, though there 
had been many changes since they last met. Her 
husband had died just eleven days after that lunch 
with Amerine at the Palace; she had been so ill that it 
would have been impossible to go to Davis, but now 
she was quite prepared. She would also like to bring 
her friend, Miss Glass, the wine editor of a San 
Francisco journal called Beverage Industry News. 


Amerine was equal to all that was required. He 
would drive to San Francisco and call for Mrs Colburn 
and Miss Glass, take them to Davis in time for Mrs 
Colburn to have a little rest before meeting the class, 
and return them to San Francisco himself unless they 
should wish to take the "very fast train" that left 
Davis at 8: 15 p.m. And so it was done, apparently to 
the satisfaction of all concerned. "I am still exhila
rated and enthused," Mrs Colburn wrote on 24 March, 
"by my visit to Davis, and the splendid care given me, 
and Miss Glass. You are a perfect host, and it was a 
rare treat to be with you, and your earnest group of 
students. It will not be your fault if California wines 
fail to come back as good or better than ever." 


Amerine's reply to this most generous compliment 
is the last letter in the correspondence. "I trust that 
we shall have the pleasure of entertaining you again 
in the future at Davis when we will have more time in 
which to go over the contents of our cellar" (he means 
the collection of experimental wines that he and 
Winkler had been producing from grapes gathered 
from every variety and every region in the state). And 
he adds a characteristic touch: "I believe you once told 
me that eventually you would like to donate the slides 
to the University. I assure you that if such is your 
intention, we will give them every good care possible." 
Amerine had the true collector's spirit; he formed a 
great collection of wine books for his own library; he 
helped to build the unmatched collection in viticulture 
and enology now in the Shields Library at Davis 
(where it is housed in the Amerine Room); but did he 
get Mrs Colburn's slides? I have no idea. But it would 
be more than a little interesting to know. 


[The author and The Wayward Tendrils Quarterly wish to 
thank Special Collections , Shields Library, UC Davis, for 
permission to quote from the Amerine-Colburn corres
pondence (AR-59, Box 6).] 


WILLIAM D. HOWELLS: "Does it affiict you to find your 
books wearing out? I mean literally ... The mortality 
of all inanimate things is terrible to me, but that of 
books, most of all." SEE BOOK CARE THIS ISSUE! 
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Peter Pauper Picked a Pile of Pretty Papers ... 
or, Wine from the 


PETER PAUPER PRESS 
by 


Gail Unzelman 


~~~~:;r;;~:';~11 2003 the Peter Pauper Press 
of White Plains, New York 
(earlier at Mt. Vernon, NY), 
celebrated 75 years and three 
generations as a family busi-


-::,..,,.=:o'-R!r=='="'9I ness. This popular and 
prolific publishing house was 


1~~~~~~~~ founded in 1928 by 22-year
u.;. old Peter Beilenson with a 


foot-treadle press in the family home basement-to 
publish books "at prices even a pauper could afford." 
After an apprenticeship with legendary typographer 
Frederic Goudy, Beilenson "developed his own elegant 
design style, and set up shop to produce beautiful, 
inexpensive editions of classic books." His first book, 
with a print run of 100 copies, was With Petrarch: 
Twelve Sonnets, translated by John Millington Synge. 


In 1932 Edna Beilenson joined her husband in the 
business and would soon introduce the concept of the 
small, quality gift book to the publishing industry. 
These petite-sized, cheerful, well-designed and crafted 
books, decorated by talented illustrators and dressed 
in colorful paper covered boards with matching dust 
jackets, presented favorite themes: literary classics, 
Americana, ethnic, holidays, cooking (including drink), 
garden, family, humor, love, friendship, inspirational, 
and others. 


In 1983 the second generation of Beilensons took 
over the Press following the death of Edna (Peter had 
died in 1962). Nick Beilenson, a corporate attorney, 
and his interior designer wife, Evelyn, set aside 
successful careers to invest their future in the Press. 
Son Laurence joined the company in 1994 and is now 
Pauper president. Together they oversee the 40 or so 
new books and other products (calendars, Christmas 
cards, journals) published each year. 


I have appreciated these charming Peter Pauper 
volumes since the first time I discovered them in a 
bookseller's shop many years ago, and have attempted 
to collect all those that relate to wine-so far, almost 
twenty books. (There may be others with a wine 
quote or two, but I have not searched them out.) The 
little collection is gathered together on one shelf: the 
colorful casings compliment one another and add to 
the joy of the books . (Most of these books are of a 
similar size, about 4" x 7", and -60 pages in length.) 


The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam has been a favorite 
title with the Press: there have been five separate 
printings (that I know of). The earliest, with illus-
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trations by Paul McPharlin and elaborately drawn 
Persian-style margins by Carl Cobbledick, was pub
lished in 1940. The most recent is the 1991 produc
tion illustrated by Scharr Design. (I much prefer the 
earlier renditions.) 


For cookbook fans, beginning with The Holiday 
Cook Book in 1950, there are close to 80 titles to date. 


Peter Pauper books are fun, and inexpensive, to 
collect, and they do make great gifts! 


"GIFT EDITIONS" 
[1949) The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Translated by 


Edward Fitzgerald. Decorated by Vera Bock. [60) 
pp. 4% X 7V2. 


[1950s) The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Rendered 
into English Verse by Edward Fitzgerald. Illus
trated by Jeff Hill. [63) pp. 


1951. The Holiday Drink Book. Pictures by Vee 
Guthrie. 61 pp. Boxed. 


1953. Holiday Punches. Party Bowls and Safi Drinks. 
Compiled by Edna Beilenson. Pictures by Vee 
Guthrie. 61 pp. Boxed. 
[Charming as it is, the recipes herein contain no alcohol. 
Bah! Humbug! But one could add, I imagine.] 


1955. The Merrie Christmas Drink Book. Decorated 
by Ruth McCrea 63 pp. [2nd ed., 1984) 


1955. King of Hearts Drink Book. Illustrated by 
Josephine Irwin. 63 pp. 


1955. Queen of Hearts Drink Book. Illustrated by 
Josephine Irwin. 64 pp. 


1957. ABC of Wine Cookery. Decorations by Ruth 
McCrea. 61 pp. 


1957. Aquavit to Zombie. Basic and Exotic Drinks. 
Compiled by Peter Beilenson. Illustrated by Ruth 
McCrea. 60 pp. 


1964. Peter Pauper's Drink Book. A Guide to Drinks 
and Drinking. By Peter Beilenson. Illustrated by 
Ruth McCrea. 62 pp. 


1969. All You Need to Know about Wine. By G. B. 
Woodin. Illustrations by Chrystal Corcos. 62 pp. 


1974. Making Wine at Home. By Frank J. MacHovec. 
[Not illustrated). 64 pp. 


1991. The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Rendered into 
English Verse by Edward Fitzgerald. Illustrated by 
Scharr Design. [62) pp. 


1993. Holiday Toasts & Graces. Edited by Barbara 
Kohn. Illustrations by Grace De Vito. 56 pp. 


"COLLECTOR'S EDITIONS" 
[1940) The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Done into 


English by Edward Fitzgerald. With illustrations 
by Paul McPharlin. [62) pp. 5% x 7%. In slipcase. 
The Press bibliography credits artist Carl Cobbledick for 
the wide border design gracing each page, and states an 
edition of 1650 copies, but this is not printed in the book. 


[1941) Songs and Lyrics. Love Poems • Nature • Wine 
• Mirth • Moralities.... 5% x 9%. 


No illustrator is named. Decorative chapter headings are 
printed in rose. Off-white paper covered boards, 
decorated with a rose-colored entwining wallpaper
lookingpattern. Rose-colored slipcase, with printed label. 


1955. The Glutton's Paradise. Being a Pleasant Dis
sertation on Hans Sachs's "Schlaraffenland" and 
some Similar Utopias. By Hans Hinrichs. 35 pp. 
Illustrated. 7" x 10". 
An extra-lovely book, printed on fine stock, illustrated 
with numerous early woodcuts, several fantasy-land 
double-page engravings, and one tipped-in color plate. 


[1961) The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. Translated by 
Edward Fitzgerald. Illustrated by Jeanyee Wong. 
[43) pp. 6%" X 10". 
Rose, orange, and black is the color scheme, printed on 
pale grey paper. Nine plates; masterfully decorated paper 
boards and dust jacket. 


NOTE : The Press has a 37-page spreadsheet-format bibliog
raphy of their publications available for $10. Send your 
request and check to Nick Beilenson, PPP, 202 Mamaroneck 
Ave, Ste.400, White Plains, NY 10601. Indicate your 
preference for "Excel spread-sheet" or "hard copy." 


THE RUBAIYAT 
OF OMAR KHAYYAM 


Rendered into English Verse 


BY EDWARD FITZGERALD 


Illustrated by JEFF HILL 


THE PETER PAUPER PRESS 


Mount Vernon,N= York 


[From the title page , ca 1950s - reduced] 







~ CORNERS BUMPED AND WORN 
~ by Ruth Walker 


[Ruth Walker, long-time proprietor of Reade Moore Books in 
northern California, is a talented craftsman of fine book 
restoration and conservation. Your editor can personally 
recommend her to take care of any of your book needs. Contact 
Ruth at walker@svn.net. We welcome her "Corners Bumped & 
Worn" once again to our Quarterly. - Ed.] 


"Stinky, musty, moldy books" 


!
recently received a call from fellow Tendril Nina 
Wemyss: "Is there anything one can, or should, 
do with a 'musty-smelling' book?" 
Our editor thought this might be a good 


opportunity to review book care in general, and 
address this specific problem in particular. 


Stinky books can be a serious problem to a book 
collection. As the mold spores will migrate (and left
over spores can reactivate), the ultimate solution is 
to replace the book, if at all possible. However, as a 
stop-gap measure, the following procedure is 
recommended. 


The Kitty-Litter Treatment 
Get a container large enough to stand the offending 
book upright, and fanned-out: a plastic storage box 
(with lid) or a cardboard wine box lined with a 
plastic bag will work just fine. Shake baking soda 
on the bottom of the box (or plastic bag), then add 
about 2" of kitty litter gravel. Fan the pages of the 
book and stand the book on the gravel; cover the 
container, and leave for several weeks. If the moldy
musty odor has not disappeared, repeat the process. 


Caring for Your Books 
Books, like wine, appreciate attention to their 
special needs. Here are a few guidelines for main
taining those treasured volumes. 
TEMPERATURE. The ideal temperature to keep your 
books in a happy state is 60 to 70 degrees 
Fahrenheit . In good weather, open the windows 
and let some fresh air circulate among the books. 
Never locate your bookshelves near heater vents or 
radiators-the heat can quickly dry out the books. 
HUMIDITY . Keep the humidity level where your 
books are housed in the 45 to 60 percent range. Do 
not store books in attics, basements, or barns-the 
extremes in heat and humidity can be disastrous. 
LIGHT . You recognize these catalogue or on-line 
descriptive terms: "spine sunned" I "spine faded." 
Not a desirable copy. Sun rays can be extremely 
damaging not only to the spines of books, but to the 
paper, cloth, and leather. Shield library-room 
windows with a protective covering. 
SHELVING. Books appreciate glass-fronted book-
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cases. Except for oversize volumes such as atlases 
and coffee-table books, it is best to keep your books 
standing upright, with books of similar size next to 
each other. Do not pack the books too tightly 
together on the shelf, and there should be a few 
inches of open space behind them to allow for air to 
circulate. A sprinkling of borax powder at the back 
of the shelves discourages silverfish and firebats. 
DUST . Someone once said that "dust" makes a good 
protective covering for the book; don't you believe it. 
Dust is a serious enemy and an inviting habitat for 
mold spores to multiply. Cosmetically, over time, 
dust can stain the page edges; the book is now 
"soiled," not just dusty. At least twice a year, give 
your books a thorough dusting with a fine dusting 
brush. The books can also be vacuumed, carefully, 
using a soft-bristle brush attachment with the 
suction on low. 
CLEANING . For your valuable books, always consult 
a paper conservator or restoration bookbinder 
before attempting any stain removal. For "every
day" books, there are several accepted "at-home" 
methods of soil removal. A careful rubbing with a 
dry eraser-pad (available from art supply stores or 
Brodart Library Supplies, shopbrodart.com) often 
removes light soiling from paper and cloth. Common 
dirt can be dabbed with a soft cloth dipped in a little 
rubbing alcohol. For crayon marks, coat them lightly 
with rubber cement, let dry, then gently rub off. 
For stickers, labels, or tape, carefully heat with a 
hair dryer set on low. 
HANDLING. Remember, a book lover never removes a 
book from the shelf by pulling the top of the spine 
with one finger. Use your thumb and fingers to 
grasp the front and back cover at the center of the 
spine, and pull the book out (pushing back the 
neighboring books on either side facilitates this). 
Put the book on a flat surface to examine it; for the 
spine's sake, don't force it open too far. Turn the 
pages with care, using the top edge, not the bottom. 
NO-NOs. Paper clips, newspaper clippings, pressed 
flowers, adhesive tapes (including cellophane) ... your 
books do not welcome any of these. 


Recommended Reading 
The Care of Fine Books by Jane Greenfield is an in
depth discussion of how to take care of books, 
including a short history of book construction. The 
Practical Guide to Book Repair and Conservation by 
Arthur Johnson: the best overview on book repair 
for the collector, with a useful glossary and great 
illustrations. Cleaning, Repairing, Caring for Books 
by R.L. Shep includes everything you have ever 
wondered about trying to fix: dirty edges, newspaper 
clipping stains, sun-fading. All three books are 
quality paperbacks and not at all expensive. • 
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"Several Yards of Shelves" in 1894 
Wine Books Recommended by J. Thudichum 


by 
Gail Unzelman 


n 1894 John Louis William 
Thudichum (1829-1901) pub
lishedA Treatise on Wines: their 
Origin, Nature, and Varieties 
with practical directions for viti~ 
culture an,d vinification (Lon
don: George Bell, 387 pp.). This 
was an abridged edition of the 
earlier 1872 work written with 


co-author August Dupre, A Treatise on the Origin, 
Nature, and Varieties of Wine: being a complete 
manual of viticulture and mnology (London & New 
York: Macmillan, 760 pp.). James Gabler, Wine into 
Words (2nd ed, 2004), gives a summation of Thudi
chum's 1894 book: 


Andre Simon in commenting on this edition noted: 
"Most of the scientific data contained in the 1872 
edition have been omitted, but the majority of the 
errors have been retained. It lacks the thorough
ness of the earlier work." It received a scathing 
review from the editors of the Pacific Wine & Spirit 
Review (San Francisco): "The book is chiefly 
remarkable for being a fargone, out-of-date affair ... 
'On the Ohio, the Rhine of North America, there 
were 1550 acres in cultivation.' Indeed? And no 
mention whatever of any wines in California! Read 
up, Thudichum-read up. There might be time for 
even you to learn a little." 


Nevertheless, Thudichum's Preface does provide an 
interesting review of books on wine and viticulture 
deemed worthy of shelf space at the time. Now, some 
one hundred years later, we would have appreciated a 
bit more thoroughness in his listings. My additions 
are in brackets. 


I
n t~e histo_ry of the cultu~e ~f the most important 
nat10ns wrne takes a s1gmficant place, and is 
eminent over all other beverages, as well in its 


daily trivial as in its festive and solemn use. It rouses 
the higher faculties of thought, memory, and imagi
nation, the poetical forms of all phases of the mind· it . ' mcreases the zest fo life and its duration. Subordinate, 
but of similar significance in the given cases, are its 
powers to remove pain and cheer and strengthen the 
heart in processes of recovery from fatigue, injury, or 
illness. Compared to the benefits which wine confers 
the harm produced by its misuse is truly insignificant'. 
even its symbolic role has protected its physiological 
mission, and ought to increase and secure that 
protection for all time to come. 


"poetical appreciation" 
In the work ofmy late father, Grapes and Wine in the 
History of Culture [Dr. GeorgThudichum, Traube und 
Wein in der Kulturgeschichte, Tubingen, 1881], will be 
found an almost poetical appreciation of this part of 
the history of civilization, clothed in diction reminding 
of Tacitus by brevity and significance. It presents one 
of the pleasing aspects of the process of culture as it 
does not include the record of any conflict of opi~ions 
concerning the practice of past centuries. Sixty-seven 
authors of antiquity, arranged alphabetically from 
.!Elian to Xenophon, contribute materials for this 
appreciation, and 67 modern writers, from Anton to 
Welles, treat the subject either expressly or passim, 
and thus accumulate an amount of ethical testimony 
for which we moderns have to be highly grateful. 


Technical Literature 
The technical literature, on the other hand, comprises 
some hundreds of volumes, of which I have scrutinized 
~ that are of any importance or originality, and those 
m my possession occupy several yards of shelves. But 
it is incompatible with the proportions of this treatise 
that I should give a bibliography ... I therefore confine 
myself to a few short indications of the most promi
nent writings, in order to aid active minds who should 
like to institute independent inquiries. 


French Contributions: 
Odart, Rendu, Chaptal, Ladrey, et al 


French oonological literature in general is voluminous 
and includes many works of interest and importance'. 
Amongst these are the "Universal Ampelography" 
[Ampelographie Universelle ou Traite des Cepages ... ] 
of Count Odart, the Ampelographie Franr;aise of 
Victor Ren du, works which mainly treat of the natural 
history and cultivation of vines. Amongst the best 
known works on the art of making wine are those of 
Count Chaptal, peer and minister under the Bourbon 
dynasty, who treated the subject from the chemical 
standpoint [Art de Faire, Gouverner et Perfectionner 
les Vins, 1801; Art de Faire le Vin, 1807]. The work of 
B.A. Lenoir [Traite de la Culture de la Vigne et Vini
fication, 1828] consists of a first viticultural and a 
second oonopoetic part. The work of M.C. Ladrey 
[Chimie et Histoire Naturelle Appliquees a l'amologie, 
1857], like that of Chaptal, embodies mainly the 
application of chemical principles and is the best 
French work of the middle of our century. It repre
sents the practice of the Bourgogne, in a town of 
which, Dijon, the author was professor of chemistry; 
to it is appended a useful bibliography. The work of 
Maumene, Sur le Travail de"'s Vins, is also chemical, 
but treats also with great detail of the physical con
ditions called into play in the production of effer
vescent wines. The works of Pasteur led to great 
developments in the knowledge of the nature of the 







diseases of wine, which were recognized to be the 
result of the invasion of fungi, and of the means for 
their .destruction by the skillful application of heat. 
The vineyards and wines of the Medoc were described 
at length by W. Franck [Traite sur les Vins du Medoc, 
1824, subsequent editions], by D'Armailhac [Culture 
des Vignes dans le Medoc, 1867], and by Ch. Cocks, re
edited by E. Feret [Bordeaux et ses Vins ... 1868]. This 
latter contains many sketches of habitations called 
"chateaux," and thereby approaches to an illustrated 
traveller's guide, for which indeed Cocks had 
originally intended it. Other parts of France hllve not 
been so explicitly treated, and on some important 
areas, e.g., the Moselle Valley of Alsace-Lorraine, the 
French vine-crowned muse has remained silent. 


Spanish works 
Spain counts only a few amological publications. First 
amongst them is the work of Clemente [Simon de 
Roxas Clemente], "On the Vines of Andalusia" 
[Ensayo sob re las Variedades de la Vid ... en Anda
luda, 1807]. Useful encyclopredic works are tp.ose of 
Morales [??], who was formerly secretary to the 
Spanish Board of Agriculture; of Tablada [?H. 
Tablada, Tratado del Cultivo de la Vid en Espana, 
1870; ?Jose de Hidalgo Tablada, Tratado de Vini
ficacion, 1850], an author of merit, almost the only 
one who gives original information on Spanish wines 
in general. A work by Arago [Tratado Teorico-Practico 
sabre la Fabricacion ... , 1878] opens with an extensive 
description of Spanish vines; to the amological part is 
appended a discourse on cider and on beer. Of-special 
monographs, one by Barreto [?], a physician of 
Madrid, on the wines of Jerez deserves special notice. 


Of Portuguese works we have to notice a series of 
exhaustive "Reports on the Viticulture and Wines of 
Lusitania" [?] published by its government in 1867 
which will fill a large octavo volume, but owing to the 
want of systematic arrangement and of indices , are 
difficult to peruse. Another Portuguese official publi
cation [?] was ornamented with colour-printed plates 
representing the principal vines and their fruit in the 
elegant style of the modern French Duhamel [Traite 
sur la Nature et sur la Culture de la Vigne ... ], but the 
costly enterprise was not completed. Amongst Portu
guese monographs on special subjects, that of Oliveira, 
jun., "On the Phylloxera" (Porto, 1872) [Jose Oliveira 
Junior, Novo Flagella das Vinhas. Phylloxera Vas
tatrix] is meritorious and well illustrated. 


Italian wines 
Concerning Italian wines, the period of the Renais
sance had more and better authors than the present 
time. An authoritative summary description ofltalian 
wines was published in 1869 as a result of their 
exhibition in Paris. [title?] 
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British authors 
Many British authors have left us works of interest 
and value. One of the earliest was Sir Edward Barry, 
a physician at Bath, and afterward state-physician to 
the Viceroy of Ireland [ Observations Historical, 
Critical, and Medical on the Wines of the Ancients ... , 
1775]. Dr. Henderson's "History of Wines" [History 
of Ancient and Modern Wines] was published in 1824, 
that of Redding [History and Description of Modern 
Wines, 1833] was published in 1836 [sic]. The works of 
M'Culloch ("Commercial Dictionary")[? Remarks on 
the Art of Making Wine, 1816] and of Busby ("Trav
els") [Journal of a Tour through some of the Vineyards 
of Spain and France, 1833] gave much useful infor
mation. Forrester, "On Port Wine," appeared in 1854 
[of the many works by Forrester on Port wine, it is not 
clear which title is meant here]; Tovey's work in 1862 
[Wine and Wine Countries ... ]. The sale of the contents 
of the cellar of this scientific and accom-plished wine 
merchant, which took place after his death, a few 
years ago, at Bristol, realised remarkably high prices. 
The work of T.G. Shaw [Wine, the Vine, and the 
Cellar, 1863] was distinguished by original informa
tion, and by the endeavour to lighten what he thought 
a heavy subject by the buoyancy of much poetry. 
Sheen's work [Wines and other Fermented Liquors, 
from the Earliest Ages to the Present Time, 1864] also 
was a creditable performance, though, like most 
authors who attempt to treat didactic scientific 
subjects in what I may be allowed to call a belletristic 
manner, its writer rather diluted his essence by the 
introduction of anecdote for the diversion of the 
reader, as Shaw imported poetry. The late Dr. Druitt's 
writings [Report on the Cheap Wines from France, 
Italy ... 1865; 2nd ed, 1873] were intended to popularize 
cheap wines, and in this direction they have had a 
certain amount of success, particularly by making the 
public better acquainted with the effervescent wines of 
the valley of the Loire. Sir J. Emerson Tennent's 
essay, On Wine, Its Use and Taxation, 1855, was 
mainly directed against the reduction of the import tax 
on wine; it was an able diplomatic and economical 
memorial, and much of its argument has been borne 
out by modern developments of the wine trade. 


Australia 
Wines of Australia were for the first time scientifically 
described by the Rev. John I. Bleasdale, in one of the 
so-called "International Exhibition (Melbourne, 1872-
73) Essays" [Two Essays drawn up for the Official 
Record of the Exhibition ... , 1873]. 
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HISTORY OF WINE IN AMERICA 
A REVIEW 


by Willard Brown 


ffi~~~~~e~~~n homas Pinney's recently 
published A History of 
Wine in America: From 
Prohibition to the Present 
begins where he left off in 
his previous History of 
Wine in America : From the 
Beginnings to Prohibition 
(U.C. Press , 1989). These 
two volumes constitute the 
most comprehensive his-


tory of American wine yet written. 
The author promises to provide the reader with a 


good deal of information not generally known or 
narrated in a connected way. In this, he largely 
succeeds, within the limits of severe selection enforced 
by the publisher. 


The book's fourteen chapters are in chronological 
order , each covering a phase or era of the history as it 
moves forward to the present, which in this case is 
2004. The following summary covers only some of the 
major events in the History, which is much richer in 
its prose and detail. 


In a Nutshell 


T
he first chapter begins with the passage of the 
Volstead Act in October 1919. Although the Act 
prohibited the manufacture, transportation and 


import /export of intoxicating liquors, it was directed 
at the "traffic " in these liquors . There were no penal
ties for the purchase , possession , or consumption by 
individuals. An amendment to the Act allowed the 
production of up to 200 gallons of "non-intoxicating 
cider and fruit juices " in homes for use by the family. 
Although intoxicating was defined for the Volstead 
Act, in the amendment non-intoxicating was never 
properly defined. It was interpreted to mean non
intoxicating "in fact, " which did not really define 


anything . The net effect was to consider home wine
making not to be illegal, a chain of events never 
anticipated by the prohibitionists , but which led to 
their downfall. 


The immediate effect was a great demand for 
grapes for home winemaking, which led to a series of 
events including increased grape prices, increased 
vineyard planting and development of an infra
structure for long-distance grape delivery. The acreage 
of grapes in California actually doubled by 1927. For 
purposes of shipping grapes, the buyers favored 
varieties that withstood a long train trip , thus the 
planting of lesser wine varieties such as Alicante 
Bouchet; raisin and table grapes predominated. 


Other exceptions to the Volstead Act pertaining to 
the production of commercial wine allowed some 
wineries to remain in business producing wine for 
sacramental, medicinal, or culinary purposes. Some 
wineries chose to produce and store wine for future 
use. By the time of Repeal, there was more wine in 
storage than at the beginning of Prohibition. In the 
end, Prohibition damaged the wine industry 
materially but did not destroy it, while actually 
leading to a doubling of wine consumption in the U.S. 
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Prohibition was repealed by the 21st Amendment at 
the end of 1933. One of the principal arguments for 
repeal was to allow the states to regulate the trade 
within their jurisdictions, and this was enabled by the 
amendment. By the time of Repeal, the federal 
government wanted little to do with regulating the 
industry and there was no positive federal policy 
toward wine. What resulted was an unholy mingling 
of states' rights and prohibitionist forces leading to an 
incredible maze of state and local regulations. "This 
fantastic balkanization ofliquor regulations is beyond 
question the most powerful and enduring effect of 
Prohibition in America" (p.49). We are still dealing 
with it today. 


"Good American wine was a promise and not a 
present reality in 1934" (p.54). Degraded facilities and 
equipment and inexperienced winemakers were the 
norm. A few older surviving wineries like Beaulieu, 
Italian Swiss Colony, Beringer and Wente were joined 
by newcomers, Roma and Gallo. Fifty percent of the 
grapes vinted in California for wine were raisin and 
table grapes, and the market wanted sweet fortified 
Wllle. 


There was very little acreage in premium wine 
grapes and no incentive to plant them since the 
wineries would not pay a premium. By the end of the 
thirties, the California wine industry was dominated 
by large wineries and co-operatives, and the center of 
the industry was at Lodi. 


In the East the situation was little different. In 
New York, four wineries dominated production, the 
Concord grape was in common use, and blending with 
California wine was a standard practice. Eastern 
winemak.ing was in a holding mode. 


Standard industrial wines were the norm in the 
thirties. Wine was often made in concrete tanks, 
without temperature control, stored in redwood tanks, 
and pasteurized. Barrel aging was unknown and 
finished wine was sent in bulk to regional bottlers. 
European generic names were used but meant nothing 
since there were no conforming standards for wine 
types. Marketing these wines required surmounting a 
maze of local regulations. "There was much wrong 
with the business" (p.94). 


In 1934 the Wine Institute was established in 
California to oppose adverse legislation, support 
simplification of regulations, educate the public, and 
sponsor research. After over seventy years, the 
Institute has only managed to mitigate the "vexatious 
and arbitrary regulations on commerce" (p. 98). 


Meanwhile, after the hiatus of Prohibition, wine 
research was resumed at the University of California 
campuses at Berkeley and Davis, and W.V. Cruess 
published his Principles and Practices of Wine Making 
in 1934. Maynard Amerine and A.J. Winkler were 
involved in their research that would lead to a system 


of regional classification by heat summation. The 
immediate task of the scientists was to bring 
American winemak.ing to a level of technical compe
tence. The high quality wines of the pre- Prohibition 
era were a distant memory . There was no effective 
idea of what the fine wines of the country ought to be, 
and there was no public demand for better wine. 


In the late thirties, overproduction of grapes and 
the Depression led to a crisis as grape prices fell. A 
marketing order was requested to stabilize the 
situation. During this crisis, the Wine Advisory Board 
was conceived to promote California wine and educate 
the general public. The effects were immediate. 


The late thirties may have marked the low point in 
the history of the wine industry. Industrial wines were 
being produced from inferior grapes for a public 
ignorant of good wine and marketed through a maze 
of restrictive controls and arbitrary taxes. 


A Turnabout 
A turnabout of sorts came in the war years. The war 
in Europe led to a greater exposure of California wine 
to the American market, particularly the restaurants 
and hotels in the eastern cities. American wine writer 
and merchant Frank Schoonmaker led a campaign to 
label wines with the name of the grape variety and 
place of origin. At this time, major American distillers 
entered the wine business and shortly became major 
players. Price controls fixed the price of wine at the 
highest allowable levels, lower priced brands dis
appeared and bottling at the winery became the norm. 
"The discovery that wineries could successfully sell 
wine of their own bottling was the major development 
in the industry during the war" (p.134). 


After the war, the industry remained much the 
same as before. The emergent pattern was of large
scale production of standard blended wines, mostly 
fortified; and the big got bigger. The cycles of boom 
and bust repeated themselves and by 1950, the 
outlook was much like that of the thirties. Almost 
imperceptively, however, there was a change in one 
segment of the industry with the appearance of a 
number of small wineries devoted to the concept of 
quality. Martin Ray led the way for the likes of Buena 
Vista, Mayacamas, Freemark Abbey, Hallcrest, Stony 
Hill and others. 


In the East, recovery was slower and less complete 
as the industry dealt with issues of severe weather, 
vine diseases and unbalanced musts requiring 
amelioration. Labrusca/vinifera hybrids continued to 
dominate the market and the wines were blended up 
to 25% with California wine. The Geneva Experiment 
Station in New York, however, had been working on 
cold adaptation of V. vinifera as early as 1902. 


In other states, Ohio, Michigan, and Missouri, 
which had had significant pre-Prohibition wine 







industries, recovery was slow. In Maryland Philip 
Wagner began importing "French hybrids," estab
lished a nursery, and disseminated cuttings to other 
eastern growers. 


Despite signs of prosperity, "the dominant note in 
the wine industry through the '50s and into the '60s 
was one of anxiety and gloom, overproduction and 
collapse of prices, imbalance of raisin and wine grapes 
and lack of a broad based market" (p.203). Gallo and 
United Vintners/Allied Grape Growers were doing 
well. The former became the largest winery in the 
U.S. by 1966, and controlled over 40% of the Napa 
crop. They also led the way in developing new wine
based products, like Thunderbird, and other sweet
ened carbonated wines. 


Interesting demographic changes were taking place 
as the population of California tripled between 1940 
and 1970. In the process some traditional vineyard 
regions were lost or compromised, notably Santa 
Clara, Alameda, Contra Costa, Los Angeles and Cuca
monga. New regions planted in replacement included 
San Benito, Carneros, Monterey, San Luis Obispo, 
Santa Maria and Santa Ynez. 


A trend toward premium wine continued. Several 
wineries, Almaden, Paul Masson and Christian 
Brothers, found a niche between industrial and 
prestige wine. Hanzell Winery started commercial 
production in 1957 and had a great impact, far beyond 
its small production, by using temperature controlled 
stainless steel tanks and aging in French oak barrels. 


By the 1960s, there was a new emphasis on 
glamorizing California wine with the development of 
wine tourism, including winery tasting rooms, tours 
and newsletters. "California style" (p.212) included 
wine drinking. 


In the wineries the introduction of stainless steel 
tanks was the beginning of the end for redwood. 


In 1967 sales of table wines exceeded those of 
dessert wines for the first time since Repeal. Over the 
next ten years a huge change in production, grape 
acreage and wineries took place with a concomitant 
reduction in dessert wine production. 


Many reasons have been cited for this revolution in 
wine in the U.S. and indeed it was a multifaceted 
phenomenon. Although much of the increase in wine 
production was in the category of the sweetened 
carbonated types, there was a steady increase in table 
wine, much of which was white. 


"The rising prosperity of the wine trade and the 
growing demand for wines from proper varieties at 
last established the price differential that was the 
essential pre-condition for growing better grapes" 
(p.232). Many newcomers from outside the wine field 
brought new ideas and skills to the industry. 


In 1976 the Steven Spurrier tastings in Paris 
demonstrated that California wine had attained 
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international stature, and a new consciousness of wine 
in the U.S. followed. 


While most of the attention was focused on the 
events in California, there was a new awareness of 
wine in the rest of the country as well. In New York a 
drastic restructuring of the wine trade was taking 
place. It is much the story of the rise of the previously 
unheralded Canandaigua Wine Company which, 
spurred by the success of its product Richard's Wild 
Irish Rose, was able, over time, to acquire all of the 
historic four large wineries of New York. In the 
meantime the use of French hybrids had taken hold 
there, and through the efforts of Konstantin Frank 
and the Geneva Station, V. vinifera grapes were 
increasingly being planted, as it was learned how to 
deal with the vine diseases that had historically stifled 
their use. Eastern Long Island became a premium 
wine district based on those grapes. Pennsylvania and 
Virginia followed the lead of New York. 


While vinifera wines were also succeeding in Texas, 
New Mexico, Colorado and Arizona, nowhere was 
their success more complete than in Washington and 
Oregon. 


Washington had been a microcosm of California 
where industrial wine had prevailed until the 
availability of irrigation in the eastern desert, and the 
pioneering efforts ofW alter Clore at Washington State 
University demonstrated conclusively the suitability 
of Washington for the vinifera grape. Washington 
wines now have achieved international acclaim and 
the state is second only to California in production. 


In Oregon the story was different. Starting 
virtually from zero, a few farsighted individuals, 
trained at U.C. Davis, realized there was potential in 
Oregon for Pinot N oir and Alsatian varieties. Over
coming climatic difficulties and skepticism, a signifi
cant industry based mostly on Pinot Noir was 
established. After showing well in a Paris tasting in 
1979, Oregon Pinot Noir achieved an international 
cachet, and new invest~ent from France, California 
and Australia followed. 


Since the wine revolution, a number of trends have 
been observed. "The most marked business trend is 
the increasing acquisition of smaller properties by 
larger, the process of purchase, merger, consolidation 
and corporate takeover" (p.345). In the process many 
historic and esteemed names are gone or have been 
reduced to labels. 


In 1976 the varietal requirement in wines was 
raised from 51 % to 75%, and about this same time the 
concept of American Viticultural Areas was estab
lished. Many advances in the technology of grape and 
wine production occurred. 


In the end "if the U.S. is not yet a wine drinking 
nation, it is indisputably a country in which good and 
interesting wine is produced and consumed" (p.369). 
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Conclusion 


I
n the most part, the author succeeds in his opening 
promise. Much of this information was new to me 
and it is unlikely that it is general knowledge 


among wine professionals. 
There are, however, some omissions. He did not, for 


example, discuss the role of wine publications like 
Wine Spectator or of critics such as Robert Parker as 
arbiters of American taste in wine. Parker's name 
does not appear in the book at all which ignores the 
incredible influence he has had on the world of wine. 
(Although I have not read it, a book on Parker has 
recently been published: The Emperor of Wine: The 
Rise of Robert Parker Jr. by Elin McCoy). 


Pinney says little about the phenomenon of the 
boutique wineries and the cult of their collectors who 
have driven prices to record levels, nor does he discuss 
the emergence of winemakers as superstars. There is 
little about the international style of winemaking 
which has resulted largely from technological 
improvements developed in California, and he says 
nothing about virtual wineries. 


I would like to have seen more on the use of 
redwood as the storage vessel of choice before the use 
of French oak changed the aging of red wine and 
determined the modern wine style. Those of us who 
remember those redwood-aged wines probably have 
fond memories of them for they defined the California 
style into the seventies. 


Although White Zinfandel was mentioned as a fad 
wine, there was no reference to the fact that it most 
likely spared the old Zinfandel vines from destruction, 
helping to create the old-vine Zinfandel movement. 
These omissions are most likely due to editorial 
constraints. 


"A WINE MAN OF THE '60s" 
Will Brown's Story 


There is little to compare this book to. The only other 
recent general history of wine in America is American 
Vintage: The Rise of American Wine by Paul Lukacs 
published in 2000. His book covers American wine 
history from the time of Nicholas Longworth up to the 
present, so there is a good deal of overlap with the 
Pinney books. Lukacs's book is less comprehensive 
and emphasizes the rise of American wine since the 
sixties, including a lengthy section on Robert Parker. 
Pinney's books are more scholarly; Lukacs's more 
journalistic as he is a wine columnist. Both men are 
professors of English. The Lukacs book would be a 
good supplement to Pinney's two. 


Overall I believe that this is the best book on the 
history of American wine ever written, although I 
wish it were longer since it is the standard reference 
on the subject. It is meticulously researched and 
documented. There are 109 pages of endnotes and 25 
pages of sources and works cited, in addition to the 
369 pages of text. The endnotes, which are almost as 
interesting to read as the text, are crammed with 
information. There are virtually no errors in the 
material with which I am most knowledgeable. The 
author relied heavily on original sources, specialty 
journals, oral histories and archives. His command of 
his material is complete and he is equally comfortable 
in the areas of wine technology, historical geography 
and economics, as he is in history. Although the text 
is narrative it is consistently supported by the 
author's insightful analyses . 


This book should appeal to anyone interested in 
wine and ought to be mandatory reading for wine 
professionals. 


arrived in California in 1960 after growing up in a part of Ohio where there was no tradition 
of wine drinking. In Cincinnati I was introduced to better wine by a medical school professor 
in 1954, when I was served Almaden Grenache Rose and Vouvray at a luncheon. If there was 
a turning point in my life, it was on that day. After reading virtually every book on wine in the 
Cincinnati Public Library, I made the decision to get to California as soon as possible. 
Later, living in the San Francisco Bay Area, I traveled frequently to the wine country at a time 
when an airplane could have landed on Highway 29 in the Napa Valley without attracting much 


atterttron.+became friendly with Leon Brendel, the proprietor of Only One Winery in St. Helena. When Brendel 
decided to retire, he actually asked me whether I had any interest in buying his eight acres of Grignolino grapes, 
garage winery, and small house for the sum of twenty-eight thousand dollars. Destitute as I was as a medical 
resident in training, I was unable to take advantage of his offer. Joe Heitz became the beneficiary of that 
opportunity. 


In 1963, I decided to try winemaking at home. When I advertised for equipment, I had a response from Fred 
McCrea at Stony Hill, where I was treated to lunch accompanied by his Chardonnay, although I did not buy his 
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equipment. I subsequently found several items at Mayacamas, and a fine press from a woman whose father had 
made wine during Prohibition. Knowing little about winemaking, I took a class at U.C . Davis where I first met 
Maynard Amerine, and I remember well his lamenting to the class that dessert wines still dominated California 
production. Needing a supply of grapes, I called the Charles Krug Winery to inquire about availability. I was told 
that I would have to talk to Bob (Mondavi) . I was able to purchase Zinfandel that year for about $50 I ton, sourced 
from the ToKalon Vineyard. For several years after that I bought grapes from Bob even after he opened his own 
winery. During the "wine revolution" of the late 1960s, grapes became so expensive that I stopped making wine after 
the 1969 vintage. 


In 1967 I had met Dick Erath in the Delivery Room at the East Bay hospital I was associated with. That was 
another turning point, as Dick told me that he was moving to Oregon to grow grapes and make wine. When I 
rejoined that he couldn't do that in Oregon, he told me about Richard Sommer, David Lett, and Charles Coury. I 
visited Dick and Charles Coury a few years later and decided to relocate to Oregon myself. About twenty years 
passed before I took up home winemaking again . By this time Dick Erath had become established as one of Oregon's 
leading winemakers, and Oregon had become one of the premier Pinot N oir regions of the world. 


After retiring from medical practice, I had the time to do some things I had always wanted to do. I took up the 
study of wine history, and found a job in a winery as a cellar-rat. Now, several years later, I am still working in the 
winery, although in a more technical capacity. Meanwhile, through distance education and the Internet, I have 
become a candidate for a Certificate in Winemaking at U.C . Davis-forty years after I took my first class there. As 
Tom Pinney might say,plus ca change . One of these days I hope to get back to working on a history of Oregon wine 
I started a few years ago that has been on hold while I pursue my long-held dream of actually becoming a real 
winemaker. 


[Will Brown has been an enthusiastic Tendril since he joined us some five years ago, and has contributed several significant articles to our 


Quarterly on the subject of Northwest wine books and periodicals. Recently, Will has spearheaded the formation of a wine library at Southern 


Oregon University, Ashland . His passion for wine, its history, and its literature is deeply appreciated. - Ed.] 


~"11111\!iili~-~== NEWS - ~ 
& NOTES ...... 'e.J 


CONGRATULATIONS, TENDRILS! 
With this issue of our Wayward Tendrils Quarterly, 
we celebrate 15 years of publication! Your editor 
sends sincerest thanks to all Tendrils for their support 
and contributions to this, the only journal on the 
literature of wine . As our late friend and Tendril Bill 
Dickerson reminded us: "that old French saying 'good 
Tendrils make good wines' or something like that." 
Cheers to all! 


We Welcome, new Tendril, David Johnson (Mill 
Valley, CA, djcs@sbcglobal.net), who has been collect
ing English language wine books for some 30 years. 


Resources for Book Conservation 
In reply to our notes on book care last issue, Danette 
Cook Adamson (Cal Poly State University Library, 
Special Collections) sent us the following note: A web
site containing excellent information on all aspects of 
book and paper conservation is "Conservation On 
Line: Resources for Conservation Professionals ." 
http//palimpsest.stanford.edu. 


The World of Fine Wine 
is a fine new publication from London, issued bi
monthly, under the direction of Editorial Adviser 
Hugh Johnson, and featuring the world's foremost 
wine writers. A sample taste: Erik Skovenborg's 
"Vinexlibris - Bookplates with a Wine Motif" appear
ed in Issue 4-2005, and in the latest issue (No. 7-2005) 
is "George Saintsbury: The Man and His Glass" by 
fellow Tendril and London Professor of Rhetoric, 
Kathleen Burk. Check the website for subscription 
information: www .finewinemag.com. 


John Thorne-Bookseller 
is on-line! John's venerable "Books on Wines, Beers 
& Spirits" has been a mail-order-only business. Check 
his website at www.liquidliterature.co.uk. 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organization founded 
in 1990/or Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership I Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILS QUARTERLY (JSSN 1552-9460) is $20 
USA and Canada; $25 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested. 
Please address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRJLS, 
Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. FAX 707-544-2723. E-mail: 
/endrils@jps.ne/. Editor and Publisher: Gail Unzelman. -
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Winery ARCHITECTURE Books 
When James Gabler published the second edition of 
his Wine into Words (2004) and included a Subject 
Index , "winery architecture books" did not merit a 
listing as only one volume qualified: Dirk Meyhofer 
and Olaf Gollnek produced in 2000 a lavishly 
illustrated, large-format work, The Architecture of 
Wine. Bordeaux and Napa Valley (eight chateaux and 
twelve Napa wineries are featured , with the text in 
English, German, and French-see Gabler, p.255 ). But 
in the past year or so winery and wine country 
architecture has become a very popular subject in the 
wine book world, with several notable new releases . 
Wineries with Style by Peter Richards (London: 
Mitchell Beazley, 2004. 192 pp. 11%" x 9%". -$30 ) 
See WTQ Vol.15 #3, p.3 for a brief notice. Wine 
Country Architecture and Interiors by Mary White
sides, with a Foreword by architect Howard Backen 
(Salt Lake City: Gibbs Smith, 2004. -$25 ), features 18 
homes and wineries in the Napa I Sonoma wine 
country. Wineries I Bodegas : Architecture and Design 
by Hans Hartje & J. Perrier (HK Books, 20Q5. -$25 ) 
is stunning. Beautiful Wineries of the Wine Country 
[Northern California]-photographs by Chuck O'Rear, 
text by Thom Elkjer, Jennifer Barry Design (Berkeley: 
Ten Speed Press, 2005, -$10 ). Adventurous Wine 
Architecture by Michael Webb, with spectacular color 
photography by Erhard Pfeiffer (Images Publishing, 
2005. 204 pp. 11¥4'' X 111/4". -$40 ). 


CALLING ALL TENDRILS! 
John Danza is seeking information on the hard 
bound "annuals" published by the Wine & Food 
Society. These volumes consisted of the four 
quarterlies (Wine & Food - A Gastronomic Quarterly ) 
of the organization, all bound in a single volume. He 
is looking for as much detailed information as possible 
about each volume including color of binding, style 
and color of imprint on the covers and spine, color and 
number of front and rear free end papers, title and 
index pages, and any other distinguishing informa
tion . This will be used to document the history of the 
volumes and what company(ies ) bound them. Please 
contact John at jdanza@wideopenwest .com. 


FOR BOOK LOVERS 
Fine Books & Collections is a splendid magazine 
for "both the professional book collector and the 
casual bibliophile." Formerly known as OP-Book 
Culture, Collectors & Commerce, this bi-monthly has 
added to its prestigious staff of columnists Nicholas 
Basbanes, acclaimed author of A Gentle Madness: 
Bibliophiles, Bibliomanes , and the Eternal Passion for 
Books (New York, 1995) and Joel Silver, Curator of 
Rare Books at the Lilly Library, who will have a 
column entitled "Beyond the Basics ." Check their 
website: www.finebooksmagazine .com. 


Bacchus Books Ltd 
is a new "dedicated wine book service offering new 
and (eventually ) second-hand books to wine lovers, 
although probably more for the wine enthusiast than 
the wine-book enthusiast initially," announced pro
prietor and Tendril Richard Pepper. The infant 
website is www.bacchusbooks.com. We wish the new 
venture well. (Please note that Bacchus Books is not 
connected to Bacchus Press, the publishing house of 
James Gabler. ) 


Okanagan Wine Country 
Kudos to John Schreiner! On a recent visit to 
Canada's spectacular Okanagan Valley in British 
Columbia, Schreiner's books served us well. His 
Wineries of British Columbia (Vancouver: Whitecap, 
2004) and British Columbia Wine Country (Van
couver: Whitecap, 2004) are highly recommended to 
anyone wanting to explore this "new" wine scene. 


WTQ INDEX 
for Volumes 11 - 15 (2001 - 2005) will be ready for 
mailing with the January 2006 issue. 


A LEAF, OR A PAGE? 
A fellow Tendril recently asked: What is the 
difference between a leaf and a page? John 
Carter, in his ABC for Book Collectors, ex
plains: "LEAF: The basic bibliographical 
unit-the piece of paper comprising one page 
on its front side (recto ) and another on its 
back (verso )." He continues: "The inaccurate 
and slovenly misuse of page for leaf (e.g. 'The 
verso of p. 73') appears to be on the increase 
and should be pilloried when found." Roy 
Stokes, in his Bibliographical Companion, 
defines PAGE: "A page is one side of a leaf 
which, in its turn is the basic unit of the body 
of the book. A leaf consists of two pages , the 
recto, which is the right-hand one of the pair 
which are visible at the opening of a book, 
and the verso, which is the left-hand one of 
the facing pair at an opening. .. . A page 
cannot be removed from a book, only a leaf; a 
page cannot be torn but a leaf can." 







THE IMPORTANCE OF EPHEMERA 
by John Danza 


" ... it's our lwnor to have a look inside." 


tzlcse1~m:m~m~e don't just collect wine books. 
Sure, that's what they look 
like sitting on the shelf, 
organized, with their spines 
arranged in perfect align
ment. But to me, they are not 
just books. They are pieces of 
history, both the author's and 


T the previous owner's. The 
. /' 1 -- =:-~ words on the page are the 
' - thoughts going through the 


author's head at that particular moment 50, 60, 80 
years ago. No, I don't just collect wine books. I collect 
pieces of someone's life-and this has led me to 
collecting ephemera. 


Ephemera is that body of written work tha.,t was 
never meant to last-documents that were intended to 
be discarded after they conveyed their information. 
Things like letters, pamphlets, and inserts fall into 
this category. But when I think of wine books as a 
piece of someone's life, it is the ephemera relating to 
that book that provides a life-entering window. It 
allows me to see into that point in time to understand 
either what the author was thinking at the time or 
why the subject of the book came to be as it did. 


I would like to illustrate how ephemera has made 
some of my books come to life for me. The four 
examples involve either something about the volume 
something about the subject, or both. All involv; 
Andre Simon in one way or another, as his works and 
activities are the focal point of my collection. 


A Concise Encyclopedia of Gastronomy -
Section VIII: Wine. Beer. Cider. Spirits. 


(London : The Wine & Food Society, 1946) 


T
his book, one of an eight-volume series pub
lished by The Wine & Food Society throughout 
the 1940s under the editorial guidance of Andre 


Simon, addresses all sorts of topics on wine, spirits, 
and cocktails. In general, the book provides informa
tion not only on the beverages themselves but also the 
origins of the drinks, ingredients, and the like. 


Separately from my copy of Wine, I acquired (in a 
manner that escapes me after a number of years) a 
letter written by Andre Simon to a Major M. Connolly. 
Dated 27 September 1945, the letter reads in part: 
"Dear Major Connolly, Many thanks for your little 
note of the 22nd, received to-day. I have just received 
from the printers the final proof of 'WINES' which I 
enclose as promised in the hopes that you will find 
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time to go through it once more whilst there is time to 
make corrections." 


Andre goes on to say, "I am anxious not to keep 
Curwen [Press] waiting too long so that there may be 
copies out by Christmas. 'VINTAGEWISE' will be out 
on _the 22nd October and a copy will be sent to you 
which you can give to a friend at Christmas if you 
wish." 


The back of the letter is filled with editing notes 
hand-written in pencil by Major Connolly, on th~ 
changes he is suggesting to the text of the book. These 
consist mostly of spelling and grammatical correc
tions, with a couple of suggestions on the modification 
of the contents. 


What a marvelous find a letter like this is for the 
understanding of the creation of this book, and also 
for what was happening in the life of Andre Simon in 
the autumn of 1945. 
. First, w~ re~ize that Major Connolly made a signif
icant contnbut10n to the book in that he edited it at 
least twice ("go through it once more"). Interestingly 
though, his activity is not acknowledged in the 
foreword of the final work. 


Second, we can see into the workload of Andre 
Simon at a point in time when he was very prolific as 
an author. He notes that Vintagewise (London: 
Michael Joseph, 1945) will be out shortly. This was an 
important volume to Andre, in that it tied him back to 
George Saintsbury, whose work influenced Andre's 
life. As a book collector, the letter also tells me that 
there is a copy, probably signed but almost certainly 
not inscribed (how could it then be given away?) that 
w~nt from Simon to Connolly and then possibly a 
third party. Anyone know of a signed copy with an 
inscription from Connolly? 


The Saintsbury Club. 
A Scrapbook by 'The Cellarer' 
(London: The Curwen Press, 1943) 


A
delightful little book, printed in a limited edition 
of only 200 copies, recounts the then twelve-year 
history of The Saintsbury Club. This dining club 


was founded in 1931 by Andre Simon and friends as a 
tribute to literary critic and professor George 
Saintsbury. It was Saintsbury's only wine book, Notes 
on a Cellar-Book (London: Macmillan & Co., 1920), 
that influenced the social activity of these men in the 
1920s and 1930s. Still in existence today, the Club has 
always been very exclusive, being limited to a mere 
fifty members. The membership has typically been 
composed of literary people, accounting for the 
occasional publications issued by the Club of their 
activities. This publication, in particular, gives a 
description of the Club's founding. 


I have always been fascinated by The Saintsbury 
Club and their activities, particularly because of their 
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exclusivity. The publications, primarily pamphlets of 
their "orations"-the speech given by a member at a 
dinner - are always printed in limited quantities of 
less than 200. Imagine my excitement when earlier 
this year I was offered a collection of ephemera 
relating to the founding of the club! I eagerly accepted 
the offer. 


The ephemera I received was truly a treasure trove 
for me . Included was the personal scrapbook kept by 
A.J.A. Symons on the founding and early activities of 
the Club. For those of you not familiar with A.J., he 
was a close personal friend of Andre Simon and co
founder of The Saintsbury Club and The Wine & Food 
Society. He was known to keep scrapbooks of his 
many interests, as noted in his biography A.J.A. 
Symons-His Life and Speculations (London: Eyre & 
Spottiswoode, 1950) written by his brother Julian 
Symons. 


The scrapbook's first page contains the invitation 
that was sent to a number of men for the tribute 
dinner planned in Saintsbury's honor on 28 May 
1931. This dinner was a precursor to the Club itself. 
Following the invitation is a one-page clipping from 
the June 5th 1931 edition of The Wine Trade Review 
giving details of the dinner with a full quote of the 
toast given by Andre Simon. In this toast is the 
suggestion of a club, which ultimately led to the 
founding of The Saintsbury Club. 


The next few pages of the scrapbook contain 
clippings from a variety of newspapers throughout the 
U.K announcing the formation of the new club. The 
clippings all date from July 31st 1931, so the founders 
clearly were using their literary network to get the 
word out. The London Star accentuated that this was 
an all-male club: the title of their article is "Wine & 
Song Club," with a sub-heading, "But Women will not 
be Admitted." 


The most exciting pieces of ephemera in the scrap
book are laid-in between the center pages: original 
copies of the menu and wine list from the May 1931 
tribute dinner; the 1931 "Objects and Rules" 
pamphlet of the Saintsbury Club with a list of officers 
(printed by Curwen Press); and menus and wine lists 
from the first five meetings of the Club. These menus 
note the date and location of the meeting, who chaired 
it, the subject and speaker of the evening's toasts; the 
food and wine served, with detailed notes on the wines 
written by Andre Simon; and a list of Club members. 


Once again, ephemera has made the topic of a book 
come alive. In addition to reading about the history of 
the Saintsbury Club's founding in a book written 
twelve years later, I can just about watch the creation 
through A.J.'s scrapbook. I can even glimpse some of 
his personal activity in the Club operations as the 
Club secretary. The menu of the fourth meeting, held 
on 25 April 1933, has the most interesting notations. 


On the printed list of the contents of the Club cellar, 
A.J. has checked off and corrected the number of 
bottles for each of the entries. On the list of members, 
he has kept a tab of who attended the dinner, who 
brought guests and how many, how many dinners 
needed to be paid for, and how many bottles were used 
from the cellar. You can't get any closer to this affair 
unless you attended it yourself1 


MOTi.i ON THI. WINl.l-conluuud 


MADBlllA 
BOAL 179ll 


Thia wine has a remarkable history. It was bought 
in 1815 by Napoleon on hi.sway to St. Helena; but 
owing to the development of the atomach trouble 
&om which he died, he was unable to drink it. 
Perhapa in coruequence he did not pay for it; and 
two yean after N apolcon's death it passed into the 
poascssion of Veitch, English Consul in Madeira. 
He sold it to Charles Blandy, who left it to his son, 
John Blandy, who in turn bequeathed it to his 
son-in-law, Dr. Michael Grabham (born 1840, 
when the wine was bottled), &om whom the club 
ccllarer purchased it. 


WINES IN THE SAINTSBURY CLUB 
CELLAR 


ON THE llllND APltlL 1933 


SHl!llRY ., Ill bottles 'Bristol Cream', presented 
by Mesm.John Harvey&. Soru Ltd., 
Bristol 
Ill bottle., Amontillado Fino, pre
sented by Colonel Ian M. Campbell. _ 


MADEIRA ,f'18 bottles Sercial da Donna Isabel 
Esmeralda da Camara, presented by 
Stephen Gaselee. 


PORT 


rs~bottles Boal of 179ll, purchased 
V oriitlnallv by Napoleon 1i scnt .. back 


WINll'.I IN THB SAINTIBtlllY CLUB OELLAll-conld, 


,;, ll4 bottles Cockburn 191 ll, bottled in 
1914 by Cobbold, Ipswich. Presented 
by C. M. Wclls. 


MOlll'.LLE Ill bottles Scharzhofbergcr Auslcse 
"'19ll1. Fudcr 44. Wachstum Weingut 


von Volxem. Presented by G. Mayer. 
5 ..-- bottles Eitehbacher Karthluscr 


./ Hofberg 19lll. Fudcr 38. Wachstum 
Wilhcm Rauterubrauch. Presented by 
G. Mayer. 


!:' ,rr bottles Eitelsbachcr Karthluscr 
,/ Hofbcrg 1929. Fuder 1917. Wachstum 


Wilhem Rauterubrauch. Presented by 
Francis -Berry. 


HOOK 12 bottles Hallgartencr Schonhcll . 
Spl\tclcse 1920. 


OLAR.BT 4 - bottles 1895 Chf<teau Pichon
Longueville. . Presented by Gerald 
Kclly and Guy Knowles. 


I / lmpcriales 1909 Chf<tcau Ausone. 
,;; '6 bottles 1923 Chatcau Cheva!Blanc. 


-' .,, 6 magnums 1924 Chatcau Margaux. 
.,.7 magnums 1924 Chf<tcau Haut-Brion. 


5 magnums 1924 Chltcau Uoville
y' Poyfcrrc. Presented by Francis Berry. 


5 magnums 1924 Chatcau Rauaan
t/ Segla. Presented by Francis Berry. 
....,.!l magnums 1924 Chatcau Pontet-


. Canct. Presented by Francis Berry. 


SAUTEllNo/4 bottles 19i1 Ch!tcau d'Yquem. 


Bt1llOt1NnY,.t6 bottles 1926 Montrachct-BAtard. 


~-RANDY .,,r°ttles1875Hinc'sFincChampagnc. 







Wine and Food. A Gastronomical Quarterly 
Number 8 - Winter 1935 


(London: The Wine & Food Society, 1935) 


A
egular feature of the Wine and Food quarterlies 


was a section called "Memorable Meals," where 
everal very interesting private meals were 


recounted in each issue. In this particular one there 
is~ ~eptember lunch hosted by Dr. & Mrs. Ge~rge C. 
Williamson-a celebration of sorts for the recent 
recoveries from illness by the hosts. It was a rather 
o~ulent lunch, with five courses and six wines, along 
with cognac. Of particular interest is the 1858 
Steinberg Cabinet from Germany. Maurice Healy, who 
wrote the article, spends a couple of paragraphs on the 
wine. This was certainly a lunch that would cause you 
to skip dinner, but otherwise that's where the story 
ends. That is until my wife bought me a birthday gift 
a couple of years ago. 


My gift was a set of six Wine and Food hard-bound 
annuals dated from 1934 through 1939. They are from 
the library of the same Dr. Williamson\ with his 
bookplate in each one. It turns out that Dr . 
Williamson kept documentation about the lunch in 
1935, and he enclosed it in the 1935 bound annual. 


Tipped-in at the back is a series of letters written 
to Dr. Williamson by the attendees of the lunch. There 
are letters of acceptance of the invitation to the lunch 
and letters of gratitude afterwards. There are several 
letters from Maurice Healy written before and after 
including the letter in which Healy talks about sub~ 
mitting the lunch for a "Memorable Meal." He asks 
for detail about the food and wine, and there are 
hand-written notes by Williamson listing the courses 
and wines. There is also a letter from Karl Sichel 
(with an introductory note from Andre Simon who 
solicited the letter from Sichel), relating the 
fascinating story behind the 1858 Cabinet. 


Here the ephemera has laid out how the lunch 
came together and how it eventually ended up being 
published in the Wine and Food Quarterly. Clearly 
Dr. Williamson planned the lunch around the 1858 
Steinberg Cabinet, and all of the attendees viewed it 
as the "guest of honor." Dr. Williamson was the 
senior of all these men and was a direct advisor to 
them during the founding of The Saintsbury Club and 
The Wine & Food Society. The tone of their letters to 
him shows they all had a deep admiration of him and 
were close friends. This was definitely a memorable 
meal for all of the participants. 


Wine and Food. A Gastronomical Quarterly 
Number 23 - Autumn 1939 


(London: The Wine & Food Society, 1939) 


T
his last example of how ephemera can put a 
perspective on a book is about as serious as they 
come. The fourth number of the 1939 Wine and 
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Food Quarterly is interesting, as always, but contains 
nothing that makes it any more remarkable than the 
others. That was my opinion until a little slip of pink 
paper fell out of it. 


The pi~k ~n~ert carries a simple, but chilling 
message: This ISsue of the Quarterly was printed 
before the outbreak of war, and members of the 
Society will readily understand that the Autumn 
programme outlined in the Editorial article has now 
been cancelled. Members will be advised of the 
Society's proposed war-time activities as soon as 
circumstances allow a programme to be drafted· in the 
meantime they can rest assured that the Qu:irterly 
will, if humanly possible, reach them as before." 


Sorry if this sounds overly dramatic, but the 
Qu8:terly edito~ (Simon) and the W. & F. Society 
Advisory Council couldn't have foreseen the six years 
of war ahead of them, and the danger they would be 
exposed to in the London bombings throughout the 
war. The hindsight of65 years allows the view ofpost
publication developments and how the concern about 
the upcoming program of events would ultimately 
prove to be not particularly important. 


These are just a few examples in which ephemera 
associated with a wine book has given the book a third 
dimension. The authors and subjects show us the 
background of their work , and it 's our honor to have 
a look inside . It 's important that we collect this 
information not only for its insight , but also for its 
preservation for the future. 


1. Dr. George Charles Williamson (1858-1942 ) was an avid 
book collector, and author ofa number ofbooks on a variety 
of subjects, including two devoted to wine. In 1923 he wrote 
Shakesp eare's Wine-Book [William Turner 'sNewBokeofthe 
Natures & Properties of all Wines] in which he contends 
that Shakespeare used Turner as his reference book on 
wines. An Old Monastic Cellar Book , published in 1930, 
was done at the request ofAndre Simon, who asked him to 
interpret a 14th century cellar book from Bavaria-a 
"document of great historic value." Dr. Williamson was an 
esteemed member of The First Edition Club, a book 
collecting club founded by A.J.A . Symons, and of three 
dining clubs: The Wine & Food Society, The Saintsbury 
Club, and Ye Sette of Odd Volumes. 
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NOTES FROM A DEPLETED LIBRARY 
by 


Christopher Fielden 


[James Gabler, in the r edition of Wine Into Words (2004), allots 
almost a full page to British wine author (and avid wine book 
collector) Christopher Fielden. In Is This the Wine You Ordered, 
Sir? The Dark Side of the Wine Trade (1989), Fielden admits, "The 
drinking of wine is only part of the whole pleasure. For me reading 
about it is another, and the collection of old wine books on the 
subject yet another." In 2003 Fielden donated his 30-year collection 
of wine books to the Institute of Masters of Wine. - Ed.] 


- aving cleared my shelves of wine 
':'{.,,.--::;...-:..\ · .:.;.-..;,-c: . books, I now find that they are 


filling up again. The main differ
ence, however, is that while once 


.· it was antiquarian books that 
dominated, now it is new ones. 
AB a wine writer, I am finding it 
more and more difficult to find 
new topics to write about. (It 


may be that what I have to say is less attractive to 
publishers.) Nevertheless, wine knowledge is infinite 
and there are always writers seeking to fill a chink in 
that infinity. 


Wines of Lebanon 


0 
ne of the most interesting new books to come 
my way is Wines of Lebanon by Michael Karam 
(London: Sagi Books, £25). This is a beautiful 


book with the text, written by a Beirut-based journal
ist, complemented by the wonderful photographs of 
Norbert Schiller. Apart from a brief transit stop at 
Beirut, I have never been to Lebanon, and my experi
ence of its wines is limited. However, I will be going 
there beforelthe end of the year-how useful will this 
book be to me? On the positive side, the book is strong 
on the background to the country's wine industry and 
the companies that make it up. On the negative side, 
the approach is overly lyrical for my taste. I would 
have welcomed more facts and statistics. Sadly, the 
book does not even contain a map of the country to 
show where the wineries are situated. To sum up, it is 
an interesting, and attractive, but non-essential 
addition to anyone's wine library. 


The Wine Regions of France 


A
t the other extreme is the new Michelin Green 
Guide, The Wine Regions of France (Michelin 
Travel Publications, $21.95). This is crammed 


full of information for the wine tourist; not just 
information on the individual regions and their 
wineries, but also on local attractions and where best 
to eat and stay. Its purchase price can swiftly be 
recouped by sleeping in the many chambres d'hotes 
(bed and breakfasts) it recommends, rather than in 


the hotels proposed by the traditional red Michelin 
guide. This is the most detailed guide that I have come 
across to wine tourism in France. I would recommend 
all to buy it. 


The Vineyards of England & Wales 


E
ven though there are now more than three 
hundred active vineyards in Britain, wine tour
ism here is in its infancy. A useful introduction 


is The Vineyards of England & Wales 2005 Guide 
edited by Colin Vaughan, Tim Hazell and Michael 
Hildesley. (Petworth: Wine Guild of the United King
dom, £3.99). The guide contains background articles 
on what we can offer by such as Maggie McNie MW, 
Richard Bampfield MW, and Professor Andrew Shaw. 
It has detailed profiles of the more important (or is it 
more commercial) vineyards, and useful maps to show 
where they are located. The contents seem, at times, 
to be somewhat random, but this book represents 
great value for money. 


Wine Report 2006 


For the lover of the esoteric, and often trivial, but 
also the essential in the world of wine, I would 
strongly recommend Wine Report 2006 edited by 


Tom Stevenson (London: Darling Kindersley, £9.99). 
This is now in its third year and goes from strength to 
strength. (I must declare an interest as I am a minor 
contributor, as is Michael Karam on the wines of Leb
anon.) Jancis Robinson has described this wine guide 
as "absolutely fascinating" and I think that sums it 
up. Tom has assembled a team of specialists to report 
not just on the front-line regions of the wine world 
such as Bordeaux, Burgundy, California, and Austral
ia, but also on such backwaters as Missouri, Ecuador, 
and Thailand. In the next edition, the aim is to cover 
the whole world of wine! Tit-bits of news are mixed-in 
with informed comment and lists of the experts' 
favourite wines and wineries. There are a thousand 
and one nights of information within its covers but 
you have to absorb them within the next 365! 


Sotheby's Wine Encyclopedia 
lso from Tom Stevenson this autumn is a new 
edition (4th) of Sotheby 's Wine Encyclopedia 
London: Darling Kindersley, £35). This is an 


invaluable work of reference that I keep by my side. 
Here the opinions expressed are definitely those of the 
author and him alone. Overall he is happy that the 
quality of wine is upwardly mobile. AB he says in his 
Introduction, "Despite deleting hundreds of previously 
recommended producers there are now in excess of 
6,000 wineries recommended over the following pages. 
I have never upgraded the star ratings of so many 
producers in any revision than I have for the 
California chapter in this edition." One of the joys for 
any reader is to match your appreciation of any winery 







against that of the author. Whilst I do not always 
agree with what he says, I respect it. 


On the other hand, he is damning of organic wine 
producers . "To be frank, I had no idea how bad the 
situation was when I first decided to use symbols to 
identify recommended organic and biodynamic wine 
producers .... While they may well have a true passion 
for the environment, the majority of the world's 
organic producers clearly have no idea how to make a 
superior quality wine." 


Les Vins de Bourgogne 


F
inally, I would like to recommend the new 
edition of another longstanding work of refer
ence for me: Les Vins de Bourgogne (Beaune: 


Collection Pierre Poupon, e23). This is the 13th edition 
of a book that first appeared under the names of 
Pierre Poupon and Pierre Forgeot in 1952. (There are 
also non-concurrent editions in English, German and 
Japanese.) Now it is in the hands of the next 
generation, Sylvain Pitiot and Jean-Charles Servant. 
For those interested in statistics and legislation on 
Burgundian wines, this book is essential. Each edition 
lists all the different appellations of the region (and it 
seems that there are now 690 of them) and has 
detailed maps. I find it fascinating that one of the 
reasons for the collapse of the French wine industry is 
confusion in the mind of the consumer, yet in each 
new edition, new appellations appear . Also of interest 
is how the area under vines, yields and total 
production figures have rocketed in the past forty 
years. This book gives no names of producers and no 
comments on the quality of individual wines. 
Notwithstanding this, it lays bare the nature of the 
regions and its problems, both actual and potential. 


CAL I F O R N I A vs. 
AND 


TH E H I S T O R I C 1 9 7 6 P A R I S T.f S 
THAT REV O LU TI ON I ZED y{1~J: 


~n· 


GE o p f' E \ . 7 J M. 


NEW RELEASE -
A STUNNING WINNER!! 
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Judgment of Paris: California vs. France and 
the Historic 1976 Paris Tasting that Revolu
tionized Wine, by George M. Taber. New York: 
Scribner, 2005. 327 pp. Cloth. $26. 


T
his book came to our attention just as we were 
going to press, so plan on a full review in our 
next issue, but for now-find the book and buy 


it! The author of this fantastic book, George Taber, 
then Paris correspondent for Time magazine, was the 
only reporter present at this legendary tasting. In his 
book, he recounts the "illuminating and deeply 
satisfying" story of the pioneering Napa Valley 
winemen-Mike Grgich and Jim Barrett of Chateau 
Montelena, and Warren Winiarski ofStag's Leap Wine 
Cellars-and their wines, Chateau Montelena 1973 
Chardonnay and Stag's Leap 1973 Cabernet Sauvig
non, that soundly defeated France's best. "With 
unique access to the main players and contagious 
passion for his subject, Taber renders this historic 
event and its tremendous aftershocks in captivating 
prose, bringing to life an eclectic cast and magnificent 
settings." (dustjacket) It is an incredibly good read! 
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BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


OREGON WINEGROWING: 
" ••• we have lift-off!" 


The Book: The Boys Up North: Dick Erath and the 
Early Oregon Winemakers, by Paul Pintarich. Port
land: TheWyatt Group, 1997. 200pp. 


PROLOGUE: "Oregon State University agricultural 
experts pulled up their test plots [of dead vines] and 
concluded vinifera grapes could .not survive." 


THE LIFT-OFF: So who did the heavy lifting in the last 
four decades? You meet them in The Boys Up North. 
Most were well-educated (in the wrong disciplines) 
and with some winegrowing exposure down south
California. Pioneers Dick Erath, Dave Lett, and the 
boys had a contagious infection called "pathological 
optimism" that resulted in the state having the second 
most wineries in the USA by 1996. 


THE BOYS: Here's a look at some of these dedicated 
leaders ... 


• DICK ERATH. Dick took some of his Willamette 
Valley wine to a meeting in France to compare notes 
with some of their winegrowers-who acted very 
reserved and stand-offish. Dick had been getting fine 
advice in Oregon from the legendary Andre Tchelist
cheff-so, somewhat mischievously, Dick began hand
ing out Andre's business cards. "When they saw the 
name they smiled and threw their arms around me. 
They couldn't have been nicer after that." 


• RICHARD SOMMER (U.C. Davis: Agriculture, not 
Enology). Richard's pre-Erath winery was located 
south of the Willamette Valley, in Roseburg. It was he 
who originated the phrase "the boys up north" as the 
newcomers did not join him but instead planted near 
the Willamette River. Richard himself had picked 
quite a spot for growing grapes. One peer mused: 
"Imagine Sommer starting in Roseburg-a rough 
logging town where a carload of drunks might drive 
up the road to your winery at three in the morning." 


• DAVID LETT (degrees in Philosophy and pre-Med). 
"He was hit by a cosmic brick," is the way Lett's son 
explains his dad's optimism. However, David, a very 
serious fellow, admits "I suffer fools badly ... [but we] 


curmudgeons have a way of getting things done" -
particularly at his highly-praised Eyrie Vineyards. 


• BILL FULLER (degrees in Math, Chemistry, Physics). 
A native Californian, he recalls "I brought in some 
grapes from Washington State and Dave Lett raised 
all kinds of hell." 


• RICHARD PONZI (degree in Mechanical Engineering). 
Prior to establishing the Willamette Valley vineyard 
closest to Portland, Richard's main claim to fame was 
designing the "world's largest merry-go-round for 
Disneyland ... 100 horses." During Richard's early 
family days in Detroit, he remembers his father 
making wine from grapes that arrived by train from 
California. In an understatement, he says when he 
planted his first vines in 1970, "I was no farmer." 


A PERSONAL ASIDE: I have to add my own Oregon 
connection. My mother was the first woman to 
graduate from Willamette University with a degree in 
Chemistry. (We teased her that she passed only by 
marrying her Chemistry professor, my dad.) Mother 
also had a rare experience of gastronomic interest. 
Many regard James Beard as the "American apostle of 
cookery." My wife took cooking lessons from him for 
eight years in his Manhattan townhouse; we even had 
him for dinner once in our home. And of all things, we 
discovered there was a tie between his mother and 
mine. In his Delights and Prejudices, Beard wrote 
that his mother, who ran a hotel-restaurant in Port
land, had an uncanny ability to serve dishes with a 
revolutionary international flavor. He added, "She was 
ahead of her time socially as well. Instead of being 
subordinate, Elizabeth Beard swept through a room or 
down the street with an air of determination and 
authority." My mother wrote in 1915: "When I was a 
sophomore at Willamette University, Mrs. Beard 
attended our all-city reception. Much to my surprise 
she requested that one of my friends and I come to a 
tea she was giving. We even received a framed 
invitation through the mail. So, we put on our best 
party dresses, and walked over ... two curious and 
scared girls. I remember it was a musical; all of 
Salem's society was there. We drank our tea and were 
both relieved to get back to the dorm in time for 
dinner." 


The Bottles: My tasters have agreed with the critics 
that Oregon's best are Pinot Gris and Pinot Noir. The 
best values ofboth varietals we've found recently were 
made by Oak Knoll, Duck Pond, and King Estate. 


[ Congratulations to our indefatigable wine educator and award
winning columnist, Fred McMillin , on his 15 years of dedicated 
"Books & Bottles" contributions to our W-TQ! With grateful 
appreciation. - Your Editor] 







INTHE 
WINE 
LIBRARY 
by Bob Foster 


"you have to read this book" 


The Emperor of Wine: The Rise of Robert M. 
Parker, Jr. and the Reign of American Taste by 
Elin McCoy. New York: HarperCollins, 2005. 342 pp. 
Cloth. $25.95. 


W
hether you're a devotee of wine critic Robert 
Parker or someone who finds his reviews 
seriously out of line and his influence on the 


wine world to be more negative than positive, you have 
to read this book. Elin McCoy has put together a 
fascinating biography of the most influential wine 
critic in the world. 


But just calling Parker the most influential wine 
critic understates his influence. As McCoy notes, he 
truly is the most influential critic in the world today. 
If a movie comes out and gets two thumbs-down from 
Ebert and Roeper, it may none the less become a box 
office smash. Their impact, indeed the impact of most 
critics, is merely local or national. But Parker's 
influence is worldwide . A score in the low 80s or the 
70s will doom a wine's sales, worldwide, and may 
mean financial ruin for the producer. 


In the interests of full disclosure, I need to note 
that during the few years that Parker was the resident 
wine critic on the Prodigy Wine Boards, the two ofus 
spent many months arguing and debating a myriad of 
topics. I think it's fair to say we will never be on each 
other's Christmas card lists. (In fact I was interviewed 
by the author for this book and a small portion of that 
material is in the book on p.154.) From these long 
arguments, I came to believe that Parker has the 
inability to say, "We will have to disagree." What he 
ends up saying amounts to "We disagree and you're 
wrong because you are just one of those California 
palates that adore squeaky clean wine." In my experi
ence he couldn't simply accept disagreement. As 
McCoy notes, he is "quick to attribute dubious motives 
to those who don't agree with him and sometimes 
vindictive if you cross him." 


One of the major complaints by Parker critics is 
that the desire to attain high scores has caused 
winemakers around the world to alter their styles to 
make the big, over extracted, soft acid wines that seem 
to receive amazingly high scores. Although Parker has 
often expressed scepticism at the existence of this 
trend, McCoy does a good job of documenting it. 


What's in the book is top notch, but I think McCoy 
omits some critical issues. Again and again she shows 
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Parker tasting wines unblind, often in the presence of 
the winemaker, the owner and perhaps the sales 
director. McCoy accompanied Parker on a California 
trip and documents unblind tasting after unblind 
tasting under such circumstances . The validity of such 
unblind tastings is not discussed by McCoy. On 
Prodigy, when challenged on this point, Parker 
reasoned that he had trained himself not to be affected 
by such factors. He stated he could judge a wine blind 
as well as unblind. He claimed that he had trained 
himself to filter out any biasing factors. I think that 
such a claim is unsupported by any empirical data and 
is highly questionable. I've been a professional wine 
judge for over 20 years and have yet to meet anyone 
else who makes such a bold claim. It would have been 
interesting had McCoy explored this topic. 


Similarly, Parker has a higher tolerance than many 
for odd or off odors such as brettanomyces. I once 
asked him to name a single California wine he had 
tasted that he rejected because it had too much brett. 
He finally admitted he could not name one. His 
penchant and/or tolerance for these smells would have 
made an intriguing discussion. 


In any event, reading how Parker became such an 
influential critic and seeing so much of his personality 
is fascinating. McCoy goes to great efforts to describe 
the entire field of wine criticism, including the 
emergence of the Wine Spectator and the disappear
ance of Robert Finigan's newsletter, as she tells 
Parker's story. She properly gives Parker credit for 
causing an upsurge of interest in numerous previously 
unknown wines from obscure regions. The work is 
highly readable and a must for all wine lovers. Highly 
recommended. 


[For more of Bob's wine book reviews, see the California Grapevine, 
published six times a year by Nicholas Ponomareff. Subscription 
information: (858) 457.4818, or write to P. 0. Box 22152, San Diego, 
CA 92192. The above review appeared in the August-September 
2005 issue-our sincere thanks for their always generous permis
sion to reprint. - Ed .] 
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A BRIEF NOTE ON 


CERTAIN RARE WINE BOOKS 
by 


Erik Skovenborg 


[Retired Danish physician Erik Skovenborg is a vintage Tendril 
with a long-time interest and knowledge of the literature of wine 
& health . He also enjoys his collecting passion for bookplat es with 
a wine motif (see his article in W-T , Vol. 7 #2 .). - Ed.] 


hat makes a book rare? 
According to Collins Co
build English Language 
Dictionary, a rare book 
is not common, and is 
therefore interesting 
and valuable. Or, to be 
even more bookishly 
precise, we quote from 
Bookman's Glossary (5th 


ed, 1975). "Degrees of rarity are ... UNIQUE: an item 
when no other copy is known or recorded. 
EXTREMELY RARE: Examples turn up in a specialist's 
hands but once in a lifetime. RARE: Examples turn 
up in a specialist's hands but once in a decade. 
SCARCE: Examples turn up in a specialist's hands 
but once in a year." 


Dissertatio Inauguralis Medica de Vinis 


S
o, in every sense of the word the 1767 dis
sertation on wine and health, Dissertatio In
auguralis Medica de Vinis by Johann Michael 


Schosulan (Vienna: Joann. Thom. Trattnern, 1767) 
is a rare book. The title page is adorned by a 
woodcut of a female figure seated in a printer's 
office, the motto "Labore et Favore" beneath. The 
small book (13 x 20 cm, 56 pages), decorated with 
ornate head and tail pieces, is bound in con
temporary wraps: a French map of Spitzbergen 
Islands?! The work is unknown to most compilers. 
The only copy located in the National Union Catalog 
is the one at the U.S. National Library of Medicine. 


The author practiced medicine in Vienna and 
wrote his doctoral thesis in Latin-the universal 
medical language then , as English is now . General 
observations on the nature of wine fill up the first 
15 pages of his Dissertatio. Right from the beginning 
(§II, p.2), Dr. Schosulan declares himself strongly in 
favour of wine: "We Germans, and most people all 
over the world, put wine to good use, and that is 
only what is due to this fluid; next to water wine is 
the beverage best suited to our nature; wine even 
has the advantage over water that it not only 
refreshes and quenches our thirst, it also gives 
nourishment and strength to the body, if taken in a 
suitable dose ... " 


Later on Schosulan reveals a surprisingly de
tailed knowledge of the many problems of wine
making. In §VII (p.4) he offers several suggestions 
about what to do with a watery, thin wine . Pre
vention is better than cure, Schosulan writes, so let 
the grapes mature in the sun for a longer period 
with the risk, though, of having the harvest ruined 
by rain or hail. In §VIII (p.5 ) he recommends suss
reserue, the use of concentrated grape juice, as a 
promising method to increase the alcohol level of a 
thin wine. In the next chapter, §IX (p.5), he dis
cusses the pros and cons of adding "spiritus vini" to 
the wine. There is no mention of reverse osmosis, of 
course, but the method of freeze concentration (in 
any given solution, the water content will freeze 
first, leaving alcohol and the other constituents in a 
concentrated form) is suggested in §X (p.6). "Hie 
modus casu inventus suit," Schosulan admits-this 
method was invented by pure chance. 


Schosulan devotes §§XXVIII-LV (pp.15-33 ) to a des
cription of the wines of Hungary, especially 
Tockajense--the "partus superioris Hungariae" 
wine; of Italy; France--"De Vinis Galliae" gives 
credit to famous wine districts like Champagne, 
Burgundica, vin de Grave, vin d'Ermitage, but vin 
de Paris is no less celebrated; Spain; Germany 
-Schosulan draws attention to "Vinum Rhenan
um," Rhine wine, as the kind of light, dry wine 
recommended by Hippocrates in acute illness; and 
of Austria. 


Wine is an inestimable remedy, Schosulan pro
claims: in his section on the medical virtues of wine 
(§§LVI-LXXX, pp.34-47 ), he refers to renowned medical 
writers from antiquity like Hippocrates, Galen, 
Dioscorides and Avicenna . Schosulan then moves on 
to Paracelsus and Sydenham. He quotes Syden
ham's view on wine in the case of podagra: "the gout 
generally attacks those aged persons who have spent 
the most part of their lives in ease, voluptuousness, 
high living, and too free abuse of wine and other 
spirituous liquors." Schosulan reviews the medical 
virtues of wine in the treatment of many diseases; in 
some cases wine diluted with water as recommended 
by Hippocrates. 


The last chapters (§§LXXXI-XCVI pp.47-56 ) describe 
the medical virtues of specific wines. Hungarian 
wines are praised as "cardiaca roborans & 
nutriens"-nourishing the heart; Vinum Lacryma 
Christi is a good diuretic; le vin de Champagne 
"stomacho gratum est"-it does the stomach good; 
German wines are second to none when it comes to 
"calculosis & podagricis"-stones and gout. At the 
end of the dissertation Schosulan warns the reader 
of several dangers of adulterated wines. He des
cribes for instance the dangerous practice of "vina 
acida lithargyrio dulcificantur - to sweeten the wine 







with lead compounds like litharge---a method that 
will transform wine from a boon into a bane, 
"morbos inducunt," inducing disease. 


En Drabe af USA & Et Nip af USA 


T
he next two books have much in common with 
Schosulan's dissertation. The author is a 
physician (and author of these lines). The 


books are small (20 x 20 cm), the number of pages 
is 24. The subjects of the books are wine and spirits, 
respectively. There is even a medical link: the books 
were published by the Danish division of Pfizer NS, 
a large American medical company. The two books 
cannot be called uncommon, though. The number 
printed of En Drabe af USA... (A Drop of the 
U.S.A. ... ), published in 1995, was 11.300; 10.300 
copies were printed of Et Nip af USA. .. (A Sip of the 
U.S.A. ... ), published the following year. The two 
books were favourably commented on as interesting; 
they are pretty and attractive, but their market 
value is probably not high. The price of the books is 
hard to estimate, actually, as they were never 
offered for sale. Every single book was given away to 
Danish physicians as a Christmas present from 
Pfizer. Precisely that fact makes the books 
"rare"-they are not on the commercial market and 
thus hard to get. 


En Drabe af USA ... sets out with the history of 
"Vinland" the North American wine country, so 
named b; the Viking Leif Erikson around 980 AD. 
After a fine start with Thomas Jefferson's view on 
alcohol policy: "No nation is drunken where wine is 
cheap, and none sober where the dearness of wine 
substitutes ardent spirits as the common beverage," 
and his view on enjoyment of wine in moderation: "I 
have lived temperately .. .! double the doctor's 
recommendation of a glass and a half of wine a day 
and even treble it with a friend" - then Whisky Joe 
and his friends enter the scene: 


He had some faults 
And many merits, 
He died of drinking 
Home brewed spirits. 


Drunkenness and abuse led to the experiment of 
Prohibition with total devastation of the American 
wine industry as the intended side effect. Now, 
fortunately, American wine is back in good shape. 
After a chapter on the grape varieties most often 
grown in the American viticultural areas, the b~ok 
makes a journey through the best known wme 
districts from Napa (CA) to North Fork-Long Island 
(NY). Ample space is devoted to suggestions for 
matching American wine with food. No wine-loving 
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physician can resist the temptation of adding a 
chapter underlining the health benefits of wine 
enjoyed in moderation and-to be on the safe side-
a chapter on "The Wrath of Grapes" (hangovers). 


A Drop is illustrated with humourous drawings in 
colour by a Danish artist, Ulla de Frey. So is Et Nip, 
the story of the truly American drink-the cocktail. 
Since Prohibition-gin wasn't of the best quality, new 
cocktails were invented to mask the crude taste. 
First a chapter on the perfect Dry Martini and 
discussions on how to make the Martini perfect. In 
the sixties Tom Lehrer sang: "Hearts full of youth, 
hearts full of truth, six parts gin to one part 
vermouth." The book's following chapters have a 
common pattern: a description of a well-known 
spirit, plus recipes of the popular cocktails using 
it-Gin and tonic, the Scottish miracle, Whiskey 
with an e, Black Russian & Bloody Mary, Rum with 
or without coke, Mexican Margarita, Cognac-the 
king of spirits-and finally Irish and other coffees. 
Even if you can't disagree with Mark Twain's 
remark: "Water, taken in moderation, never hurt 
anybody," nevertheless A Sip of the U.S.A ... is more 
in debt of the deep insight in the following quote by 
George Bernard Shaw: "Alcohol is the anaesthesia 
by which we endure the operation of life." Cheers! 
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Vinaceous Correspondents: 
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles 


The Third Article in a Series I Fifth Section 
by Barbara Marinacci 


[This installment is part of an article in a continuing series about Martin Ray that began in WTQ's April 2003issu e 
(Vol. 13, No. 2). MR was the first vintner to produce and promote pure varietal wines in the period following Repeal, 
when he owned Paul Masson, and he continued to do so later at his own much small er winery. The lengthy article 
portrays the close relationship between this perfectionistic winemaker and wine qualit y-advocating Maynard A. 
Amerine, enology professor at UC Davis. This segment is based mainly on their commun ications between 1952 and 
1954, which also include letters from Eleanor Ray, MR 's second wife, who had become his alternative "voice" and alter 
ego. During the latter year, Amerine was in Europe. The author thanks John L. Skarstad and Axel Borg of UC Davis 's 
Shields Library for their research assistance in this project. Above all, she is grateful to editor Gail Unzelman for her 
dedicated work and patient indulgence in publishing this long-running series. Barbara Marinacci, who is Martin Ray' s 
stepdaughter, depicts him primarily through documents but she also expresses facts and insights based on her and 
other people's direct observations and experiences over the years .] 


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE (1937-1976) 


artin Ray's abysmal emotional 
· state during his wife Elsie's 


terminal illness and after her 
death in the summer of 1951 had 
been miraculously soothed, if not 
entirely cured, when his renewed 
friendship with Eleanor Williams 
Kamb led quickly to their wed
ding in the middle of September. 


~~~~~ MR's second marriage, under
taken so soon after Elsie's demise, shocked her 
relatives, and the residents of the town of Saratoga 
also acted disapprovingly when they learned ofit. His 
good friend Maynard Amerine, though, must have felt 
greatly relieved that Martin-as he always called him, 
not using the nickname Rusty-had suddenly and 
obviously taken out a new lease on life. Amerine and 
Eleanor got along well from the start . 


MR's occasional disorientation was alleviated by 
the newlyweds' recognition that for the rest of their 
life together Elsie would always be an unseen 
presence . Given Rusty's commanding and demanding 
nature, Eleanor, of course, made most of the 
adjustments and compromises, despite MR's denial of 
any need for this in his letter to Will. In the past, as a 
spirited and independent-minded longtime divorcee, 
she had often worn slacks-which became movie-star 
fashionable by the 1940s. ER now deep-sixed them, for 
her new husband had said that only he , both literally 
and symbolically, would wear the pants in their 
coupling. So the new "Madame Pinot," the queen of 
Rusty's wine mountain, wore skirts except when 
joining him in tasks such as winter vine pruning and 
the bottling or labeling of wines down in the cellar . 


MR's mental condition at first seemed so fragile 
that ER avoided upsetting him by challenging out
rageous statements he made , as about politics or 
people, or by telling him he'd already drunk enough 
wine (as Elsie would have done ). He had explained 
how nerve damage from the "nervous breakdown" (far 
more likely a stroke ) that he had suffered 20 years 
earlier made verbal discord intolerable . She saw how 
any argumentation, let alone defiance, from her or any 
of her children might incite an ~motional meltdown or 
rage. She grew adept at either ignoring his extreme 
opinionating or else assuming his point of view 
herself. MR insisted that they present a "united front" 
in all matters, including his strenuous efforts to 
reshape aspects of her three nearly grown, semi
fatherless children-two sons and a daughter. 


MR wrote to his soldier-nephew Willis Ray to tell 
him of the marriage and his sudden turnaround in 
mood. 


It was not as easy as that, of course. But you know your 
Uncle Mart! Time always seemed to me something to be 
made the most of. There was no reason to let it drag 
along when there was life to be lived. 


But he also indicated that the rapid change in wives, 
without undergoing a lengthy mourning period, had 
caused inevitable confusions: 


I had a lot of mental disturbance-nightmares of making 
love to a composite woman, and stuff like that . It took a 
little time to overcome that. But Eleanor loved Elsie like 
I did and she understood and we never deceived each 
other. Now we live beautifully together just as though we 
had always been married. There have been no adjust
ments, no compromises, to make. It seems to me we have 
been together always. [10/18/51] 


Never having had offspring of his own, like many 
childless persons MR knew exactly how to conduct 
childrearing and repair past inadequacies. He took 
seriously this new if belated role of paterfamilias-







correcting manners, givmg career advice, and 
manipulating these fledglings' personal lives. Above 
all, he was keen on introducing his charges, along with 
their mother, to the joys of the winegrowing life. He 
was thrilled when ER's twin sons, Peter and Barclay, 
who had asked to be legally adopted by him, took Ray 
as their new surname after they turned 21 in 
December of 1952. Moreover, to his great satisfaction, 
on their revised birth certificates he was even named 
as their biological father-supplanting his long
estranged friend and business partner, Walter Kamb. 
Having these previously unexpected heirs now 
inspired MR to think about establishing both a wine 
domain and a winegrowing dynasty. 


Full-time Winegrower Once Again 


B
y early 1952 MR had bought back the mountain 
property in Saratoga that he had sold to the 
Kews during Elsie's terminal illness; he also 


took over their shares in the Martin Ray, Inc. wine 
business. The newlyweds moved from the rented 
house in Saratoga to the rustic redwood cabin that 
MR had built while developing his new mountaintop 
vineyard. They now lived 2,000 feet above the wide 
and fertile Santa Clara Valley . Stretching out 
dramatically far below them, it was still mostly filled 
with farmlands - highly productive orchards and 
fields with a few towns scattered about and some tall 
buildings far to the east marking the location of the 
city of San Jose. 


In the first months of their marriage, the re
energized MR busied himself with vineyard care and 
tending his wines, kept in a small cellar built below 
the little redwood house and in a garage converted 
into a small winery building during the three years 
when Kenneth Kew's parents had been in a 
partnership arrangement with Martin ~y. They had 
expected their son to learn all about vmeyard and 
winemaking from MR, who now did all the hands-on 
work of a true winegrower-as he'd finally done in his 
last two years at Masson, after the winery fire. He had 
tried to teach and inspire his phlegmatic protege by 
his example. But it was all in vain, he had finally 
realized, and then Elsie's illness and death had driven 
him into despair. Thus Eleanor's entry into his life, 
bringing two hardy and enthusiastic sons, seemed 
miraculous, and his earlier discouragement and 
cynicism departed. . . 


MR had once hoped that his nephew W1lhs, who 
had sometimes done work at Masson and later helped 
with planting the new vineyard and building the cabin 
on the mountain, would join him. But Will had gone 
off and rejoined the Army. MR had sometimes sent 
him reports, such as this vignette of springtime work 
in the vineyard. 


Just finished the first plowing, three times each way. 
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Also just finished sulphuring the first time. The vines 
look beautiful now. The 7:00 o'clock train still puffs 
along in the valley below about the time you are getting 
fully corked from pumping up and down the rows while 
pumping away with the sulphuring machine. We started 
out just after 4 o'clock in the morning. [5/11/50] 
To reestablish an active presence in wine sales 


several years after selling Masson, MR had begun 
selling wines whose labels, with a red-and-black 
circular logo with a fancy "MR" at the center, now 
proclaimed his own name-and his location: Saratoga, 
California. As he had written to Will in 1950, when 
still in business with the Kews: 


There is enclosed a new price list, which will tell the 
story pretty well. The Pinot Noir Champagne 1942, the 
Pinot Noir (still wine) 1941, are wines we kept when we 
sold the old property [Masson] and we have only very 
limited quantities. But they serve as window dressing, so 
to speak, and it is intended that each year we will now 
make 100 cases of Pinot Noir Champagne. And the 1945, 
194 7, 1948, 1949, etc. vintages of Cabernet Sauvignon or 
Pinot Noir will ultimately sell at $72.00 per case when 
they are as old as the 1941's and 1942's are now. In the 
mean time, we are starting out the sale of the 1945's at 
$35.00 per case with the idea of raising this figure as 
years pass and the wine is older. 
In 1952, when MR regained his property and 


business as sole owner, many of the wines he had 
made in limited quantities in earlier years were still 
cellared and either in cask or bottled and waiting to be 
sold. They mostly had come from grapes grown 
elsewhere, in small vineyards down in the valley, 
while MR's own mountain-grown vines were matur
ing, with Pinot Noir put in first, then Cabernet 
Sauvignon. He had also selected various Cabernets
previously made locally by Mario Gemello-for ~is 
non-vintage Martin Ray La Montana Woodside 
Cabernet. Earlier, he undoubtedly had asked Amerine 
to taste the wines he was selling or preparing to sell, 
or else considering buyi~g from another winemaker. 


Now, additionally, MR had in cask the Pinot Noir 
cuvee 1951 that Maynard, with 20-year-old son Peter, 
had vintaged from the first major crop picked from his 
young vines-while the Rays honeymooned. When 
they returned and said they might go off to South 
America for a few months, Maynard even offered to 
drive down from Davis during their absence to tend 
the wines. 


Soon, though, MR launched a new project that 
would keep them close to home: designing and 
building a new house at the very top of his mountain, 
about a hundred feet up the slope from the north
facing cabin, whose one big room couldn't comfortably 
contain his new family of five when all assembled 
during holidays and vacations. He intended the job to 
be finished before the holiday season of 1952, not long 
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after the duo's first wedding anniversary. In the 
summertime hiatus from their colleges, Eleanor's two 
sons joined in the construction work. 


The new house and its surroundings would offer a 
360° view of the valley and Diablo Range to the east, 
the south end of San Francisco Bay, and the tall and 
cool green curve of the Santa Cruz Mountains as they 
stretched from the hills above Los Gatos area in the 
south to run in a northwesterly way up the San 
Francisco peninsula to Montebello and then Woodside, 
where Emmett Rixford had produced his marvelous 
clarets in pre-Prohibition times. (Not only had MR 
been obtaining Cabernet Sauvignon grapes from the 
old vineyard there, but also budwood for starting his 
own ultimately extensive planting.) 


This was the special, historic winegrowing region 
that Eleanor one day, consulting her French diction
ary, would dub the Chatne d'Or. She attributed this 
now-enduring term's origin to that legendary French
man, Paul Masson, who had declared, as did his 
successor, Martin Ray, that in these very foothills and 
mountains-this now nicely named "chain of gold"
the greatest California wines would eventually be 
grown and vintaged. The basis for this prediction had 
come from past triumphs: not just MR's at Paul 
Masson, of course, but also those of more distant 
predecessors. 


But what could MR call his own particular 
mountain? Eleanor, always with an eye to publicity, 
felt that it had to have a imposing title. Table 
Mountain, its official name-shared with the Masson 
side across a shallow and narrow canyon-simply 
wouldn't do. She decided that it should be Mount 
Eden, since the name hadn't been appropriated yet by 
any other mountain ascending from the westernmost 
valley-based thoroughfare known as Mt. Eden Road 
(called so from the long-defunct Mt. Eden Orchard 
and Vineyard Co., which had adjoined the road). 


MR's new life partnership with Eleanor had 
decidedly reactivated his "holy fire," his zealous 
crusading on behalf of wine quality, which lately had 
been hibernating. He now felt an even greater impetus 
than before to transform the tastes and buying habits 
of wine consumers, to persuade wine retailers to 
upgrade both wine offerings and selling tactics, and to 
browbeat or shame the more enlightened vineyard 
owners and wineries into altering their winegrowing 
and wine marketing standards. But before he could do 
that, other pursuits claimed most of his time and 
attention. He also had to produce more wine. 


Eleanor's Introduction to Wines and Wine 
History 


F
rom the very start of their reconnection, MR was 
eager for Eleanor to understand and then join in 
his grand mission: making world-class wines 


that would prove California's great potential in 
winegrowing. He talked eloquently about the long 
history of wines made from grapes, dating back to 
ancient times, and later to be perfected in France and 
Germany. He told of the ravages of phylloxera in the 
vineyards of Europe, then California, in the late 19th 
century, which meant that vinifera vines now should 
be grafted onto resistant rootstock. He described the 
incalculable damage done by Prohibition to both the 
wine industry and wine drinkers' palates, then 
fervidly decried the abominations committed by post
Repeal and current wineries in California-the state 
that grew by far the most grapes and produced the 
most wine in the nation. Their blending and 
mislabeling tactics were to him near-criminal actions, 
as they inevitably destroyed the high reputation that 
the state's best wines held before the 13-year Great 
Wine Drought. 


When Maynard Amerine came up the mountain on 
one of his frequent visits, or when the Rays visited 
him in Davis, Eleanor joined the two men in sampling 
both European and domestic wines. Among the latter 
the two men judged few acceptable, let alone 
pleasurable to drink, and they would try to determine 
which grape varieties had been merged to make these 
claimed but phony varietals. (MR had an aversion to 
lush, intensely colored and flavored grapes useful in 
blending-notably Zinfandel, which often dominated 
blends; he never would find merit in it and considered 
it an unpedigreed upstart, far indeed from a "fine" 
varietal wine.) 


Maynard talked about prominent trends and 
personalities in the industry and shared with the Rays 
various insights and gossip-tinged revelations about 
wineries-their owners, winemakers, and wines. And 
ER listened intently as MA discussed his strategies for 
improving winegrowing-mainly by trying (as he had 
for years) to persuade the better wineries, as well as 
growers who supplied them with winegrapes, to plant 
more fine varieties so that eventually they could stop 
blending out wines that should rightly be made into 
pure varietals. As it was, the premium-rated 
commercial wines often slid in just above the 51 
percent of the named varietal content as required by 
law-which even then wasn't assured, since no 
inspection system was in place to impose penalties on 
violators. 


Eleanor appreciated the warm friendship between 
her winemaker husband and this enology professor, 
centered as it was upon their deep devotion to 
improving the quality and reputation of California's 
premium wines. In their joint campaign, each man 
would be fighting in his own arena and manner, and 
she entered this alliance, recognizing how she might 
best use her intelligence and skills: through writing. 


ER had literary leanings (she'd been an English 







major at University of Washington, where she and 
Rusty had originally met), and years of experience in 
fashion-oriented publicity, sales promotion, and adver
tising. Moreover, she was now a published author and 
hoped to continue writing - and publishing. About a 
year before marrying MR, a venerable New York 
publishing firm had released We Kept Mother Single, 
her humorous account (making herself a third-person 
character in it), set during the Depression and WWII 
years, that celebrated the challenges and joys of 
single-parenting. But no longer single and with her 
children leaving the nest, she was primed for a new 
project. It clearly had to be involved in some way with 
the subject of wine-and winegrowing. 


Her new life orientation, coming when she was 4 7, 
meant learning as much as she could, and quickly. 
Besides listening to Rusty and Maynard, she began 
reading a number of the wine books lying around the 
house. A few, such as Mary Frost Mabon's ABC of 
American Wines (1942), had bookmarks in places 
where her vintner husband was mentioned. (ER heard 
from Rusty about how Frank Schoonmaker had 
removed an entire chapter about his extraordinary 
tenure at the winery in his and Tom Marvel's book, 
American Wines, before it was published in 1941 
because MR had refused to finalize their partnership 
in owning and running Paul Masson when FS failed to 
come up with the agreed-upon cash.) A half-dozen 
years later came Robert Lawrence Balzer's Cali
fornia's Best Wines, which had come out in 1948. His 
book was ahead of the flock of publications in the 
postwar period that began introducing the state's 
wines and better wineries, and sometimes their 
vintners too, encouraging people to buy, drink, and 
even visit the wine sources themselves. 


Balzer, as a young, aspiring wine writer (later to 
become a wine columnist for the Los Angeles Times), 
had first met MR while he was still proprietor of Paul 
Masson, probably in 1940. There he saw and heard 
ample evidence ofMR's utter and unquestioning faith 
in the winegrape-growing potential of his section of 
the Santa Cruz Mountains region, as well as of his 
commitment to classic winemaking methods that 
would produce pure, and "fine" -rated, varietal wines . 


"There's the winery. It looks like a chapel," had been 
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Balzer's first comment upon arrival. 
Martin Ray was standing outside waiting for us. I had 
known from correspondence that he was an idealistic 
zealot where wines were concerned. He was more than 
convinced that this was the only spot in California where 
truly fine wines could exist. It was a legend he had 
learned as a child and now fully believed. In the next few 
hours he did not explain how this might be accomplished, 
but that it existed as a fact. As we walked through the 
still, dark, fragrant cellars past great oval puncheons and 
carved oak barrels, he spoke ardently of his accomplish
ments since the day in 1936 when he acquired the winery 
from Paul Masson. 
"No matter whether it's winemaking, wine-buying, or 
wine-selling, it's wine we're concerned with. It must be 
what it is represented to be if we're going to earn the 
trust and faith of those who look to us for that 
confidence. There are a number of wineries directing 
their efforts toward fine winemaking and they deserve 
the greatest credit, but none of them, so far as I know, 
goes the whole way to make really great wines." 
By the "whole way" he meant, beyond vineyard location 
and grape varieties, selecting perfect grapes right down 
to individual berries for pressing, as is done in Germany, 
following through with guarded fermentation, constant 
tasting while the wine is aging as it's racked, clarified, 
bottled, and binned. He had offered his first vintages to 
the late Julian Street for appraisal. That genial expert 
pronounced their color "superb," the bouquet "beauti
ful," and over all, the wine "big, full, ... remarkably fine." 
After tasting I found myself nodding enthusiastic agree
ment . Ray's personality was compelling, his sincerity 
genuine. He wished to prove that he could produce, in 
addition to champagne, still wines as fine as any from 
France of Germany. The Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinot 
Nair we tasted gave promise that he might well achieve 
his goal in a few years. But he was never to know this 
satisfaction. A disastrous fire broke out in July of 1941. 
The wines he had made to capture the acclaim of the 
world trickled down in a red flood over the molten glass 
and charred oak. His loss was estimated to be more than 
$100,000 . 
And then, quite erroneously, Balzer had reported in 


his book that MR had sold "the charred remains of the 
stone winery" to the Seagram distillery corporation. 
In fact, MR had rebuilt the winery as well as the 
Masson business, and didn't sell for almost two years, 
in 1943. The next statements, though, were well on 
target. 


[He] betook himself to an even higher hill. He would 
start again, this time from the beginning, just as Paul 
Masson had done. I have been told he intends to carry on 
his zealous effort for magnificent wines. If so he will 
succeed. His wines will be expensive beyond any in the 
country but he won't mind, nor will the most ardent 
wine lovers. [pp 134-35] 
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Balzer had been in the vanguard of wine writers 
and wine devotees who became acquainted with 
Martin Ray, impressed with his energetic evangelism 
over varietal purity and honest labeling, which 
became his battle cry during the late 1930s and early 
'40s, to remain with him forevermore. His aim to 
achieve wine perfection in his own wines, as MR 
amply expressed in many long letters to Julian Street, 
would show the promise of California in winemaking 
and by their very existence push the state's better 
wineries to compete with his Masson wines. From the 
start, this crusade meant that he concerned himself 
not only with his own winemaking but also with 
trying to impose quality principles upon other 
vintners and wine merchants, while impressing 
consumers with his own adherence to them. And now 
his new winery would bear his name. 


Taking up the Quality Theme 


E
arly in 1952 Eleanor told Rusty and then 
Maynard that she was going to write a novel 
that would personalize 'and dramatize the 


current situation in California's wine industry. 
Immersing herself in serious reading, she began 
taking notes on articles and books about wine, some of 
them supplied to her by Amerine. For instance, 
knowing that it would interest both Rays, Amerine 
mailed ER an announcement, sent out several years 
earlier, of "an important meeting of the members of 
the Dessert Wine Subcommittee" of the Wine 
Institute's Wine Quality Standards Committee, 
scheduled to take place on July 20, 1950. With it he 
sent a carbon copy of the letter that he had written to 
Harry Bacigalupi, president of California Grape 
Products Co., with the expectation that he would read 
it at the meeting. A major matter on the agenda 
involved debating whether Muscatel should now be 
classified as a non-varietal wine. If agreed upon, no 
longer would the producers of that hitherto varietal 
wine need to use at least 51 % of Muscat grapes in 
their vintages. 


MA's letter expressed his extreme irritation over 
this plan, concocted for the convenience of the wine 
industry. He recognized that if this outrage were 
permitted, it could later be applied to other varietal 
wines made from specific grape varieties , consequently 
downgrading them. Since ER wanted to have her own 
copy of his letter, and since photocopiers wouldn't be 
available for two more decades, she retyped all ofit, to 
keep in her growing files on wine-connected subjects. 
(It's noteworthy that Amerine, in an interview in 1969 
with Ruth Teiser for the Bancroft Library oral 
histories about the California wine industry, cited this 
very letter of his as a forceful early statement 
protective of grape varieties and the varietal wines 
made from them. ) 


As you know I have been away the past two months so it 
was somewhat of a shock to have your letter regarding a 
rehearing of the absurd proposal that "muscatel is not a 
varietal wine." I regret that prior commitments made it 
impossible to attend the committee meeting tomorrow, 
your announcement having only arrived yesterday. 
Shortly before his death the English novelist, George 
Orwell, wrote a short satire on the modern world entitled 
"Nineteen Eighty-four ." In this novel Orwell imagines a 
world ruled by a communistic dictatorship under the 
slogans "War is peace," "Freedom is slavery," and 
"Ignorance is strength." It is a world in which truth is 
what the state says it is; history is rewritten to fit and 2 
+ 2 = 5. Remembering this dreadful prediction I wonder 
if someone has not speeded up the process a bit. 
To be brief: there is no historical or factual basis for the 
statement that muscatel is not a varietal wine. 
Amerine then quoted from six different respected 


sources: a word dictionary, a wine guide, a French 
viticultural and enological dictionary, a winemaking 
handbook by UC Berkeley's eminent enologist William 
Cruess, and the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Lastly, he 
quoted from a 1941 article written by himself and 
Maynard Joslyn: 


"Muscatel is a fortified wine possessing a distinct muscat 
flavor .... Only muscat grapes should be used to insure 
that all California muscatels will have the desirable 
characteristic varietal flavor. The present minimum 
requirement of 51 per cent muscat grapes is not high 
enough to yield muscatel with the desired flavor. (Calif. 
Agr. Experiment Station Bulletin #651 )" 
Amerine, as Associate Professor of Enology at UC 


Davis, showed that he wasn't reluctant to take verbal 
jabs at a collection of winery owners and grape 
growers who were trying to rewrite wine and 
viticulture textbooks. 


In my opinion ... the more serious part of this discussion 
is not on the proposal that "muscatel is not a varietal 
wine." That is a patent absurdity and as fallacious as it 
is dangerous. The serious thing is that anyone in the 
industry could entertain such a ludicrous thought . In Mr. 
Orwell's book the Ministry of Light rewrites history to 
suit the convenience of the communistic state . The same 
type of reasoning is indicated by people who propose 
legislating varietal names into generic names to satisfy 
local economic needs. If there are not enough muscats in 
California to make the required amounts of muscatel 
wine then plant some, but do not attempt to call "black" 
"white" and thus make a mockery of right. 
I fully agree with Professor Cruess and Joslyn and my 
own statements. The problem is not how to make 
muscatel with less muscat grapes but with more. 
[6/19/50] 
Maynard 's note to ER closed with this self-satisfied 


comment: "I was told that after my letter was read the 
discussion ended ." 







Eleanor was also attentive to the conviction shared 
by Rusty and Maynard that in recent times the quality 
of people's manners generally - the social niceties
had badly declined, along with true connoisseurship. 
Here was MR's complaint to Amerine after he had 
shipped two cases of his wine off to New York by air 
freight for their appearance at a gourmet dinner given 
by the Lucullus Circle-which, after studying the 
event's menu, he judged to be an organization 
catering to wealthy but uncouth gluttons. 


How any one can drink some 17 wines is more than I can 
understand. Nor can I accept the serving of a Pinot N oir 
and a Cabernet, one old the other new, with the same 
course .... I regret selling them the wines. I'd prefer 
having the Pinot Noir 1941 to the money .... And, we 
received no comment from anyone about the wines. After 
the dinners you gave in the past at which our wines were 
served we always had immediate letters from people like 
Farnham Griffiths, Harold Price and people who really 
enjoyed the wines and cared a little that the grower 
might like to know how his wines were received .... Of 
course, there is always the possibility none enjoyed the 
wines, any of the wines, that is, or the food either . I 
wonder just how that bunch did look before, during and 
after that dinner? Not happy , not gay, I dare say. 
[4/10/53) 
Maynard then supplied MR with his own variant 


experience of current social obtuseness. 
My personal opinion is that the art of saying "thank you" 
is becoming a lost art-and rapidly so. Several months 
ago I entertained elaborately for "friends" from San 
Francisco. To date, I have not heard from them and 
when I met them accidentally at the Segovia concert a 
month ago they chit-chatted a moment and said nothing . 
From mutual friends I know that they greatly enjoyed 
being here and expressed great approval of the wines and 
foods to their friends in S.F. But to the host-not a word! 
Is it that they are embarrassed to say "thank you" as if 
it were somehow a social faux pas to express 
appreciation? I wish I knew . [April 1953, undated] 
ER inevitably picked up from them this belief that 


quality in most things in American life-in aesthetics, 
commerce, and behavior, not just wine-was simply 
going to hell nowadays. Though her interest wasn't as 
hotly consuming as Rusty's (quality-connected issues 
hadn't bothered her a bit until she married him ), it 
enabled her to enter actively into discussions the two 
men had on the subject and its ramifications 41.to 
other areas of current American culture and its 
degradation in sleazy consumerism. An undated letter 
of hers to MA would have been written in 1952 or 
1953, when she was first focusing on the wine quality 
issue so as to cast it into some compelling fictional 
form. It shows the sort of talks she was often having 
with Rusty. Grateful for whatever help Maynard 
might provide, she said: 
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Thank you for your Quarterly [Wine & Food Society], 
which I'm returning to your office. In case you think I'm 
using wines as a frivolous "decorative" note in my book, 
let me relieve your mind- I'm not. But I'm using a wine 
growing family as my central group of characters, and 
using wine as the most pointed example I know of to 
illustrate the trend today of "blending out" all quality to 
a uniform sameness, with nothing left of the original 
appeal, individuality . Your paragraph in the article about 
the contribution of southern Europeans [i.e ., the Italians 
in the bulk-wine business, notably in the Central Valley] 
toward this leveling off process is a keynote for one facet 
of the picture, for which I'm gleaning particular, sharp 
incidents. 
The whole philosophy of the great distillers that have 
moved into the industry heightens the theme . [Andre] 
Simon's article in the same issue hit a note that's close to 
center in what I'm trying to present fictionally: "What 
would be a tragedy, indeed, would be to allow economic 
efficiency to be the excuse for debasing wine to the level 
of beer, gin or whisky, pooling the produce of many vines 
into a brew, or blend, or 'make' of uniform drabness and 
cost, chemically bright and stable; above all 
manufactured upon a sufficiently large scale to be 
advertised in a big way-the only way that 'pays.' That, 
indeed, would be the greatest tragedy of all." Wine will 
illustrate freshly and sharply this trend in all the arts, 
education, business-and in people's lives, it seems to 
me. 
Maybe you'll ponder this idea and we can discuss it when 
we meet, which I hope will be soon. I know you're a 
veritable gold mine of incidents that show how this 
process of "blending out" quality goes out and out in 
widening circles of destruction . 
Amerine generously offered ER access to his home 


library, which held many books, files of topical 
subjects, years of Wine and Food Society newsletters, 
and a large menu collection. Furthermore, the Rays 
could stay at his house while she went through it all, 
for as long as they liked : 


Eleanor tentatively titled her ambitious novel-in 
the-making This, Be Arrogant. Its central character 
would be a sensitive yet forceful winemaker who's 
associated with an old vintner closely resembling Paul 
Masson, of course. He fights both natural elements 
and the wine industry while aiming to make great 
wine, all the while dealing with the eternal 
attractions, challenges, complexities, and conflicts in 
human relationships. She created a hero whose 
character and wine quality-reforming efforts mirrored, 
not surprisingly, those of Martin Ray . (And, after all, 
who else might serve as model? There never was, and 
no longer ever needs to be, a winegrower quite like 
him; most of the causes he fought for so long and 
strenuously in the premium wine industry have been 
realized. ) 
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ER's novel, as it went through various versions and 
retitling over some years, would never see publication, 
though pieces ofit did end up in Eleanor's dramatized 
biography/memoir of MR, Vineyards in the Sky. Still, 
her effort to become well educated about wines and 
wine matters would serve Martin Ray well over the 
years. Mostly, the pair was to speak, and to 
write-whether in correspondence or wine-connected 
tracts-expressing the same strong opinions, though 
their styles of delivery differed. 


An Unfortunate Disruption-and Recovery 


O
ne night in early December of 1952 the Rays 
were subjected to a horrifying event. Their new 
home on top of the mountain burned down


only a week after they had moved into it with most of 
their prized possessions. Gale-force winds had blown 
several unsecured posts supporting the veranda roof 
into plate glass windows in the huge living room, 
smashing them. The great rush of incoming air pulled 
hot coals from the fireplace, setting fires on the 
carpet, which rapidly spread. Rusty and Eleanor had 
fought the flames at first but finally gave up and fled 
for their lives. The experience is recounted by ER in 
one of the most dramatic chapters in Vineyards in the 
Sky. 


After the fire, Amerine had sent off a brief note to 
them several days later, written on Bohemian Club 
notepaper: 


Sunday PM 
Dear Eleanor and Martin: 
I have just been told of the fire not having read Friday or 
Saturday's paper. You know you have my sincere regrets 
and any help I can give I shall-just let me know. 
-Maynard 


He would have realized how for MR it was a ghastly 
recurrence of the ordeal by fire that he'd undergone in 
1941 when the Masson winery, except for its outer 
shell, burned to the ground before his eyes, destroying 
all his prized wines in cask and most of his bottled 
ones. 


Now the Rays had, at least, two main consolations. 
The little redwood cabin had been spared, so they 
weren't homeless, though shorn of many irreplaceable 
treasures-such as MR's collection of Julian Street's 
letters to him . MR had naturally feared that his cache 
of precious wines in the new cellar had also been 
destroyed. But protected by thick concrete walls and 
ceiling, they had stayed safe. After some days of 
scrubbing down the cellar thoroughly-walls, floor, 
barrels-and then drying it out, he apprehensively 
opened a cask and drew off some of its contents with 
a wine thief. Smelling and tasting smoke contami
nation in the wine, he was disconsolate, believing now 
that all his wines in cask were ruined. 


Several weeks after the fire, MR, now more rested 


and objective, again went into the cellar to taste his 
wines in wood. He was greatly relieved to find them 
quite sound-and therefore salable when bottled. He'd 
then recalled how Amerine had once told him that if 
one anticipated detecting some undesirable taste or 
odor in a wine, he'd be apt to discern it, even though 
it might not be there at all. In a while, MR asked MA 
to come up and taste through the casks, too. For if 
he-the most adroit wine judge MR would ever 
know-couldn't detect any smokiness in the wines, 
they were indeed unimpaired. To his relief, they 
passed Maynard's deft sensory tests. In this Rusty was 
more fortunate than his wife, whose manuscript for 
the wine-centered novel she'd been working on for 
months had gone up in smoke. 


It was not in MR's nature, nor Eleanor's either, to 
give up and fall apart when some nature- or human
induced calamity occurred. (MR has been called 
"indomitable" for good reason.) In the very early 
springtime, ER found a symbolic message in the huge 
blackened oak tree close to where their new house had 
stood. For several months it had looked totally dead. 
Then just as spring arrived she wrote to Peter, now at 
work on his PhD at Harvard, about the "great miracle 
this morning!" 


The big oak tree has a sprout of green leaves high at the 
tiptop about center-so it looks as if it's going to live!! At 
least we have new hope. Somehow the oak tree was a 
symbol we all felt-that if it could possibly pull through 
then we, too, surely could carry on and rebuild. [3/23/53] 
The Rays would show Maynard the reviving tree on 


his next visit . And yes, Rusty told him, they were 
going to build their home again, and soon. But 
differently this time , with the house made of solid 
concrete, the veranda's roof posts securely bolted 
down, and heavy shutters, devised by himself, to be 
pulled across the picture windows whenever 
tempestuous winds began blowing. 


Occasionally in those months MR would send off a 
note to Amerine, as when he asked him to send, from 
UC Davis, a "pure yeast culture for our champagne 
bottling." Then he'd add a brief vineyard report: 


Finished our pruning a few days ago, clothed heavily in 
woolens, double sox and high rubber boots, standing in 
heavy snow. Some buds had opened but continuous 
movement of air currents saved us from a killing freeze. 
Spring has now returned . [4/12/53] 
Throughout 1953 Eleanor rewrote her novel while 


helping Rusty with the ever-abiding vineyard and 
cellar work. And MR spent time supervising the 
construction of their new concrete-walled house that 
would sit above the slab foundation that served as the 
house's flooring as well as the cellar roof. Meanwhile, 
he dealt with the usual buildup to the vintage period, 
including bottling wines to free up casks, then the 
grape picking and crushing and pressing-sometimes 







while the concrete mixing and pouring into forms for 
the house walls went on. AB ER described her 
battered, multi-tasking husband to Maynard at this 
time: 


I wish to describe to you Martin Ray, poor chappie, in 
present condition as of this moment: eyes red, breathing 
difficult since he's stuffed up from an awful cold due to 
low resistance due to much overwork, throat sore, back 
killing him from too much lifting, but he can't sit down 
on account of his fanny is badly blistered due to sitting 
on a box in winery from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. twisting 
constantly back and forth running both corking machine 
and egraffer for champagne (from Pinot N oir blanc de 
noir, 110 bottles including 2 magnums), one leg is still 
very painful from having his shin smashed by a sledge 
hammer, his feet are sore, poison oak driving him mad 
on both ankles, one arm aflame from a tetanus shot, 
which was necessitated by two bad cuts on one hand , and 
both hands are so stiff from crushing so many grapes for 
yeast operations that they won't open or shut, and torn 
grievously by cement he tried to pull off wood forms by 
hand due to fact that the first pouring crew of Mexicans 
quit, and right in midst of work, so any cement spilled on 
upper forms hardened and had to be taken off so as not 
to ruin the pour, the next day. So you see Papka [ER's 
frequent nickname for MR] really needs a rest, what? He 
also has some trouble sleeping, but that does seem 
incidental .... 
Don't be too alarmed ifwe seem to disappear behind the 
iron curtain of vintage-we might be considered to be 
there right now, although the big part is still to come. 
We'll be thinking of you, and hope to see you shortly 
after all is over-maybe on our "grand tour" we promise 
ourselves. [10/2/53) 


Letters Between Friends 


F
or 15 years, with time out for military service in 
WWII, Amerine had provided MR with informa
tion about technical matters in winemaking and 


news of what was going on elsewhere in the wine 
business. Above all, perhaps, he furnished motivation 
-steady encouragement for him to proceed with the 
growing of fine variety grapes and the vintaging of 
pure varietal wines. After all, MR's wine triumphs 
were proving the points that the frustrated MA failed 
to impress upon the proprietors of the other, and 
larger, premium wineries. In the early 1950s this 
companionable association bolstered MR's determi
nation to get back into the combative mode that had 
characterized his years at Paul Masson, when his 
quality-demanding stance-expressed so fully in those 
long and frequent letters to Julian Street-put him at 
odds with most people in the high end of the wine 
industry, which was still struggling to resurrect itself 
after the repeal of Prohibition in December of 1933. 
The bulk and jug wine producers dominated the 
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American wine scene, and in the postwar period 
connoisseurs again could obtain elegant table wines 
from France and Germany. 


Now and then after MA returned to UC Davis from 
the Army in 1946, letters would have passed between 
him and Maynard Amerine, but all evidence of their 
personal correspondence between then and 1952 has 
probably been destroyed, whether inadvertently by 
fire (MA's letters) or deliberately by human hand 
(MR's letters). Also, because they got together fairly 
often, there was rarely any need for anything more 
than notes. When ER organized new letter files in 
1953, the Rays began saving all correspondence, with 
their own outgoing letters carbon-copied for possible 
future reference. AB the Amerine files in the Ray 
Papers-archived in UC Davis Library's Special 
Collections-reveal , MA addressed his letters and 
postcards to both Rays, unless he was focusing only on 
winemakingtechnicalities. ER often wrote to Maynard 
herself, usually in a much lighter vein than her 
husband did. 


In his intensive epistolary relationship with Julian 
Street that began in late 1939 (fortuitously preserved 
in the Princeton University Library), MR showed that 
he enjoyed writing letters, when time permitted and 
he had the need to communicate ideas, feelings, 
experiences, and future plans to particular individuals. 
Some were people he liked and trusted-that rare 
person, like Street or Amerine, who would either 
understand and appreciate whatever he had wished to 
relate, then give him honest but helpful reactions. 
Others were persons he wanted to cultivate and 
impress, such as wealthy or influential customers or 
wine writers. He either dictated letters (to a secretary 
at Masson, and later to Eleanor ) or else hand wrote or 
typed letters on his own to special friends or 
acquaintances-when he was apt to ramble or rant or 
ridicule as the spirit moved him while covering recent 
events or preoccupations. But busy as he was, he was 
apt to delay some intended communication for weeks 
on end . Thus Eleanor often wrote in his place, giving 
their news and expressing their current opinions 
(sometimes vehement). 


When Amerine took a year's sabbatical leave in 
Europe in 1954, a period of time opened up wherein 
MR could express himself somewhat as he'd done with 
Street. Now the Rays' letter file for Maynard grew 
perceptibly larger. A considerable portion of the 
written communications between the Rays and MA 
consists of postcards from the latter along with letter 
exchanges in 1954, when Maynard was in Europe. 
These letters reveal a lot about MR not just at that 
time but overall-and, for that matter, more 
obliquely, about Amerine, too. They seem fairly 
complete, though it appears that the Rays sent some 
of Amerine's letters to other people who would be 
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interested in something he had said in them, and then 
they were not returned for safekeeping. 


Amerine Goes Abroad 


I
n th~ fall of 1953, two years after the Rays' 
marriage, MA began detailed preparations for his 
upcoming year in Europe, to be largely funded by 


a Guggenheim Fellowship award. Naturally, almost 
everywhere he'd go and everything he'd do would be 
connected in some way with wine and winemaking. 
His S~atoga friends, wh~n hearing about his plans, 
couldn t help but feel env10us. As ER wrote him: 


We can see how your feet are itching to start on your 
way-ours would be too. In fact, we are dying for want of 
a vacation-and hope we can get off in a couple of weeks, 
after the Cabernet vintage, and the second section of the 
house is roofed and windowed. [10/2/53] 
In early December Maynard sent out to friends and 


associates a detailed itinerary and schedule in advance 
of his departure. He would fly to New York on the 
20th, board the Andrea Doria on the 24th and land in . ' Lisbon on the 30th. Then, after spending 10 days in 
Portugal, he'd be off to Spain, where he would stay for 
a half-year, based in Madrid at the Consejo Superior 
de Investigaciones Cientificas, but collecting samples 
far afield in other places. (A main interest there 
involved investigating Spanish techniques in making 
sherry or Jerez, in which he'd already conducted 
research at Davis.) Then, interested in seeing how 
different areas in Europe grew and processed wine 
grapes to produce various wines, he'd then travel to 
southern France, northern Italy, northern Yugoslavia, 
Austria, and Switzerland. From August to December 
he would be mostly in Germany, working in the 
Botanisches Institut at the intensive viticulture and 
enology research center at Geisenheim-am-Rhine. 
From there he'd take occasional trips elsewhere in 
Germany, and to France during its vintage period . On 
New Year's Eve he would finally head back home. (He 
would stick fairly close to this original plan but ended 
his European jaunt in Britain. ) ' 


. ~everal days after he arrived in Portugal, Maynard 
visited an old college friend of Eleanor's who was now 
married to a cork grower, and through him met a 
vineyardist who wanted desperately to secure a few 
Ruby Cabernet vines. This high-yield, robustly 
flavored hybrid, successfully developed at UC Davis by 
Harold Olmo for hot climates, was seemingly 
impossible to obtain in Europe. So MA said he'd do 
what he could to help out. He wrote MR, explaining 
why he "".as asking him to take care of this request, 
and how it might be done. 


I dare not write Winkler and ask him to airmail these as 
he would find all kinds of reasons for not doing it. The 
first would be that Portugal has an embargo on US 
cuttings (for reason of virus). However, you can ask him 


to send you the two rooted cuttings (for a friend of yours) 
and ask him to be reasonably sure they are virus-free. 
Then you can air express them to Soares Franes . You can 
sign that John Doe sent them. [1/4/54] 
Three weeks passed, and MA had heard nothing yet 


from Martin or Eleanor . So he wrote: 
DearRays-
N o word from you so assume 
a. Martin has arm trouble 
b. You are shipping lots of wine 
c. You are trying to prevent Tony [Korbel] from selling 
to Paul Masson (I predicted last July he would sell) 
[Note: Korbel did indeed sell that year, but not to 
Masson.] 
d. You have gone on vacation 
e. Or my card and letter never reached you. [1/31/54] 
Both the Rays wrote and airmailed letters off to 


Maynard soon after this message arrived . "There is a 
little truth in all your suggested explanations for our 
silence," MR said. He also had let MA know that the 
delay had been caused by UC Davis's tardiness in 
getting the vine material to him, not his own 
malingering. 


As for the Ruby Cabernet cuttings, I acted promptly and, 
as you will see from the enclosure [a notice from UC 
Davis], the delay is not mine. I will see it through at the 
earliest possible date and will be most happy to help in 
this small way. Anything else I can do,just let me know. 
[2/6/54] 
Toward the end of March MR would write Amerine 


and assure him that the Ruby Cabernet cuttings had 
been dispatched, via air parcel post, to the fellow in 
Portugal who'd so desperately wanted them. 


I sent your friend the vines-four of them .... I had to 
declare what was in the package. So, upon gazing at it I 
decided it could be nothing else but a large silver serving 
spoon. So that is what it was declared as. I even insured 
it for $25, just to make a good job of it ... . Please let me 
know if they reached their destination. I gave my name 
as the sender . [3/20/54] 


(In_ a marginal note referring to these clippings sent, 
written years later, ER said, "Now-big acreage 
there!" Perhaps many vines on the Iberian peninsula 
are actual descendants of MR's '54 contraband 
shipment, following Amerine 's instructions. ) 


Postcards, Letters, and Gifts from Europe 


A
merine's year abroad created a bonanza of 
written communications between him and the 
Rays. These often took the form of dialogue-


one with a lengthy time lapse between statement and 
comment, or question and answer. The Ray Papers 
has a file folder that holds a number of picture 
postcards that Maynard sent to Martin and Eleanor 
from a variety of places, often signed simply MAA 
(with a center line through the initials ). Most were 







written during his yearlong European sojourn, but a 
number came from other locations, including 
California ones. In the blank left-side space for a 
message he managed, often using tiny script to 
squeeze in news of whatever he was currently seeing, 
doing, and drinking-and with whom he was spending 
time. Almost always he inserted little touches of 
humor or commentary that he was sure would amuse 
or interest the Rays. 


Here are two snippets reporting on his adventures 
and observations while in Spain: 


Have been going out a lot. Three or four wonderful dance 
halls here. Of course all prostitutes but not bad looking 
if you look and choose carefully. Of course, when you've 
had 10 sherrys that isn't so easy. I never carry much 
money nor my passport so all I can lose is an already 
very tarnished virginity (self-contradiction) and perhaps 
some sleep! [2/12/54] 
All goes well with the Spanish front. Senators Bridges & 
Symington have come & gone-and no Spaniard cares. 
The US has grandiose ideas about its plan in Europe or 
in Spain. The French "hate" us passionately. I work a 
little, play a lot & feel fine. [3/4/54] 


And several months and some cards later, this 
message arrived from Austria: 


My dear Rays-A brief note to say you must drive 
through Austria some summer. The Salzburg festival is 
all that anyone could ask. Vienna is trying to be lively. 
There are lots of wines-all nicely labeled with year, 
variety, producer, vineyard. None great - a few hi in S0 2• 


Oh yes, many Jugoslavia wines give alcohol & sugar %s. 
Will be in Geisenheim after Aug 5 or 6. Cold season here 
is great for tourists. Hell for fruit. MAA [7/27/54] 
Amerine's letters were apt to get longer and 


chattier once he got to Germany (though he still sent 
postcards, too). 


Now I write to you at a little more length, since, as you 
can see I have finally bought a typewriter-in Switzer
land. I have sent you cards from here and there, and 
hope that at least a part of them have gotten through. I 
did not enjoy the south of France as much as I should 
have because I refuse to believe that the French are 
honest in charging such prices .... However, the two 
experiment stations that I visited were most cordial and 
helpful .... 
Two experiment stations in Jugoslavia were also most 
kind. But the country is in a moral and economic 
stupor .... Austria is western European again but the 
Soviet occupation of a good portion of the country 
doesn't permit too much expression of what they are 
really thinking. And, parenthetically, I have discovered 
that you never really hear what the people are saying 
unless you understand their language well enough to 
talk to them in it. That is more true in Spain than 
France .... [Note: Amerine wanted to increase inter
national exchange of information about enology and 
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viticulture, and a main goal in this European stay was to 
become conversant in both Spanish and German. In 
Spain he even wrote his lab notes in Spanish, asking an 
assistant to correct any errors. A number of MA's 
technical papers were translated into other languages.] 
Vienna was horribly bombed but is repairing the damage. 
The gay life which it once had is hardly to be 
seen-though they, and the Germans, do drink huge 
quantities of dry white wines .... 
If you won't ever quote me I might say that German 
wines for steady drinking, and I have them twice a day, 
are a little too much of the same thing. That does not 
mean that I don't like them but I don't need them quite 
so often. Their cigars are poor. And their women, with 
exceptions, can stay here .... 


He also had written a more personal paragraph: 
Congrats on your 50th [MR's birthday]-lets make it a 
100! ! Someone writing in Time recently said that we live 
about as long as we think we will. Thank God I have 
always said that I would outlive my grandfather, in age, 
and he lived to be 94. Nice figure to shoot at anyway. 


MR's response to this opinion of Maynard's about 
German wines was this: 


Interesting, what you report on German wines. I have 
been drinking up ours, as we lost our 1945 Schloss 
Johannisberger with oxidization. And I decided if I 
couldn't count on that wine for more than 9 years I had 
better drink them all up. The Berncasteler (Thannisch) 
is still in good shape. But in drinking them more 
frequently than usual I have lost my taste for them. They 
are too sweet for me. And when they are not too sweet 
they are too thin. The taste has turned away from my 
liking. In the end, nothing pleases me but a French 
claret, a French Burgundy white or red, a Champagne or 
one of our own wines. The exception merely illustrates 
the rule. I have drunk a very great deal of wine these last 
three years, well over a bottle a day myself, I imagine. 
These last wines satisfy me. The German wines I have 
drunk never any longer satisfy me. That is a simple 
statement of fact. And· I don't care what anyone may 
have to say in contradiction. [8/20/54] 
From time to time MR offered his verdict on 


California wines he had tried out recently, such as a 
bottle ofltalian Swiss Colony champagne: "It was the 
poorest wine I ever tasted that was not sour or 
otherwise polluted. It tasted just like a cream soda .... 
We dumped it in the vineyard." [ 4/17 /54]. He was far 
kinder to a different California-made wine: 


Among the wines drunk, a bottle of Beaulieu Cabernet
Sauvignon 1940 was very good. It was the best Cabernet 
of theirs I have ever tasted and it had aged well or, 
rather, held up very well and [will be] good for some 
years to come. [6/27/54) 
But then he took ajab at another BV wine that was 


labeled as a varietal: "This reminds me of their so 
called Pinot Noir which we recently tasted in the 
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vintages 1944, 1945 and 1946." Since he had already 
vented plenty about these "fraudulent" Pinot Noirs 
when writing to his friend Angelo Pellegrini, he was 
sending Maynard the carbon copy of that letter; 
unfortunately, it doesn't seem to have been returned 
for filing away. 


During his time abroad Maynard purchased and 
sent off several gifts to the Rays, including an 
engraving of an old winery that they soon got framed 
and hung in their big living room. To Martin he had 
sent two soft "scarfs" which he'd purchased in Spain, 
intended to keep his winegrower friend's sensitive 
back warm while he was outdoors in cold weather, 
vine pruning, or possibly in the dank cellar. MR wrote: 


First, I must tell you that the two woolen Spanish back 
protectors h.ave arrived and, this time, in perfect 
condition. A thing you may have overlooked is that 
Eleanor might take one of them under protective 
custody! I was surprised to have her ask me which one I 
would prefer! They are just the thing for me when the 
cellar temperatures are pretty well fixed but the outside 
fluxuates [sic] so widely in seasons. Thank you so much 
for this last thoughtfulness and generosity. [11/7/54) 
Maynard had sent Eleanor a special gift from Spain 


as well. Unfortunately, it had been smashed in transit. 
"Hello Maynard!" she wrote at the end of Rusty 's 
letter to him. 


A dire shame about that beautiful tile. I put it all 
together again like a picture puzzle, and the bowl-of-fruit 
design was very very lovely, the colors exquisite-so I 
enjoyed it greatly, anyway, if but temporarily-for the 
pieces were too tiny to glue together. 
Then ER added her own brief commentary about 


the recent rejection of her novel by Alfred A Knopf 
himself, whom Rusty had known from his Masson 
years. Eleanor's explanation for the rejection, which 
likened her novel to the manifold tile shards she'd 
received from Spain, was sensible and moderate. 


Too bad about my book, too, maybe same trouble, a lot of 
too tiny pieces to hang together . It's probably too much 
non-fiction for fiction, and too much fiction for a non
fiction book-as with everything intended for the public, 
it has to be slanted accurately for a particular group, and 
I've got to think about it and fix it, no doubt. [8/10/54] 
MR's reaction , though , was quite otherwise when 


he previously conveyed news to MA of this 
disappointing turndown. His letter had several long 
paragraphs in which he attributed it partly to 
"Eleanor's reference to the European Jews who have 
moved into our California wine industry, evidently ." 
Knopf wouldn't have liked that, of course. And in one 
of his occasional anti-Semitic and paranoid diatribes, 
MR declared that Jews now controlled the publishing 
industry. He was also convinced that publishers and 
editors were under the potent influence of a 
pretentious breed of snobbish wine sophisticates, 


epitomized by Alexis Lichine, who wrote columns and 
books that were considered admirable and 
authoritative. Thus the novel would be distasteful to 
them because-


···it was about a family of the soil who worked and who 
believed all these phony self declared "gourmets" are 
barnacles who need to be shook loose from their 
attachment to the wine industry and who think of 
themselves as getting the wines somehow direct from the 
vines because they can't bear to think of the grower as 
having had nearly so much to do with the wines as 
themselves in "discovering" them. [6/27/54] 
Maynard sent a sympathetic message to Eleanor 


and offered suggestions as to some academic 
publishers she might approach with her rejected 
manuscript. MR then responded: 


Thanks so much for what you have said about Eleanor's 
book. It is fiction and it is not a wine book. But she has 
in it all the problems of a wine growers life and 
incidentally more authentic stuff on wine than any book 
yet published as fiction. [11/28/54] 
Eventually ER would set fiction writing aside, 


realizing that Martin Ray 's own life and character 
were more fascinating and potent than anything she 
might devise in fictional form-and she worked to 
depicting them in words . It made quite a challenge, for 
neither on paper nor even in reality could his identity 
and deportment ever seem quite believable. She also 
had plenty of other writing to do: promoting her 
husband's wines, which she herself would "publish" in 
informative and often spirited home-printed 
communications that she mailed out to a growing list 
of people. 


Report on a Madcap Dinner Party 


I
n her own first letter to Maynard since his 
departure, ER had apologized: "So sorry we've 
been slow in writing-for we firmly intended to 


have missiles [sic] spread all over Portugal and Spain 
awaiting your arrival!" But they hadn't had a "let 
down" ever since the beginning of the Christmas 
holidays and moving into their replacement home. 
"Your life sounds mighty fine, Maynard ," she 
continued. "How about bringing home some attractive 
Spanish gal? Seems a mighty sane thought to me, 
after dining with some squirrelly bachelor friends of 
yours recently." (ER often chided him about his 
perennial bachelorhood and tried to set him up with 
single women. ) 


Eleanor delighted now in telling Maynard of the 
eccentric doings at a recent dinner party which took 
place at the Esquins' home. (John Esquin, whom MA 
knew, was a respected San Francisco wine merchant 
in those years, and the Rays frequently socialized with 
him and his wife, Lilly. ) Present that night were 
Maynard's friend Dr . Salvatore Lucia, a professor at 







the University of California School of Medicine and 
recent author of Wine as Food and Medicine (which 
Amerine had critiqued-also contributing to the first 
chapter on "The Chemistry of Wine"); Dr . Robert T. 
Knudsen, a young physician recently arrived in San 
Francisco, already acquainted with Maynard, and 
becoming known as an avid wine connoisseur; and 
Bob's elderly parents, visiting from the Boston area. 


Knowing how Maynard relished gossipy tidbits, ER 
portrayed various wine -enhanced symptoms of dotti
ness among three of the male guests. (Both the Rays' 
letters abound in this type ofreportage, whether play
ful or malicious.) Eleanor found Dr. Lucia "attractive 
in his odd way. But with many a loose screw, what? 
He's absolutely balmy about his dog Chico." As for the 
two other weird fellows: 


Even old Dr. Knudsen went into an eerie dissertation 
which made me think it was a mighty good thing his wife 
has had him in tow for many years, or surely he wouldn't 
have made it safely to his present apparently normal 
situation. He said a friend of his, also in physics, shot 
himself because he couldn't keep up with such a big field. 
But as for himself, he met the problem by narrowing his 
field . Until by now he has only one interest, acoustics in 
opera houses. When he goes abroad he consequently is 
limited to places where there are opera houses. He goes 
there every day, just sits and listens .. .. There is no 
perfection in opera acoustics . It 's just a question of 
getting 6.5 instead of 7.6; or something like this. Sir 
Christopher Wren made the foul mistake of all time in 
the great opera house he built in London . It's a whole 
point or two off, unthinkable. The doctor has spent much 
time sitting there, listening and shuddering at such a 
mistake by such an expert. It all went on like this. He is 
a dear , and I was so relieved to think of what an 
apparently normal, happy life he leads, despite his chief 
interest in life. 
Having concluded that a sane and loving wife could 


prove to be an attribute, even a remedy, for brilliant 
but peculiarly fixated men of any age (listen up, 
Maynard!), Eleanor then moved on to the younger 
Knudsen: 


Would that some normal gal would interest Bob, who 
seems to have taken after his dad in emotional 
fascinations. Did you know Bob almost became a priest 
at one stage? He became so fascinated by the Pope, when 
his father brought him along to be presented, that he 
almost fainted - and for several years concentrated on 
studying all about all the popes, became a great authority 
on the subject, and determined to devote his life to 
studies in the Order. But what intervened? One day a 
man's hat blew off on the street ahead of him, he ran and 
caught it , gave it to the man who was mighty pleased, 
and upon learning that he was a Boston member of the 
Wine and Food Society, immediately Bob's interest 
switched from popes to wine. He went to see the man, he 
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worshipped his every word . 
Great God, that evening was fascinating, what with old 
Dr. Knudsen telling one story after another like this one 
about Bob, and Dr. Lucia leaping about taking surprise 
pictures from odd angles, with fiendish grins, then going 
into a sudden serious, mystic look, and coming forth with 
a cryptic remark, challenging you to get it- then 
dropping his chin in hand , and telling you how a piece of 
music never sounded as wonderful as when Chico had his 
muzzle in his lap as he listened. John Esquin wasn't 
telling what he knew. Which underscored it all. Ah-


"Confidentially, they're completely nuts," had been 
ER's lead-in to her report on that evening and the 
antics of the three loopy and wine-fixated dinner 
guests. A rather sinister remark had then followed: 


Wine seems to be the one thing they have for a mutual 
focal point. But, like the insane, as soon as a pal turns his 
back they each whisper about how he actually doesn't 
know a thing about wine. Rusty has been dreadfully 
upset about what seems to be a concerted effort to 
belittle you . Were we less tired perhaps we could just 
laugh hilariously, for it's so ludicrous, it really is. He 
certainly told them a thing or two the other night. 
[2/6/54) 
Eleanor didn't amplify on that part of the evening's 


doings because she knew that Rusty, still "dreadfully 
upset," intended to type up his own report to Maynard 
about what had become clear to him recently: A 
conspiracy had obviously been launched to undermine 
Amerine's reputation, along with those of other 
members of UC Davis's Viticulture and Enology 
Department. These rumormongers were spreading 
tales calculated to break what some wineries and 
winemakers considered a lock that the Davis faculty 
had established on the judging of California wines and 
vintages at state and county fairs and other wine
featuring events - thereby creating rankings that 
damaged certain wineries' commercial interests. 


The Rays' two letters went out on the same day, 
within the same plump envelope. Amerine could have 
read Eleanor's and laughed. But he probably didn't 
find Martin's news quite so entertaining. 


[To be continued in the January 2006 issue] 
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Dear Sir, 
Professor George Saintsbury will celebrate the 86th anni, 


versary of his birth in the autumn. Sqme. of his friends have long 
wished to· give expression to the admiration which is so widely 
felt for his ripe scholarship and generous· personality; and it has 
been suggested th~t the best form which this tribute could take 
would be that of drinking his health in a seled:ion from the old 
and rare wines whose excellence he has praised with so much 
discem11.1ent. We had hoped for his presence, but unfortunately 
the state of his health forbids him to undertake the strain of a 
journey to London, and his dod:or will not allow him to leave his 
house for any fund:ion in Bath. Nevertheless, we feel that the 
tribute should be offered to him, even in his regrettable absence, 
and we invite you and any male friends of yours to join with us 
in drinking to Professor Saintsbury at a public dinner ·at the 
Connaught Rooms in Great Q.!!een Street, W.C.2, on Thursday 
the 28th May, 1931; at 7.30 p.m. for 8 o'clock. Tickets (price 
1 os. 6d.) can be obtained from this address. Please answer at once. 


Yours faithfully, 


Andre Simon 


J.C. Squire 


[INVITATION TO THE FIRST GEORGE SAINTSBURY TRIBUTE DINNER- See John Danza article] 
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Vinaceous Correspondents: 


Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles 
The Third Article in a Series I Fourth Section 


by Barbara Marinacci 


[This is the fourth section of an article within the continuing series based primaril y on epistolary writings reflective of the close relationships 
several acknowledged wine experts had with the inimitable California vintner Martin Ray (1904-1976). For four decades MR fiercely 
promoted the cause of wine quality, particularly in the forms of planting more fine winegrape . varieties, producing 100% pure-varietal wines, 
and assuring their honest labeling, as to types of grapes vintaged and their derivation-long before geographic appellations were mandated. 
Book author and editor Barbara Marinacci assisted her mother, Eleanor Ray, in writing Vineyards in the Sky : The Life of Legendary 
Vintner Martin Ray. (Acknowledgments are at the end of this piece .) J 


PART III. MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE: 1937-1976 
-4-


L{ AT hen writing to author 
.....,~3""""._..__,,,....,.-r-2V V Julian Street, his East 


~~($;;.SiJ''l:111,;, Coast wine-loving friend, 
"'l::..i~,...A"~ vintner Martin Ray often 


mentioned wine scientist 
Dr. Amerine, with whom 
he had formed a solid 
personal relationship by 
the time their remarkable 
transcontinental episto
lary exchange began, in 


~~~~ late 1939. He made it 
amply clear that Maynard 
Amerine, like himself, 


----------...i was a firm advocate of 
raismg the overall quality of winegrowing in 
California and of the making of fine wines in 
particular, especially pure-varietal ones. Thus MR 
could share his strong opinions with Amerine, as 
well as swap gossipy reports, which he often passed 
on to JS. Two months after Street's telegraphed 
enthusiastic response to the Paul Masson 1936 
Pinot Noir, MR wrote: 


It is good to see the [MR's pure-varietal Masson] wines 
being recognized after some years of most pleasant but 
unrecognized effort. You know how it is at first, when 


anything is undertaken in a serious and proper way . 
Only today in writing Dr. Amerine at the School of 
Viticulture (University of California) I told him we 
must look to the new proprietors that will come, for 
the wine making that will produce the fine wines that 
are yet to be made. The old timers and present pro
ducers are both incapable and unwilling to learn. 
Think of [Georges] de Latour of Beauleau [sic] requir
ing his grapes to be left on the vines until they have 
reached a maximum of sugar (possibly 30) then cutting 
down with water . My friend who was in charge there 
until recently was telling me the various reasons he 
couldn't make fine wines. They get the quantity and I 
guess that i§ what they want. It is that way every
where. When we had our crusher made, the California 
Press Company wanted to know where they should 
install the water connection. They build them in the 
equipment. They, too, thought me crazy because I 
would have no water connection. I am trying to illus
trate that new men must come with different values, 
before the wines will be made that can be made. Like 
the settlers who came to California before 1849 and 
never dreamed of the wealth under the soil, these 
present vintners do not dream of the wealth that is in 
our California vineyards . For they can see only today 
and tomorrow. [3/10/40; underlinings done by MR] 
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Just as surely as MR put such statements, both 
critical and visionary, in writing, he would have said 
as much-or, rather, probably a great deal more-
whenever talking with Amerine in their frequent 
get-togethers. (Amerine often visited and stayed 
with relatives in the San Jose area, which was 
convenient when he was checking on vineyards and 
wineries located in Santa Clara Valley and the Santa 
Cruz Mountains.) MR continued to praise MA to 
Street and clearly took comfort in the U.C. Davis 
enologist's supportive approval of his ambitious 100 
percent varietal-vintaging venture. MR's vintner 
peers at the time, however, didn't understand this 
noble calling and never tried, it appears, to duplicate 
it commercially for several decades. Still, they were 
becoming aware of the acclaim being given to the 
new Paul Masson table wines, and certainly were 
impressed with the high prices MR charged for them 
(even as much as $2 a bottle!)-and was actually 
getting. 


Promoting the Concept of Varietals 


B
y 1940, encouraged by Frank Schoonmaker's 
wine-promoting and -distributing efforts, 
California's other premium wineries had 


begun assigning varietal names and vintage dates to 
some of their better, earlier-made wines, and raised 
their prices accordingly. And by then MR's verbal 
assaults on his perceptions of the likely composi
tions of these other so-called varietals weren't 
confined just to his letters to Street. He shared them 
too with Maynard, who also-implicitly in confi
dence--expressed his own misgivings about them, 
especially when they were tasting such "mon
grelized" wines together. 


MA would have been highly familiar with the 
currently available California wines. And he knew 
what real varietal wines should taste like. After all, 
ever since 1935, each harvest season he and Prof. 
Albert Winkler had been picking, at select vineyards 
in almost two dozen counties of the state, well over 
a hundred winegrape varieties, in small batches. As 
the grapes were crushed each lot was subjected to 
various laboratory tests, and again after fermenting 
and aging in their Davis wine cellar. The 'se 100 
percent varietal wines-not being separately pro
duced at commercial wineries-were given tastings 
to rate their quality, as a wine grape as well as a 
product of a particular locality and climate. In this 
long-term viticultural and vinicultural research 
project conducted by U.C. Davis, strict controls were 
maintained, precise records kept, and a point system 
for judging the wines originated. Amerine, who had 
worked assiduously to become an expert tastfi:lr, was 
well aware of the difference between these authentic 
wines (and the Ray-made Masson ones) and the 


blends being claimed and marketed as varietals. (At 
this time, wineries were legally permitted to use the 
varietal name if the wine contained over 51 percent 
of the grape variety given on the label. However, as 
both MR and MA knew, no inspection system was in 
place to assure that anything even close to this 
halfway amount went into the mixture of grape 
musts or finished wines.) 


MR recognized the importance of both Street and 
Amerine to his aspirations and accomplishments, for 
they both gave him the sense of an almost spiritual 
camaraderie in his lonely dedication to achieving 
quality. His goals seemed aesthetic worlds apart 
from those of the other wineries and of wine dis
tributors, who had distinctly different interests, 
based on profit-making. He was aware that he was 
now regarded as the chief activist (and at that time 
the only one) among California vintners for prac
ticing-actually reverting back to-what he called 
the "Classic Method" in winemaking, which Amer
ine too followed in the Davis cellar. As MR told JS: 


It took us four years to have our first great year [1939). 
We waited for the year, yes, but we also blundered 
more than once, for we were learning to adopt here in 
our vineyards and cellars the proven methods of 
France and Germany and we had no help. Our study of 
cooperage required those years, too. I know we are that 
far ahead and it is pleasant even though it holds a 
threat of continued isolation ... a lonely way to behold. 
It is like being in a foreign land of a language strange 
to you. When it comes right down to it, you are the 
only one, excepting only Amerine, who cares a damn 
how we make wines or even what we make if they be, 
intoxicating, merchandisable, famous, romantic, of the 
immediate, or whatever it is that is their true interest. 
The "Classic Methods" satisfies all. These words 
intoxicate, promote trade, are themselves famous 
words and romantic and therefore always good for the 
immediate. But what those words, "Classic Methods," 
mean, you feel and Amerine feels, while most neither 
feel nor care to feel. [2/15/41) 
With Street, and almost certainly with Amerine 


as well, MR would at times admit that the 
chauvinistic-sounding statements he made to boost 
his wines (possibly while denigrating those of other 
wineries) was a marketing ploy, and he'd add that 
the best wines he would make still lay ahead, in the 
future. (Winemakers, of course, have only one 
chance each year to achieve perfection when 
vintaging a winegrape in a particular way.) MR's 
ingenuous admission that he exaggerated his 
accomplishments because publicity required it might 
help to explain his notorious braggadocio through
out his reign as the maker of America's purest, 
rarest, and costliest varietal wines-which became 
ever more strident as the years went by. 
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As I have recently written you, as you must so well 
understand, we are just beginning, here, and it is 
rather embarrassing to observe that by striking out in 
self defense, we have now been given command of a 
position of apparent achievement which we do not 
claim. Perhaps I should add here that in the 
merchandising of our wines our propaganda must 
always run ahead of actual achievements. That is, it 
accepts our ultimate aims as accomplished facts. But 
we are talking man to man . But this position that has 
been handed over to us is all very good and I do not 
propose to deny that. There is no one else to have it . 
And such a position is both desired and desireable 
[sic] . The public wants someone to have it. [2/15/41) 
One might even modify Voltaire's famous state-


ment about God, to speculate that if Martin Ray 
hadn't existed, in his place and time-the California 
wine industry in the years following Repeal-it 
would have been necessary to invent him. 


Changing Times 


D
uring the period when Martin Ray 's 
correspondence with Julian Street was at its 
peak (1940-41 ), wine promoter /merchandiser 


Frank Schoonmaker had begun talking about 
buying a half-interest in the Paul Masson winery so 
that he and MR could operate as partners-with FS 
taking over the business side of the enterprise, 
involving promotion, merchandising, and 
distribution, that MR had already been trying to 
unload for more than a year, as his letters to Street 
revealed . MR really longed to devote most of his 
time and energy to tending the vineyards and wine 
cellars at Masson. (The history was detailed in Part 
II-about MR's friendship with Julian Street: 
particularly in segments #3 and #4 .) 


American wine wholesalers, retailers, and 
connoisseur-consumers increasingly found it diffi
cult to obtain European wines due to the Nazis' 
attacks upon and invasions of Germany 's neighbor
ing nations. Furthermore, wine dealers and shippers 
there-many of whom were Jewish-had fled 
Europe for America . By early 1941 both in-place 
distributors of alcoholic beverages and would-be 
entrepreneurial amalgamations were laying plans 
and garnering capital for taking over the top-notch 
wineries in the California wine industry. Schoon
maker by then was cooking up an ambitious winery
acquiring scheme in league with some big but 
unnamed financial backers on the East Coast, to 
corner the market on top-grade California wine. 
Apparently FS had already talked to Maynard 
Amerine about joining the business in some capacity 
when MR first wrote to Street about the plan , 
proposing that he too might find an income
generating place in it . As MR confided in JS: "Frank 


has already talked to Dr . Amerine, he wants him, so 
Amerine tells me . As now visualized, it is big enough 
to include all." [3/4/41] 


As it turned out, MR didn't finalize a partnership 
deal with Schoonmaker; instead, they wrangled 
bitterly, and soon afterwards the latter bought 
shares in the nearby Almaden winery and vineyards 
being revived under new ownership. And not much 
more than two months later , on July 7, MR watched 
the entire four floors of the Masson winery 
consumed by a raging fire. Only the external walls 
and the old Romanesque fagade--plus a lucky cache 
of bottles of wine stored underground-survived . 
(MR always thought that FS had an indirect part in 
this probable arson, since as a part-owner and 
consultant at Almaden he had become a competitor, 
and furthermore still aimed to acquire Masson, but 
now at a fire-sale price .) 


Determined to prevail despite his terrible loss, 
Ray rebuilt the winery and, while doing so, made it 
far better than the original Masson-created one. It 's 
probable that his social contacts with Amerine-
whether by letter, telephone, or the enologist 's 
visits-decreased considerably. He was also occupied 
with resurrecting the Masson wine-selling business 
as much as possible, largely by buying wines made 
elsewhere. He was working, too, with wines he 'd 
made during the post-fire vintage season of 1941-
with all cellar work now being done by himself, his 
steadfast wife, Elsie, and some of her relatives. 


Moreover, large distractions were taking place in 
the outside world. On December 7, 1941, the United 
States had entered what now became World War II. 
MR described to JS how the town of Saratoga was 
being transformed by the presence of soldiers, and 
how nightly blackouts were enforced so as to hinder 
enemy surveillance and damage during expected air 
raids. And though he didn't write as often to Street, 
MR made a few mentions of Amerine in his leaner 
letters, such as this one, which showed how the 
enologist /wine expert was increasingly getting 
known as he traveled around, making friends in 
high places: 


The Chief Justice [Harlan Fiske Stone] had expected to 
come out again this year and we had a tentative 
agreement we would have a lunch for him here but 
now Amerine sends along a letter he just received from 
Stone and I note in it that he says he thinks it unlikely 
he will get as far away as California this summer. That 
is sad news. I had looked forward to a visit with him. 
There are many things he could tell that would be 
interesting, besides bringing himself. [7/14/42] 
Two letters that Amerine had written to the Rays 


in the first year of the war were forwarded by them 
to Street . He put them in a file folder, so eventually 
they ended up at the Princeton Library. One 
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apparently accompanied a letter that MR had 
handwritten on small notepaper, in which he 
recalled a discussion he had once had with MA 
about the desirability of growing fine winegrapes on 
hillsides instead of on flatlands. (JS hand-dated 
MR's letter as written "About June 22/42. ") 


Once I said all the fine wines of the world are from hill 
vineyards. Amerine called me, pointing to the 
vineyards of the Medoc, never seen by these eyes. I 
countered by saying the Gironde must have some 
banks and there must be some hills that rise from its 
waters. I had assumed this but stood corrected until I 
read a Julius Wilde illustrated paper on wines that said 
Lafite gets more for its wines largely because their 
vineyards are hill-vineyards which is reflected in the 
superiority of Lafite wines. This I sent on to Amerine, 
begging to reopen an old conversation, saying they are 
either hill vineyards or they are not, which is it? His 
reply is the first satisfactory answer I have ever had. 
Here's what Amerine had written to MR, which 


then was forwarded to Street. 
Re the hill country . . . His [Wilde's] pictures don't 
show hills, his eyes didn't see them and they aren't!! 
That's all!! Of course if you want to discuss hills vs. 
mountains that is something else again. Switzerland 
and a good part of the Moselle is so steep it is terraced. 
[Here MA drew three steps with a "vine" in the middle 
of each.] Burgundy is a very definite single hill. [He 
drew a curve going upwards with sticklike "vines."] 
But the Medoc is very gentle up and down. A single 
vineyard may look like this. [He had drawn rolling 
curves with stickline "vines" atop them.] 
Mrs. de Latour and John Daniel have as much right to 
call their vineyards hill vineyards as the Medoc!! But 
enough of this. The factors which influence use of the 
steep slopes in the Moselle are climatic. In th~ Medoc 
they aren't. Whether they would get better wines if the 
Medoc were very hilly is ? [sic] It just isn't now, and 
the wines are ~ good in good years. In so far as 
you go up you get cooler (which is very important) and 
in general the steeper vineyards are the poorer soils 
(which isn't the case in Livermore where many of the 
vineyards are just plain rocks). Soil, slope, exposure etc 
are important. But the hotness or coolness of a region 
is more important. Thank god you have a cool location 
- at least it's a hell of a lot cooler than most other 
Calif. vineyards. [6/8/42] 
MR's letter to Street had more to say about the 


preference for hillside vineyards when he moved on 
to something he had learned from Masson. 


In this regard, did I ever tell you, Paul Masson once 
told me, right after we bought here, that at Almaden 
there is one small part of their perfectly flat vineyard 
from which comes the best wine grown there. He said, 
"Buy those grapes whenever you can, never buy any of 
the others." It is planted to Folle Blanche. [This now 


little-grown variety was favored by MR, when at 
Masson, as quite promising for making a refreshingly 
tart white wine.] The piece is a long narrow strip 
which runs along the irrigation ditch and is in fact the 
lower bank of the ditch. The dirt was artificially 
thrown up there when the dirt-ditch was constructed 
long ago. A slope was thus created on one side of the 
ditch. For, it carries water from a creek, gathered up
stream some distance from the vineyards, along which 
is situated a flat land in turn separated from the 
vineyard elevation by this ditch. The rise is but a few 
feet. But it gets and holds the early morning sun. 
Water has nothing to do with it, for the ditch is long 
since dry. But on hot days, a breez[e] often passes 
along the creek and brushes the vines of that slope. 
There is never mildew there, as a result of the 
ventilation of these vines and their lesser growth due 
to poorer bottom soil. 
Just as Paul said, I found this strip of Folle Blanche 
always has had 1 or 2% more of sugar, too. So, for 
years, I always have bought these grapes. So far as I 
know, no one else has ever thought of the difference of 
why I always reserve the right to pick the grapes from 
any section, then pick along this ditch . Goulet doesn't 
know about it, surely not Frank. [After the winery fire 
a year before this, Schoonmaker had hired Oliver 
Goulet, MR's former head vintner, to become 
Almaden's principal winemaker.] People are slow to 
appreciate the differences of sections of their own 
vineyard. [7/14/42] 
Amerine's second letter to the Rays, safely 


archived now at Princeton, responds first to a 
complaint MR had made about some disappoint
ment-probably business-connected. "Dear Rays-" 
Amerine started off. 


Yes, human beings are difficult-but knowing that 
they are is some help . Trusting people is something 
like loaning them money-they don't stay your friend. 
I do hope that you got it straightened out all right-at 
least the temporary difficulty. Frank [Schoonmaker] 
phoned Saturday AM and wanted to bring his 
vermouth man up-they stayed for lunch (Frank 
stayed longer) and we had a pleasant talk. Perhaps I 
was wrong on the tentative explanation re Frank 
previously discussed-at any rate it doesn't make any 
difference since I certainly don't know. He said he was 
coming to your place so you will doubtless be able to 
talk to him. [6/8/42] 
After mentioning Schoonmaker's recent visit to 


him, perhaps MA was commenting on MR's latest 
report about the collapse of a renewed effort on FS's 
part to raise sufficient funds from an investment 
group to purchase an interest in the Masson 
premises. This would have enabled MR to stay on as 
winemaker and vineyard manager, leaving most 
business-connected work to others. In spite of his 
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heroic stance in the previous year, the stresses of 
rebuilding the winery, then of carrying on both the 
commercial end of things while tending the 60 acres 
of vineyards and the cellared wines-and being 
unable to afford sufficient help-were taking their 
toll. So MR had resumed his effort to unload the 
continuing burden, financially and managerially, of 
sole proprietorship. Since once again the proposal 
had fizzled, to MR's great irritation, he detected 
more skullduggery behind it all. Despite his deep 
suspicions of FS, MR at that time might even have 
made a pact with the devil if the price and situation 
seemed right. 


Schoonmaker did indeed go to see MR afterwards 
at Masson, and MR reported to Street in detail 
about this visit, in which FS deliberately acted 
impassive while touring the rebuilt winery. MR 
must have described this occasion even more fully to 
Amerine by letter, over the phone, or in person. 


. . . I must say that after going through every foot of 
each floor of the new cellars, he had absolutely no 
comment to make, either good or bad. He remained 
silent and said nothing at all, which to me meant more 
than if he had put in words what I believe must have 
been going through his very active mind. 
But MR, host that he was, and still valuing FS's 


evaluations of wines in spite of the bad feelings 
between them, proffered some of the last season's 
wines still in casks: 


Then we tasted the 1941s. He said of the Pinot Blanc 
vrai that he thought it better than any French white 
wine he had ever tasted . That was giving it a pretty big 
vote. But I think it is a great wine, at that , and I know 
Frank was anxious to underrate rather than overrate. 
Everyone has liked the Pinot Chardonnay better than 
the Pinot Blanc vrai and Frank came here fresh from a 
visit with Amerine and no doubt heard a lot about the 
Chardonnay as it was Amerine's favorite. Anyway, he 
didn't say very much about it. (6/16/42] 


Amerine Prepares to Join Up 


B
y the time MR wrote the above letter, both 
Amerine and Schoonmaker knew that their 
wine-focused lives would soon be drastically 


altered, taking wholly different directions . Each was 
eligible for the military draft imposed when United 
States entered into the worldwide fighting that had 
been swiftly engulfing most of Europe, much of 
Asia, and parts of Africa. Amerine was also aware 
that the Davis campus would soon be turned over to 
the Army for conversion into a training camp for the 
Signal Corps. The entire college operation basically 
would close down for the war's duration. Only a 
skeleton crew of staff members would remain on the 
premises. A few persons in the College of Agri
culture would take care of the experimental 


vineyards and the cellared wines that Amerine and 
Winkler had made from sampling California's 
vineyards. The wines that remained from tests and 
tastings were all to be stored in glass bottles and 
kept under lock and key, secure from pilfering. 


A half-year earlier, three weeks after the Pearl 
Harbor attack, MA-no doubt seized by a strong 
patriotic impulse-had told MR of his intention to 
enlist voluntarily, and the vintner reported this 
decision to Street, along with his misgivings. 


Amerine writes he is taking a commission and entering 
the service, which I think quite right, only he will be 
much missed and I don't know who can carry on his 
work. It just won't be carried on. (12/28/41] 
Apparently, however, MA began thinking better 


of this precipitous plan. Perhaps he found out that it 
wouldn't be so quick and easy to earn an officer's 
commission. An even more important factor would 
have been his realization that before departing for 
training and then probable entry into a war zone, he 
needed to write up the painstakingly complex 
research work that he and Winkler had been doing 
since 1935. If he didn't take charge of doing it, who 
would? (Apparently Winkler wasn't keen about 
doing much of the writing and chart-making 
involved, since Amerine was to be listed as the 
paper's primary author .) MA knew it would take 
considerable time and effort to finish assembling, 
reviewing, and condensing the statistics about grape 
varieties, where they were grown and how well they 
thrived, and the quality of the wines made from 
them-with all considered from the perspective of 
regional temperatures. The paper had to compare 
the abundant figures that were set down and reach 
conclusions-from them then making specific 
recommendations about which winegrape varieties 
to plan in particular areas of the state, to be grouped 
according to their temperature ranges. 


Actually, this explicit information-giving work 
was something that Amerine and Winkler had 
already been doing in their outreach efforts to 
viticulturists and winemakers since 1938, when they 
starting going to agricultural stations in grape
growing areas. As he recollected later, he and his 
colleague had spent three weeks a year at meetings 
given once or twice a day in various places in the 
state, providing practical feedback to grapegrowers 
and winery proprietors interested in improving their 
vineyard plantings, based on the university staffs 
observations, laboratory readings, and organoleptic 
assessments. As MA remembered it later: 


In these we showed our results on grapes we had 
collected in different regions, and what the analyses 
were and what our recommendations were. All the 
grower had to do, literally, was go to the nearest Farm 
Bureau meeting place and there we would be, either in 
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the afternoon or in the early evening, and occasionally 
we would have a morning meeting. [From interview 
with Ruth Teiser for Bancroft Library's Regional Or~ 
History Office project, "The University of California 
and the State's Wine Industry," 1969, plO] (Amerine 
told Charles Sullivan that he couldn't recall Martin 
Ray ever attending such a gathering. And why should 
he? He could get all the guidance he might need from 
Amerine himself.) 
The most relevant data, along with specific grape 


variety guidance, now had to be set down in shape 
to go into final print. Meanwhile, Amerine waited 
for the inevitable draft notice to arrive in the mail. 
As he wrote in an extant note to MR: 


Now I am working many hours per day on the new 
variety bulletin. It runs now to 300 typewritten pages 
and I am working with the scissors & blue pencil. Its 
dreadfully boring as I have so many other things to do 
before the Army gets me-which should be soon. 
[6/8/42] 
Another, less demanding writing task for 


Amerine that year was to pen an article for the Wine 
& Food Quarterly, "Some Comments on Wine in 
America." In it he managed to cover a lot of ground. 
Doubtless his friend Martin Ray read it with high 
approval for both its reverential attitude toward 
superior, unblended wines and its forthright 
criticism of aspects of the wine industry. 


The acreage of fine varieties is small. Though Vinus 
vinifera, the majority are gros producteurs, capable of 
producing none but ordinary wines. Not only are 
grapes poor but the handling methods are too .... 
It is also necessary to consider the wine makers. 
Although wine is certainly greater than the men who 
make it, sell it and drink it, it is surely man-made. 
This is equally true of music or literature. And it is the 
fact that wine is nobler than any mere commodity that 
we buy or sell, which establishes its place in history 
and explains its permanence and stability .... 
No one is born with or suddenly acquires discrimina
tion and judgment in taste. Those of limited experience 
may easily be taken in by the sophisticated or 
adulterated article. In literature a generation often 
consumes the most obvious trash, indeed prefers it. 
Only under critical appraisal of later generations does 
the fake become obvious. But wines disappear, only 
current goods remain to be evaluated. The influence of 
the public on the quality of the wines is thus doubly 
important. 
The lack of standards subjects the American wine 
industry to a deficiency of basic criticism or, what is 
worse, to over-profuse praise. As the science and art of 
the wine-maker and the palate of the consumer 
become attuned to each other, typical table and ' dessert 
wines will eventually be evolved .... 
Industry unfortunately has seldom co-operated on 


production problems. The experiences of each are still 
so jealously guarded that progress is slow. This 
secretive attitude is rather futile, since there is still so 
much room for basic improvement in wines produced. 
Co-operative efforts [as with California's Wine 
Institute and the Wine Advisory Board] are mainly 
directed towards economic problems of a legal, 
legislative, or marketing nature. These problems of 
course are important in a country where serious trade 
barriers exist, where hostile legislators use alcoholic 
industries for bargaining as well as an extra-curricular 
source of income, and where distribution of wines is 
not only faulty but handicapped by excessive price 
markups by middlemen and retailers. 
One promising development is the increasing con
sumption of wine. Many who came to maturity during 
the dry era were acquainted only with violent potions 
commonly called "bathtub gin." It has taken time to 
"expose" these people to wine so that they will 
appreciate and consume it regularly. It will take much 
longer to cultivate their taste to fine wines .... 
The tempo of living favors stronger alcoholic 
consumption--or no consumption. In this country too 
few have fostered the drinking of wines on a sound 
basis. The advertising of wines by those who are in the 
trade is not completely circumspect. The failure of 
society to educate itself towards the rational use of 
wines becomes more obvious each year. The critical 
consumption of fine wines also decreases during 
periods of crisis. It is no accident that the great classics 
of wines occurred in the middle of the last century, 
when the prosperity of aristocracy had enormously 
increased the demand. A happy combination of leisure, 
means, and taste were in full fqrce, and great wines 
were produced. 
The crisis now was that wine was fast becoming 


the handiest source of alcohol bought primarily for 
intoxication purposes, not aesthetic enjoyment, 
because of wartime restrictions on using corn and 
other grains in the brewing of beer and the 
fermentation and distillation of alcohol into such 
high-proof beverages as whiskey and gin. Grain 
alcohol was needed for medical usages and the 
manufacture of explosives. Wine could also be 
distilled into brandy, to make a worthy replacement 
for other spirits. 


Exchanging News from Afar 


A
fter turning in the final draft of the lengthy, 
complex article turned over for publication in 
Hilgardia in mid-August of 1942, Maynard 


Amerine, age 31, was now ready to be taken off to 
war. Fortunately, he wasn't positioned so as to take 
part in active combat. As he told interviewer Ruth 
Teiser 27 years later: 


I was drafted as a private. However, a friend of mine 
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put in to the Chemical Corps to select me for Chemical 
Corps basic training . I was sent from Monterey to 
Camp Sibert, Alabama, for the Chemical Corps. And 
then while there I applied for Officers' Candidate 
School and went [to it] at Edgewood Arsenal, 
Maryland. So I became a second lieutenant there in 
the early part of '43 and went abroad that summer . 
[From Bancroft interview, p56] 
During leaves from training camps MA spent 


time back East in urban areas visiting fellow 
oenophiles in prominent positions. Thus on July 1, 
1943, MR could report to Street: "Amerine is in 
New York now. He writes of visiting with the Chief 
Justice in Washington ." 


Several months earlier , in April , MR had sold the 
Paul Masson premises to Seagram, and he and Elsie 
had gone off to live on a 20-acre property, far 
smaller and on flatland, that they 'd bought within 
the town of Saratoga , in a prune orchard area that 
contained an old house along with a watertank 
structure in which the Rays set up cramped 
housekeeping while remodeling their new home. 


MR would have written to his friend Maynard to 
give him the news. As Amerine commented to 
Charles Sullivan many years later , in 1984: "That 
sale was a great surprise to me . I was then in the 
Army .. .. [H]e had always said that he was going to 
stay on that hill forever." Indeed, MR at first 
expected to remain living there when making the 
deal with Seagram executives, but then pulled out 
when it became apparent that they didn't really 
want him around to insist upon maintaining quality . 
During the war period's enforced price controls they 
intended to exploit Masson's established high prices . 


MR, bitter from past experiences , told Street that 
he had no intention of ever reentering the wine 
business. However, a year after selling Masson he 
would at least say: "I have decided to plant a vine
yard in the Spring. I have to have a vineyard . And 
I've waited long enough. From working around 
some nursery stock toda y I felt very good, somehow. 
Vines are the nicest things I know of, to grow . 
[7/25/44] 


He decided that Pinot N oir would be the chosen 
winegrape, because of its versatility : from it he 
could make both red and white table wines, as well 
as champagne and a rose . It was Elsie's favorite vine 
and wine , and he had begun referring to her as 
"Madame Pinot "- which evolved into his title for 
the Mistress of his wine domain , and he later hoped 
it would become hereditary. 


On December 1, 1943, Amerine s~nt a 
handwritten letter off to the Rays . Because after its 
receipt they sent it on to Julian Street, it got 
preserved and eventuall y archived: 


Merry Christmas from North Africa. Much to my 


delight we completed training in Alabama in 
September & were alerted for overseas service. We 
shipped from an east coast port in October and are 
temporarily camped somewhere in North Africa en 
route to our final destination . I am pleased to stop here 
because in many respects the climate & scenery 
resemble that of California. I feel doubly at home since 
there is a large vineyard only 50 yards from my tent 
and there are four wineries within walking distance. 
Needless to say after the dry South and trip en route 
(as well as natural inclination I am losing no time in 
becoming acquainted with the wines & foods of North 
Africa. In general the wines are entirely uninteresting, 
but last evening I drank a palatable Cabernet (?) about 
9 years old according to the label. I am on the track of 
several other wines which promise some merit. No 
French German Italian or even Spanish wines are 
available here . The food is highly rationed , not cheap 
and only fair. All the large hotels have been taken over 
by the army (French, British or US) and there are only 
a few respectable places open. But it is all proving very 
interesting and since we are only here in a transitory 
status we have very little to do and I have plenty of 
time for sightseeing. I trust that all goes well there. 
Did you make any wine this year? Hope the ranch is 
going per schedule in spite of labor famine. My very 
best wishes to you both for a pleasant holiday & a fine 
1944.-Amerine 
It 's clear from several mentions in MR's letters to 


Street during the war years that correspondence 
continued between the Rays and Amerine-who in 
1944 ended up on a long-term assignment in south 
Asia. Like his friend Martin, MA needed to live 
among grape-producing vegetation and other plants 
yielding edibles. 


Amerine writes from India that he has planted some 
grape vines out there. And he has hired a native to 
break the sod with a water buffalo and crude wooden 
plow (before the monsoon) so he could try to grow 
some other things even during this season. So I guess a 
fellow likes to grow if he has been a grower. [7 /25/44] 


And three days later MR said more about his 
enologist friend: "Amerine writes interestingly from 
India. He has jaundice, he says ." 


Earlier that year, Amerine and Winkler ' s formid
able report about grape varieties and the varietal 
wines made from them, the basis for their recom 
mendations to California growers and wineries, had 
finally been published by the University of Cali
fornia, almost two years after the manuscript had 
been submitted . A year earlier , though, a far briefer 
report had condensed and summarized the material . 
Amerine remembered those publications when he 
was interviewed by Bob Travers in 1983: 


The major variety paper was published in 1944. It was 
almost 200 pages. That reviewed all the pre-War 
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variety research and was summarized in the little 15 
page bulletin that went along with the Hilgardia. The 
thing was that we didn't expect the growers to read 
200 pages of detailed tables about the sugar and acid 
and o~r appraisals. The Hilgardia was in '44 but the 
bulletin was actually published in '43. I read proofs of 
that bulletin en route to India via North Africa in 
1943. How they ever got to Camp Patrick Henry 
(Virginia) in just the last 3 days, I don't know. [From 
"History of Napa Valley: Interviews and Reminis
cences of Long-Time Residents," Volume IV, 1985] 


The Hilgardia Paper 


The most influential report recommending 
which winegrape varieties were most suitable 
for planting in California's vineyards has 


been, undeniably, the monumental paper written by 
M.A. Amerine and A.J. Winkler of the University of 
California's agricultural campus in Davis. 1 It was 
published in 1944 in the Volume 15, Number 6, 
issue of Hilgardia, the agricultural-science journal 
launched in the late 19th century by noted U.C. 
Berkeley professor Eugene Hilgard. "The Composi
tion and Quality of Musts and Wines of California 
Grapes," running to 183 pages, is virtually a book 
unto itself. In its acknowledgments is this: "The 
authors wish to express their appreciation to the 
following companies and growers for their 
cooperation in securing the many lots of grapes:" 
Among the names was that of Martin E. Ray. 
(Perhaps pointedly, the Paul Masson Champagne 
Co. wasn't mentioned, since it was now owned by 
Seagram.) 


This project was no small undertaking. The two 
men-viticulturist and enologist-had been scouting 
and then scouring through vineyards throughout 
the state between 1935 and 1941: inspecting vines, 
picking grapes and taking them back to their 
campus to make wine, testing their juices for 
various components at different stages of 
fermentation and aging, and later conducting 
periodic evaluative tastings. They had also been 
gathering up intricate records of the daily 
temperature ranges throughout the year in many 
different localities where vineyards were located. 
(The first segment of this MR-MA article in WTQ's 
July 2004 issue presents their ambitious research 
project at some length.) 


The authors introduced the aims and methods of 
their ambitious research undertaking in this way: 


The utility of a given variety of grapes for wine making 
depends upon several factors. These include produc
tion factors such as scion-stock interrelationship, 
susceptibility to disease, inherent vigor of the vine, 
resistance to frost (which depends on the time of 
leafing out, the vine's ability to produce crops after 


frost injury, and the ~ like), and the yield and 
composition of the grapes under various soil and 
climatic conditions. One must also carefully evaluate: 
(1) the influence of environmental conditions (rainfall, 
wind, fogs, humidity, exposure, mean daily tempera
ture, and time of maturity); (2) the adaptability of the 
must to various vinification and amelioration practices 
(temperature, type of yeast, aeration, and other 
variations); (3) the suitability of the wine for aging in 
the wood and in the bottle (rate of clarification, 
bouquet development, and resistance to disease); and 
(4) the basic quality of the wine produced by the 
variety. The production of wine may be considered as 
the complex interrelation, interaction, and mutual 
influence of all these factors with and upon each other. 
In order to study wine-grape-variety adaptation in 
California, one must consider each of these critically 
and separately. 
The primary problem in enology is to determine the 
influences which affect the quality of a wine. Since 
grapes are the raw material, a study of the various 
varieties is the starting point. Because of the numerous 
variations in environmental conditions in California, 
the experiments must be repeated with each variety in 
as many different localities as possible. [p493] 
After briefly surveying previous research on 


winegrape varieties done by University of California 
scientists, particularly Hilgard and Bioletti, Amerine 
and Winkler summarized their methods of wine
making, conducting chemical analyses, and organo
leptic testing. Then they considered the influence of 
environmental conditions on wine quality: 


The interrelation of environment and variety is 
revealed in every recognized type of wine. The relative 
importance of each as a factor in the production of 
wines of high quality is debatable, with many salient 
points on either side. Generally speaking, and because 
each outstanding table wine type takes its character 
primarily from a single variety, one is inclined to 
attribute the principal difference between wine types 
to the variety used rather than to the region of 
production. Environment limits grape growing to 
definite regions on the surface of the earth. It likewise, 
just as definitely, limits the adaptation of individual 
varieties to certain areas within these regions. It is 
their environmental-variety interrelation that furn
ishes the bases for distinct wine types in most 
European counties. The significance of variety in 
European types indicates the great importance of 
choosing grapes adapted to the particular environ
ment. The fact that the variety of varieties grown in 
certain European regions are so perfectly adapted to 
these regions has made it possible for the wines 
produced there to establish a worldwide reputation for 
quality. 


And they judged climate to have paramount 
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importance in determining the quality of wme 
produced by particular grape varieties: 


The experience and research of the European vintners 
and enologists also afford a fairly definite indication of 
what climate does to grapes. Climate influences the 
rates of change in the constituents during development 
and the composition of the grapes at maturity. Under 
relatively cool conditions ripening proceeds slowly, and 
this is favorable for producing dry table wines of 
quality. These conditions foster the retention of a high 
degree of acidity, a low pH, and good color .... With 
most table-wine varieties they bring the aroma and 
flavoring constituents of the grapes and the precursors 
of the aroma and flavoring substances of the wines to 
their highest degree of perfection in the mature fruit. 
The combination of specific environments with the 
quality of the White Riesling, the Pinot noir, the 
Cabernet Sauvignon, or the like, has made possible the 
great table wines of the world. If, on the contrary, the 
varieties lack special character, the most favorable 
climate conditions will not make possible the 
production of quality wines. The table wines of these 
varieties will be improved because of a better balance 
of the sugar, acid, tannin, and flavor of the grapes at 
maturity ; but they will still lack the special qualities 
such as aroma, bouquet, and freshness that are 
characteristic of high-quality wines. [p503] 
The authors then explained why temperature 


became the main determinant in assessing the 
optimal locations in California for growing 
particular winegrape varieties: 


Climate includes many factors such as wind, rain, 
humidity, and temperature. Of these, apparently, 
temperature is the most important single factor in 
grape and wine production. It is measured fairly 
readily, though in actual practice not too accurately . 
Although climate in general and its influence on the 
quality of wines are of interest, more complete records 
are available for the differences in temperature 
between the seasons of the various regions in 
California than for the other factors; hence 
temperature will be used not only to explain further 
the data of table 3, but also to show the considerable 
annual variation between the years, from i935 to 
1941, for a number of locations in the state. [p507] 
The researchers' use of heat-summation statis-


tics, or "degree-days," in different grapegrowing 
areas of the state led them to create, for the sake of 
both clarity and convenience, five different cate
gories-regions into which all vineyards, whether 
already planted or planned, would be classified: 


To evaluate the influence of environment many 
varieties have been collected from all the principal 
grape-growing regions of California . In order to reduce 
the size of tables and to differentiate among the 
recommendations, the grape districts of the state have 


been grouped into five climatic regions. This grouping 
was based upon temperature differences or more 
specifically upon the summation of heat as degree-days 
above 502 F for the period April to October inclusive .... 
The summations for the regions are: I, less than 2,500 
degree-days; II, 2,501 to 3,000 degree-days; III, 3,001 
to 3,500 degree-days; IV, 3,501 to 4,000 degree-days; 
and V, 4,001 or more degree-days. [p504-05] 
It's interesting to find out that the two scientist


professors hadn't begun their research in 1935 with 
the hypothesis that temperature ranges and 
durations were the primary factor in determining 
which winegrape varieties would do best in par
ticular regions of California. AB Amerine admitted 
forty years after the publication of that signal 
Hilgardia issue: 


We had no idea of degree days at that time. Winkler 
had done some work at Lodi and we did know, in a 
way, that Bioletti had made recommendations so far as 
the coast counties and the interior valleys were 
concerned. But there was not any collection of degree 
day data or anything like that yet. That concept came 
about five years later when we actually analyzed the 
data [From transcribed interview with Charles L. 
Sullivan, 7/23/84]. 
In the long report there are altogether 25 tables 


or charts that both quantify and qualify the various 
grape varieties and the pure varietal wines made 
from them. Table 4 displays the five main California 
regions, with two "representative stations" in each, 
in "The Summation of Temperature as Degree-Days 
Above 50 for Several Typical Grape-Producing 
Areas" during the years between 1935 and 1941. 
With these seven-year figures then averaged, it's 
clear why each has been assigned to a particular 
heat-summation region between I and V. 


Statistical comparisons are made between repre
sentative grapes in the several different areas 
(Fresno, Davis, and Bonny Doon-regions V, IV, and 
I) in terms of the sugar (Balling degree), acid (as 
tartaric) and pH (acid/alkaline balance) measure
ments, as well as color intensity in red or black 
grapes. Two interesting tables are 5 and 6, which 
assign "Relative Values" as table and dessert wines 
to 29 red and 27 white grape varieties, and relative 
productivity and desirable type of pruning (cane
and-spur or spur). Only two reds score above 90 for 
table wines: Cabernet Sauvignon (an amazing 98) 
and Pinot noir (92), even though both have low 
productivity. There's only one red in the 80s: 
Grenache (82). Zinfandel scores only 67 and its 
productivity is high medium. AB for white varieties, 
only one grape scores above 90 as a table wine: 
Chardonnay (92). (Curiously, it would take three 
decades after the Amerine -Winkler report for this 
high-rated winegrape to become widely planted-
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and then eventually overplanted.) Only five white 
varieties made it into the 80s: Pinot blanc (83), Red 
Traminer (81), Semillon (85), Sylvaner (85), and 
White Riesling (88). ' 


The ambitious Table 7 is "Recommendations for 
Wine Types and Regional Adaptability of Varieties 
Fully Tested." There are altogether 122 winegrape 
varieties named on this main table; on a much 
smaller second one, #8, covering 17 "Varieties Not 
Fully Tested," only two have seemingly escaped the 
censure of five numbers, if barely, because they 
hadn't yet been fully judged in Regions I-III. (The 
now highly popular Merlot, among these 17, was 
said to yield a wine of "Average quality," and 
therefore was given five No's, though there were 
reference marks at regions II and III indicating that 
it "should be planted in the region only under 
special circumstances," to be explained elsewhere. 
Other now-prevalent varieties, such as Syrah [or 
Durif] weren't subjected to testing at all.) 


Of the combined total of 139 varieties studied by 
Amerine and Winkler, a full 109 were assigned 
numbers for all five regions- 78% of the many types 
of winegrape-producing varieties identified as 
growing in the state's vineyards! Of the varieties 
named on the main list, those not recommended 
were summed up in the "Remarks" in these ways: 
they produced grapes or wines of ''Very poor," 
"Poor," or "Average" quality, or were judged to be 
"Excelled by others," "Too neutral", "Very 
common"; or they were said to have "Little 
character" or be "Deficient in color," ''.Barely 
average"; or they had defects such as "Lacks acid," 
"Unbalanced must," "Lacks character," or "Too 
neutral; flat"; or else presented growing problems 
such as "Poor production" and "Fruit rots." "Not 
suitable for wine" was another reason for dismissal. 


Some varieties could sneak by if they qualified 
"For blending." Interestingly, the unloved Mission 
winegrape, which dated back to the Spanish 
settlement of Alta California and had been widely 
propagated since then, was found acceptable as a 
dry white dessert wine, "soft and mellow" if planted 
in Regions IV and V. The list even vetoed the 
planting of any more Zinfandel grape anywhere 
because there was "too much planted now." (If 
things could be done his way, MR would have 
eliminated Zinfandel entirely, since he disdained the 
wine made from it.) 


Martin Ray of course would have heard quite a 
lot about this ambitious research project from his 
friend Maynard Amerine over the past years, and 
known that the Masson property was decidedly 
within region I, probably on the upper end of its 
heat-summation scale-with other Santa Cruz 
Mountains winegrowing areas, such as the hills 


above the town of Santa Cruz and in Bonny Doon, 
high up in the Coastal Range, on the low end. When 
he read through the list of recommended varieties 
for region I, he would have seen only 10 winegrape 
varieties deemed best-given the desired "Yes"-for 
planting for the purpose of making high-quality 
wine., even though not all were enthusiastically 
promoted. These were: 


Cabernet Sauvignon* ("Very good quality") 
Chardonnay* ("Excellent quality") 
Gamay* ("Fruity wines") 
Grenache ("Good basic; sensitive to heat") 
Pinot blanc* ("Good quality") 
Pinot noir* ("For coolest regions only") 
Red Traminer ("Requires cool climate") 
Refosco ("Average quality") 
Sauvignon blanc ("Low producer; high quality") 
White Riesling ("Good quality") 


Perhaps significantly, five of these wine grapes 
(marked * above) had been abundantly grown in the 
Masson vineyards, or nearby. MR obtained Cabernet 
Sauvignon and some of his white grapes from 
Almaden's vineyards in what was region 2. The only 
other varietal wine that he produced while proprie
tor at Masson was Folle blanche, said to be "Good 
quality" but only really suitable for Region II-and 
he seems to have gotten most of these grapes from 
Almaden. (In 1944, when MR began planting his 
own vineyards on Mt. Eden-just across a small 
canyon from Masson, he narrowed his selections 
down to three varieties. He began by creating a 
Pinot noir vineyard, using budwood taken from 
Masson, which possibly was a clonal variant known 
as Pinot noiren, which had smaller grapes. Mean
while, before doing any large-scale planting he 
tested different Cabernet Sauvignon clones for both 
vineyard and wine performances, finally settling 
upon using both Rixford and Jackling budwood. 
Eventually he added Chardonnay, propagating vines 
from cuttings of a clone he'd originally gotten from 
Villa Armando's Frank Garatti, who was farming 
Theodore Gier's old vineyard property in Pleas
anton, in the Livermore Valley area-so apparently 
not from whatever budwood Masson had directly 
imported from Burgundy. His decision was based on 
drinking the wine made by Amerine at U.C. Davis 
from grapes he had picked there . Thus the much
circulated Mt. Eden clone may actually be closely 
related to the vaunted Wente clone. Years later, 
after MR had launched Mount Eden Vineyards, he 
was planning to add a fourth variety that Amerine 
and Winkler had judged best suited for Region I: 
White Riesling. But this never took place, although 
he had managed to secure two special clones, actual 
contraband, from Germany's Giesenheim Institute.) 
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Though tremendously important, Amerine and 
Winkler 's report on their research was largely 
ignored for two decades and more by grapegrowers 
and vineyard-owning wineries . But it began to be 
consulted, then pored over by them as the 
consumption of table wines increased and wine
buying consumers became ever more interested in 
wine quality and varietal wines. Furthermore, the 
pressure of industrial and residential developments 
continuously drove up the value (and cost ) of arable 
land within or near urban areas given over to 
producing winegrapes , thus encouraging vineyard 
expansion or migration into new and possibly 
untried areas in Regions I-V-for premium wineries 
especially, of course, the two cooler ones, best for 
varieties that made the finest wines . 


Getting Back into Winegrowing 


0 
nly briefly did MR manage to back away from 
playing his self-chosen contentious role in the 
wine industry. While master of Masson, MR, 


whose stroke some years earlier had damaged his 
nervous system, had found that to avoid unpleasant 
experiences he needed to be abstemious around any 
form of alcoholic beverage, even wine. When he no 
longer felt under pressure as the proprietor and 
primary promoter of a sizable wine business, he 
began allowing himself to actually drink wine, not 
just sample a bit of it on his palate when tasting . 
But he appeared to do so with moderation (and Elsie 
would have made sure of this ). As he told Street: 


You know, I am drinking a little wine these days, 
thank God. One or two or three or four glasses with 
dinner. Two if large, three or four if small glasses. I 
could enjoy a bottle of that Gamay. But then, I drank a 
lot for some 20 years. And for that I am thankful . Just 
being able to have a glass without any ill effects is 
great, after waiting so long with only tastes and 
memories. [7 /28/44] 
Perhaps this new acknowledgment of his innate 


love for wine persuaded him to renege upon his 
declaration of retirement from the winegrower 's 
life. Intent upon starting anew, toward the end of 
1944, not much more than a year after selling 
Masson to Seagram, he succeeded in purchasing two 
quarter-sections (160 acres each ) on the northern 
side of Table Mountain, which was bisected on its 
eastern side by a small, steep canyon that contained 
an arroyo. The topmost part of the new property
studded with oak , laurel , and chaparral-connected 
with the highest but undeveloped section ' of the 
Paul Masson prem ises . Ray would always tell people 
that this was the exact location where his prescient 
mentor Masson had urged him to create out his own 
grapegrowing and winemaking enterprise. 


It would take a great deal of labor as well as 


expense to carve out his wine estate, but MR, now 
40 years old and full of new energy and ambition, 
eagerly took on the task. He used funds available 
from the Seagram sale and also from selling his 
fixed-up Saratoga home (he and Elsie then rented 
from Masson's daughter the little country house her 
father had built at the foot of his former mountain). 
He hired men to help him push through a road to 
the top, which years before had been modestly 
farmed; and there they chopped down trees, hacked 
away scrubby vegetation and removed roots, plowed 
the raw earth, and finally planted grapevines (Pinot 
noir, first )-and put up an encircling barbed-wire 
fence to keep out deer . He built a warehouse-like 
structure that could serve as garage, storeroom, and 
makeshift winery. And on a slope below an oak tree 
grove he constructed a cabin, with a concrete-slab 
floor; made of redwood, it had one large all-purpose 
room, with a tiny kitchen and a bathroom on either 
end. (Eventually he'd put a wine cellar beneath it 
all. ) 


Meanwhile, MR was tending the historic but 
near-abandoned La Questa vineyards in Woodside 
that now belonged to Emmett Rixford's two sons. 
He made wine from its four different red Bordeaux 
grape varieties, and he kept it at first at the nearby 
Gemello Winery. 


He was in the midst of such activities when his 
old friend Maynard returned from his Army service 
to join again the faculty at U.C . Davis . In a letter to 
Street he recorded their get-together and how his 
acting on a tip given by MA about an attractive 
wine-buying opportunity, which didn't pan out. 


Perhaps I told you of Dr. Amerine's return. I drove up 
and had lunch with him recently. It was a most 
pleasant day. Elsie is going up with me again to visit 
with him soon. We talked of French wines and I came 
home encouraged over his understanding that a 
Romanee-Conti 1937 was being offered in New York at 
$45 per case wholesale. I sat down and wrote three 
letters and I enclose the answers thereto. Now, if you 
think my old prices were high what in the world do you 
think of such nonsense as this? I was ready and 
anxious to buy two or three or perhaps five cases of 
Romanee-Conti 1937 if it measured up to the 1934 and 
sold at $45 wholesale. But not only can it not be had at 
this figure, it cannot be had at all , apparently. [3/11/46] 
But at least this incident led MR to realize that as 


fine wines from France became available again, 
among connoisseurs and status-seeking consumers 
they would at once put to shame California's output 
of wines. Eagerly coveted in the immediate postwar 
years, their short supply enabled them to command 
high prices. And they posed a new threat . to 
California vintners, who had grown accustomed to 
selling their vintage-dated and varietal-claiming 
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blends and other schlock unchallenged by the 
quality zealot, Martin Ray-who was gearing up 
now to put his trademark of pure varietals back intQ 
the marketplace. 


At U.C. Davis Dr. Amerine again took up a 
multitude of teaching, research, publication, wine 
judging, sociable culinary interests, and educational 
outreach activities, with the latter including giving 
winetasting courses to interested lay consumers and 
writing articles and books. Many ex-servicemen 
matriculated at the Davis campus, having their 
college careers supported by the G.I. Bill. A few of 
them were enrolled in viticulture and viniculture 
courses, but Prof. Amerine, then and later, was 
scarcely sanguine about their futures in the wine 
industry, which showed little need or desire to hire 
trained wine scientists. As he would remark to MR 
six years later: 


Registration is on here-little interest in enology. 
Perhaps we make it too difficult? But the industry is 
certainly not prosperous enough to attract the new 
students. The veterans who came in 1946-47 have 
nearly all left the wine industry now. Perhaps our 
teaching did not inspire them enough to continue? Or 
maybe we should have a course in marketing. (2/12/53) 


(What a difference there would be between 1946 and 
several decades later, when the Wine Revolution 
began creating a surplus of applicants to the Viticul
ture and Enology Department's academic program!) 
Although there seems to be no surviving evidence of 


had written with Maynard A. Joslyn, Table Wines: 
The Technology of Their Production in California, 
simply: "For Martin Ray who doesn't need it." 


A Shift in Plans 


I
n the late 1940s Martin Ray began selling his 
pure varietal wines again, but this time under 
his own name, and sometimes also using on the 


label title La Montana. His small estate vineyard on 
the northern topside of Saratoga's Table Mountain 
(eventually becoming known as Mt. Eden) was 
beginning to produce enough Pinot noir grapes for a 
proper harvest, and he was also purchasing 
winegrapes from other sources for vintaging. 
Withholding it from Seagram when selling the 
Masson property, he had cagily kept the winery's 
19th-century incorporation date of 1852 claimed by 
Paul Masson, to whom it had legitimately 
descended, first from his wife's grandfather, Etienne 
Thee, and thence to her father, Charles Lefranc, 
whose business Masson had partly taken over after 
his death. Displaying the longevity of a business 
enterprise meant a great deal to MR, and he 
believed it would impress potential customers as 
well, especially when they considered the high prices 
of his wines. (He was already planning for a 
Centennial Vintage release.) 


Martin Ray was poised to cut a significant swath 
in California's benighted and torpid wine industry, 
which was bedeviled by its overall reputation of poor 


quality, by letter exchanges 
between Amer
ine and the Rays 
during this peri
iod-due to fire 
(at MR's house) 


,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ comparisons 


and deliberate 
destruction (on 
Amerine's part-
its clear that fre-
quent social con
tacts went on 
during the latter 
part of the '40s, 
and doubtless 
Maynard also 
took an active, 
even participa
tory interest in 
both the vine
yard plantings 
and winemaking 
endeavors of his 
friend Martin. In 
1951 he inscrib-
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with the new 
wines coming 
from France 
and Germany, 
and by cheap 
imports from 
Italy and 
Chile. 


But a per
sonal calamity 
intruded. In 
1949 Elsie 
Ray was 
found to have 
breast cancer. 
Surgery had 
at first prom -
ised full re
covery. As 
Rusty faced 
the possible 
loss of his life 
partner-who 


m so many ways, as he himself would have 
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admitted, was his "better half'' -he began losing 
much of his driving interest in reestablishing 
himself as America's foremost vintner and wine 
quality advocate . He decided to sell his new wine 
ranch property to the Kew family of San Francisco, 
whose son Kenneth had been a viticulture and 
enology student at U.C. Davis. As part of the deal, 


MADE ANO BOTT L EO BV 


MARTIN RAY VINEYARDS 
SARATOGA , CALIFORNIA 


ALCOHOL 13% BY VOLU ME • CONTE NTS 760 ml (25.-' fl. or,) 


the Kew parents wanted Kenny to receive on-site 
practical training from Martin Ray in both the 
vineyard and the above-ground temporary winery 
that held some of the wines that MR had been 
making since 1946, mostly from purchased grapes. 
To make their life easier now, MR and Elsie left the 
redwood cabin on the mountain , to move into a 
rented house in Saratoga - actually the very one 
they had bought and fixed up six years earlier. 


But the new arrangement with Kenneth Kew as 
ranch caretaker had proven unsatisfactory, as Rusty 
reported it to his soldier-nephew. Willis Ray, 
stationed in Berlin, five years earlier had helped his 
uncle put in the Pinot noir vineyard on Mt. Eden. 
MR wrote to Will much as he might have written to 
Julian Street , had the latter not died suddenly of a 
heart attack four years before. 


The young fellow didn't take care of the place, his 
wines or the responsibility of it all. He is a nice lad but 
it wasn 't working out . So, first of the year we made a 
new deal. You may be sure I took care of the wines 
made for him in that new upper cellar where the barn 
had been. But, as I told Elsie , having made the first 
deal I actually was faced with the same responsibility 
as before, unless I wanted to let everything sold go to 
hell. All I had gained was the money received. And that 
is why we made the new deal first of the year . 


We formed a new Corporation. This letterhead [Martin 
Ray, Inc .] bears the new name. Into this new 
corporation the Kews deeded all they had purchased 
from us, together with $10,000 with which we can 
build a new cellar underground. And we deeded into 
this new corporation the wines we had kept in our 
original cellar plus those made last vintage . So, the 
whole property and all the wines and equipment are 
now owned by this new corporation . And Elsie and I 
own 1h of the corporation and the Kews own the other 
%. I am President and Treasurer . The young fellow is 
my assistant . In time he hopes to buy us out. Then it 
can all go to hell, you see. That is the way of life. One 
fellow builds , the other fellow tears down or permits it 
to fall down. [5/11/50) 
Rusty's tone conveyed an uncharacteristic 


cynicism about the long-term value of what his 
labors and expenditures had recently created on Mt. 
Eden. Still, he could tell Will, "There are some 
mighty fine wines in our cellars now." 


A Friend in Need-and Friends in Deed 


B
y the end of 1950 it became apparent that 
Elsie ' s health was faltering . The malignancy 
now showed up in her lungs, and the doctors 


declared it untreatable. When Rusty wrote to 
nephew Will early in the next year he didn't 
mention his worries about Elsie's condition, but did 
inform him of certain changes that had come about: 


In the cellar [of the house] are some of the same wines 
that were there before, too. Not all have been drunk 
up, you see. But now there are newer ones there, too, 
aging. Some are from the vineyard you planted on the 
Mountain. We call that Ken's place, now. That is the 
name of the chap we wrote you about who bought into 
it first about a year and a half ago. We told you then 
that it was the ultimate intention that he would buy us 
out entirely. I am sure I wrote that we had formed a 
new Corporation in which each of us owned one half. 
Well, Ken's family bought all our interest in that 
property. But relations are good between us and I go 
there quite often . Only yesterday I went up to help him 
bottle a puncheon of wine .... 
Someday that ranch will be for sale cheap. Because 
Ken will never take care of it and in time the father 
will be gone or disgusted . Right now the problem is 
that of Ken's possibility of being required to return to 
the army. He is only 25 and single and while a vet 
present regulations can change very quickly if things 
thicken, as you know. And if Ken has to go, then what! 
[1/14/51. Note : This was the time of the Korean War 
and a new military draft.] 
The next letter to Will, a very long one, contained 


on its last page some additional information about 
the Rays ' latest deal with the Kews. The entire 
involvement with the Kews demonstrates MR's 
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notorious and abiding tendency to involve other 
people in convoluted deals over financial invest
ments in property or wine (made or prospective), 
and which when they went sour, and often became 
litigated, earned him the reputation of being a 
confidence mrur and wily manipulator. In past years 
he had been, after all, a shrewd salesman of stocks 
and bonds, and a real estate investor on the side. 


You see, while we sold the ranch, we finally purchased 
back the controlling interest in MARTIN RAY, INC. 
which owns everything but the ranch and we have 
additionally a ten year leas[e] on the bonded premises, 
the house and exclusive right to the grapes. So, in a 
sense, it is better than owning the ranch. Because we 
do not have to take care or pay for all that up there. 
(8/5/51) 
MR now needed to get used to using first-person 


singular, an "I" instead of "we." For here he had 
added, "But now I wonder. I frankly do not know 
what I will do. I have thought of chucking the 
vintage . I just don't give a damn." 


But why? His lengthy letter at its very start had 
already given, in detail, the dreadful news: Elsie had 
died of cancer five days before. 


Not once did she complain. She was like an angel. And 
in the early days drawing me to her and telling me I 
must allow the spirit to survive, the will to live, grow 
in me. I have promised to try to make me a new life .... 
[But] I do not know if I can bring myself to even want 
to ... .l just can't seem to want to live, without her . And 
if I tell myself I can make a new life, that seems the 
saddest thought of all-that it might be so .... 
For Martin Ray there was, at least, a worthy 


solace: 
The only one thing that remains good, is a bottle of 
wine. It makes stout the heart, for a time. And I have 
been having this treatment .... The day little Elsa went 
I had two bottles of champagne myself, to the horror of 
[Elsie's] family members. And that night Dr. Amerine 
drove down [from Davis] especially to cook me a dinner 
and we drank together four more bottles. [!] 
It's significant that after hearing from Martin of 


Elsie's death early that morning, Maynard Amerine 
did what only a close friend would and could do. 
Like many other people, he had always been very 
fond of Elsie Ray. (In fact, his first acquaintance 
with her had come about when she was his uncle 's 
girlfriend, before she married Rusty.) He under
stood how much, and in how many ways, Martin 
depended upon Elsie's strength of character, 
commonsense, and sociability-and her ability to 
soothe his high-strung nervous system and curb his 
demons. 


Imbibing ample wine may have allowed MR to 
verbalize his anguish later to his nephew: ' 


In sober mind, I wonder just what new interest I can 


develop, if any. And I know there can never be 
anything filled with the holy fire I once dished out. If 
anything, it must be something less vigorous. I'll soon 
be 50. With my heart gone out of living, it could only 
be some other and new life, if any. And so, I will go 
along, and I will see just what time will turn . 
MR would next send a short letter to Will that 


seemed more composed, again crediting wine for 
some surcease in perturbation: 


I'm trying to concentrate on plans for the future, now
days .... What they say about time is a damn lie. You 
just got to build yourself another life, that's all. In the 
mean time I am taking a little wine for my stomach's 
sake. In the many years immediately past everything 
has changed while I have lived in the present, all the 
time. So it isn't going to be an easy thing to build a 
new life. Only wine has not changed. It, alone, has re
mained constant. It is a great thing to stand by. 
[8/24/51) 
Less than two months later, MR wrote to his 


nephew again. This time he told of the extra
ordinary recent happening that signaled a sudden 
dramatic shift in his life circumstance, offering the 
immediate resurrection of his energetic ambitions as 
a winegrower . 


Say whatever you will, life is never dull! Not for me, 
anyway, as you very well know. I must tell you, Willis, 
of a very wonderful thing . Eleanor Kamb and I were 
married September 15th in Santa Barbara. 
It was Elsie's wish that I marry. She asked me to, but I 
was then horrified at the thought of it and refused to 
discuss it . Elsie also wrote to Eleanor a letter I did not 
see until we were agreed on marriage and in which 
Elsie confided to Eleanor her fears and wishes for me. 
So, it is all a very wonderful thing . [10/18/51) 
The new Eleanor Ray (also the name of MR's 


mother, still alive at the time of the marriage) had 
first known Rusty Ray when they were students 
together at the University of Washington . She had 
then married his best friend, Walter Kamb, who for 
years was MR's business partner. Both Rusty's and 
Eleanor's connections with him terminated in 1936 
-at the very time MR had arranged to buy Paul 
Masson Champagne Co. Over the years, though, 
Eleanor had kept her friendship with both the Rays 
and visited them on trips she took northward from 
the Los Angeles area, where she was raising her 
three children. And MR in his desperate loneliness 
after Elsie's death had summoned her to his side. 


Eleanor was introduced to Amerine by Rusty 
even before they got married. (In fact, while the 
Rays were briefly honeymooning, Maynard, with 
Eleanor's son Peter, picked the harvest-ripe Pinot 
grapes in the vineyard, crushed them, and put juice 
and skins in a fermenter-Peter's introduction to 
winemaking.) From the very start of their associa-
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tion, Eleanor admired Amerine, and both under
stood and appreciated the special bond between 
these two men, so different in many ways but 
sharing a deep passion for both vineyards and wine. 
And because of Eleanor Ray's stewardship, from 
then on, of all personal and business correspond
ence, the written communications among the three 
of them (for ER wrote often to Maynard herself) 
have been preserved. Many of the letters Martin 
Ray wrote to Amerine during the first half of the 
'50s, as well as copies sent to him of communica
tions that he was writing to other people, displayed 
a fierce resurgence of that "holy fire" he had shown 
earlier as the zealous promoter of the Paul Masson 
pure varietal wines. , 


Variable in content and tone-gossipy, infor
mation-conveying, playful, advice-giving, anecdote
telling, admonitory, lecturing, then becoming scold
ing and even waspish, and finally just cool and 
businesslike-the letters, and Maynard's postcards, 
as they proceed through time, first display the 
attractions of a highly compatible trio, and gb on to 
document the absolute and sad corrosion of a friend
ship, coming from the clash of two very different 
approaches to pushing America's wine industry into 
achieving honesty and quality-ensuring standards in 
winemaking and wine selling. 


.. ';."" 
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1. In the 2nd edition of his bibliography, Wine into Words, 
James Gabler states in the introduction to the Maynard 
Amerine entries that Professor Amerine, a member of the 
faculty of U.C. Davis from 1935 to 1974, "authored more 
books on the technical aspects of wine and wine making 
than any other author in the English language." The 
Bibliography of Publications lJy the Faculty, Staff, and 
Students of the University of California, 1876-1980, on 
Grapes, Wines, and Related Subjects, compiled by May
nard Amerine and Herman Phaff (U.C. Press, 1986), lists, 
chronologically, over 290 works by Amerine. His early 
1940's monographs include: Amerine & Winkler, A., 
Grape Varieties for Wine Production, 1943 (Circ.356, 
15p.); Amerine & Joslyn, MA., Commercial Production of 
Table Wines, 1940 (Bull.639, 143p.); Commercial Produc
tion of Dessert Wines, 1941 (Bull.651, 186p.); Commercial 
Production of Brandies, 1941 (Bull.652, 80p.). 


[To be continued in the next issue. The author thanks 
John Skarstad and Axel Borg of Special Collections at 
Shields Library of U.C. Davis for supplying copies of MR's 
letters and of the Hilgardia issue's pages; Charles L. 
Sullivan for lending copies of interviews with Amerine 
and providing his own. Also, she is grateful to the 
Saratoga Library for frequent use of its microfilm reader 
and printer; and to the Dept. of Rare Books and Special 
Collections of Princeton University Library for continu
ing permission to quote from MR's letters to Julian 
Street, available on microfilm, and for locating the letters 
from Amerine to the Rays.] 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 


AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 


BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 


CIRCULAR 356 
August, 1943 


GRAPE VARIETIES FOR WINE PRODUCTION' 
M.A. AMERINE' AND A. J. WINKLER• 


ALTHOUGH CALIFORNIA WINERIBS have utilized a considerable tonnage of 
raisin and table grapes since repeal of Prohibition, their preferred material is 
wine grapes. In this state there are now only 170,000 acres of such grapes, pro
ducing about 600,000 tons per year. The average annual winery crush (1937 to 
1941) has exceeded 900,000 tons, but the annual crush of wine grapes has not 
exceeded 450,000; hence wine grapes have constituted approximately only 50 
per cent of the total crush.' Should normal winery demands continue, the 
acreage of wine grapes could probably be expanded with profit. The grower is 
interested in planting varieties that produce well, but the consumer is con
cerned with securing a product of good quality. 


Interest in wine-grape adaptation to the climatic regions of California has 
extended from the time of Agoston Haraszthy in 1860 to the present. From 
1880 until Prohibition, the California Agricultural Experiment Station con
ducted detailed studies, first under Dean E . W. Hilgard, later under Professor 
F. T. Bioletti. Since Prohibition repeal the studies have been continued, and 
the present circular summarizes the best information available. 


Table wines may be either sweet or dry. They contain less than 14.0 per 
cent of alcohol, and the dry types should have over 0.6 per cent acid. The sweet 
types contain 0.5 to 5.0 per cent sugar and appear balanced with only about 
0.5 per cent acid. The best grapes for the standard dry types should not exceed 
24 ° Balling nor have a must acidity of less than 0.65 per cent. The natural 
sweet types of table wines will require musts with a Balling degree of 24 to 
28, because it is necessary to maintain residual sugar in them; yet their 
acidity should be about 0.60 per cent. · 


Dessert wines also may be either sweet or dry . They contain over 18.0 
per cent alcohol. Since this concentration is not easily obtained by natural 


1 This publication summarizes the recommendations of the Hilgardia artie le, Composition 
and Quality of Wines and Musts of Californ ia Grapes, by M. A. ·Amerine and A. J. Winkl er 
(in press ). Those interested in more complete inform ation on th e merit s and defe cts of 
specific varieties should write to the Division of Viti culture at Davis stating the vari eti es, the 
proposed region of planting , and .the type and quality of wine desired . 


' Assistant Professor of Enology and Assistant Enologist in the Experiment St ation. 
• Professor of Viticulture and Viticulturist in the Experiment St ati on. 
• For more complete data see Bulletin 651, Commercial Product ion of Dessert Wines, by 


M. A. Joslyn and M. A. Amerine. The percent age of wine grapes in the crush incr eased in 
1942 because of the almost complete diversion of raisin grapes to drying. 
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WINE AS A COMMUNICATOR 
by Hugh Johnson 


An address to the Wynkyn de Warde Society, lB'h May 1972, 
at Stationers Hall, London. 


[EDITOR NOTE: The Wynken de Warde Society, a society for printers and publishers founded in 1957, takes its name from the English printer, 
Wynken de Warde. Born Jan van Wynkyn in Alsace, he accompanied William Caxton to England in 1476, where he became Caxton's assistant. 
After Caxton's death, de Warde became the first printer to set up his shop in London's Fleet Street, which for centuries was perhaps the world's 
most famous center of printing . His place in history is that of the first publisher to popularize the products of the printing press. From 1491, until 
his death in 1535, he produced over 700 books, and laid the foundation of commercial publishing in Britain . • Wine as a Communicator was 
printed in Great Britain by The Stellar Press for members of the Society, 1972, with illustrations by Charles Mozley . Our sincerest thanks to the 
author and the Wynkyn de Warde Society for permission to reprint.] 


S
o great and so many are the 
parallels between the art 
which I study and the one 


which you practice that there are 
times, very mirthsome times 
tinged perhaps only just a little on 
the latter edge with remorse, 
when a merry delightsome confu
sion reigns in my head. 
Both arts ply the press. The first 
slide which I wiJl conjure from the 
magic lantern of your imagination 
is just one such - a press: the 
oldest you can remember seeing 


portrayed. Turn if you will to face the plain part of the 
wall above the door opposite me. See there, a little 
blurred is it? A preposterous wooden engine. Let me 
help you focus on it: a mighty wooden-screw, a daring 
piece of sculpture, rises from its middle-part. A bed 
robust enough for the guestroom at the Boar's Head 
in Eastcheap forms the base. Each massy member 
seems designed for the eternal toil. 


What is the purpose of this titanic squeezer? Its 
function is as you fancy it . One of us has imagined a 
printing press. Another, focusing with all his might, a 
press for pressing grapes. Its purpose, though, which
ever instrument you brought to mind, is the same. It 
was fashioned to ease, to oil and speed communication 
between man and man. 


I would not be so unguestly as to impute 
newfangledness to the press you ply. I was not long 
ago in the city of Mainz, where the Riesling breeze 
ruffles the Rhine, and in the autumn months the 
Sylvaner blows. There is a museum you know well 
there. Some of your most beautiful productions are 
splendidly displayed. A craftsman is sometimes enticed 
from the stube across the street to toil in the very 
shop-well perhaps not the very shop-where 
Gutenberg printed his impeccable texts. And it was 
watching this performance that the unworthy thought 
crossed my mind that, shall we say, our presses have 
a common ancestry. It was not a printing press which 
Noah made ... but then the copyright would have 
lapsed ... I make no accusations. 


I live on Grub Street. I have an idea as inflated as 
anyone's of the importance of Wynkyn and his word
mongers. But the complementary role of wine in eas-
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ing, in oiling and speeding communication is less often 
discussed. It must have been for this reason (for my 
vanity has no other to suggest) that your Chairman 
set me in motion at this very moment when the frame, 
replete, naturally longs to drowse away the afternoon. 


Wine and the muse. That is one promising aspect of 
my theme. To begin roundly with the evidence of 
Shakespeare's superior taste-buds: "a marvellous 
searching wine, and it perfumes the blood e'er one can 
say 'What's this?"' No further proof is needed, surely, 
that Shakespeare spent those mysterious unac
counted-for formative years, not as some have rashly 
asserted, in Italy, nor as a soldier nor indeed as a 
woman or an Earl, but as a wine-grower in the upper 
Rhone valley. 


What boozy poetasters might we not touch on? 
Keats ordering the true, the blushful Hippocrene. Did 
you know, by the way, that Keat's special pleasure 
was sprinkling his tongue with pepper and then 
gobbling claret ice-cold to quench the fire? Claret. 
Iced. 


Or Tennyson in after-dinner talk, across the wal
nuts and the wine. Or Fitzgerald wondering what the 
vintners buy one half so precious as the goods they 
sell. Or Belloc, splendidly and shamelessly prejudiced: 


But Catholic men, that live upon wine 
Are deep in the water, and frank and fine; 
Wherever I travel I find it so, 
Benedicamus Domino. 


Of all the poets we should find, and this is in spite 
of the fact that he sipped gin-and-water as he wrote, 
and nursed his head with a vile brew of hock and soda 
the next day, that Byron was the one who was most 
moved to poetry (of his own peculiar kind) by wine: 


And the small ripple spilt upon the beach 
Scarcely o'er passed the cream of your champagne 
That spring-dew of the spirit! The heart's rain! 
Few things surpass old wine; 


And they may preach 
Who please, - the more because they preach 


In vain ... 


A reference that pleases me particularly. Few 
people, and fewer poets, appreciate the virtue of old 
champagne ... creaming, not frothing; deep in flavour; 
eloquent in scent. Byron again: 


I hate a motive like a lingering bottle 
With which the landlord makes too long a stand, 
Leaving all claretless the unmoistened throttle 
Especially with politics on hand ... 


Politics - the second theme: discussion; argument 
and wine. Several (I am not permitted to say how 
many) hundred dozen bottles of claret; only a little 
less of Burgundy; several hundred dozen bottles of 


champagne; of hock, of sherry-that was the con
sumption of the House of Commons last year. 


Under duress, of course, they sell ale too; to anyone 
who can outface Crabbe's cutting couplets: 


. .. poor topers whose untutored sense 
Sees bliss in ale, and can with wine dispense; 
Whose head proud fancy never taught to steer 
Beyond the muddied exstasies of beer. 


And the dire effects on the laws of the land are 
known to all. 


There is no one here who doubts that his wit was at 
its sharpest, his wisdom at its most elevated, his 
eloquence most telling at that very moment when the 
Chairman called for the siesta. We have enjoyed 
together a glass or two of sherry, or of that bracing 
porcupine wine from the Grand Duchy. A glass or two 
of the white Loire wine, made of the Sauvignon grapes 
which are so a la mode this year. Two or three glasses 
of that good round earthy claret; of port, a touch; of 
brandy, a suspicion. We have each drunk perhaps a 
bottle of light wine, or its equivalent. 


But this is what we expect, and what is (what is 
more) expected of us when we meet friends, and feel 
well and communicative, and have a limited time to 
scale the heights and survey the horizons of mutual 
understanding. 


Wine eases, lubricates, accelerates communication. 
But here is a paradox. For me a crucial one. For in 
writing and speaking about wine-that is, the taste of 
wine, and not just its name and address-real com
munication is barred. What I do for a living, or more 
properly fail to do, is to communicate the incom
municable. 


The poverty oflanguage in words that express taste 
has often been remarked. Indeed, there are only four 
distinct sensations of the palate: sweet, salt, sour, 
bitter. Everything else is metaphor: full-bodied, 
robust, honeyed, elegant, nervy, supple ... 


Where language has let them down, those who deal 
in wine have had to supply themselves with a means 
of communication of their own. Their jargon is as vital 
to the conduct of their business as the jargon of the 
ballet, or the galley, or the turf. 


Unlike these, however, wine is something which we 
all share with friends, often; and sharing, want to 
discuss. Our discussion is best when it is most 
uninhibited. You know the Thurber cartoon which is 
generally accepted as the last word on the subject. You 
may project it on the wall as slide number two if you 
wish: the mousy little chap on the right of the table; 
his guests leaning forward for his verdict. "It's only a 
naive little domestic burgundy without any breeding; 
but I think you'll be amused by its presumption." Do 
not let this impious mockery of Thurber's put you off. 
Our friend was trying hard, and doing well. It was 







Italian-Swiss Colony 66-cent Burgundy-type from 
California in his glass. Which of us, with such limited 
inspiration, would have done better? 


Since the spirit of wine, its essential nature, cannot 
be adequately conveyed in words of description, we 
must broaden the range of reference. 


The legendary evening parties given by the great 
wine-maker Andreas van Schubert in his noble manor, 
at the foot of his precipice of vines, at Maximin 
Griinhaus, near Trier, should put us on our mettle. 
Herr van Schubert offers his guests music and wine. 
Schubert sonatas; Griinhaus wines; each illuminating 
the other; the two so perfectly paired that one would 
say the composer composed with such an auslese, such 
a beerenauslese in mind. Seeing, that is, that it could 
hardly have been the other way round ... even with 
German vines. 


And if wines can find their soul-mates in sonatas, 
so they can in landscapes: North Wales in Chamber
tin, surely; and what are the Fens but Pouilly Fuisse? 


Or architecture: St. Peter's is Chateau Petrus in 
substance as well as name; Buckingham Palace 
(without disloyalty) is brewer's Nuits St. Georges. 


Or actresses ... at your discretion. 
Yet there are always people to lead as far as words 


will go: I am delighted to see that among the guests 
here today is the nephew of a great Irish master of the 
sign language of wine: Maurice Healy. I always 
treasure as true wit his distinction between the red 
wines of the Graves and those of the Medoc. Matt and 
glossy prints of the same photograph, he called them. 
I wish I'd said that. 


Andre Simon, my own master, was another who let 
a natural poetry flow from him; beggaring analysis. 
This I treasure, a characteristic metaphor, in an 
account of a Memorable Meal at the Rind's Head at 
Bray in 1933. The 1926 Chablis evoked for him the 
grace of the silver willow; the 1919 Montrachet the 
stateliness of the Italian poplar; the 1920 Cheval 
Blanc the magnificence of the purple beech; the 1870 
Lafi.te the majesty of the royal oak. But as to the 
brandy (an 1842) there was "no tree with its roots in 
common clay to be mentioned in the same breath." 


This is where wine leads. We must have no qualms 
in following. In identifying, for example, that classical 
Baskerville quality in a Pauillac; or observing that 
Beaune and Bembo seem to come from the same font. 
The Grat quality of so much Italian wine often comes 
home to me forcefully. 


In France they are much bolder than us. When the 
colour of a wine stirs them with the memory of a 
partridge's eye, they admit it manfully. If they taste 
violets in a wine, or if they are overcome with the tar 
and truffles in its bouquet, they are not afraid to say 
so. A famous Burgundian priest observed that a noble 
wine of the Cote de Nuits was none other than the 
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infant Jesus in velvet trousers. And his perception is 
celebrated and justly quoted to this day. 


Away, then, with Conventional Wisdom of Wine. 
Let us never again speak of St. Emilion as the most 
Burgundy-like of Bordeaux-an essay in non
expression; non-communication. Let us see it for 
what it is: a thrush's egg; rain in the headlights of a 
lorry; South Rampart Street Parade played on a tenor 
saxophone. 


In the salons of the mind there is more wit than 
retailers' footnotes can encompass. Listen to Michel
angelo on the wine San Gimignano: "It kisses, licks, 
bites, thrusts and stings." What is your port doing to 
you? Communicating something more seductive than 
just a big body, I'll warrant you. 


.-~ NEWS 
& NOTES 


Welcome! new Tendrils. Louisa Hargrave, author 
of The Vineyard (Viking, 2003), reviewed in our 
January issue by Allan Shields, has been "recruited" 
for our Society by Allan. Although not an admitted 
collector, she is very interested in wine literature and 
hopes to send us some book reviews. Reginald 
Oliver, a St. Helena, CA, vineyardist (infor@rboco. 
com), has a special interest in material on the Napa 
Valley. Orley Ashenfelter, of Princeton, NJ (c6789 
@princeton.edu), a collector for some 20 years, writes 
and publishes Liquid Assets (www.liguidasset.com). 
And, with Tendril thanks to Chip Cassidy, we 
welcome Bill McNabb (Piedmont, CA) and Clark 
Smith (Santa Rosa, CA). 


BEWARE! Decorator Dewey Decimal -
a new cataloguing system. Warning: Do not allow 
interior decorators into your library! True story. A 
fellow Tendril, mercifully to remain nameless, was 
recently commissioned by a prestigious California 
winery to assemble a first class wine library. One day 
(in the absence of our trusty librarian), after some 
150 books had been acquired and properly shelved, the 
interior design team came in "to decorate." They 
removed all the books from the shelves, and re
arranged them- Yes! according to color and size. Our 
stunned librarian quietly asked if they were going next 
to Stanford University to help decorate their library! 


cont. on p. 7 -
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TWO BAGATELLES ON WINE 
BY CHRISTOPHER MORLEY 


by 
Thomas Pinney 


[Prof Thomas Pinney, chairman emeritus of the Department of 
English, Pomona College, CA, has been a faithful contributor to our 
Quarterly from its beginning. His definitive work on the history of 
Pre-Prohibition wine in the U.S ., History of Wine in America (U.C. 
Press, 1989), earned him the sobriquet "America's First Wine 
Historian" from Jim Gabler in his Wine into Words. (The eagerly 
awaited second volume of the history covering Prohibition to the 
Present , is at the publisher.) Salute, Tom! - Ed.] 


~ = :iiici:i:?"'~ = ===iii hristopher Morley (1890-1957) 
was a man of letters such as we 
do not seem to produce any 
more in this country. A Rhodes 
Scholar from Haverford College, 
PA, he produced a great quan
tity of varied work in his not 
very long but very busy life: 


2:l]~ l!~ it~~ novels, short stories, plays, 
essays, poems, newspaper and magazine articles in 
wholesale quantities, introductions, reviews, editions, 
lectures. When Morley was only 37 years old his 
publisher brought out an edition of his work in 12 
volumes, and that was by no means complete . He was 
active in the publishing business; he was one of the 
founders of the Saturday Review of Literature, and an 
original member of the selection committee for the 
Book-of-the-Month-Club. He is not much read now, 
but in the first half of the last century anyone with 
only the most marginal interest in literature would 
have been familiar with his name. 


He was an enthusiast for literature, much more 
inclined to praise than to blame, and he was not afraid 
to be seen as a fan rather than a critic: his passion for 
the Sherlock Holmes stories, for example, led him to 
serve as one of the founders of the Baker Street 
Irregulars, the international organization for Holmes 
nuts. 


So what has he to do with wine? His name does not 
figure in any of my wine bibliographies, nor did he, so 
far as I can find, ever write anything substantial about 
wine. He liked to arrange for limited editions of short 
texts that he had written, often in pamphlet or even 
broadside form, to be distributed to friends or to some 
club or organization: the bibliography of his work lists 
dozens of such items, which, being limited to start 
with, quickly became scarce. Two, at least, of these 
semi-ephemera are about wine: one was written 
during the Dry years, the other very shortly after 
Repeal, when Americans were nervously making 
themselves re -acquainted with that difficult thing 
called wine. 


I doubt that I would ever have heard of these trifles 
had not a generous bookseller (James Lorson, Fuller
ton, CA) given me a copy of the first item, Epigrams in 
a Cellar, a little four-leaved pamphlet, uncut at the 
top, printed in an edition of 500 copies by Basil 
Blackwell in Oxford and dated August 1927. He also 
told me about another Morley item that he had just 
sold called Esoterica Viniana. Since both were quite 
new things to me, I tried to find out something about 
them . Here are the results. 


The "Epigrams" turn out to be a series of quatrains 
celebrating a list of superlative Burgundian wines 
that, presumably , Morley had been privileged to drink 
on a visit to France. His biography is silent on the 
matter, but the visit in question must, I think, have 
been made in the summer of 1926, when Morley's 
regular column for the Saturday Review of Literature 
was a chronicle of a trip to Ireland, England, and 
France. And the French part of the trip must have 
been spent at the Chateau de Missery in the Cote de 
Nuits of Burgundy. Epigrams in a Cellar is dated 
from the Chateau de Missery, and Morley printed a 
sonnet in the Saturday Review (7 August 1926) to 
celebrate the chateau: 


Chateau de Missery 
"Here is a place where poems might be made." ... 
But in the linden arch such matins twittered, 
Fish swam such curves beneath the balustrade, 
The poet paused and found himself embittered. 
Stubble was savory by the grasscut edge, 
The sun decanted Meursault-colored shine, 
And shamed by random mosses on the ledge 
He corked the inkpot and uncorked the wine. 


Here every shape outrhymes the poet's wit: 
In every view such harmonies are spoken 
New-joined verses will not do, he fears. 
Bring out some strong old sonnet, polished fit, 
Plain as these grainy panels, dark and oaken, 
Rubbed and sweetened by Burgundian years. 


I know nothing more of the Chateau than this 
sonnet reveals, but I suppose that it must have 
belonged to the family of Missery, identified as 
growers and merchants of Nuits Saint-Georges in 
Anthony Hanson's Burgundy (London, 1982). 


The wines that moved Morley to write "epigrams" 
in their praise are identified as Clos Vougeot 1911 and 
1923, Chambertin 1911, Chablis Moutonne 1915, 
Corton 1915, Pouilly 1915, Tache Romanee 1915, 
Nuits St. George 1915, and Musigny 1911. The verses 
are in that mode, now felt to be embarrassing in our 
technical age, that attempts to evoke the character of 
a wine by personifying it in a boldly fanciful way, thus : 







Clos Vougeot 1923 
This Young Vougeot, as gay as Chaucer's Squire, 


Boyish in faults, for youth will always err; 
But ah, what blend of tenderness and fire 


When this our Damoiseau becomes Seigneur! 


I don't suppose anyone would dare salute a wine in 
verse these days, when the orthodox descriptive style 
demands this sort of thing: "Full-bodied, with whole
grain bread, coconut and candied fruit, with a rhubarb 
preserve aftertaste" (said of a Champagne in a current 
magazine that need not be identified-I am not 
making this up). But extremes meet: the modern 
wine writer's desperate struggle to give an "objective" 
list of actual flavors creates just as fantastic a figure 
as the verse does-and which of the two is the better 
poetry? I think I know. Here is another sample: 


Nuits St . Georges 1915 
Oh, Nuits St.Georges! Saint George of ancient time, 


Saint George the strong embarrasser of dragons: 
We also spear the reptile with a rhyme 


And celebrate his obsequy with flagons. 


Epigrams in a Cellar was written under Pro
hibition and probably owes some of its spirit to the 
exhilarating sense that, in France, at least, one was 
free to enjoy a range of good things denied to the 
unhappy Americans at home. 1 


Esoterica Viniana, the second item, is, in contrast, 
a response to Repeal. I have not seen a copy of this 
item, which is described as a 10-page pamphlet, 
privately printed in an edition of 100 copies by the 
Prairie Press of Muscatine, Iowa. It is, obviously, very 
scarce and hard to come by. I have, however, read it 
in its original form, as part of "The Bowling Green," 
Morley's column for the Saturday Review of Litera
ture, for 9 June 1934. Morley's theme is the perennial 
one of What to say about a wine? The topic had a 
special urgency early in 1934 as the American public 
groped about for an understanding of the wines that 
they were now free to drink again but that they 
suspected to be full of pitfalls for the unwary. Morley, 
with tongue in cheek, supplies his readers with a 
series of responses that he has made up for them so 
that they can deal confidently with the Esoterica 
Viniana. 


I think that what is most striking about Morley's 
comic suggestions is their very timidity, as though he 
did not dare to be~ foolish on the subject, even 
when he was making jokes about it. People were still 
too uncertain. "Remember to allude to the gun-flint 
savor" ofa Chablis, he counsels; but that hardly seems 
very extravagant, nor do some of his other sugges
tions: "A real Englishman's port," is another pro
posed response, or "ls this a good year for laying 
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down?" Better are his comic personifications: "It has 
nice ankles," and "a little languid, but I daresay it has 
something up its sleeve." But such things fall far short 
of the imagination in James Thurber's famous New 
Yorker cartoon of the same era: "It's a nai:ve domestic 
Burgund y without any breeding, but I think you'll be 
amused by its presumption." 


Slight though they are, these Morley items are an 
amusing part of the literature of wine in America. One 
wonders how many of the 600 copies printed still 
survive? 


1. Morley reprinted the "Epigrams" in the volume of his Poems 
(Garden City, NY, 1931). 


.E p 


IN A CELLAR 


"Compliments of the author" 
-From Old Books Have a Future 


by William Safire (1993)-


I
prefer to send out my complimentary promotional 
copies with a personal inscription, because I hate 
to get those little printed cards that say "with the 


compliments of the author." I save the cards, and 
sometimes slip them into the Bibles on sale at Alan 
Stypeck's Second Story Books in my home town of 
Bethesda. Alan doesn't mind; people like to get a Bible 
"with the compliments of the author." 
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LIVING WITHOUT WINE BOOKS (Almost) 
by 


Christopher Fielden 


[In 1989, our noted wine author and longtime collector of wine 
books, confessed in the Introduction to his book, Is This the Wine 
You Ordered, Sir? The Dark Side of the Wine Trade, "The drinking 
of wine is only part of the whole pleasure. For me reading about it 
is another, and the collecting of old wine books on the subject yet 
another." In a brave moment in 2003, after some 30 years of 
collecting, Christopher Fielden presented his library to the Institute 
of Masters of Wine. - Ed .] 


ur Madame Editor asked me 
to write a piece about what it 
is like living without wine 
pooks. That is just about as 
kind as asking a reformed 
alcoholic what it is like living 
without beer and Bourbon , or 
a drug addict what are the 
pleasures of cold turkey. 
However, I must admit that I 


have my methadone substitute. 
First of all I did not give away quite all my books. 


For everyday reference I did hold on to my The World 
Atlas of Wine (Johnson & Robinson) and The Oxford 
Companion to Wine (Robinson). These can answer 
most of my workaday problems. I also hid away 
certain books that I needed for research on projects 
that I had in hand. If I need further information I am 
learning to use web-sites. For someone that has been 
as computer illiterate as I am, this has proved to be an 
often exciting, and sometimes dangerous time of 
exploration. Sorting the accurate sites out from the 
inaccurate and the independent from the commercial, 
is not always easy. 


In addition, there is a great deal of vicarious 
pleasure to be gained from the catalogues of dealers 
specialising in second-hand and antiquarian books on 
wine. Over the years, my purchases have justified my 
being included on numerous mailing-lists from around 
the world, including the United States, Australia and 
France as well as Great Britain. I suppose that, 
sooner,' rather than later, they will wake up to the fact 
that I am no longer a buyer. I find that there is great 
pleasure in seeing what price is now being asked for a 
book I bought many years ago- and have since given 
away. One of the true tests that my addiction has been 
cured will be when I also give away these catalogues. 
(Perhaps anyone who is interested, should apply now!) 


I must also confess that in the last year I have 
bought a copy of the new edition of Wine into Words 
by James Gabler. I have justified this to myself by 
saying that it is not a wine book, but the book ab~ut 
wine books. Again, I can gain pleasure by reading 
about past pleasures. 


Finally, there are friends who still give me books 
and I thought it might be interesting for some of you 
to read about them. Here then are three that may be 
the seeds of a new collection. 


Grape Man of Texas - The Life of T.V. Munson by 
Sherrie S. McLeRoy & Roy E. Renfro, Jr. Austin, TX: 
Eakin Press, 2004. 288 pp. 


From the far side of the Atlantic, the view of 
American viticulture outside California, the Pacific 
North-West and, possibly, New York State, is dim. 
This is the story of one of America's great pioneer 
viticulturalists. From his base in the small town of 
Denison , in Texas, Thomas Volney Munson (1843-
1913) sent out to the world a broad range of hybrid 
grape varieties. He also was the leading recorder of 
American grape varieties that grew in the wild . He 
would set off on long trips, often months long, 
faithfully logging details of what he found. The 
authors claim, with some justification, that it was due 
to him, and a few others, that the vineyards of the 
world were rescued after the tsunami ofphylloxera. At 
the time, the French recognised this by granting him 
the Legion d'Honneur and by raising memorials to 
him in Montpellier and Cognac. His displays of vines 
were a major feature at a number of the International 
Exhibitions, then so popular. 


Sadly, his legacy is slight. Whilst he created forty
three varieties he claimed suitable for making wine, 
few of them were of commercial importance. Beacon, 
Captivator, Dixie, Ellen Scott, Fern Munson and 
Muench have all been recommended by the BATF for 
winemaking, yet none of them are household names. 


Volney Munson was something of a polymath-he 
invented a flying machine and a new form of hoe, he 
corresponded in French with all the leading ampel
ographers of his day-he was truly a man of 
substance. Do his authors do justice to their subject? 
Roy Renfro has been closely connected to preserving 
the memory of Volney Munson. Amongst his other 
roles he is the Director of the T.V.Munson Viticulture 
and Enology Center and oversees the twining link 
between Denison and Cognac. Sherrie McLeRoy is a 
specialist historian on Virginia and Texas. 


There is no doubt that they have researched an 
enormous amount of material; somehow, I feel, they 
have had difficulty in separating the wheat from the 
chaff. There is a wealth of, particularly, family 
material that might have been sifted out of a book 
aimed at those interested in wine history. The book is 
divided into chapters and then into sub-sections. One 
of these, intriguingly entitled "Solving the World's 
Problems," begins: "Neva's high school graduation on 
June 7th 1900, was a real family affair since her father 
gave the address ... " Because of its idiosyncratic 
nature I found this a difficult book to read, though I 
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particularly enjoyed looking at the phylloxera crisis, 
from the American point of view. There are plenty of 
illustrations, though the reproduction of many of the 
photographs leaves much to be desired. Notwith
standing these reservations, this is a book that must 
be in the library of anyone interested in America's 
early vineyard history. 


0 Sabor do Vinho by Alberto Miele & Adriano Miolo. 
Bento Gongalves: Vinfcola Miolo & EMBRAPA, 2003. 
133 pp. 


After Argentina and Chile, Brazil is the third 
largest producer of wine in South America. The fact 
that its wines have remained largely unknown to the 
outside world (apart from the notorious Marcus James 
Aurora Valley White Zinfandel) is largely due to the 
fact that little wine of quality is produced and that the 
domestic market is so enormous. Adriano Miolo is a 
Director of one of a small group of companies seeking 
to improve quality and distribution. This is a beautiful 
book, full of colourful illustrations and photographs . 
Even for someone whose knowledge of Portuguese is 
rudimentary, such as myself, it paints a clear picture 
of the wine industry of Brazil and the various wine
producing regions. It also explains the basic principles 
of viticulture and vinification as well as the art of 
wine-tasting. Though the general material you will 
have read before, the particular information on Brazil 
and its wines provides an essential, though lesser, 
piece in the jigsaw that is the world of wine 
knowledge. 


Hie! Or the Entire History of Wine (abridged) by 
Julian Curry. London: Vinum Bonum, 2001. 68 pp. 


Julian Curry is an experienced actor, best known in 
Britain for his role as Claude Erkine-Brown in the 
television series Rumpole of the Bailey. As John 
Mortimer says in his introduction, "Between snobbery 
and intoxication the great pleasures of drinking can be 
found." Also within those parameters lies this little 
book, which is the text of this 'wine entertainment' 
that Julian has performed around the world - when I 
saw it, it was in a winery in Uruguay! It is full of fun 
and littered with wine quotations that can pepper 
your conversations around the dinner table for years 
to come. Sadly there are too few wine books that can 
make you laugh out loud. This is one of them! 


THE WAYWARD TENDRILS is a not-for-profit organization founded 
in 1990/or Wine Book Collectors. Yearly Membership/ Subscription 
to the WAYWARD TENDRILSQUARTERLY(ISSN 1552-9460) is$20 
USA and Canada; $25 overseas. Permission to reprint is requested. 
Please address all correspondence to THE WAYWARD TENDRILS, 
Box 9023, Santa Rosa, CA. 95405 USA. FAX 707-544-2723. E-mail: 
tendri/s@jps.ne1. Editor and Publisher: Gail Unzelman. -
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NEWS & NOTES, cont. from p.3 -


BULLY HILL 
and the Taylor Family Heritage by Paul Sprague, 
historian of the Greyton H. Taylor Wine Museum, is 
the story of "one of the most prominent families in the 
wine industry" and the Taylor Wine Company, found
ed by Walter Taylor in 1883 in New York's Finger 
Lakes wine district. The 25-page booklet (8Y2 x 11), 
illustrated with old photographs from the museum's 
collection, is available from the author: 1950 Himrod 
Rd, Penn Yan, NY 14527. $6.25 (includes S/H). 


The Madeira Heritage 
in Colonial America, by Capt. (Ret.USN) Dr. John 
P. Cann, is a privately published (2004), nicely printed 
and illustrated, 23-page pamphlet . 200 copies. 5% x 
8Y2. Tendril Isaac Oelgart writes he has a few copies 
for sale, at $15 per copy ( + shipping $2.50). His email 
is the-pll@vallev.net 


The Definitive Cocktail Book 
is the title of Tendril Jeffrey Benson's latest book. 
This follows his The Right Wine with the Right Food, 
both published by Elliott Right Way Publications. 
Jeffrey writes that it is available from Amazon.com 
(£5). Yes, there are wine recipes! 


Exploring the World of Wines & Spirits 
by Christopher Fielden has just been released (Lon
don: Wine & Spirit Education Trust, 2004. 244pp.) 
This is a total re-write of the textbook for the WSET's 
Advanced Certificate Course, and of interest to all 
who wish to expand their wine knowledge. 


New Silver Reference Book! 
Long-time Tendril John McGrew, 
who has several Society of Wine 
Educators books to his credit, has 
now studiously researched and 
compiled Manufacturers' Marks on 
American Coin Silver (Hanover, 
PA: Argyros Publications, 2004. 
204 pp, 1400 illustrations). This 
outstanding reference work is "the 
first book to decipher the cryptic 


pseudo hallmarks found on American coin silver." John 
warns, "the closest this comes to being of interest to 
W-T are the staked and fruited vines shown on p.125." 
One of his "some-day projects" is a book on "the many 
flatware patterns with grape motifs." Now this i§ 
Tendril terroir! Manufacturers' Marks is available 
from the author, 355 Park Heights Blvd, Hanover, PA 
17331. $40 + $4 S/H. 
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Vinaceous Correspondents: 
Martin Ray's Friendships with Eminent Oenophiles 


The Third Article in a Series (continued) 


by Barbara Marinacci 


[This is the third segment of an article within the continuing series based primarily on the writings of California's "legendary" vintner 
Martin Ray (1904-1976). For 40 years he zealously promoted the cause of wine quality, particularly in the forms of planting more fine 
winegrape varieties, producing unblended varietal wines, and assuring their honest labeling . Author Barbara Marinacci, the 
stepdaughter of Martin Ray, prepared the Martin and Eleanor Ray Papers for permanent storage in Special Collections, UC Davis 
Shields Library . Comments about Amerine in Martin Ray's letters to Julian Street quoted herein, as well as about other principal 
figures in California's wine industry in the early 1940s, are reprinted with the kind permission of the Manuscript Division, 
Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton University Library .] 


PART III . MARTIN RAY AND MAYNARD AMERINE: 1937- 1976 
-3-


y 1938, U. C. Davis's primary 
enologist was becoming acknowl 
edged as an expert wine connois 
seur and wine judge . Maynard 
Amerine' s growing reputation re
sulted from his diligent deter
mination, since the time of his 


1:l'z&.zao .... 11111111~~ 1935 appointment to the teaching 
faculty and research staff of the Division of Viti 
culture, to learn as much as he possibly could about 
wine in its many manifestations: past and present 
winegrowing practices in different regions of the 
world, research findings that might improve 
winemaking technology, and rational methods of 
sensory evaluation of many types of wines. He was 
ambitious in both his career objectives and a larger 
aim to push California into demonstrating its 
potential for producing excellent wines. 


Amerine also understood the newly revived 
California (and American) wine industry's need to 
start and support educational efforts that would 
enhance wine marketing. Andre Simon's launching in 
the mid-1930s of the international network of Wine 
and Food Societies inspired a receptive small com
munity of wine lovers in the San Francisco Bay area. 
One of Amerine's early moves in gaining knowledge of 
wines was to join up. He also manage d to become a 
member of the highbrow Bohemian Club, and 
hobnobbed with oenophilic physicians in the Society 
of Medical Friends of Wine, San Francisco. In fact, 
Amerine himself was responsible for getting the latter 
organization started. He brought the idea back from 
his 1937 trip to France, where he had learned about 
just such a group . He passed the concept on to Leon 
Adams, the Wine Institute's public relations man, who 
soon put it into action with a core of doctors already 
belonging to the Wine & Food Society . (The Society of 
Medical Friends of Wine recently celebrated its 65th 
anniversary.) These associations' sophisticates 
older, wealthier, and far better acquainted than he at 


first with fine wines (which most had managed to 
acquire, store, share, and drink .during the 13 years of 
Prohibition) - were happy enough to take the budding 
young professor under their wings. Within several 
years Amerine knew more, and tasted more skillfully, 
than most of his mentors. Still, he was usually 
diplomatic and circumspect about it all; a full aplomb 
could come later on, in good time. 


[2nd] 


Q uarterly D inner 
of the 


SOCJETY OF MED1CAL FRIENDS 


OF WINE 


l//cd11esday Evening, May 24, 1939 


ST. FRANCIS YACHT CLUB 


San Francisco 


- The evening began with Paul Masson California Dry 


Champagne 1936. The speaker of the evening was Maynard A. 


Amerine: "Wine Growing in California, Its Present Day Status 


and Future Objectives." -







Deftly, Amerine had insinuated himself into 
positions of choosing wines for special events, partly 
because he was willing to spend time and effort doing 
investigative tastings. His admiration for wines now 
being made by his friend Martin Ray, proprietor of the 
Paul Masson Champagne Co., at times influenced his 
wine choices , since he totally endorsed MR's determi
nation to produce pure varietals vintaged from the 
finest French grapes. 


For instance, members of the Wine and Food 
Society of San Francisco received a letter in late 
summer of 1938 from its Honorary Secretary, Harold 
H. Price, announcing a banquet to be given on 
Thursday, October 27th, at the "beautiful and 
commodious quarters of the Stock Exchange Club, 155 
Sansome Street, well known for the quality of its 
cooking." The letter ended with an assurance that 
"The menu has been the product of much thought and 
discussion and will fulfill our high standard of 
perfection." (Note that a benevolent invitation was 
extended to members' spouses and significant female 
others: "Ladies may attend." ) The letter's third and 
fourth paragraphs described the wine list for the 
occasion: 


The selection of the wines has been placed in the capable 
hands of Dr. M. A Amerine. There will be provided the 
exceptional opportunity of drinking delightful California 
wines twenty-five years and more of age and perfectly 
sound. There are few such wines in existence, and they 
are beyond price. 
As a surprise , a relatively recent California wine will be 
presented, which the undersigned considers the finest 
California wine that he has ever tasted, and which is a 
refutation to those who believe that California is 
incapable of producing a wine of superb quality and 
breed. [The wine selected was the Paul Masson Cabernet 
Sauvignon 1936.) 
Obviously, Dr. Amerine had already persuaded 


Harold Price that Martin Ray was the winemaker 
whose new wines were demonstrating, above all 
others, California's potential for world-class wine
making- renewing that bright promise shown in the 
decades before Prohibition. 


The Quest for Quality 


B
y 1940 Amerine had already written several 
articles on wine tasting that would begin estab
lishing a more scientific basis for judging wine 


quality and defining special characteristics in wines, 
based partly on the demanding and complex wine 
research that he and Dr. Winkler had begun in 1935. 
And as a co-author with several other enologists, 
viticulturists, and oenophiles he was publishing a 
series of monographs about different types of wine. 


Undoubtedly when together, MR and MA often 
discussed technical issues related to winemaking, 
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when MR's own opinions and conjectures about cellar 
phenomena probably intrigued and sometimes amused 
his wine-scientist friend. Unlike his winemaker friend, 
Amerine couldn't really afford to express an adamant 
disdain for the many winemakers who used meta
bisulphite and hot-room tactics to sterilize and 
pasteurize wines to prevent them from going bad, and 
to clarify with chemicals and fine-filtering to make 
them suitable for fast turnover in commercial release. 


This passage in an MR letter to Julian Street surely 
reflects the sort of talks he often had with Amerine. 


No, it is not necessary to fine, filter or otherwise clarify 
a wine if it is of a good year and care is taken with the 
vines, grapes, picking, crushing and care of the wine. My 
experience shows that our wines are so well balanced 
they will and do become crystal clear for a few days in 
January or February, but not every wine or every 
year-most of them, % the whites. Then, one of those 
few days, we rack the wine off its lees and dead yeast 
cells. Soon the few remaining yeasts in the wine start to 
work and the wine hazes-up very slightly as it works 
through Spring and Summer, those yeast feeding on the 
little remaining sugar and struggling against the alcohol. 
But it is a losing game for those yeasts and after a couple 
seasons ofit, they give up, drop out of suspension for the 
last time and the wine may be racked clear of them and 
it remains completely clear. It may be bottled in the third 
or fourth year, after two, three or four Christmases. But 
sometimes it is longer. I have some 1936 wine I will not 
bottle until January next. A storm side, especially a 
north wind, will make the wine haze-up, too. Most people 
tell you this is untrue but they just don't know about 
wines. If their wine bas been killed it cannot be 
expect[ed] to act like it is alive. [MR disapproved of all 
"treated" wines, which deliberately eliminated minute 
living organisms.] Atmospheric pressure seems to affect 
the wine and I would not be surprised if the moon does 
although I may go too far there, I haven 't proved it. I do 
know the wines while yet a year or two old are very 
easily disturbed and something does change them from 
month to month. Storms, winds and temperature I know 
effects [sic] them . There is not more than a very few days 
in the first January or February of a wine's life that it is 
completely clear. 
MR then ends his long monologue to tell of the UC 


Davis enologist's sometimes amused reactions to such 
assertions and speculations. 


Amerine laughs at some of my declarations, too. But be 
has a cellar controlled by artificial means. His tempera
ture, atmospheric pressure, does not change naturally . 
But in general he sees with me, I think. [6/15/40) 
Though based on observations and perhaps touched 


a bit by an almost mystical affinity for winemaking, 
MR's opinions weren't products of the painstaking 
scientific research being conducted at UC Davis. (It 
must be remembered, too, that little was known then 
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about crucial microbial activities, such as malolactic 
fermentation, that came after the early, post-harvest 
fermentation to alter wines as they aged.) 


Much as Amerine at that time, and for some years 
afterward, respected the elemental purity of MR's 
approach to vintaging grapes into wine, and admired 
many of the results he got by using it, he would need 
to view this mostly past-entrenched, almost primitive 
methodology as restrictive and impractical when 
applied to truly commercial-that is, frankly profit
seeking-winemaking . After all, MA was employed by 
the University of California's College of Agriculture 
and its Division ofViticulture for two main reasons: to 
educate a new generation of young winemakers in the 
best, most practicable, and cost-effective methods of 
producing wine as a principal product ofth~ state; ~d 
to conduct research into all processes ofwmemakmg, 
from testing the vinous properties of a multitude of 
grape varieties to studying the complex ~tages of 
fermentation (and what could go wrong durmg them, 
and why) to determining the proper aging , bottling, 
and labeling of wines. 


Amerine in the late 1930s and early 1940s saw few 
opportunities open up for his handful of enology 
students. But that would change, and then the 
University system increasingly would rely upon the 
California wine industry's most prosperous wineries 
to supply funds to help defray the costs of training 
professionals to work at their facilities, and to 
underwrite innumerable specific research projects 
that someday might well benefit their grape -growing 
and wine-producing and -selling abilities. 


So Maynard Amerine needed to be highly politic to 
enable him to move adroitly through several very 
different realms . Primarily there was the academic 
one and there he basically earned his living; 
cor;esponded and met with European enologists, 
whose investigative work hadn't been halted by 
Prohibition's stultifying 13-year hiatus; conducted his 
own wine research while initiating and supervising 
the work of others; and wrote papers and books that 
explicated wine technology. Then there was the 
aesthetic realm in which Amerine had already become 
a widely acknowledged judge of wines, and he could 
also educate lay people, in person and through popular 
writings, in the niceties of wine tasting. Finally, 
Amerine played an outreach role whereby he 
interacted frequently with winery proprietors and 
winemakers conducting applied research projects 
while trying'to persuade them to increase the p~anting 
and vintaging of fine winegrapes-always with the 
goal of improving wine quality. 


He has a very good attitude toward making wines as they 
must be made to be fine. In fact, he has little interest, I 
believe, in the factory type wines. He is the only one out 
here , unless it be some of his friends at the University, 


that really takes prides in natural methods. But he has 
more theoretical knowledge and it naturally makes him 
think differently at times than I think. This is good, too, 
for after all he is a teacher and he must deal with theory . 
But he is about as close to the soil as he could be. He has 
close touch with all the producers , knows all the 
vineyards . [7/4/40] 


Martin Ray Takes on the Wine Industry 


A
merine's ardent quality-promotingadvo _cacy h~d 
led to his forming a close personal friendship 
with the activist outsider Martin Ray, despite 


their personality, temperament, and lifestyle differ
ences. They mostly traveled in very different social 
circles and working environments . What bound them 
most closely was their passion for wine and a 
wholehearted agreement on the changes most needed 
to achieve quality in the benighted wine industry: 
planting far more fine-varietal grapevines; not blend
ing the wines made from them with those made fr?m 
lesser, much more abundant varieties; then labelmg 
and marketing all superior-class wines honestly so 
that the winegrape varieties and regional origins 
would be given, along with the year of vintaging; and 
introducing self-regulatory measures in the industry 
that the government could help to enforce. 


Even when operating Paul Masson in the late 1930s 
and early 1940s, MR didn't pay much attention to the 
latest findings in wine research, though he must have 
heard a number of things from Amerine that 
(pertained to recent technical innova_tions in win~ry 
paraphernalia and lab work or vmeyard-tend~ng 
t~ tics and machinery. But MR was a fund~ental_ist; 
h~~ subscribed to what he called the classical 
methods " which tended to use traditional equipment 
appropri~te for small-scale vintaging, fermentation, 
and aging, and to eschew practices that spe~ up t~e 
natural and slow progression of a particular vmtage s 
development toward marketable quality (which even 
then might require further years in wine collectors' 
cellars ). 


In his decided liking for hands-on work in both 
vineyard and cellar, and later (after 1941) the 
economic necessity to do as much of this himself as 
possible, MR had little time for perusing research 
reports. Furthermore, he resisted m~ng any changes 
in his methods once he had achieved, through 
deliberate experimentation, results that thoroughly 
satisfied him . He also believed that much of what went 
on in viticultural and enological research didn't apply 
to his fine quality-focused winemaking , since it was 
done largely to benefit large -scale vineyard operations 
and wineries that mass-produced their wines
because the funds that supported such investigations 
largely came from the big commercial companies. 


Almost from the start of his tenure at Paul Masson 







in 1936, MR became a contentious critic of the wine 
industry's status quo. Making insulting remarks 
about other wineries and their wines, he wasn't at all 
concerned that what he'd said would create enemies 
or exacerbate his reputation as a curmudgeon; in fact, 
at times he actually seemed to glory in doing so. 


Privately, Amerine clearly agreed with some or 
many of MR's strong opinions, and at times con
tributed backup evidence to sustain them, along with 
sheer gossip. It's evident that he supplied adverse 
information about other wineries and vintners' 
practices and results . For instance, here's an excerpt 
from a letter from MR to Julian Street containing one 
of his typical diatribes about another winery. 


Why, Dr. Amerine and Dr . Winkler of the U of C shake 
their heads over Wente's wine , even Frank Schoonmaker 
suggests to Wente how to make their wines and even has 
now made certain definite conditions to which his 
purchases from them are subject. They simply don't have 
any top grade natural wines . But they can be bought 
cheap. They have hundreds of acres and are a 
commercial business making the best wines in their 
valley [Livermore], that is all, nothing more . One of 
these days, someone will show what can be done with 
their grapes and then their wines and the wines of that 
whole valley will be classified for what they are . [8/24/40] 
MR must have frequently sent Amerine tasting 


reports after trying out wines made by his 
competitors , which he did often with his head vi~tner, 
Oliver Goulet. Fortuitously, this one letter- agam the 
Wente winery took a hit-survives because he sent a 
carbon copy to Julian Street ; thus it got preserved 
among the Street Papers at Princeton Library. 
Otherwise it would have been destroyed in the Masson 
winery fire of July 1941 , and it's doubtful Amerine 
preserved the original. 


Dear Amerine, 
Today Goulet and I tasted Wente Bros.' Pinot blanc 1937 
which Frank had told me was a very good wine. I had 
expected that they might "have something" in it as 
Besone wrote that it is being sold at a premium price as 
something very fine. (Is it $18 per case?) But as we 
poured it into the glasses I told Goulet it would either be 
just like all the rest of their wines, else it would be a 
pleasant and interesting experience . 
Well, it was just like all the rest, sulphur, no total, not 
varietal, not a natural wine and tasting like it had been 
cooked. And it was sweet, that is, high in reducing sugar, 
suggesting 80 2, pasteurization , filtering . We could detect 
no trace of Pinot in it and it was a great disappointment 
to us. Looking at the wine in the bottle, before it was 
opened, we rather expected a natural wine as it was very 
dirty and we thought, "they have made a natural wine 
which wouldn't clear up and they bottled it anyway ." 
Afterward, we thought it had probably gone into the 
bottle clear but failed to hold. 
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Now, what I want to know is, have they any Pinot Blanc. 
I want to know because I would like to know if it is 
possible for a Pinot to be so made and treated as to lose 
all traces of its varietal characteristics. I always found 
Wente's wines uniformly high in sulphur and that 
artificial cooked taste, regardless of label, and I suppose 
it is possible all varietal characteristics are lost in their 
treatment. But since they sell this as their "best" I 
expected more. I am, even so, very anxious to know if 
they actually have the grapes , so let me know. [12/12/40] 


"It is pure folly." 


M
R's letters to Street often express a vehemence 
he must have spouted at times in Amerine's 
company. He especially got worked up, it 


seems , after his East Coast correspondent, friend, and 
wine authority had just written something favorable 
about other California wineries that were building 
good reputations back East-at least among wine 
distributors like Bellow, with whom Julian was 
affiliated. It's likely that a lot of MR's information 
actually came from Maynard Amerine, who knew the 
wineries, the vineyards, and the wines better than 
anyone around-though of course he wouldn't have 
carried on in this churlish manner. 


I am becoming impatient with the ignorance and fraud 
of producers. After all, it doesn't require a lifetime to 
identify the varieties of the vines growing in a single 
vineyard, and when they deliberately refuse identifica
tions of experts or themselves rename their grapes to 
comply with trade advantages, it is time that innocent 
bystanders seek refuse from what is sure to ultimately 
ensue. 
With the good of the industry at heart, I have been more 
"general" than specific, in discussing these things with 
you at times in the past but now I must tell you my 
opinion, just as herein above expressed . You have often 
wondered why, in California, the great varieties do not 
appear to produce wines true to varietal character, as 
suggested by wines claimed to have been made from such 
varieties . The answer is, they are not made from such 
varieties. 
Inglenook's so-called Pinot Nair is not Pinot Nair. It is 
what was named by a certain leader in viticultural 
circles, "Pinot St . George ." From that, they came to call 
it "PinotNoir." It hasn't the slightest resemblance to the 
Pinot Nair , nor is it in any way related. Naturally , the 
wine doesn't taste like Pinot Nair. This is the grape 
scattered all over the northern part of the state and 
called by ignorant or fraudulent producers, Pinot Nair. 
Inglenook's so-called "Pinot Loire" is in fact the Chenin 
Blanc and two years ago they called it that. It is in no 
sense related to the Pinot Chardonnay and does not 
resemble it in any way. Beauleau [sic] have this same 
grape, also calling it "Pinot Loire ." Both have been told 
by experts, it is no Pinot. The Chenin blanc is grown in 
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the Loire River Valley, Anjou . It has sometimes been 
called, "The pineau of the Loire," never a Pinot. Our 
little friend, Chellicheff [sic, meaning Andre Tchelist
cheff] told one of the viticultural authori ties only 
recently, "Oh well, we call it Pinot Loire ." Cherrin blanc 
is the Vouvry [sic] grape . It doesn't belong in the Pinot 
family .. .. 
Do you suppose anyone up there know s the difference or 
even, which, if any of the varieties , they have? I can tell 
you the answer to what they have is in their wines. I can 
also tell you upon authority , they do not ha ve the true 
Gamay Beaujolais and it is impossible ever to make, from 
what they have, a Gamay wine . The character of a great, 
or lesser but distinguished , variety is always to be found 
in its natural unblended wine. To hell with all their 
claims! Look to the wine . Whether good or bad, the 
answer to whether or not they have the varieties is in 
their wine . I have the added advantage of being able to 
look also at their vines . 
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And Inglenook 's "Johannisberger Riesling" is not 
Johannisberger Riesling. What I am telling you should 
lead you to the unavoidable conclusion that Inglenook is 
not the vineyard you ar e trying to believe it is . From it 
can come excellent wines , their quality varying with the 
ability of their wine-maker but always limited by their 
varieties and their soil and climatic conditions. If you will 
accept their limitation , you will be happier with Bellow's 
selection. After all, it is just what they need . Why must 
they covet the leadership in the commercial bottle-wine 
business and at the same time endeavor to ride in on our 
wagon [Paul Masson's reputation for pure, high -quality 
varietals] to an associate-position in which they enjoy 
none of the necessary requirements or even under
standing? It is pure folly. If I were you , I 'd get Mr . 
Wildman to employ Dr. Winkler or Dr. Olmo at the 
Universit y of California to identify all Inglenook grapes 
for Bellows because otherwise the y are going to look 
mighty foolish . More interest is being shown in varieties 
now and people find out in time. But you can always play 
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safe by relying on the wine. That is the only true test. 
Even vines growing in the field do not insure their being 
in the wine named after them. 
I have already told you about the Cabern et grown out 
here . "Cabernet " is like saying "Claret" or "Burgund y." 
It isn' t enough by which to identify a win e or grape . 
What Cabernet? Cabernet franc or Cabernet-Sauvignon? 
In California , it is likely to be the "Cabernet Pfeffer ," 
which is not Cabernet at all-it is a grape so named by 
Mr . Pfeffer, upon whose acres I used to play when a 
youngster and which were later acquired by the late 
Fremont Older, a great man . Remember him ? If not 
Pfeffer's Cabernet , it is in Californ ia probabl y Cabern et 
franc . I have yet to see in California a pur e Cabernet
Sauvignon wine outside our own and every so-called 
Cabernet-Sauvignon vine yard I have yet visited ha s been 
one of these other varieties or all mixed up . There aren 't 
many who can tell the difference . [10/17/40] 


These pointed attacks by MR on other wineries' 
winegrape plantings and varietal wines would con
tinue in the years to come , both verbally and in 
letters, then eventually in print. As word of such 
things got around, they were bound to infuriate the 
people thus targeted for criticism and scorn. Yet 
surely there was some truth in various statements he 
made. MR himself didn't travel around much to 
inspect other people 's vine yards , but he spent time 
with the three UC Davis scientists who frequently did: 
Maynard Amerine , of course , but also Albert Winkler 
and Harold Olmo. They kept statistics on the varieties 
grown in specific locations throughout the state-and 
noted the pitiful acreage accorded to the grapes 
needed for making fine wines . Thus, whenever MR 
made forceful pronouncements about somebody else 's 
misidentified grape varieties during his Masson years 
(and afterwards ), whether as vines growing in a 
vineyard or as an erroneousl y labeled varietal wine, he 
often had an expert's expressed opinion backing him 
up . His University sources, though , wouldn't ever care 
to admit that they had given him information to use 
as ammunition against some winery or vintner's 
reputation. Over time, they would learn to be more 
cautious in supplying him with information they had 
accumulated from observations in vineyards and wine 
tasting experiences . 


It can also be said , though, that MR himself had an 
exceptionally sharp eye for details in grapevines and 
an excellent memory, which gave him the ability to 
differentiate among them. (At the time , little attention 
was being given to clones, the variet ies' variants .) 
Therefore he knew most varieties when he saw them 
in the field. Furthermore , he maintained when writing 
to Street that his experience with tasting fine 
European vintages (and therefore his abilit y to detect 
the presence of particular varietals ) was far wider and 







deeper than that of all other California vintners of the 
time. Therefore, he felt he could readily dismiss the 
likes of John Daniel at Inglenook, Georges de Latour 
at Beaulieu, Louis M. Martini, and the Wente 
brothers . 


Martin Ray, unlike many winery proprietors and 
winemakers of his time or all time, just wasn't a 
joiner. He didn't really wish to mingle with his peers. 
He mostly stayed close to home, entertaining a wide 
variety of guests before or after busying himself in his 
own vineyards and wine cellars. He really expected 
people to come to him, not vice versa, and though he 
could be a convivial host, sometimes his tolerance 
level for sociability would suddenly be exceeded, and 
he'd explode like fireworks. The choicest documenta 
tion ofMR's behavior toward a visitor who roused his 
ire can be found in his long report to Julian Street of 
a turbulent encounter that took place some months 
earlier, either in late 1939 or early 1940, with Andre 
Tchelistcheff. Street must have been delighted with 
this telling, for at the top of the first page he wrote 
"Martin Ray = Bully letter" and in the left margin, 
"Swell!-the visit of Tchelistcheff." (Street had been a 
friend of Theodore Roosevelt's, and from him must 
have picked up that expression.) 


Witness to a Wine Squabble 


M
aynard Amerine probably realized early on 
that maintaining a friendship with Martin 
Ray would be much like riding a roller coaster . 


There could be few if any dull moments when in his 
proximity. MR often mentioned in letters to Street 
that the Davis enologist had come with someone else, 
to meet him and then look around the immaculate, 
well-organized Masson cellars. Such occasions usually 
went well ... but decidedly not when he had the idea 
of bringing Andre Tchelistcheff to Masson, thus 
precipitating a fantastic contretemps between these 
two now-legendary winemakers, both of whom were 
still in their 30s. 


The Russian-born, French-trained agronomist and 
wine chemist had been invited to the U.S. in 1938 by 
Georges de Latour to become the new winemaker at 
Beaulieu Vineyards. Present too for the occasion, no 
doubt to make the Russian expatriate feel more at 
home, was Prince Vasili Romanov, a member of the 
exiled Czarist nobility, who was the sales rep for Paul 
Masson Winery in the San Francisco area as well as a 
minor shareholder. 


Julian Street, who had already heard about 
Tchelistcheff, apparently asked MR about him and got 
this reply. MR's entire account of his meeting with 
"Chellycheff'' appears here in its entirety. 


The story is, that fellow came down here one day to visit. 
Dr. Amerine and Prince Vasili were here . Amerine 
brought him. I haven't his name here for spelling but 
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you call it Chellycheff, so that's how I'll spell it here. 
Chellycheffis a wine chemist and a wine maker . He came 
from France to Beaulieu, is a Russian, has lived in 
France and is supposed to have worked in important 
cellars there in important capacities - you know that sort 
of thing! Well, I rather believe he wanted a job with me 
and thought he would get it by demonstrating how much 
he knew. This he undertook by means of attack, as you 
shall presently see. But whatever his objective may have 
been, Vasili had been telling me in advance of this visit 
that I should get Chellycheff for our cellars. A brilliant 
fellow, a fine chap, and all that. Amerine had spoken to 
me about him, too. So, when he arrived by appointment, 
with Vasili and Amerine on hand, we visited the cellars 
with Goulet who as you know was formerly a Jesuit 
Brother but does not pride himself on a formal education 
beyond possibly a few years in high school. Goulet is a 
practical chemist, trained by the Chemistry department 
of the (Jesuit) University of Santa Clara, respecting 
chemistry for what it is worth in wine making but no 
more. We believe chemistry has no place in wine making 
beyond the fact a knowledge of it permits one to better 
understand wine making, and when something goes 
wrong with a wine , chemistry may prevent its loss. But 
chemistry can never make that wine a fine wine again, 
nor can chemistry do anything to a potentially great wine 
other than make it less great. Or, so we feel. When all 
goes well and when everything is done as it should be 
done, there simply isn't any need for chemistry . Anyway, 
you will understand, there exists a feeling on Goulet's 
part and on my part, that anyone who prides himself on 
being a wine chemist, is no wine maker but a doctor of 
sick wines. With this feeling, with the build-up Chelly
cheff had had, we went into the cellar to taste wines. 
Chellycheff asked if he might be completely frank, in his 
discussion of our wines. He had, coming up the hill, 
asked Amerine if he (Amerine) thought it would be all 
right for him to speak right out to me about the wines as 
he found them, about cellar practices, wines in general. 
Amerine told him he thought it would be expected of 
him. Vasili also was asked, and he gave his assurance. So, 
the fellow had himself all set. And I rather believe he had 
actually mapped out a campaign to sell himself. I per
mitted him to see and taste all he wanted of the wines in 
wood and this took up all of the morning, as I recall. He 
is very sharp and thinks as fast as lightning, but some 
things he is utterly blind to. So it is with the finer 
qualities in wines. I doubt if it is lack of experience, 
although it may be . I think he is simply blind to the finer 
qualities in wines. 
But the communication was good, he knows how to talk 
a great deal without either saying much or disclosing 
much of what he thinks . Looking back to that day, I 
rather think he was just getting ready, learning to know 
his man . For, he found the wines very nice, very clean, 
very pleasant, exceptionally pleasant, yes, even 
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exceptionally fine. He was interested to know about the 
alcohol content, at what temperatures they were 
fermented, the total acid, the pH and all that you can 
imagine he might want to ask of. I was a bit puzzled with 
him as yet because he hadn 't said one thing in the whole 
morning to tell me ifhe knew anything , was able to judge 
the wines or if he was even enjoying himself. The only 
thing I then felt instinctively was that he felt this was an 
event for me or at least wanted me to feel so. I tried to 
draw him out on a couple of wines but he wouldn't go 
into them. He was cagey. Then we took some bottles of 
Champagne and went into the house . And that was the 
time for him to do his stuff. 
We tasted the bottles as the excitement of the ensuing 
explosions of conversation wore off, but for all practical 
purposes, the tasting that day was concluded in the 
cellars. As the bottles were carried to the house, I had 
another conversation to make before joining Chellycheff 
and Vasili at the house, for Amerine and I had something 
to go into. So Vasili and Chellycheff were alone in the 
house for half hour or maybe an hour . Then we joined 
them . And Chellycheff said, "Mr . Ray, may I be very 
honest and frank with you and tell you what I think of 
your wines?" I told him he might say whatever he liked . 
So he said, "Mr . Ray, I am very sorry, very sorry to have 
to say this, but I find that your new wines are very fine 
wines but that you do not know how to make the most of 
them and that you do not know how to take proper care 
of them, that in the wood I find them very good but by 
the time they get into the bottle they have lost their 
quality ." He kept on telling me with his hands and his 
voice, how sorry he was, to have to tell me this , and for 
a little man, I never heard a stronger, louder or more 
penetrating voice, as he became more sorry . He beat on 
his chest and put his face up under mine and thrust his 
whole personality at me in a most amazing way . I sensed, 
at once, this was no ordinary conversation but I could 
not tell what it was directed at or how it could be as 
important as I sensed it to be. So I told him I could not 
understand what he meant and I drew him out. He took 
a bottle ofmy still wine and told me it was not clear , that 
wine could not be sold if it was not clear . I told him that 
particular bottle was a Still Champagne, that it had 
undergone a certain amount of secondary fermentation 
after being bottled in its first spring. But he didn't 
understand, and I doubt if the fellow had ever tasted a 
bottle of Still Champagne . It was merely taken from the 
cellar for tasting, anyway . I told him it would be clarified 
in time if it needed it. Then he got onto the taste of my 
bottle wines, said that they were all flat, had lost all their 
real character, some place along the line. I was still very 
meek. But as he developed confidence, seeing me take it, 
he let out . Then all of a sudden I lit on him in a manner 
that he may not soon forget . I had to shout him down 
and it was as close to being physical violence as it could 
be while remaining entirely conversational. I told him 


what I thought. I told him of all the Russians, 
Frenchmen, Germans, Italians , Japanese and others that 
had in the past 80 or 90 years come to California to make 
great wines. I told him that some had settled down on 
the land and produced grapes and learned to become 
growers with varying degrees of success , as wine makers . 
Then I told him of those others, who never learned 
anything about the land, the vines , the practical and 
essential back-ground to successful wine making-those 
fellows who came filled with theory , chemists like 
himself, who had grand ideas for doing great things, but 
who did not last . I called to his attention that no chemist 
had yet made a fine wine , that all the theories they 
studied and put into practice were but theories after all , 
tried and possibly proven in making ordinary wines, but 
having no place at all in the making of fine wines. I asked 
him what had happened to all these chaps like himself 
who came in an endless stream from the colleges and 
chemistry laboratories to tell growers how to make wine. 
None have remained . In no single cellar in California 
does a chemist direct the operations with a record of 
more than a year or two . I told him of examples, of what 
they had done with their damned fancy ideas . And I told 
him he didn't know anything about making fine wines, 
that he was unable to judge them . 
You can see, it was a queer thing . He utterly jumped 
upon me. And I turned and jumped upon him . There was 
no basis for it at all, except that we had directly opposite 
ideas, neither would or could accept the ideas of the 
other. He was making a play, had to see it through. I had 
Amerine and Vasili here and my own honor to defend. 
Besides, I had come to dislike the fellow and had to have 
a bit of his flesh. The very idea, I thought. The whole 
thing was artificial and planned. I can sit down and talk 
about anything with anyone who will be honorable and 
considerate, but this sort of thing I had never seen 
before. 
These things said were in shouts, all mixed up, first one 
talking , then the other. We were both talking most of the 
time . My voice became louder even than his and there 
was profanity like you never heard in such a wrangle . 
There were many things he had said that I had saved up 
to crash on his head and I find I can no longer remember 
much about the actual fight. But Mrs. Ray was upstairs 
and she thought there was hell downstairs and couldn't 
understand what it was all about. In the end, he became 
silent , almost brooded. He seemed to me to be unable to 
understand what had happened, so badly had he 
blundered . And through about three hours of this Vasili 
paced up and down, never said a word, Amerine sat at 
the table too shocked to put in a word until it had just 
about spent itself . As the visit ended Mr. Chellycheff was 
still so sorry, now that he had perhaps offended me . I 
told him he had not offended me at all but that by God 
he had better not come down here and tell me that I 
didn't know how to make or care for wines and that he 







did. I told him that he had been at Beaulieu less than 
two years, had never made one wine fit to drink. I told 
him I had tasted them and found them all a doctored, 
unnatural, overworked bunch of stuff and that until he 
had made one natural, undoctored and good sound wine , 
he could not raise his voice to me. I invited him to return 
when he could bring one such wine with him but not 
before . And he was more dazed than ever. The poor 
fellow thought he had been taken advantage of, perhaps. 
He admitted he had no unsulphured white wines, that he 
had not as yet made the wines he expected to make . I 
then admitted I was but getting started myself but called 
to his attention, we are working in different directions . 
If I'd let Chellycheff get away with the conversation he 
undertook, it would have been all over the state, what 
had happened and that what Chellycheff said is true. 
Things are like that here in California . What people say 
becomes truth among winemakers and the wine crowd 
simply because they are unable to tell themselves and 
they are always ready to take up [that] which some new 
chap says ifhe has a fancy background. A year later, they 
accept just as readily that the fellow was a phony . But to 
date, Chellycheff has impressed a lot of people with his 
knowledge and ability, and he is getting bold. Now, he 
knows his place here and he knows I know he doesn't 
know much, certainly nothing about winemaking as we 
carry it on. He would be all right if he would accept the 
fact he is in a commercial plant making commercial 
wines . But he won't. He thinks he is working in the 
correct direction to make the very finest wines and he 
even thinks he will make them in this manner . Wherever 
he worked in France, it was clearly a commercial 
establishment , for he is completely ignorant of the better 
wines . Why, he even thinks a deposit in a red wine 
makes it a poor wine. He shouted at me that my Pinot 
Noir and Cabernet have small deposits in them and he 
couldn't understand how I could call them good wines 
under such conditions . So you have the fellow. He is an 
interesting little man (he is very short ) but not as 
interesting as all this writing would indicate. I have 
overdone the story, so will say no more about it. It was a 
case of a man getting into a place where he didn't belong 
and of having made a blunder of selling himself. Vasili 
now sends word to me Chellycheff may shortly lose his 
job at Beaulieu, as the old man is dead and he has seen 
the handwriting on the wall. [7/3/40] 
MR later maintained (as recounted in Eleanor 


Ray's Vineyards in the Sky) that this heated verbal 
argument at the Masson premises, which nearly got 
into shoving and fisticuffs, took place over a bottle of 
putative Pinot Blanc (Vrai) brought that day by 
Tchelistcheff. When tasting it, MR declared that it 
was not Pinot Blanc at all-thereby infuriating 
Tchelistcheff, who said that the grapevine cuttings 
had come from Paul Masson 's own vineyard, given by 
the Frenchman to his friend Georges de Latour. 
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According to that version, after the violent altercation 
MR himself later went up to Beaulieu to identify the 
grapevines, and determined that they were the 
inferior Aligote, not Pinot Blanc. 


But MR's letter to Street given here surely gives 
the correct story. He also sent him copies of subse
quent correspondence between Tchelistcheff and 
Goulet (although it's evident that MR in fact was the 
letter writer), which contribute in part to the last part 
of MR's story, which adds an intriguing follow-up to 
the winemakers' battle. This passage indicates that 
the conflict in the tale MR later told actually relates to 
a second incident-over a here-unnamed "dry white" 
that caused yet another dispute between the two 
volatile men. It also indicates how MR often used his 
bead vintner, Oliver Goulet, as his mouthpiece, go
between, and factotum. 


Goulet visited him, months later. Chellycheff showed 
with pride his new pasteurizing system. They tasted his 
wines (some of them ). Goulet asked for their best 
Cabernet and dry white, samples to bring to me and 
there was a promise I would let Chellycheff know 
through Goulet what I thought of these wines Goulet 
brought home. In a little while, Goulet wrote my opinion, 
which is enclosed herewith. Then came the reply which 
brought on this letter ofGoulet's to Chellycheff. You will 
recognize, possibly, I write the letters for Goulet, as 
Goulet is not much on letter writing himself and I am 
foolish enough to say what I want to say. Usually Goulet 
and I talk the thing over together as I dictate the letter , 
ifit is for him. In this way I write for him but he is a part 
of it, which is better than my trying to do the thing for 
him . I wouldn't permit myself to get into a letter writing 
bout with the fellow Chellycheff. [7/3/40] 
It's unfortunate that the carbon copies ofMR's two 


"Goulet" letters to Tchelistcheff, and the original of 
the latter's intermediate letter conveying his incensed 
reaction, all obviously sent on loan to Street for his 
interest and then returned to MR, are no longer (it 
appears) extant. Doubtless they were consumed in the 
Masson winery fire. But is it faintly possible these 
three letters - two of them the originals-are all 
bidden away deeply somewhere in Beaulieu 's archives, 
someday to be unearthed? 


During Martin Ray's lifetime Tchelistcheff was 
surely the best known and widely respected California 
winemaker. His influential work also continued on for 
two decades after MR's demise. Though both were 
intensely interested in perfecting wine, as well as 
genuine lovers of hands-on vineyard care, the ways in 
which they dealt over the years with other people in 
the wine industry were wholly different. Each man 
had strong opinions and a hot temper. However, 
Tchelistcbeff could get along with most people, and 
even compromise, in order to get the work done. He 
was also more patient in his expectation that the 
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necessary improvements in American winemaking 
would ultimately take place, partly through his 
encouragement and help. Moreover, unlike MR, he 
never owned a winery or vineyards; he was either an 
employee or a consultant, and even when opportuni
ties to operate his own winery in a partnership were 
proffered, he declined them. Tchelistcheffworked for 
three decades for a sizable commercial winery, pro
ducing many thousands of cases of wine a year. In 
contrast, MR from the start owned both vineyards and 
winery. 


Obviously he wasn't looking to make friends among 
his winery-owning peers. Amerine, though, for a 
number of sensible reasons, wished to establish and 
retain cordial relations with winegrowers, so naturally 
he didn't wish to infuriate and alienate them. He may 
have been mostly unaware ofMR's inclination to turn 
information given him into ammunition in his attacks 
upon the legitimacy of fellow winemakers' honesty 
and honor. 


As would become increasingly evident as the years 
went by, MR's deliberate isolation from the wine 
industry's mainstream, technically and socially, 
prevented him from exchanging useful information 
and ideas. This was coupled with a decidedly arrogant 
attitude toward the results (i.e., wines) of most other 
California (an d American) winemakers' aims and 
efforts. At base, there was a savage competitiveness in 
him: an egoistic need to feel that no one could possibly 
achieve what he had achieved, and would continue to 
achiev~espite his clarion call for others to join his 
fight for wine quality and fine varietals. MR's inability 
to recognize and laud achievements by others in
evitably led to semi-publicly expressed verbal attacks 
on them through self-generated publications distrib
uted far and wide. His negative attitudes, along with 
information and opinions, were based on his wine 
industry experiences in the Repeal, WWII, and post
war periods; eventually becoming badly dated, they 
contributed to his irrelevance and obsolescence as a 
vintner by the time the Wine Revolution had begun 
transforming the landscape, better wineries, and 
consumer interests. • 


- The next two sections of this article about Martin Ray's 
friendship with Maynard Amerine will cover the remaining years of 
their relationship, which was closest in the 10-year period following 
Amerine's return to UC Davis from WWII military service. A house 
fire in 1951 consumed MR's collection of letters from MA, and MA 
at some point destroyed the letters he had received from MR over 
the years. Fortunately , though, plenty of epistolary evidence of 
their connection was kept by Eleanor Ray after marrying MR; she 
herself adored Amerine. The Rays' correspondence with MA during 
the first half of the 1950s reveals how MR began envisaging how to 
expand his winemaking enterprise, and also why and how MR 
launched his fervent, hard-hitting "wine quality fight" in 1955, 
thereby losing forever his best friend . 


SONGS OF STRANGENESS 
by 


Gordon Jones 


[Gordon Jones has been a Tendril since our founding in 1990. At 
that time, he and his wife, Dorothy , had been collecting wine books 
for some 35 years, and had formed an enviable collection. We 
featured this splendid library in our October 1996 issue (Vol.6 #4), 
"The Joneses and their Wine Books ." Gratefully, Gordon period
ically pulls a gem from their library shelves and entertains us. We 
welcome his latest contribution! - Ed .] 


James James 
Morrison Morrison 


Weatherby George Dupree 
Took great 


Care of his mother 
Though he was only three. 


James James 
Said to his mother, 


"Mother," he said, said he, 
"You must never go down to the end of 


the town without consulting me. " 


his poem, written 
many many years 
ago by A. A. Milne, 
has caused numer
ous thinking people 
to wonder exactly 
what was going on 
at the end of the 
town. The answer 
has been available in 
a strange little wine 
book, Ballads of the 
Wine Mad Town, 


( written and pub-
1r'I· lished by Florence 


Wobber m San 
Francisco, 1916. 


Miss Wobber also illustrated it. 
This book is quite possibly unique among wine 


books, as it was written by a young woman who did 
not drink wine, sell wine, make wine, or have 
anything whatsoever to do with wine. She was merely 
filled with a deep desire to write. Apparently she had 
a lot more desire than writing ability: this was her 
second book-she had not been able to get her first 
one published . 


In writing this book she tried to take advantage of 
the strong prohibitionist sentiments of the time. In 
fact, a cursory glance at the book might make one 
think it is Prohibition literature. It is not. It simply 
uses wine (alcoholic beverages) as part of the plot. 


Miss Wobber drew upon the settings and characters 
from her unpublished book, Silver and Black, "the 







story of the cycle of time." Florien, an ancient city of 
the Egyptian desert about 7000 B.C., was the center 
for perfume distillery. The leading perfumer was 
Sabah Habannan, who had a seven-year-old son, 
Obiad. Desert wanderers stole the child, who died 
within the year. Sabah did not know his son was dead. 


Ten years later, young villains of the desert 
contacted Sabah and told him he could have his son 
for a ransom. Sabahjoyously agreed, and they planned 
to come to Florien. Sabah left town to go to the 
neighboring village to buy carpets and clothing for the 
reunion , and excused most of his servants. 


This brought about a big problem because the 
servants normally took the previous day's left-over 
fruit juice to the end of the town in jars and buried 
them . It seems that fresh fruit juice was the principal 
drink of the time. Sabah's fruit juice did not get 
disposed of, so it stayed in his house, and fermented. 


The evil-doers came to Sabah's house and took it 
over, as he had not yet returned. The only drink they 
could find was the fermented fruit juice. Neighbors 
thought this would ruin them. Instead it seemed to 
elate them. At this point the rest of the town joined 
them, and there was much merry making. Someone 
then remembered all of the juice at the end of the 
town; it was soon retrieved. Presently, the perfume 
makers started making wine, and the town immedi
ately started coming apart. The wine, of course, 
brought out the worst in everyone . Miss Wobber 
wrote the ballads to illustrate the evils that prohibi 
tionists were predicting. 


The titles of some of the ballads alone indicate how 
desperate the situation was: 


Song of the Imp of Mischief 
The Tides of Passion 
He Has Long Been Gone 
Kiss Me, Sweet Death 
The Strangler's Song 
Nearing the Bar 
Haggard Night. 


All in all, it was obvious that the consumption of 
wine was not all that beneficial. There is no 
conclusion to the book: just the direful songs. 


Unfortunately for Miss Wobber, few people were 
interested in buying her book. San Franciscans were 
more interested in where to eat and drink, as another 
book of the same era, Bohemian San Francisco, by 
Clarence Edwards (San Francisco: Paul Elder & Co., 
1914), did very well and was even reprinted in 1973. 


Miss Wobber, meanwhile, worked in early radio . 
She went by the name of Little June East. In the 
1930s she moved to southern California . She tried, but 
could not get work with Warner Brothers Studios; she 
returned to radio where she once again became Little 
June East. She got married, unsuccessfully. About 
1940 she moved back to San Francisco with a car full 
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of dogs. She had always liked animals and they had 
become her best friends. 


About this time she wrote another book, Calico 
Orchids, which was published in Hollywood in 1942. 
It was semi-autobiographical and very light on facts. 
The dedication was somewhat indicative of her life: 
"To all dogs including the two legged kind." Little is 
known of her in wine or writing since that time. 


Miss Wobber supervised the book's design and 
production at the San Francisco publishing house, 
Sunset. Small in size, 7" x 4V2" (98 pages), it is 
artistically presented in a rose and black color scheme 
on every page. The light -turquoise cloth front cover is 
richly decorated in gilt and red, displaying the title 
and a drawing by the author . There are 8 full -page 
illustrations, and each page is adorned with a vinous 
motif. Ballads of the Wine Mad Town is certainly very 
different from most wine books, and belongs in my 
wine library. • 


I will hear the wit and the clever speech , 


I will garner all secrets within my reach; 


I will drink the wines of the distant lands, 
They will purge my brain of the desert sands . 


I will buy a robe of a royal hue , 
And sandals all studded with pearls , like due . 


A chaplet of iris will be my crown ; 


Bedight to dance in the Wine Mad Town. 


[FROM: "The Call of the Wine: Temptation ."] 
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BOOKS& 
BOTTLES 
by 
Fred McMillin 


If You Have It, Flaunt It! 


Great Wine Terroirs by Jacques Fanet. Berkeley: 
U.C. Press, 2004. 240 pp. Hardcover. $40. The 
Winemaker's Dance: Exploring Terroir in the 
Napa Valley by Jonathan Swinchatt and David G. 
Howell. Berkeley: U.C. Press, 2004. 


L
ong ago the four elements were thought to be 
fire, water, air, and earth. The last three provide 
the physical environment for the production of 


all wine grapes. While this has been obvious to wine
growers for over 5,000 years, only one country, 
France, has given a name to the total natural environ
ment of a vineyard. Their word for soil is terroir ( tair
wahr ), and subsequently it also has acquired the total 
environment meaning. Today, applied to their grand 
Burgundy and Bordeaux vineyards, the French are the 
leading advocates of the term. They've got it-they 
can flaunt it. However, New World vintners are wary 
of the word, many doubting that it can be meaningful 
or useful. Some feel it is merely a marketing tool. The 
Wine Spectator's Matt Kramer has quoted those who 
regard the concept as "viticultural voodoo." But ... 


I Have a Dream 
The Impossible Dream-It is the year 3005: U.C. 
Davis announces to the wine world a breakthrough 
greater than their 20th century achievement, the Heat 
Summation Method to classify climates. After a 
century of research, they now can quantify terroir. 
For example, the terroir of Napa Valley's Rutherford 
Bench for Cabernet Sauvignon is 95 ± 2. 


More Facts, Less Voodoo 
That's the dream. It might actually come true if more 
knowledge can be developed. These two terroir books 
make rich contributions to one aspect of terroir
geology. 


Fanet's World View 
Jacques Fanet, Assistant Director of the National 
Institute of Appellations in France, specializes in soil 
sciences and viticulture. In covering the "Wine 
Terroirs of the World," his book is dominated by 


marvelous graphics and text on the geology-viticulture 
ties that bind in France. The terroirs of the U.S.A. are 
given but four pages. 


• "Though it seems implausible ... today's 
wine-growing landscapes were chiseled 


into shape two million years ago." 


The book 's organization is delightfully refreshing , 
being based on geological , rather than geographical, 
criteria. That is, the first section is devoted to 
vineyards on the edges of faults, including those of 
Alsace and the northern Rhone Valley. Another is 
devoted to the geology and grape varieties of vineyards 
on the foothills of mountains , including Chile and 
Switzerland. 


• For us beginners, the study of soil is called 
pedology . 


Learn why the soil often differs from its support rock, 
and why the structure of the soil may be more 
important than its chemical composition . And more . 


Winemaker's Dance in the Napa Valley 


• "The winemaker 's dance is an engagement 
with land, vine , and human understanding ... the 


human element is the connective tissue that binds 
earth, climate, vine, and winery to form the system 


we identify as terroir." 


The need for precise definition (s) is something obvious 
if the impossible dream will some day be achieved
perhaps we start by defining terroir-1, terroir-2, &c. 
Authors Swinchatt and Howell, both geologists , say 
that even the finest review of geology and wine they 
have seen (Terroir by James Wilson, 1999) "un
fortunately further muddles the already turbulent 
waters of terroir by offering a range of vague and 
confusing definitions and further yet by using them 
inconsistently throughout the book." 


• "Human intervention, particularly in wine
making, can overshadow the contribution of 
nature by making wines of great power and 


intensity." 


With careful thinking, aided by outstanding graphics 
and photographs, the authors begin their journey 
millions of years ago before the Napa Valley was 
formed and end with the remarkable terroir of Stags 
Leap, Carneros, and many others. Along the way, you 
encounter such familiar wineries as Clos du Val , 
Beaulieu, Shafer, Duckhorn , Robert Mondavi, &c. 


If you have a serious collection of wine books, here 
are two fascinating, highly recommended addi ti ons
possibly a step toward realizing that impossible 
dream. 







A BOOK REVIEW 
by Allan Shields 


Virgile's Vineyard: A Year in the Languedoc 
Wine Country by Patrick Moon. Illustrations by 
Adrienne Fryer. London: John Murray, 2003, 377 pp. 
Paperback edition, 2004, 280 pp. 


at Moon has written a charming 
"travel" book about the French 
ruralia region of Languedoc. 
Virgile is not the Roman poet 
(Virgil or Vergil), but a younger 
neighbor of Pat Moon, who is a 
central character in the work 
among many well-crafted charac
ters . Virgile is the one vintner 
who serves as Moon's wine guru 


as he learns the skills and art of a vigneron and 
vintner. Though the book is physically divided into 
twelve chapters, one for each month, it is cast as a 
running diary and narrative interposed with 
numerous asides, emergencies, trials, personality 
conflicts and, notably, a great deal of instruction in 
the history of The Languedoc, ancient and modern, as 
well as instruction in the differing local theories on 
the art of wine growing and making. 


Pat Moon, on a sabbatic year from his lawyering in 
London, was a student of French and History at Ox
ford, the French especially serving him well as he, a 
committed Francophile, immerses himself in the rich, 
local culture of Southern France near the Mediter
ranean. All of this is made possible by his deceased 
Uncle Milo, an architect who developed the chateau 
Pat Moon inherited. The reader follows the author, 
the principal character, on his peregrinations through 
uncounted local wineries, and the vicissitudes as he 
renovates the neglected chateau. The reader learns 
about his olive trees and their gift of oil, a swarm of 
resident bees inside a bedroom, furtive ferrets, old 
vines, and horses meandering into the neighbor's 
pasture and vineyard. In a sense, this is a one-year 
autobiography. 


Other key figures are Manu Gros and his austere, 
censorious wife, Mme. Gros; Krystal, a retired school 
teacher and gay divorcee. Krystal is assigned the 
important task in the book of providing a running 
commentary on the regional history Pat Moon has so 
extensively researched for his book. Much of her 
dialogical "conversations," ostensibly direct quota
tions as they occurred spontaneously, remain 
unconvincing, despite their informative successes. 
They read more like a guide's memorized spiel. Manu 
Gros, less expert than Krystal, and given to alcoholic 
over-indulgence, helps with the history. In the end, 
the author labors strenuously to learn every step in 
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the fabled process of growing wines, from soil analysis, 
plantings, pruning, vendange, pressing, fermenting, 
bottling-to into the glass. With witty, conversational 
dialogue, occupying nearly 90% of the text, I guess, we 
are carried along in the sweep of his diary. An artist's 
map of The Languedoc helps in locating Moon's 
adventures. 


Starting on January 1, the months unfold as the 
seasons wax and wane with their special demands on 
vigneron and vintner alike. Accidents of weather, 
diseases, and equipment, not to forget mistakes of 
unskilled workers, provide constant realism in the 
account. 


One less consequential thread of discourse pro
viding a kind of barely concealed warp to the woof of 
wine making is the author's thinly-disguised, but 
nevertheless, revealed eccentric sexual orientation left 
unspecified here. Why is it that sexual eccentrics 
these days deem it necessary to make the rest of us 
aware of their differences and without ever being 
asked to make public divulgence of their uncloseted 
revelations? Do we really need to know if some 
author/artist has a hangup fetish for sadistic sex, 
transvestite titillations, is a lesbian enamorata, or 
masticates his food in an exciting manner? Do we 
need to know, to enjoy a novel, that some hetero 
prefers the missionary position? Heteros I know feel 
no parallel compulsion to thrust their boudoir habits 
out of the night shadows into the limelight of public 
announcement. I digress. 


Pat Moon's first book promises more to come even 
without another uncle's inheritance. His personal 
writing style of understatement, overstatement, 
liberally doused with the humor of a Brit and well
paced variety, all serve both him and his reader well. 
In spots, his writing rises to rivalry with Kingsley 
Amis, and that's a compliment. Rollicking, no? 







If our books could talk ... 


A 


BIBL/0-LAMENT 


[ "A BibliC>--Lament" by Carl Wheat, handsomely printed by the Grabhorn Press on heavy 
watermarked paper, one verse to a page, with red decorative initials, is a lovely [16)-page 
booklet, bound in blue wrappers (4'h " x 7"). - Ed.] 


Once I was new, fresh off the press, 
Read, enjoyed, even sought by collectors , 


And I rated a place upon the shelves 
Of attorneys , physicians, and rectors. 


I n libraries great, in libraries small, 
I enjoyed the acclaim of the nation; 


But now my short-title and price are all 
That accompany my collation. 


For though once I was new, my leaves uncut, 
My binding crisp and unfrayed, 


At present I'm only a number 
In a bookseller ' s catalogue staid. 


I t ' s a sorry fate , I'm bound to state, 
For one who has tasted glory 


To miss the sight of the erudite 
And of scholars sedate and hoary . 


M y leaves , they declare , are "slightly 
foxed" 


and my covers broken and cracked, 
But of course they add that for pure research 


My text remains quite intact. 


I 've a signature loose and one flyleaf's gone 
My hinges are weak and chipped, 


My spine is worn and my backstrip is tom 
But my insides are sound as a whip. 


For utilitarian ends , in fact, 
I'm much better than volumes rare, 


With their typographic pulchritude 
To be locked away with care. 


Asound working copy, that ' s how they 
describe me, 
And collectors who seek for "condition" 


Would surely consign my soiled old leaves 
To some bibliophobe's perdition . 


M y end-paper ' s lost a bookplate ; 
I'm, in fact, an ex-library tome. 


From two-bit shelf to ten-cent bin 
I'm apparently fated to roam . 


There are times when I'm filled with 
remorse and regret. 


It's easy, - that backward look. 
But then I recall , and try not to forget, 
I'm a book, not an "item" - A BOOK. 


I n my pride I say, it's my text that counts, 
Mere raiment the end is not. 


But even if clothes don ' t make the man, 
My friends, they help a lot. 


"This Trivium , lately indited by Carl I. Wheat in a moment of high bibliobfuscation " 


was "imprinted by his friends the Grabhorns 


for his friends of the Roxburgh e and 


Zamorano clubs ... " [ 1952] 







Toyon Books and the Wine Library Associates of Sonoma County 
Welcome author 


Christy Campbell 
As he discusses and signs his new book: 


The Botanist and the Vintner: How Wine was Saved For the World 
Saturday, June 25, 2005 - 7pm 


Sonoma County Wine Library, (Piper and Center Sts., Healdsburg ,CA) 


Cost: $10.00 
Proceeds to benefit the Sonoma County Wine Library Association 


For tickets or information, please contact: Toyon Books, 104 Matheson St., 


Healdsburg, CA 95448, (707) 433-9270 


I
n the mid-1860s, grapevines in southeastern France inexplicably began to wither and die. French 
botanist Jules-Emile Planchon was sent to investigate . Magnifying glass in hand, he discovered that 
the vine roots were covered in microscopic yellow insects . The aphids would be named Phylloxera 


vastatrix - the dry leaf devastator. Where they had come from was a mystery . 


Soon the noblest vineyards in Europe and California came under biological siege. No one could slow 
phylloxera's maddening, destructive pace. The French government offered a prize of 300,000 gold francs 
for a remedy, and increasingly bizarre suggestions flooded in. Planchon believed he had the answer, and 
he set out to convince the skeptical wine-making and scientific establishments. Aided by the American 
entomologist Charles V. Riley and a decade of research into the strange life history of the insect, Plan ch on 
at long last proved that the remedy rested within the vines themselves. 


The Botanist and the Yintner is an astonishing account of one of the earliest and most successful 
applications of science to an ecological disaster. And even now, the story continues as new strains of 
phylloxera attack vineyards in France, California, and New Zealand. 


ABOUT THE AUTHOR: 
Christy Campbell is a British writer and journalist. 
He has written for the Sunday Telegraph since 
1990, when he joined as defense correspondent. He 
has produced a series of special supplements for the 
Telegraph on 20th century history. 


tc!OW WINE 


WAIi SAVED FOR 


THE WORLD 











NOTES ON A CELLAR-BOOK 
DATA NEEDED BY TENDRIL ISAAC OELGART 


DEAR FELLOW TENDRILS, 


0 
NCE AGAIN I AM SEEKING YOUR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL HELP IN ORDER TO 
DETERMINETHENATUREOFVARIANTSINTHE1921DELUXEORLARGE 
PAPER EDITION OF GEORGE SAINTSBURY'S NOTES ON A CELLAR


BOOK FOR A TITLE BIBLIOGRAPHY I AM COMPILING ON THE SAME. 


• I WOULD LIKE TO CONDUCT A BRIEF TELEPHONE EXAMINATION I SURVEY 
WITH EVERYONE WHO HAS A COPY OF THE 1921 LIMITED, DE LUXE, LARGE 
PAPER EDITION OF NOTES.. . PLEASE EMAIL ME [isaacoelgart@valley.net] OR 
CALL [603.443.6159) TO SET UP A TIME THAT I MAY CALL YOU. 


• I WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM ANYONE WHO HAS PRESENTATION COPIES, 
AND/OR ANY ODD, UNUSUAL, OR UNIQUE COPIES OR REVIEWS OF NOTES ... 


• DO ANY TENDRILS HA VE COPIES OF THE OFFPRINT TITLED NOTE TO THIRD 
EDITION? ONLY 12 COPIES WERE PRINTED. 


• I AM LOOKING FOR COPIES, WITH DUST JACKETS, OF THE FOLLOWING 
PRINTINGS OF NOTES ON A CELLAR-BOOK- THE NOVEMBER 1920, THE 1924, 
AND THE 1927. I WOULD BE PLEASED TO PURCHASE OR TRADE AT 
FAVORABLE TERMS TO THE SELLER. 


THANK YOU. 
SINCERELY, CORDIALLY, AND BIBLIOGRAPHICALLY YOURS, 


Isaac Oelgart 
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